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Preface and Acknowledgements

The problem of racial inberitazice - the "search for identity" -

is a recurring theme in the criticism of Caribbean literature. It is

a pre-ocoupation with Caribbean writers, affecting both subject matter

and literary quality, as FM. Birbalsingh, for example, has shown with

reference to the novels of John Hearne and E,R. Braithwaite (caribbean

quarterly Vols. 14, December 1968 and 16, March 1970). This study of

the work of Edgar Mittelholzer and Wilson Harris will attempt to show

that there are important areas still to be explored relating Caribbean

literature to its complex racial and cultural background.

Both Mittelholzer and Harris deserve close, critical study in

their own right; but a parallel examination reveals similarities and

differences which bring into sharper focus wider concerns of Caribbean

literature. The two important directions of West Indian writing are

more clearly seen: the one, pioneered by Mittelholzer, in which the

writer looks outward towards a "parent" culture, and the other looking

inward, seeking in its own, complex inheritance the raw material for

new and original growth.

Mittelholzer and Harris are both Guyanese of mixed racial

stock, both deeply concerned with the psychological effects of this

mixture, and both writers have a profound awareness of the Guyanese

hiatorical and cultural heritage. They also share a deep feeling for

the Guyenese landscape which appears in their work as a brooding pre-.

sence affecting radically -the lives of those who live within i-t.

Mittelholzer's attitude to his mixed racial aM cultural

origins, however, produces in his work a schizophrenic Imbalance while

Harris, by accepting racial and cultural complexity as a starting-point,

initiates a uniquely creative and experimental art. Mi'ttelholzer, in

his approach to history, human character eM landscape, remains a
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"coastal" writer never really concerned (as Harris is) with. the deeper

significance of the "Interior" and all that this implies, both in a

geographical and psychological sense.

The fact that Mittelboizer's work reflects a psychological

imbalance induced by a pre-occupation with racial identity has been

demonstrated by Denis Williams in the 1968 Mi-ttelholzer Lectures,

and by Joyce Sparer in a series of articles in the Guyana Graphic.

Mitteihoizer's awareness of this imbalance, however, and his attempt

to come to terms with it in his art remain to be examined and

documented, as does Harris's attempt to create am "associative" art

aimed at healing the breach in the individual consciousness of

Caribbean Man.

The aim of this study is to demonstrate that Mit-beihoizer and.

Harris, although antithetical in impact and style (each representing

an approach to fiction directly opposed to the other) are, in fact,

the opposite elements of a dichotomy. Their work illustrates the

negative and positive aspects of the racial and cultural schizophrenia

of the Caribbean, for both writers in their different ways are pre-

occupied with (and therefore have embodied in their work) the uxta-

position and, contrasting of apparently irreconcilable emotional and

intellectual qualities - the Caribbean Syzygy.

Aolmowledgements

I wish to record my especial gratitude to Dr. W.LI,G S James of

the University of Kent for his encouragement and guidance; to

Mrs. Jacqueline Ives for allowing me -to consult and to quote from

Edgar Mittelholzer' g manuscripts, diaries and letters, as well as from

her own unpublished memoir, "The Idyll and the Warrior"; and to

Mrs. Rome. Mitteihoizer for her generous patience with all my question-

ing.
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Special thanks are also due to the University of Kent Library;

to the Librarian and. staff of the Guyana National Library for their

prompt help, at short notice, iri obtaining copies of almost inaccess-

ible material; and to the Association of Commonwealth Universitjeø

for the scholarship grant which made this study possible.
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Clia.pter One

I1RODUCTIO]T:

A Biographical Approach

On 31 tay, 1933 Virginia Woolf wrote in her diary:

... something very profound about the synthesis of my being:
how only writing composes it: how nothing makes a whole unless
I am writing:

In 1971, V. S. Naipaul, in an interview with Adrian Rowe-Evans in Aoora

is reported to have said:

as the horizon of my writing expanded. I sought to recon-
struct my disintegrated society, to fmpose order on the world,
to seek patterns.

What is striking about the remarks of both. writers - althoui their

work and backgrounds are very different - is the similarity of their

regard for the act of writing as an associative art: a means of estab-

lishing identity and of making a recognizable whole out of a fragmented

world. The artist or writer, it seems, feels a special need to express,

through his work, his sense of identity as a human being in a universe

that threatens at any moment to revert to its original chaos. As the

novelist Brian Aldiss puts it:

Like my writing, my belief that the state of the world is
permaneirtly wrong is part of me ... I burn down undergrowth,
cultivate a strip of land and then move on elsewhere - prefer-
ably to somewhere not too overcrowded.3

One thinks of three of the greatest writers of the 20th century; James

Toyoe, self-exiled Irishman creating literary masterpieces out of his

love/hate relationship with Ireland and his Catholic upbringing;

TS. Eliot, self-exiled Ajnerioan speaking for the Old World, welding

together, through his poetry and criticism, the fragmented "Mind of Euixpe",

1 A Writer's Diary ad. Leonard Woolf (Hogarth p ess, 1953) p. 208.

2 Transition Vol. 8 (December, 1971) p . 59.

3 "Ald.iss and. Heaven too" G .uardian (6 August, 197 1) p . 8.
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and grafting himself at the aame time on. to the parent-body of the great

Exropean Tradition ("These fraents I have shored against my ruins")

D.E. Lawrence, self-exiled Englishmazi, spokesman for the tew World and

for the Dark God of the Inner Self, advocate of "wholeness" of Being.

Eoh. in his own. way seeking throui artistic expression, to impose

order on. a world in flux: to establish roots.

The astonishing upsurge of writing in. the Caribbean - in- the

period between the nineteen fifties and the nineteen seventies a signi-

ficant and. rich bodr of literature was created from virtually nothing 2 -

is clearly related in a very special way to the West ]Tndian's sense of

rootlessness, and the consequent need. to formulate a racial and. cultural

identity, post-colonial West Indian; societies were, in. a sense, forced

to come to terms with their own; broken cultural ties with the past and

their new racial and cultural links with the present. The "search for

a cultural pedigree had begun, In addition to the deleterious effects

of colonization on. the indigenous cultures of the people, racial admix-

ture (especially in. iyana)' which, had, by the early 19th century, become

a diagnostic feature of West rndian; society, contributed to the blurring

of strict racial pedigree: the various gradations of skin colour, hair

texture etc. encouraged and hastened the general dilution and confusion

1 P.S. Eliot, "The Waste Land" from Collected Works (Faber & Faber,
1970) p. 79.

2 The remark that West Indian literature is "a bootstrap literature"
deriving from "the bedrock poverty of the West Indian. past" (Bill Carr,
"The West Indian ovelist: Prelude arid Con;tezt" Caribbean Quarterly
March and. June, 1965, p. 74) actually- serves to illustrate this sudden
growth of West Indian. literature; since Carr' s remark already appears
"dated" and, today, even a trifle ranoorous.

3 See p • IX of Philip Mson' a foreword to David Lowentha)_' a West
Indian Societies (otJp 1972)'. Farther references to this work will
appear as Lowenthal.
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of oultura]. and ethnic identity. ¶mt the continuing obsession with iden-

tity, with individual and personal status, is a part of West Indian. life is

certainly true, whether based on the limited experience of the white

"outsider"•

I can only say that from what I have seen and read, the West
Indian probably has a greater problem of identity than. most other
people .

or on the more detailed, deliberately subjective, diagnosis of the "insider";

a West Indian psychiatrist writing about Antilleaz. society:

The Negro is comparison. ... he is onstaxitIy preoccupied wi-tb.
self-evaluation ana with -the ego-ideal.

or on the opin:tons of the native writers and artists thexnselves: "There

are certain themes [n the West Indian nowi] which are specifically

Caribbean. I mean slavery and the quest for personal identity."3

lack of a c ontimious, coherent cultural and. racial background; what Denis

Williams refers to as the lack of "the assurance of the indwelling racial

ancestor"4 drives the West Indian. writer to ask over and or again. the

question "Who an I?". Although the attempt, in -the novel, to asaer-t a

positive West Indian. way of life - a West Indian identity and culture -

began with earlier writers like Claude McKay, C.L.R. Jas and Alfred

Mendes in the nineteen tbities; it was the Guyanese novelist, Edgar

Mittelhoizer, who first raised the question of the rle of heredity itself:

l christopher Searle, The Forsaken Lover (Routledge and Kegan. Paul,
1972) p. ]L

2 Frantz Panon, Black Skin White Masks (Paladin, 1970) p. 149

3 Martin Carter, Lectures (1971) p. 12

4 Denis Williams, Lectures (1969) p. 10
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the phenomenon of racial admixture and. the cultural disorientation which

lay beneath the West Ind.ian's deep psychological need to define racial and.

o Itural identity.

The act of writing novels certainly meant a great deal more to

Edgar Mittelholzer than merely the pursuit of what he called "a pleasant

career". It was also a way of challenging society's laws, of righting

wrongs in both a social and a personal corrtext, and, a cove all, a means

of defining and justifying himself as art individual • A Morning at the

Office (1950) was written with a social purpose in mind:

To debunk certain fallacies held by people in northern regions
about the people in. the WI. especially the fallacy that makes us
out to be a bacicvard ha1-civilised people, it is really a grand
tract nicely dressed up.

The earlier, unfinished "(ribbean Villa" had been desiied as "a true

representation of the coloured. middle class element in B.G. and the Wesl

Indies".	 igland and. Anerica were to see, in -this novel, that West

Indians could appreciate "Bach and Peethoven and Gugin and. Rembrandt arid

T.S. Eliot". 3 But Mitteiholzer's concern, as a writer, lay deeper than

social protest. In a polyglot, colonial society, where a hierarchy of

colour (with the p)iropean at the top and the Iegro at the bottom)

generally determined one's station in life, Mittelholzer felt very keenly

that his own racial pedigree had. been seriously damaged by the ]Slegro

blood. which he had inherited, and. which he always regarded as an unfor-

tunate genetic blemish for which he was made to suffer: psychologically,

if not physically. Born in British Guiana on 16 Daceinber, 1909, a

1 The title of the unpublished aecond part of EWs autobiography of
which A Swarlhy Boy (Putnam, 1963) is the first. In the possession of
Mrs. Jacqueline Ives, the author's second wife, now re-married.

2 Personal letter. (roted in A.3. Seymour, Lectures (1968) p. 13. All
enquiries about the date of this and others letters from 	 in Mr. Se'ymour'S
possesston, have met with no response from. Mr • Seymour.

3	 Ibid.
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swarthr "throwbaok!', the first child of European-looking parents, he was

a great disappointment to his father, "a confirmed negrophobe" 1 whose

resentment instilled in the child both a sense of having been deeply

wronged by lTature, and. an inordinate pride i his German blood. "Just

one drop of that great blood 1 Just one drop in your veins, and. it makes

you different from. everyone else. German blood" 2	ere can be little

doubt that the father's Tegrophobia ootmioated itself powerfully to

the child; for throu'out his life Edgar ittelholzer bore bia sense of

genetic injury like a mark of Cain. In much the same wa Eubertus van

GoenwegeI, the central character in The Harrowing of Hubertus (1954),

the aeooth book of the Kawana trilogy, bears the stiia of "bad blood":

It is the mad beast in me. It defeats my restraint when I
least expect it to. I'm. sure I have inherited it from my
mother ... Some mysterious intuition informed me of it - since
I was a boy. Evil, evil. (p.. 71).

Mittelholzer consciously identified. himself with the European

side of his ancestry, a.i4 his work reflects his consistent, determined

effort to be accepted by a European "parent stock" and. to reject the

title of "West Indian" with its legacy of racial admixture and. "inpuri1".

rris desire to become "rich and famous by writing novels for the people

of Britain to read"3 was, at a deeper level, the wish to be recognised

and accepted as an individual in his own rit by a European "parent".

1	 A3ar4 Boy (putu&, 1963)" p. 17.

2 Ibid., p . 43.

EM, "A Pleasant Career", op. cit., p. 42. This work is part of an
unpublished manuscript, "The Idyll and the Warrior", a copy of which
was kindly lent by the author, Mrs. Jacqueline lye, who gave me per-
mission to quote from it.
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W.O. Dow, a close friend of the author while he lived in Guyana, writes:

Anonymity was not for him, and his greatest test came when
the publishers agreed to accept "Corentyne Thunder", but
suggested that, as Adolph Hitler had made German-sounding names
mud in England, he should write under a non de plume. The
first work that had got so far - a temptation? No, not.for
Edgar A. Mittelholzer. Off went a cable. "Refuse write
under mom de plume •

At that time, Hittelholzer had. been trying for twelve years, with

enormous effort but no success, to get his work published. Much. later,

in 1965, when his fortunes had. declined and, in some financial distress,

be was trying to find a publisher for The Aloneness of Jitra. Chatham

(1965); he was offered publication on condition that be agreed. to omit

certain passages which -the publishers felt would be obnoxious to readers.

Rather than alter his novel, ![ittelho].zer endured fourteen reeotions

before he finally succeeded in getting the book published. His comment

on this bitter struggle for publication is curiously self-deceiving:

Since the publication of The Piling of Clouds, I have lived
wider an ever-darkening cloud-pall of opprobiun Usio .1 •
respectability I earned with A Morning at the Office and
Shadows [ove Among Them has long since vanished. My new novel,
due for publication in. a few weeks' time, The Aloneness of lfrs.
(hathain, wae turned away by fourteen publishers before it was
eventually accepted. by Anthony Gibbs and Phillips last
September •.. But that's the kind, of life to expect when you
decide to make writing a pleasant career, and persist in this
resolve eveni though you get caught in the blistering cross-
fire of a literary world that you have alienated.2

This comment obscures the fact that, far from being an attempt merely to

pursue a "pleasant career", the writing of this novel was a deliberate

embodying of his own. extreme right-wing views on politics, sex, crime and

Letter of tribute included in. a catalogue of EM' a work, prepared by
Georgetown Publio Library, Guyana 1968. This little-known incident
illustrate a both EM' a pride in. -the family mane and the quality of
his determinations

2 EM, "A Pleasant Career", op. cit., p. 43.
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English aooiety, intended as a broadside against "the cloying syrup of

Welfare-State ease" and the "over-ripe rottenness" of English sooiet-,

and written, from a deep sense of diaillusiornnent. England, it would

appear, was finally too liberal, too left-wing to serve as the stern,

lliotoriaim parenrt-image so important to Mittelboizer. ']o change any

part of the novel would have been. a falsification of his own. attitudes,

and, the deletion of any passage would. have constituted "emasculation."

(a word. Mitteihoizer himself uses in. the book's sarcastic dedication to

the publishers and agents who refused to handle it). Acceptance by the

Eritish publishing world. had to be on. his terms: his individuality

needed. to be maintained at all costs.

Mitte]iiolzer's refusal to change, or to accept change, seems to

have been characteristic of his attitude both as a man and as a writer.

According to Mrs. Roma Mittelboizer, his first wife, he hated change of

any kind: even. changing the position of the furniture could. rouse him

almost to fury. His life involved. a strict adherence to routine, the

smallest deviation. from which could make him extremely irritable and

unhappy. 2 1&ittelbclzer was obsessed by the fear of"weakness" (in his

novels it is always the strong-willed who "inherit the earth" while the

weak are ound underfoot), an obsession which seems to steta from his

own. childhood experiences of suppression and chastisement at the hands

of his sternly Victorian. parents and aunts. tn A Swarthy Boy (1963)

he recounts the incident when, as a young child. in the care of a naxmy,

he is mistakenly reported drowned when his hat is found floating on a

pond. in the public garden, He is found later sitting on the bench where

1 EM, The Aloneness of Mrs. Chathan (Library 33, 19 65) p . 144.

2 EM' a diaries reveal a predilection. for minute detail as well as a
remarkable love of routine, Typical daily entries include the
patient recording of indoor and. outdoor temperatures and. barometer
readings. Even. the time of his nightly constitutional stroll is
faithfully recorded and seldom varies. (Diaries in the possession
of Mrs. Jacqueline Ives who very kindly allowed me to consult them).
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his narmy had left him and from which he had. not moved; but his parents,

relief replaced by anger,, refuse to 'believe him and he receives a severe

thraahingr

Something clicked: in me. Something angry and: adult, something
fiery and unforgettable. I Imew I was a person, and a person wh
had been gravely wronged. (p.55)

This incident, like the fear he had of his strict, auithoritariam father

who "had his violent tempers, and often made me shiver and urinate in

terror when he shouted at me" ;l or the Victorian cruelty of "Au

Eugenie" who, entrusted with the boy's first formal education, punished

spelling mistakes by locking the terrified child in an empty room, must

have contributed to the grown man's ambiguous attitude to authority (a

mixture of hatred arid respect), his dogged resistance to change and his

refusal to admit blana or accept guilt. At any rate, the young man,

brought up in a household dominated by women,, repressed and frequently

chastised, even in his teens; who felt in the home "that my masculinity

was perpetually under attack",2 grew up with a major obsession: that

strength of 'will was a pre-requisite for individual happiness, and that

Ms "Germanic", European blood represented this "strength" while his

"West Indian" blood revealed a "weakiess". This attitude undoubtedly led.

to the psychological disunity which became, in turn, not only the chief

cause of his unhappiness as a mart, but also the main, theme in his work as

a novelist.

As he matured, itteTholzer's sensitive, romazrio nature (he was

an extremely imaginative child, with a taste for fantasy — an. element

which appears mainly in his early work) seemed: to be in serious conflict

with a rigid, hyperactive super-ego, finally becoming almost obscured by

1
A Swarthy Boy,, op. oiiL,p. 30

2 Ibid., p. 128
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the latter. R.N. Sanford writing on "The Genesis of Authoritarianism"

A very strict and punitive superego is behind the inability
to admit blame or to bear guilt ... It is this inability that
makes it necessary for the subject to put blame onto others who
may then be hated in. the way that he would hate himself were he
to become conscious of his own impulses. This superego is not
integrated with the ego but stands much of the time in opposi-
-tion. to it, Indeed, the ego would get rid of it altogether if
it could ... Wishing to be free of the punitive superego the
individual is aiwayB ready o exchange it for a suitable
external agency of control.

One thinka of Mi-ttelholzer's hatred of the criminal mind (a recurring

theme in hi novels is the painless extermination, of all wrong doers

"like vermin") and. his bitter invective directed against the liberal and.

hence ']" attitudes of society: his refusal to allow for the possi-

bility of psychological or environmental reasons for anti-social

behaviour, In. fact, a refusal to admit virtually any element of personal

blame. By relating the qualities of "good" and. "evil t' to an exclusively

genetic source, the question. of personal responsibility for one's own.

impulses, good or bad, is neatly dodged and heredity becomes "a suitable

agency of control". In A Swarthy Boy (1963) we read:

People, I am convinced, are born. what they are. Environment
and "traumatic" experience cannot change character, Put an
honest, decent individual in a sewer and he will emerge honest
and decent. Under the best of conditions, a neurotic will
remain a neurotic. (p. 30).2

This is an attitude that reappears in. novel after uovel, running through

the work like a frenzied leitmotiv, 'Paul Mankay, the hero of Uncle Paul

(196 3) says: "it's blood, Environment only adds surface colour to our

R,N. Sanford, Psycholor of Personality (Logos Press, U.S.A. 1959)
Reprinted iii Attitudes (Penguin Books 1966) p. 112.

2 A view only slightly more alarming than that of the controversial
psychologist, H.J. Eysenck, whose theories include the idea that, on
the basis 0±' childhood introversion/extroversion. potential, certain
genetic types are "predestined to become criminals arid delinquents."
(11.3. Eysenck, Crime and Personality, Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd.,
1964, p.163). See also: Professor Johannea Lange, Crime as Destiny
(Allen & lTn'win, 1931).
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characters. What we are now we were from the d&y of our birth." (p.79).

Faced with the inner conflict brought about by an inheritance of German

and Jewish blood, Mankay identifies with the "strong", Germanic side of

nature, but wishes, at the sane ttxne, to be rid of the "punitive super-

ego" it represents, He deliberately joins a neo-1Tazi organisation in

order to set fire to its headquarters, but nevertheless cannot help

admiring the "strength" which the Germans represent:

Should I or should I not hiilit the Teutonic in me and
blot out the JewiSh forever and so bring myself into a oneness
of fellowship with the world of undespised and unpersecuted
men? Difficult. It set up a conflict of loyalties in me.
(p. 148).

I bate, I admire, I hate, r admire, I get confused wonder-
ing who I really an ... (p. 149).

This "war" in his blood produces in Paul Mänkar (who is, according to
the author, "an intensive character study of myself - though only I will

1
know that") a division of consciousness:

You asked if I'm not happy. Well this is hy I'm not. My
split-ness. My two-nesa Meine Zweideutigkeit, The disease
in my spirit. (p.. 164).

Having identified with the stern, rational, "Germanic" attitude which,

like his father's, was "strong" and desirable, I[ittelholzer apparently

tried to suppress the emotional, romantic side of his nature which, like

his mother' a, was "weak" and therefore undesirable. From here it was

only a short step to the concept of white (Etiropean) = strong; black

(vest Indian, Kegro) = weak, and the other dichotomies of Intelleot/

Emotion, Realism/Romance, Pie-by/Sensuality, Spirit/Flesh which lie at

the heart of the novels. These "conflicting opposites" call to mind.

T.S. Eliot's fanous phrase, "Dissociation of Sensibility" and the

Romantic dualities of Blake, Coleridge, Kats, Lawrence and. Yeats;

but it is worth noticing that, in &ittelbolzer' a case,. the

awareness of this condition of "two-ness" seems to come, not from

any deep, introspective, intellectual questing, but from

Personal letter quoted in A.T Seymour Lectures, op, cit., p. 17.
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an early apprehension of genetic "acciden-b": the Caribbean condition of

racial adinirbure.	 ty critical appreciation of Mittelliolzer's work, it

seems to me, would have to take into account the central impor-tarice of

this psychic disuriitr which is embodied in his characters, since it is

precisely here that the tension in the novels is generated. Frank

Birbalsingh in his excellent article1 on Mit-teihoizer, does not see this

as a focal point in the novels; and by asstnning a "bidden conflict"

which is "riot in itself siiificant" 2 but which the author sublimates in

fantasies engendered by the ccnfliot, he findz a general pattern "in

which moral purpose is confounued by free-ranging fanasies" 3 , a serious-

ness of theme which is "counteracted by -the per-verse behaviour of his

characters"4, and episodes which are "not incorporated by coherent

theo"	 ]h looking for moral schema-ta, selecting social reform,

sexual love arid transcendentaLism as the most important themes, he misses

-the deeper significance of what he calls Mittelholzer's "irrepressible

-tensions". Looked at from the point of view of the author's

pre-ocoupation with "two-ness", however, the pervereities of his

characters and the apparent lack of coherent "moral theory" are seen to

constibxte a very clear pattern in which a)iality of Being is the maim

theme, and the re-irrtegration of the psyche the chief impulse • thtis,

the hero of 13cle Paul (1963), asked about his aim in life, replies;

"I "we foimd the parts that are me, bui my job now is to fit then together

and make them stick." (p. 5))

1 Frank Birbalsingh, "Edgar MitteTholzer Moralist or Pornographer?"
LThurnal of (bnmxonwea.lth Literature (JUIy 19 69) p. 88/]1)3.

References to this article will in firbure appear as Birbalsingh.

2 Ibid., p. 100
3	 Ibid., p. 9i1
4 Ibid., p. 89
5 Ibid.
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Many of Mi-ttelholzer' a characters actually reveal their duality

of being in their physical appearance, Colonel Jilkington, for example,

the father of the tortured Garvin in The Jilkington Drama (1965) is

described in ternis of the strong/weak oonfliot:

The lower lip kept drooping sensually, refusing to be curbed
by the austere upper lip. It was as though a continual war
were being waged between the two - the one on the side of
discipline, the other on the aide of slackness, licence, (p. 10).

a duality which is manifested in. his son as a conflict between Flesh and

Spirit which ultimately drives the yowig man to seek self-immolation as

a means of enabling his spirit to "plunge out of -this gross body and

leap into the clear space of another dimension". ( p . 175). Mitteihoizer

tells us, in A Swarthy Boy (1963) that he felt as if:

Two elements have always lived. Within me, side by side and. in
restless harmony, something, no doubt, after the fashion of
uranium atoms,. Any positive disturbance, and -the precarious
symbiosis dissolved into roaring chaos. The Idyll Element
dreamed of a peaceful, sylvam situation ... The Warrior Element
listened always to -the sound of the Conflict..., perpetually
ready to resist, to repulse, to do battle to the death with any
foe that might appear. Greensleeves weaving through the Sword
motiv from The Ring. (p. 126).1

This is reminiscent of the obsessive introspection, of the Romantics, but

in fact has very little to do with a Yeatsian principle of "Self and.

Arrti-Self" or with a Lasrentian apprehension. (in both senses of that

word) of a ntuninous, Dark God.. Mittelholzer recognised. a division within

himself, but to the end. of his days firmly refused. to consider the sub-

ject of psychology, with its insistence on. -the trnconsoious and. the role

of "coMitioning', anything more -than a pseudo-scientific hoax, "The

older I get," he says in A Swarthy Boy "the greater grows my contempt

Cf. Gustave Flaubert' a sense of "inner division.":
There are in me, literally speaking, two distinct persons: one

who is infatuated with bombast, lyricism, eagle flights ... and.
another who digs and. burrows into -the truth as deeply as he can.,

(Letter to Louise Colet, 1852) From Selected Letters, translated by
F. Steeginuller, (Hamiakllamilton Ltd., 1954) pp. 127/128,
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for the pontifications of psychologists." (p. 30)

In refusing to accept the possibility that environmental and. socio-

logical factors (such as his authoritarian. upbringing with its vigorous

suppression of spontaneity) might influence character development; and

by attributing the formation. of personality entirely to netic inheritance,

Mitteihoizer was unconsciously reinforcing a personal, self-destructive

myth: that of racial "impurity" as an indication of the lack of psychic

integrity. As the Guyanese artist and. writer, Denis Williams, puts it:

Attuned. to an Old. World culture, one has come to view one's own
condition. as mongrel, one's own being, in fact with the racial
biases of pedigree man. One has imbibed the most self-annihilating
of fallacies; this is that the mongrel, lacking 'purity" of blood,
ipso facto also lacks the virtues inherent in. purity of blood:
cultural integrity, wholeness of soul.1

Mittelholzer seduloii.siy developed. what he regarded as the "Germanic" side

of his nature (with its insistence on strict routine, discipline and

strength of will) cultivating a taste for the pessimistic philosophy of

Schopenhauer and for the heroic, "Teutonic" resonances of Wagr ierts music,

nourishing what was to bee cme a highly oppressive super-ego. Such "one-

sidedness" of character, with its repression of the Unconscious, leads,

according to C.G. .Tung:

to attenrpts at mutual repression, and if one of the opposing
forces is successfully repressed a dislocation ensues,. a splitting
of the personality,or disunion with oneself. The stage is then
set for a neurosis,

gven as a young man, Mittelboizer was aware of a deep disharmony within

himself and. was constantly on. his guard against melancholia and morbidity.

The insistent mote of despair in his novels is already present in the

diaries of 1932/36: "A very sombre week. The artificial necessity of

1 Denis Williams, Lectures (1969) p. 7.

2 c.a. rung, The Structure and. Dynamics of the Psyche (Vol. VIII aoIl.
Works. Boutledge and Kegan Paul, 19 60) p. 33.
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living." (16 January 1932) is a typical entry. He read widely and. tried

different "phiosopIiies" (rather like a hypochondriac trying out different

medicines) in an attempt to cure his tendency towards mela±icholia, but

apparently with little success. The entry on. 14 March 1936 reads "First

attack of morbidity sin institution of new philosophy", arid. on Ii April

1936, "Philosophy has fizzled out". The frequent use of battle-imagery

(a prominent feature in his nova 1s even as a ciiild he foim.d war-games

extraordinarily fascinating) seems also to reflect the deeper, internal

conflict of opposing tendencies • Mitteiholzer was perpetually "at war"

with his emotional urges.	 ven an. apparently normal physical attraction

to the opposite sex was treated as an "infiltration" by the "Enemy".

"The impulses of the FIeh returned", rims the entry for 8 October, 1932,

'astered. them up to present"; and on the last day of that year, the

entry reads:

Year's trospect- The going is stil rough and the ccinbat
fierce. The big shell from the gun. of E'os burst, ad1in t,o
the general whirl of the melee. Much destruction of illusions.
Arid many acid, burnings within. Much more sophistioatd about
wcxnen. and life as a whole, much more of a philosopher.

In spite of the "new philosophy", depression returned. (aggravated by a

is represented by most of his commentators as influenced mainly 'by
his childhood reading of Sexton Blake stories and "Boys' Weekliea"
(a view which his ccnmients in A Swarthy Boy would seem, to support); but
he did, in. fact, read 'very widely, as his diaries show. Between 1932
and. 1936, for example, his reading (an. average of a book a week) includes
works by Hemingway, Hardy, Samuel t1er, Conrad, Shaw, Wilde, Zc]la,
Vb itaire, Dos toveky, Gb'ethe and Shakespeare • The later diaries (those
of 1955, 1959 and 1960 are also extant) suggest that he kept up his read-
ing.

2 The young would-be author's conrn with "philosophy" as a necessary
counter to the sensual life brings to mind the letters of ICeata: "I
have been hovering for some tine between an exquisite sense of the
luxurious and a love for Philosophy." (L\ John. Tajlor, 24 April 1818).
"With respect to Women I think I shall be able to conquer my passions
hereafter better than X have yet done." (Do Thomas Keats, 26 July 1818).
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hopeIes love-affair), culminating in. his attempted suicide 1 on the nigbt

of 14 May 1936.

This, then, is the pattern which seems to have rt through

Mitteihoizer's life,) ana it is also the pattern that infox1ns the livea of

almost all the principal characters in. his novels: the attempt and fail-

ure to re-integrate, by effort of will, an inherited psychic disunity

leading, in. turn,, to despair and an obsession with death. lit his first

published novel, Corentyne Thunder (1941), one sees this "divided

consciousness" already at work. Goffry Welden, the son of a wealthy

Mulatto (but iropean-Iooking) plantation owner and a Guyanese Iirr

peasant, is torn between loyalty to his father, who wants h.in to go

abroad to study, and his love for the (rentyrxe coast and. Kattree, an

Indian peasant girl to whom he is related. Kattree snboLises the

natural, "idyllic" qualities: love of the land and the physical, sensual

life; while the Metropolitan. world represents intellect, ambition, ciii-

ture. Geoffry finds it difficult to choose between these two "opposing"

qu1ities, and the dark prophecy which he makes to Kattree: "One day ...

I'm going to commit suicide, Kattree, and people will wonder why" (p.G3) 2

is the erie de coeur of a man fatally divided within hmse1f:. a cry that

echoes througLut MitteThoizer's work. The fact that Geoffry's equi-

vcca1 attitude towards racial and cultural origins reflects the author's

own "split" is ae1ow1edged in the publisher's foreword to the first

The diary of 25 April 1936 records the pirchase of "Chloroclyne"
(a Chlorinated germicide) "for future use", and on. 14 May the entry is:
"Attempted suicide on. the night of this day."	 attempted suicide
again in. 1963, and. on. 5 May 1965 died as the result of a carefully-
planned, Bhuddist-Iike act of self-immolation in sri open field in.
Surrey, near his home.

2 All quotations are from the Fyre and Spottiawoode edition of 1941.
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edition

Edgar Mittelholzer, the author of this novel, is a half-caste
of mixed English, French, German and. ITegro blood. AU his
principal characters are half-castes, and. they are therefore
presented. with that intimacy of view which comes from self-
revelation.

From the very begirming, then, a biographical approach to Mittelholzer's

fiction is indicated. Ck,rentyne Thwider (1941) is important, therefore,

not only because it is Mitteihoizer's first published novel (it is also

-the first novel to deal with Guyanese peasant life) and shows a surprising

and considerable ±nS1gIt into -the Hindu peasant oommtwity of the Coren-tyne-

but also because it is the first, though muted, appearance in Mittelholzer's

fiction (in the character of Geoffry Weldon) of the then of divisixrn of

consciousness - one of the main themes in the novel. There are other

important themes to be considered, but, as -this discussion of the novel

will suggest, the main iinpnlse in the book is towards a dichotomy. Two

ways of Life, two opposing attitudes, are constantly urtaposed: tlrban

is contrasted with rural, "xropean" with "West Indian", "foreiga" with

"local't , intellectual with physical. This is, in tumv related to the

theme of cultural and psychic division which informs most of Mi1te1holzer's

work, and which is our main concern in. this study.
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Chapter Two

THE DIVIDED COMSCIOUSNESS:

Inner Conflict as !tain Theme,

(I) Corentyne Thunder ( 1941)

In Corentyne Thunder Mitte].holzer is very much the young,

would-be colonial author "writing novels for the people of Britain to
1

read" •	 After a self-conscious beginning ("A tale we are about to tell

of Ramgolall, the cow-minder") the novel develops as a synpatbetio but

unsentimental evocation of .ndu peasant life on the Corentyne, calcu-

lated. to interest readers in. the lImited Kingdo who would, of course,

know nothing about this kind, of life. The frequent historical and

geographical glosses are clearly concessions to the metropolitan reader's

ignorance of the book's ethos. Rangolall, Mittelholzer explains:

lived on the Corentyne coast of British Guiana, the oz4y
British colony on the mainland of South America ... KG was an
East ]iian who had arrived in British Guiana in 1898 as an
immigrant	 a sugar estate. (p . 7, my

	 a

Ramgolall has many children, among them Baijan, who "was the owner of a

rice-mill in Essequibo, the largest of the three counties of British

Guiana," ( p . 7, my underlining). The atmosphere of the flat, wild

coast with i'ts swampy savrmJi lands is conveyed with great aocuraoy,

the result of patient and sensitive observation; 2 and the squalid life

of -the peasants is repeatedly offset against the stark, sombre beauty of

the landscape:

The grey clouds in the east broke up into filmy franents
that melted overhead, leaving a blue sky streaked faintly with
feathery tendrils of cirrus, The savannah glistened wetly in
the sunlight, and flocks of white birds settled on its surface,
making faint, harsh cries that mingled with the lowing of the
calves to form. the strange dawn-music 'that freshened the
spirits of Raingolall, (p. 18).

1 EM, "A Pleasant Career", Vide footnote 3, p. 5 of this study.

r 2 in his autobiography A Swarthy Boy op. cit., EM recalls his viaits
to the Coren-tyne coast where he "absorbed the atmosphere of the
district and even got to cultivate a deep affection for it." (p. 70).
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Mittelholzer adopts a conventional, omnisoien attitude to his

characters and the style of the writing is occasionally pompous. When

Beena suffers an attack of stomach cramp, the result of over-work and

undernourisl'imenrt, the author is not content simply to convey Beena' s

agony or Ramgolall' a sense of alarm and frustration through his

characters' own awareness, but enters the narrative in an obtrusive,

supervisory manner •

Beena moaned softly and. her breathing came in heavy gusta as
though her soul were fatigued with. the things of this life
"Talk, na, bettay? Try. You' belly a-hurt?" The moan came
again like a portent, like the echo of a horn sounded in. the
depth of the earth, 'The Dark gathers,' it seemed to tell
the soul of Ramgolall, 'and Death cometh with. the Dark. Be
resigned my son,' (pp. 9/10).

The author's intrusion. mars an incident which is nevertheless quite

convincing:

Ramgolall stood up in a panic, looking all, around him, lie
saw the cows, a group of moving spots, headed for their pen
and getting smaller as they went. He could smell their dung
mingled with -the iodine in the air, (p. 10).

here, Ramgolall's own consciousness is allowed to function. We are

made aware of his helplessness naturally, through his inability to

focus his mind on the immediate disaster.

Introducing Geoffry Weldon, Mitteihoizer suggests the inner

resources of his character by direct authoria.]. oonmient, but, in so

doing, strikes an excessively portentous note;

He had power, a deep, tight-locked power that, one felt,
might make a terrible whirl of damage, like a cyclone, if unlocked

Kenneth Rainchand, in discussing the West Indian writer' s use of
dialect, chooses this passage to illustrate E['s "indirect method" of
conveying the inner consciousness of his characters, His insistence
on a view of the West Indian novel as "an. imaginative fiction built
around the lives of the folk", however, leads hini to suggest that
aorentyne Thunder is an artistic failure since, thanks to
"htittelbolzer' a limited view of Ramla1l' a possibilities" the
peasanrt's character is not the central focus of the novel. (See
Kenneth Ramohand, The West Indian Movel and its Background (Faber &
Faber 19T0) pp . 15 and 104. Further references to this work will
appear as Remche.nd..



without warning. Seeing bin, one thought o± a coppery g1y and
a dead-smooth sea - the CMnn. Sea of aonrad. - and a falling
barometer. (pp. 52/53)

The author also reveals an occasional weakness for the self-consciously

'Poetic" phrase, as in his description of the chimneys of Speyerfield

sugar-factory as "huge guns of unreckoned age trained 'upon Eternity",

(p. 48), phrase which is repeated a few paragraphs later. Having

chosen to remain omniscient, -the author is, as a result, forced to

intrude at points in an attempt -to explain apparent anomalies in character-

isation or piet. The sign on the green 'bus which overtakes' Jamiee and

Bee1ia on the road, for example, presents a problem of this kind to the

scrupulous Mitte iboizer:

They could see the lettering ... Claudette Colber-t, though
Beena and Tamnee could not tell thisfrom the I. ttering, not
being able to read. They recognised it by its colour and.
shape, however, and Beena smiled and said: "You'frien' deh
inside Claudette CoIbert."(p. 48/49)

These infelicities of style and technique are the exception rather than

-the rule, however,, and Mittelbolzer ts characters, though lacldng in depth,

nevertheless retain their credibility for the reader. An example of the

successful use of the omniscient, authorial tecinique is in the meeting

of Geoffry and. Kaitree where Geoffry speaks to her acout his own catrplex

emotional problems while her awareness remains outside of -the range of

his remarks, concerned only with external, physical appearances:

She never understood him when he spoke to her unibie. She
never tried -to understand him ... he would just be silent and
listen to the sound of his voice until he stopped speaking.
(IT. 273)

There is also a positive advantage in the use of direct, au-thorial

camnentary, for although the au-tlor"a presence is at tines obtrusive,

at least the need to engineer situations', as' in C.L.R. James's Minty

Alley (where the young middle-class' negro, Hanes, is at t:imes too

obviously an au-thorial device used for the objective observation of
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orking-c1ass life in Trinidad, 1)is happily avoided. Characters' inner

lives in Corentyne Thunder are not explored in depth, partly because

Mitteihoizer's determined stance as omniscient author/narrator dxes not

readily permit this kind. of development; but also, more importantly

perhaps,. because the environment is allowed to Icon larger than the lives

of its inhabitants. It is a landscape imbued with an alxaost living

intelligence, but neutral, unknowable, iridestruoti.ble:

To -the right of them the canal flowed with calm, te lung
nothing of what it knew of the rainstorms and. the high winds, and
the droughts of years gone byr of the stench of dead cows and the
thunder of purple clouds • Only now and -then a aherriga would.
scramble to the surface and. claw redly at the air, so that two
bubbles made a tinkling gurgle and sent ripples hooping wider
and. wider into the nothing of the mirrored sky. (p. 57)

In spite of the impression given in the opening lines of the novel,

Ramgolall is not the central figure, 2 and his character is not developed.

much beyond. his miserts compulsive love of money and hi pleasure at the

social and material advancement of his offspring: a trait he shares

with his "local-white" son-in-law, James ("Big Man") Weldon, whose

materialism has a far less understandable basis, and whose aesthetic

perspectives are narrower even than RamgoIalL's, in spite of his success

as a cattle-rancher, his superior social status arid his well-furnished,

comf'ortable home. Seated in his chauffeur-driven car&

Big Man grunted and settled back ccifortably against the
leather upholstery, feeling very contented.. 	 looked. out at
the bright sunshine and. liked. it ... Gazing out over the flat

C.L.R. James, Minty Alley (Secker and Waxburg, 1936). "Mr. Uaynes's"
observation of the life of ',']To. 2, Minty Alley", begins with the aid of
a fortuitous crack in the	 through which he peeps, and. which is
later suitably enlarged, camouflaged. and. arranged "so as to coimaa.nd a
wide and. comprehensive view of the whole yard." (p . 54)

2 Louis James, in his introduction to the 1970 Heinemann edition, makes
the point that Baingolall, theugh. a peripheral character, is central to
the novel's ethos,. "a world he, Rangolall, has largely created through
his seed by two marriages." (p. 2)
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savannah country, be felt no romantic or poetic thrill • Re was
merely conscious of a ocinpiacent triumph. There lay the land he
had conquered. (p. 125)

Lifer for him, holds no uncertainties or perplexities:

The whole thing lay before hint, complete, void of all mystery.
All, that was left fbr hint to do now was to see that the parts

continued -to hold together and were not scattered by any distorb-
irrg wind. That was the only real interest life held for him
now: the guarding of his property and his family. (pp. 125/126)

Alongside this monolithic egocentricity, which has its counterpart in

Ramgolall"a patient, obsessive hoarding of coins, Mitteihoizer placesr

without obtrusive moralizing, the enduring, all-encompassing beauty and

menace of the land - what Wilson Harris calls "the open Oudin savannab.s" 1 -

a vary different world from the lI-ordered, domesticated one envisaged

by Weldon wi-tli such complacency; and. one, we realize as the novel proceeds,

which is far more real. Both Ramgolall and Weldorz use the land solely tc

nourish and increase their stock of cattle, as they have used their wives
on an

merely -to reproduce their own seed. The accent is always on the returnac

outlay: nothing' is freely given by either. Weldon sees Sosee, who

lives with hint as his mistress, as:

a kind, of slave - a healthy female slave whom he had
brought into his house 'to satisfy his sexual needs and. to
reproduce his kind ... He had taken them front his body as
complete seeds and planted them in her as in fertile soil
(p. 127)

id faced with Kat-tree' a possible pregnancy, Ramgolall 'a first concern is

for his savings and the drain on them which a new Ii.e will create.

Soseets affair with Big Man Weldon. had received his sanction only when it

became clear that the alliance would bring lasting material benefits;

and Bai5an"s success in the world, even though it is a world his father

does not understand, brings tears of pride to Ranigolall ts eyes, for the

1 This phrase occurs in Harris's The Secret Ladder (Faber and. Faber, 1963,
p. 16), and. also refers 'to the coastal savaanahs, the scene of his second
novel The Far Journey of Oudin (Faber and Faber, 1961).
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son' a marriage is a social and financial triumph which redounds on the

father:

RingoIalI groaned ami nodded his head, smiling. "Baijan
great boy," he said, ... "Me na disappoint' in 'e. 'E great boy.
'E bring me honour and. de won' - 15.ke Sosee bring me long time
ago.	 'E great boy. Me proud -to call 'e me son. 	 1iheh."
Glancing at him, Kattree saw that his eyes looked wet in the
corners. (p. 208)

Weldon regards his own offspring with a similar, though less forgiveable,

vulgar pride: the feeling of satisfaction that comes frcm a sense of

personal power:

Big Man smiled a faint, affectionate smile as he regarded. the
children. He always felt oddly content and proud when he saw
them all together like this. Scmzething glowed pleasantly
within him. It made him feel important, generous and big ... as
though he were the wielder of solid. power, even more so than his
money gave him. (p. 123)

The differences betweert poor peasant and rich cattle-rancher are

more significant, however, than the similanitie. The miserly Ramgolall

is, at least, sttlt in harmony With the landscape, and. his li.fe is sill

related to the simple needs of the body, the natural cycles of the land:

He opened his eyes and. looked around him, and though every-thing
still Ia cloaked in dark, he knew it was dawn. He knew that the
east was fair like the bellies of the cows in the pen. Re heard.
the lowing of the calves, who, separated fran their mothers,
hungered for the milk in the swollen udders • Ma.w-aw-w-w, welTf
the calves, and Bamgolall felt the blood of life run afresh
within his veins. This was a new day. (p. 17)

and although he is proud of the material and social success of his son,

1amgoIall instinctively rejects the pretentious, urbanized way of life of

Bai jam and the Ramjits who represent the rising, "creolized", Hindu middle

class, no longer tied to the land, It is, incidentally, one of

MitteTholzer's achieven-bs that he is able to present with gentle irony

and considerable insight and economy a graphic picture of the process: of

"creolizatLon" at work in the Hindu peasant ccnmunity of the (brentyne.

In the charactenisation of Baijan he catches exactly the brash, energetic

tone of the man determined to make his way up the social ladder - an older,
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less introverted Mr. Biawas;'

"I hear Dr. Matihiaa buy over 01' Mrs. Clyde' house, eli?
Good place, you know. One o' dese days I gtt to own a house
Like dat. Big house wid a tower and plenty bedrooms and
servants, an.' a piano fo' L±za to play." (p. 199)

In the Rauijit's big "two-story house wid de red roof" (p. 201), Mr.RamJit,

with ostentatious grrosity, calls;

It9] boy, make yourself useful in deli an' bring out aaae
biscuits an' soft drinks fo ' Beans. an.' ICattree ari r de oL" man.
Keep deh mout' occupy till breakfast timeP' (p. 204)2

while "Miss &Lizabeth Irene I?amjit" ( p. 203) plays "Backerollee, from de

tales of Hoffian" (p . 204) on the piano for guests who feel increasingly

unccznfortable and intimidated by the opulence of a living room crowded

with furniture and thick rugs on the floor, on the polished surface of

which Beena has already left faint, accusing toe-priniz. Made to feel

exposed:, awkward, out of place (Joseph Ramjit rs furttve staring at

KatLree, who wears no underclothes, makes her, for the first time in her

life, sexually self-conscious) Baingolail, Beena and Kattree do not enjoy

their visit. Later, at Baijan's Anglican church-wedding, their natural-

ness asserts itself in the face of all the bourgeois clutter of flowered

hats, white gloves, iced cake and champagne. Baijan:

bought vests and {T1 panties and brp.ssires for them in
speyerfield, and hats trimmed with ribbon and. pink flowere. He
bought for them, too, high heeled shoes of shining black leather,
but Kattree and Beena overbalanced and nearly fell down when
they tried to walk in them so he had to buy flat heeled shoes
instead. ... Ramgolall, too, kept wriggling and fidgeting in.

the light-grey suit which Baijan had had made for him,

main. character of V.5. Maipaul 'a A House for Mr. Biswas (idre
Deutach, 1961).

2 In V.S. Naipaul's The Mystic Masseur (idre Deutsch, 1957), Cenesh
and his wife Leela, st Indian peasants newly arrived at middle-class
respectability, display the same vulgar benevolence to social inferiors.
Even the status simboIs are similar:

The deputation sat down. carefully on the Morris chairs in the
verandah and Genesh shouted for Leela to bring out sczie 0ca-CXIa.

(p . 162)
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Ixiring the ceremony he took off his collar and tie and staffed
then :tnta his coat pocket, and the people in the pews behind him
gave ffled sniggers • Re did not mind, however. He preferred
to be laughed at than to be choked to death. (pp. 287/08)

At the reception they understand neither the forced gaiety nor the poi-

pous, wordy speechesr and when the parson makee "a queer sign with his

hand", intoning "Innomine patris et full et spiritus sanoti" (p. 209),

their incomprehension is oatpIete • on the way home, RwnlalI is sick in

the car.

By contrast, the curry-feeds to which they invite their neighbours

whenever- the rice harvest has been gathered in, when they sing to the

music of drum, serangee and sitar, are natural, unpretentious occasions

for merrymaking and serve as a tacit comment on the newly-acquired,

westernized habits of Bai5an and the Raanits. The drift away from the

land has already begim, however, and cannot be reversed. When Ramgolall

dies of shock and grief after he discovers that his canister haa been

rifled, his death is symbolic of the passing of another, older way of

life: for the canister bad contained not only his hoard of coins, but

also a whole past existence:

In it lay stored away all the troubles and pleasures that
life had brouit him: kicks and angry words from the overseers,
his first marriage - riot and the shooting by the police, Pagwah
festivals, the death of hi first wife and that dark day when
his eldest son had got killed in. a dray-.cari accident, his
second marriage, Sosee getting of age and Big Man coming to
take her out, and the birth of attree and Beena, Baijan and.
his pro-vision. shop; all those -things, and more, lay hidden in
the gloom within his faithful canister. (P. 269)

¶ death of the old man is linked to Jannee's "new" life, for Beena

steals the money -to pay the lanyer who saves 3azmee from the gallows but

xlall's death is given a wider, almost cosmic eigoifioanoes it is a

part of the cyclic rbthm of nature, end is foreshadowed earlier in the
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book:

Were he to die tonight he should die feeling that he had. not
lived in vain. He should die feeling that he had added to the
good things of the world. He had seen the flowering and the
ripening of his seed. and of his seed re seed. (p. 89).

This circular pattern of life and. death, like the indifferent grinling

of the machinery of the sugar-factory:

The red sunshine whitened into noon and waned into orange and
still it went on, Rug-a-rug, rug-a-rug, rug-a-rug: a leisured
sound, cold. and detached, uncaring, like the sk3r or the savannah
or the stare at night. (p 291)

runs throughout the book. Sukra"a baby is born; Boorharry is murdered;

Jannee's life is saved; Bamgolall dies; Kattree becomes pregnant.

Big Man Weldon, however, is, unlike Ramgolall, almost completely

alienated from; the land. which, for him, is little more than a pleasant,

or occasionally unpleasant, view from- the window of his speeding oar.

The sounds of the land like the "dawn-music that freshened the spirits

of Ramgolall" (p. 18) are, by Weldon's ears, either unheard or urfrieed.ed.

The land, the people, life itself are all seen by him in. terms of his

owm ability to manipulate them. Vhen. Geoffry endangers his ohance of

going abroad to sti.idy for a career by making Clara MoLeod., a city girl-

friend, preiant, Weldon's reaction. is predictable: "lTonsenseV It is

unfortunate that she's got preguant as a result, but that's rio fault of

yours" (p. 124), and he promptly, arid with oharaoteristio oynioism,

arranges for an abortion (without the girl's Imowledge) with the abphis-

tioated, urbane, Eurasian family doctor:

"Ohi" Dr. Roy raised his brows and nodded slowly. "Begun to
sow his wild oats, eh?"

"Like his father. Blood will out, Roy. What to do?"

They both laughed over the sally and Dr. Roy told a risgu
story with child-birth as the theme, (p. 141).

The sterile, cynical worldliness of their conversation is given a further

ironic twist when we learn later on that Geoffry' a chosen career, like
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Dr. yr 5, is medicine. Although Big Man Yeldon. is the son of a mulatto

mother and an English father, he is nevertheless presented. as the stereo-

type of the imperialist pioneer in outlook and temperament:

Had he lived years and years ago in. England he might have been
a great general like the IXike of Wellington or Lord Clive of
India, or a kreat sea-adventurer ... like Drake or Bobisher or
Raleigh. (p. 40)

and he remains totally committed. to a colonist ts "ecternaI" view of the

land. as a means of wealth. through conquest. Geoffry, however, inherits

his father's "European", boldly outward-looking attitude as well as his

mother"s peasant sensibility. His education at axi institution, rim, on

English public-school lines (he and his friend Stymphy speak a "Billy

Bunter" sort of English) 1 has helped. only to widen. the already present

division within his consciousness,- so that he is able to reject -the land.

and the life of the peasants while recognising at the same time that

these things are a vital presence from which be is excluded:

Its queer," Qeoffry said. ølowly as if speaking to himself,
"bmt at most times when I look upon scenes like this I get the
feeling that I'm locked out. I want to feel deeply about
beauty, but omething in. me always seems to say that it tB
for nie." (p. 79)

In fact, the character of Geoffry, and the significance of his

relationship With Kattree, provide what is perhaps the most interesting

focal point liz the novel; for he and Kattree are made to represent the

two parts of what later becomes a familiar dichotomy in !itteIholzer's

work: Intellect/Spirituality versus Enotion/Sensuality. Kattree and

her sister, Buena, are the embodiment of natural beauty and goodness, as

yet untainted by the outside world.. They both reflect the unselfconscious

The exploits of "Billy Bunter" and. the boys of "Greyfriars" (the
first episode of which appeared in The Magnet (1904) as we].I as other
British Boys' Weeklies were familiar reading among middle-class
Guyanese youths. BU records, in A Swarthy Bo hia own lasting
devotion, to the "Sexton Blake" and. "Nels Lee" libraries.
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open-ness of the land itself;

Beena was thin, and very brown, like Ramgolall. She had beauty
like the beauty of the savannah before the sum rose iii the morn-
ing. Kattree was of a lighter brown and her eyes were Like the
dark lowing of the cows in the after-glow of sunset. (p. 8)

but it is Kattree who is made to function as a Living symbol of' the

savamzah:

Wiking with grace in her dirty clothes, she looked like a
figure created by the magic of the savannah and the sunlight.
She looked aloof from the good and the evil of the earth, and
yet a chattel of both. She locked serene like the far-reaching
plain of stunted. grass said earth. (p. 34/35)

Geoffry is strongly attracted to the natural, physical vitality of Katbree

and the Corentyne, but at the same time longs for the outer world of

ambition and culture. He tells herr

Your sort of life is the sort of life I want deep in me, but,
of course, my ambitious and. artistic longings: upset everything.

I'd begin to dream of the cultured world beyond all this
savannah and water, of London and symphony concerts.. ,(p. 260)

this is, of course, the familiar, hac1ieyed theme of the conflict between

I1ature and Nurture, with Kattree in the r2,le of Nbble Savage; but it is

also a foreshadowing of what is now a much-discussed and well-documented

problem: the Caribbean artist's crisis of identity - his need for roots

within the context of his own landscape as well as for the cultured,

Metropolitan atmosphere in. which his art can grow and flower. It is a

dilemma which still faces the Caribbean writer, and makes possible the

apparent paradox in which the successful Caribbean writers (with few

exceptions) live and work abroad, mainly in. Britain, but quarry their

material from within a Caribbean consciousness. 	 at the simple need

for access to publishing houses (of which there are still only a very few

in. the West Indies) was not by any means the most important reason for

the exodus of writers which began shortly after Mitteiholzer's departure

for gland ira 1948, is attested to by the ccxninents of the writers

themselves.
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In a radio discussion in 1963 between. a group of Commonwealth

writers on the stibject of the overseas artist living in London,, Wilson

Harris gave this as his reason for "self-exile":

I came from. Guiana because I had to gain a certain distance
from the stage where I wanted to set these novels - the novels of
the Guiana quartet. ... I like the Euglish landscape. ... I
find that this is an enrnious relief after the harsh South
American jungle ... I mean it's stimulating	 one level but it's
also - it has this claustrophobic character.

Tan Carew,, in another, earlier radio discussion, had rejected the idea of

a "return to one 'a roots ... Africa or India or China or whatever land

one's ancestors came from.," since "this as you know is very difficult in

the West Indian melting-pot"; and. in the same discussion, Denis Williams

suggested a solution:

Certainly, the way out of this dilemna, it seems to me,
desn'i lie in turning back, but in facing the future - not in
the absolute rejection of Europe, but in knowing Europe better
... once we succeeded in doing this, then we can accept or
reject what we will from this civilization."2

What most of the Caribbean writers seemed to have in common, in the nine-

teen fiftieø and early 'sixties at any rate, was the desire to "get out",

as Lamming puts it in The Pleasures of Exile, 3 to leave the Caribbean so

as to avoid the atrophy of creative talent which remaining might bring

about. VS. aipaiil's nightmare, recalled by him when on a return visit

to 2rinidad in 1960:

for many years afterwards in Eugland., falling asleep in
bed-sitters with the electric fire on, I had been âwaiened by
the nightmare that I was back in tropical rinidad.4

Fron the transcript o "The Exiled IiaginatioW' a programme in the
series of the B,B.C.'s "Caribbean Voices" transmitted on the Overseas
Service oni Ii, 12 and 14 June, 1963.

2	 From "The West Indian Axtist in the Contemporary World" transmitted.
on "Caribbean Voices", B.B.C. Overseas Service,, 21 October, 1951.

3	 G. Lamming, The Pleasures of Exile (Michael Joseph, 1960) p.. 41.

4	 V.5. Iraipaul, The Middle Passage (xidre Deutach, 1962) p. 41.
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is a later expression of the same inner panic felt by Mitteihoizer on his

return to his homeland in 1956. He too records a recurring nightmare:

the feeling of being "trapped" by one"s origins:

And then, with a shudder, I would awake to find myself in
Bagshot, Surrey, or in. Montreal, Canada, or on the Maxwell Coast
of Barbados, and the relief would be tremendous.'

George Lamming had, in 1956, already recognised the dilemma of the

1regro/Caribbeam writer as a manifestation of a more universal malaise:

To speak of the Negro writer is therefore to speak of a
problem of Man •.. of man' a direct inner experience of some-
thing missing ... a condition which is essentially ... tragie.

and it is this sense of incompleteness, of "something missing" which

tortures young Geoffry Weldon, as it had tortured his creator, In aXi

early poem entitled "For Me - the Backyard" 3 Mittelholzer expresses his

disgust of polite collar-and-tie society which. he rejects for the simple,

more natural life of the Folk:

And. why should I even spurn
These little ragged clumps of fern
And the rickety latrine standing near
The old grey-trunked Tamarind
Assuredly for me - the naive backyard.
Where bajak ants, without hypocrisy, troop by
And nogentlemen politely smile and lie.

In "October Seventh", 4 however, a sense of the inadequacy of the simple,

"passional" life is clear:

Yea in me I am troubled
By some hungry want
That stirs the hollow of me
And will haunt
Will haunt me long after
This night with my passion-

EM, With a Carib Eye (Secker & Warburg, 1958) pp. 134/135.

2 (. Lamming, "The Negro Writer and His World", From a talk delivered
on 21.9.1956 at the first International Conference of Negro Writers
and Artists held in Paris (reprinted. in Presence Africaine June/
November, 1956, p. 329.	 See also	 , February, 1958, p. 111),

See	 Vol. 3(December, 1946) p. 8.

See	 No. 19(year-end 1954) p . 76.
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is night that is warm and. stilled
Math been brushed aside
Li my usual fashion
With a smile and a chuckle
- And my empty laughter.

Mis short story- "Sorrow ]m and Mr. Miibank' is also centred around the

conflict between a "civilized", urban way of life, and the more natural,

physical life of the peasants.	 he timorous bank clerk Mr. Miibank - a

PruI'rock figure. who, on his nightly walks along "Sorrow Darn" on the New

Amsterdam east coast, is attracted more and more. to the simple, quietly

happy life of the poor East Indian peasants - finally takes his fate into

his own hands. the tongue-In-cheek story ends on a wry but pathetic note:

And Mr. Milibank, despite all that was said, despite all that
everyone did to dissuade him, went and Ii ed in the little cottage
he had built • And he still lives there and works hard and wades
barefooted through the rain to bring in. his cows. Like any of
the peasants. Mimaself a peasant. The silly madman.

Geoffryrs crisis of identity, Like Mr. Jillbank rs, embodies this

split between two ways of life, but reveals at the same time another, more

disturbing aspect - an inability to reconcile intellectuul amid physical

urges. Against Kattree 'a unaffected sexuality his own guilt-ridden con-

dition appears neurotic:

"L!iere are so many things one would like to root oneself away
from but just can't. Where sex is concerned especially. I
can't help myself when. it comes to sex. I'm like a piece xC
wood moving towards the centre of a whirl-pool ... In a way, the
thought of sex irritates me • It seems- so petty and contemptible.
And yet it attracts me such a terrific lot that I can't do
without it. Thatswhat makes me want to ccznniit suicide some-
times, you see." (p'. 273)

A clear case, one suspec-tsr of what D.L Lawrence called "sex in the

head", In fact it is this aspect of Geoffry's inner division which

1 Thanamitted 30 January, 1949 on "ribbean Vbices", B.B.C. Overseas
Service.
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predominates and which is ultimately responsible for his cynicism and.

rootlessness. The suggestion that he is merely "sophisticated" or

"ruthless 11 in his rejection of Clara McLeod or of Kattree misses both the

fact that he feels deeply guilty and: ashamed when Clara (who is, appar-

ently, as "sophisticated" as he) goes through with the abortion without a

murmur, and that he is too honest to mislead the simple, imiocent Kattree

into thinking that his affection for her has anything more than. a sexual

basis:

"I'm not in. Io with you yourself - only with your body. I
told you that on the second day we were together, if you remember,
and you said that you were quite satisfied with my loving only
your body. Ugh, but I'm sick of loving bodies, Kattree. It
leaves me unsatisfied and depressed." (p. 292)

He is capable, too, of self-criticism, and can. admit the possibility that

"I may be nothing more than. a great, conceited ass." (p. 293) In

Geoffry Weldon we can recognise the prototype of the virile Mittelboizer

hero whose fear of spiritual atrophy leads to deliberate sexual repression

and a pre-occupation. with occult science and Eastern mysticism in an.

attempt to enter "into the pure spirit of the Higher Plane.t12 The need

to find a solution to the conflict between esh and Spirit is the

driving force behind Gregory Eawke of Shadows Move jnong Them (1951),

ibertus Van Goenwegel of The Harrowing of Thibertus (1954), Br. EoLne

of The Weather in Middenshot (1952), Brian Liddard of A Tinkling in the

Twilight (1959), Carvin rilkiri,,ton and Liii iedlander of The Jilkington

iama (1965) and Sheila iatham of The Aloneness- of Mrs. iatham (1965).

In his introduction to the Heinemann edition, Louis James says that
Geoffry "is to have a child by Kattree and. ruthlessly reject it" (p. 2),
and that he is "cynically aware that he neither loves her nor in.tends
to take responsibility for the child she bears hint." (p. 5/6) This is
perhaps the impression. one gets from Geoffry's attitude to his affair
with Clara McLeod; but his treatment of Kattree, who wants and. is
happy to have his child, is neither cynical nor ruthless.

2 E The .Tilkingtort Drama (Crgi 1966, p. 124)
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Geoffr3r WeIdon. is only the first of many Mitteihoizer characters who,

faced with an ainost irreconcilable, inner division. of consciousness, are

drawn "like a piece of wood. moving towards the centre of a whir 1-pool."

(p. 273).

¶Iie main presence in. C5orentyne Thunder, however, is not a human

one. It is the landscape itself, which remains an ever-present, enduring

reality, indifferent to httnian conflict. 	 FamgoIall becomes a more and

more peripheral figure and Geoffry and. Kattree come into focus to give

way in turn to the triangle of Sukra, Tatmee and Beena and. then that of

Jannee, Beena and. Boorha.rry, so the brooding aavmmaah seems to enclose then

all as they work, play, make love and die. Their lives are affected,

whether they know it or no-b, by the moods of tI weher; and. the

weather is always close at band. .A:tmost every chapter begins or ends

with a description of the weather about which there is some reference on

almost every page. Hwnan character is often described. in terms of the

weather. Big Man Vleldon. has a severe, forbidding manner, we are toId

Yet there ran in him a kindly vein, kindly like the golden
vein of light that one can sometimes see rwning along the
horizon when. all the sky is heavy grey. (p. 41)

and Jannee's moody taciturnity conjures. up in Beena's mind, a natural

image:

Jannee slowly knocked out his pipe and began to refill it,
and Beena thought of a black cloud. moving silently overhead.
in caLi air. (p . 133)

She feels "as though lightuing had flashed sharply and her soul were

awaiting the deafening roar of the t1nmder." (p. l33) even the one

climactic incident in. the novel: -the brutal murder of Boorharry, is

made to seem rio more unnatural or sensational than. -the destruction of a

coconut palm by lightning, an image with which the deed becomes assooia-
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ted in Tamiee's mind

When Beena told them of how the lightning had cut Manoo's
c000rnrt7 palm in half, Jarnee grunted and muttered:: 'Shoulda
Boorharry 'e cut lit half.' (p. 184)

The weather,, the changing faces of the land, the waj the rice grows

inevitaily towards the harvest: the real life and heart of the novel are

here, one feels, and: transitory human activity is deliberately distanced

and: tacitly commented upon by -the slow, inexorable turning of the years.

This, rather than "[itteThoIzer's limited view of Ramgolall's possibili-

ties" is why "(orentyne Thunder never really becomes the tale of a cow-

minder that it sets out to be"1 nd remaina instead the evocation of a

living landscape within which moves a people with their own unique way of

life.

The weather, for Mi-btelholzer, was a aubeot of lasting said almost

obsessive interest, as his diaries show; 2 and could affect him in an

unusually direct, physical way. Thunderstorms, lit particular, gave bin

a definite, sensuous thrill 3 which he related in kind to the pleasure he

derived frcm the music of Wageer, and it is siifficant that, in the

trilogy'4 he attented to combine the elements of music,

1 Ramchand, op. cit. p. 104.

2	 was a compulsive amateur nietereologist. The Gtyana diaries in-
dude daily remarks on cloud-conditions, rainfall etc. and the English
diaries citaiu regular, daily entries recording indoor and outdoor
temperatures as well as general weather conditions. Even the occasional
changing o:f the position of weather-gu.ages or thermometers is faithfully
noted as in the entry on 12 March, 1959, where a note refers to the
position of a thermometer which is to be placed "henceforth on windor
sash."

3 A fact communicated to ins by Roma [itte1ho1zer, the author's first
wife, who related sri incident which took place in Barbados, when she
awoke during a thunderstorm at night to find the pyjania-clad Edgar
standing- before an open window, an ecstatic look on. his face.

4 The first two novels of this projected, but never completed, trilogy
are Latticed Echoes (1960) aM Thunder Returning (1961).
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weather and landscape by using "Wagnerian." leitmotiva (the phrase tt+j-jier

returning", in the novel of that name, is one of the Ieitmo-tivs used to'

suggest impending tragedy), many of which contain images of the weather

and the natural environment. The Weather Family (1956), Of Trees and

the Sea (1956), The Weathir in Middenshol (1952) and that e&raordinary,

Gothic ghost-s-tory, My Bbnes and. My ute (1955), exemplify the technique

through which Mit-telholzer uses weather and landscape to inform and con-

trol his characters' behaviour so that climate, natural envirorimen-t and.

human thought and action become inseparably welded. together. The dark,

menacing clouds over -the (rentyne reappear as the gathering storm in

the mind of the psychopath, iarles Pruthick (The Piling of Clouds, 1961)

as surely as -the lightning -that "flashed sharply" in. Beena's soul is

followed by -the later, internal thunder which draws together Richard and

Lindy and almost precipatates a tragedy in. Thunder Returning- (1961) in

which -the hero, Richard Lebrer, can. be seen. as a more mature, more

tortured Geoffry Weldon, now finally alienated from the land of his birth

and from himself. The cry of the goat-.sucker, which in Oorentvne

Thimder is an integral but unremarkable feature of -the landscape

•.. and once a goat-sucker, lying flat on the road a little
way ahead, said: "who-youV' an.d flew off in. swift silence.
(p. 172)

is seen, in retrospect, as the first, perhaps unconscious, stirring of

the theme of psychic division: the "zweideu-tigkeit" felt by the hero' of

Uncle Paul (1963), and, indeed, by Mittelholzer himself.

In fact, most of Mittelholzers later themes are already present,

in embryo, in. Corentyne Thunder. Big Man Weldon's gruff, practical

attitude to life, his rough, planterra pbilosophy

The damned world wants re-organizing. That's what"s wrong.
Less talk about morality and religious myth and more simple,
practical common-sense. (p. 124)
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is heard again in the later work, where (especially in the "English"

novels) it acquires the compulsive, donatic tone which eventually led

to the publishers' repeated rejection of Mittelbolzerrs work. The

sense of the Guyanese past, of life on the old Dutch plantations and

the legends born of a violent history of slavery, are present in the

description of Dr. Boy"s house, "Vryheid" which waa "built in 1827 by a

Dutch planter, Mynheer Vanderhyden., whose tombstone may still be seen

iii the backyard" (p.. 139), and. which is haunted by the ghost of a

3rotmg, black slave who stands guard over the Dutchman's coffin and

buried. jar of gold coins. It is Mitteihoizer's double sense of the

violence and mystery of the past with its residues of legend and racial

admixture that pervades the Kaywaria trilogy and. My Bones and My ute (1955)

azid creates the charged, hallucinatory world of Shadows 1!ov fijnong Them

(1952); but the intolerable, inner conflict of the indivual - the

division oi consciousness which afflicts the young Geoffry Weldon,

forcing him to consider suicide as the only possible solutic - is the

most notable (and. the most disturbing) then in. Corent yne Thunder, and.

finally emerges as the central theme of the later novels.

The list of Mittelboizer characters who, like Geoffry Weldon,

come to regard suicide as a means of solving an intolerable inner con-

flict is a long one. It includes the lonely, brooding Harry Hooloharran

of the short story, "We Icow not whom to mourn" (West Indian StorleE,

Faber & Faber) 1960 pp. 20/27), rtie Iwden and Sylvia Iussell of

The Life and ath of Sylvia (1953), Princess Esmeralda in The Weather

Family (1958), Brian Liddard. of A 'linkling in the Twilight (1959),

Charles Pruthick of The Piling of (XLouds (1961) and Garvin Jilkingon

of The Jilkington Drama (1965). The problem conmion to most of these

characters appears to be a psychic nia1aise a conflict of opposing
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tendencies which expresses itself, essentially, as a struggle between

what Schcpenhauer called "the will. to live", and. the Freudian death-wish,1

It is characteristic of Mittelholzer ts writing that images of darimess

and death are often juxtaposed with images of liat and vitality and that

often even while death by suicide is being considered, there is a paradoxi-

cal insistence on the beauty and joy of life. In A Tinkling in the

Twilight (1959), for example, Brian Liddard, considering suicide, says:

I 'd take a trip out intc the country, and. sit under a tree
where no one could see me - on a fine day, of course. (p. 149)

I would have to do it before the autumn came - in a lonely,
bee-humming corner of Brameley Common, wild-flower perfume in
-Ithe airr and the tinkle of the brook not too far, (p'. 192)

In The Life and ]ath of Sylvia (1953), descriptions of Guyana's east

coast unuer rain:

Here or there intruder weeds, fresh and green, stood unbowed,
resisting the pelting drops. On occasional islets she could
disoern. long-legged grey gauldings or white ibises, perched
like elegant ierogIyphics against the uncertain background of
drab wetness. (p. 77)

or of the city of Georgetown at dawn.:

The patch of sky over the house-tops and the trees
glowed with a soft pinkness .. The cabbage palms stood out
stern, jet-black, against the clouds, but the s1rter trees
seemed to absorb some of the colour of the dawn; ... the
house-tops, too, glistened, the galvanised iron cool-looking
and wet in the drizzly air. The rain was visible as flimsy
threads- ... (p.113)

have a tender, almost Irica1 quality which is in sharp contrast to the

salind Willoughby, one of the main characters in an. unpublished
Mittelholzer play, "Mo Guileless- People", convinced that all htanan
relationships are futile, attempts suicide when she realizes that the
real trouble lies in. her own. lack of psychic integration. She says:
" Tha emptiness inside me is growing wider and wider. A kind of ever-
expanding nought." (p. 59). From an MS. in the possession of
Mrs. Jacqueline Ivea.

2
This passage, apart from being a sensitive and accurate piece of des-.

cription, is a pre-figuring of Sylvia's own. situation when she, too,
still "fresh and green"r will attempt to resist society's continual,
squalid pressures. (JIl quotations are from the Seeker and. Warburg
edition of 1953.)
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oppressive, squalid oiroumstanoes in which the young heroine is forced

to live, and finally to die.
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At the sudden death of her father, who, involved in a liaison se,aielle,

is murdered by a jealous rival, the 1xsselI fortunea begin a steady

decline,	 ae rascally solicitor, Mr. Knight, wh by destroying the

promissory note in his name held by her father (he finds the note in a

drawer of her father's desk) is able to foreclose on their mortgage;

gradually reduces Sylvia,	 her brother L.V±d and her mother to poverty.

Sylvia is forced to look for a job, since Mr. Knight's offers of help

are barbed with lewd. suggestions, but finds herself no less exposed and

threatened by dissolute, lascivious employers. In spite of the

occasional sport and help 0±' friends, Sylvia, whose moral integrity

will not allow her to accept the values of a corrupt society, drifts

helplessly towards destitution, until, suffering from starvation and

pneumonia, she dies, a lonely, rejected figure, in the house of a child-

hood friend.

ie novel can be seen, therefore, as an indic-nent of the Mew

ftjnsterdam and Georgetown societiea through which Sylvia movea as a tragic

heroine .	 But Sylvia's tragedy, as this discussion of the novel will

attempt to show, is also a projection of the author's pre-occupation with,

the psychological effects of genetic "taint"; and the real tragedr lies,

not so much in society's cruel rejection of the heroine, as in her own,

destructive psychic disorientation, the result of inherited characteristics:

the ribbean condition of racial admixture • Sylvia is not a tragic

figure simply because she is an innocent victim of a coercive, philistine

society; but also because (and this is the more sigufficant reason) of

her own irreconcileable inner division: her mulatto inheritance.

1 flsmchand sees Sylvia's d.ilenmia as
•.. having to do with the spirit of her time (the novel is se-b

in the 1930' s), not with the fact of' her mied blood.
(Ramchand op. cit., pp. 44/45).
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Mittemolzer's use of lyrical description against a background

of lower and middle-class vulgarity and intrigue reflects then, ñçt only

Sylvia's pathetic struggle against the squalor and. injustice of ifew

terdam and. Georgetown society, but also the conflict within the

heroine between her two "selves") au image that comes to mind when she

thinks of her guilty, incestuous feeling for her brother, David:

she saw herself as two beings - one ugly and deformed,
the other lovely and striving to be good and clean. (p 163)

She is torn between an obsessive desire for sexual experience and an

instinctive chastity. between the demands of social acceptab5iity and

personal integrity, and, ultimately, between life and death. Sylvia

seems, as a matter of fact, to be suffering fro g. a form of mulatto angst,

and her psychological identification with "whiteness" reveals itself as

a sexual preference. She has early identified with her glish father,

d.evelong an oedipal fixation; and when he dies, her brother David

becomes the object of her sexual approvah-

David was fai-compleLtoned, too - not pink as her father
had been. David's compleon was sallowish. Still, in
certain lights, and especially after exertion when the blood
was in his face, he could have passed for pure white. 2e
showed every sign, too, of being masculine as her father.
The warmth in her increased, spread through her limbs. B:er
heart beat faster. The impulse to rim her fingers through
his hair burned in her. (pr. 143)

b Sylvia, David's "whiteness" is clearly indivisible from (perhaps

responsible for) his sexual acceptability, and although she is attracted

to the Portuguese bay, nson Riego, who looms larger in. her affections

after David runs away to sea, her feeling for him is less wholehearted:

She Iciew that he attracted her only physically. Her body
responded to him - but her spirit regarded him with a sneer.
(p . 276)

Sylvia is not a racial snob (she likes sack Sampson, a Iegro friend who

has "an attractive laugh"), but she unconsciously ascribes a racial

significance to her fatherrs "strperiority' over her mother. Just before
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her eighth birthday, her parents have a serious quarseI:

!ough she had not understood what the quarrel had been about,
Sylvia had sided with her father. She always sided with him.
Her mother was, she felt, in some way inferior to her father.
Mother was no lady. (p. 41)

Her motherrs deplorable lack of breeding and etiquette seems a disinnu-.

oiis, or at least an. wisatisfactory reason for Sylvia's attitude to her iii

view of the fact that there are other, more ustifiabIe reasons for her

dislike.	 .rlier, for example, her mother had. worked, off her ovn frust-

tions, under the guise of punishment for obstinacy, by cruelly bumiing

the yotmg child.'s leg with a li coal; and Charlotte Russell is

certainly a selfish, Bhallow individual. Nevertheless', Sylvia's'

revulsion carries unmistakably racial overtones':

'tYea, who is dat'?" said Charlotte into the 'phone. Her dark
ne'o-Indian face looked really stupid, thought Sylvia. Stupid
and weak. No character at all, (p. 131)

Charlotte's negative attitude, her "cringing inferiority" (p. 28), is,

to some extent, counterbalanced by her good taste in clothes and her

considerable ability as a dressmaker; and Sylvia is aware that her low

opinion of her mother is not entireiT justified. Vlhen her father dies,

Sylvia is asked by her mother to look after his papers' and business

affairs:

She did not speak in her usual surly manner. She spoke as
though she recoiized -thai she had a daughter who was more
capable than herself. Hat when Sylvia went through the
documents in the drawers of her father's desk she saw, with
humility, how ry little more capable than her mother she
was. These legal papers and. sheets' of foolscap with close
type'ritten words baffled her completely. She had to put them
away. (pp. 140/141)

She is' finally una1Ie, however, in c iparing her father with her mother,

to think of the latter as a fully human being in her cm right:

That thin, filithy caricature lying on the bed there whining
at me is Mrs • arlotte Russe 11, my mother - widow of the late
Mr. Grantley Russell, an Englishman. She was' once attractive
enough for my father to kiss and fondle. Incredible, bat very
real.	 (i. 240)
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The novel is intended, basically as an expos of the hypocrisy

and intrigue in a typical, colonial, West Indian society in the early

and mid-twentieth century: the complex social ethos of Mittelboizer' s

own childhood and early manhood;

There are the whites in an exclusive little corner of their
own. Then the high-coloured in various little compartments,
according to good, better and best families, with money and
quality of hair and shade of complexion playing no small part
in. the general scheme of grading ... the East Indians in
another cluster, with a hierarchy of their own ... (p. 36).

But Sylvia struggles as much against an oppressive, racially divided

society as against her own. ambiguous feelings - the familiar dualism of

Spirit and Flesh - 80 that while, at one level, the book is an indictment

of the class-structured, colour-based hierarchy of the colony (one of

the novel's strengths is the way in which cumulative, entirely convinc-

ing detail is used to evoke this atmosphere); at a deeper, psychological

level, operating, as it were, through the heroine t s "divided conscious-

ness", the novel manages to be both a celebration and. a denial of

sexuality. For Sylvia, as for Samuel Richardson' s Clarissa, sex holds

a terrible fascination, and like Miss Harlowe, she is at once attracted

and repelled in. her attempt to escape the atrictures of an unjust

society by a sexuality which she again and again equates with death.

Sylvia, a more explicit heroine, regards her "od luscious virgin

body" (p 240) almost as a kind of sexual prize and treasure to be

surrendered only at the expense of personal integrity or as a sacrifice

in death. In her mind the thought of sexual intercourse is almost

always accompanied by visions of rape or violence:

What would he be like - the first man who would caress her
and pin her down in the love-embrace? ... He would stand and
look at her, and his eyes would get bright. Then he would
rush at her. In less than a minute it would happen ... Her
throat felt dryish with fear - fear and pleasurable anticipa-
tion. (p. 83).

Jerry's brutal beating of Maomi, a scene in which Sylvia is a fasoina-
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ted. witness, turns out to be a sexual encounter:

He tore off the brassiere, slapped her face hard, smashed.
his fist into her chest ... 1aomi uttered. low moans. Jerry
continued. to smash blows into her, S1vi.a, of a 	 den, took
note of the expression. on ITaomi' a face • 	 aorni' a lis wa-re
slightly parted., and the light in. her eyes re-'j'ealed. plee.
A deep, luxurioua pleasure. Her bodj seenad to writhe and
quake in spasm after spasm of delight at every blow Jerry
struck, (pp. 90/91).

Sylvia, 'wondering whether, like Naomi, she has a masoohistio leaning,

and suspecting an even wider siiificance -to this sexual trait, has

her suspicions confirmed by her father:

"Are all women masochists?"

"Basically - yes." AM after a brief silence, he added:
"Prustrations and civilized inhibitions often cover it up, but
it's always there." (p . 95).

Sylvia' a virginity, like Clarissa' a, is constantly under at-tack

in a coercive society which offers no refuge for the spirited, indivi-

dual woman; and the suspense builds up around the question of whether

she will give in. and become -the rich Mr. Knight's mitreas, accepting

his offer of material wealth, or remain a virgin, chaste but destitute,

YThen, a few pages from the end of -the novel, Sylvia is tempted, in

desperation, to trap the eligible Benson Riego into marriage by

encouraging him -to make love to her, the effect of the writing is

intentionally "apocalyptic":

How often hadn r-t her imagination conjured up this events
yes, the moment was here, Far inside, she heard. herself try-
ing to recall the words of -the NTJNC DIMITTIS ... They were the
right words for her now. After -this had happened. she could
depart in peace, She would. have seen salvation. (p. 280).

This echoes the words of the roadside preacher, snatches of whose sermon

Sylvia remembers, especially the phrase "out of suffering cometh salva-

tion" which, in her mind, becomes associated with the idea of sexual

experience as a purgation. leading to "easeful death", Although Sylvia

remains a virgin, thanks -to her own. m.oral misgivings, as well as to

Bensonrs innocence, she does, like Clarissa, welcome death and achieve

a kind of apotheosis in the final chapter:
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"I can hear a kiskad.ee." She was gasping again. Aster
the spa em had. passed, she smiled.. "A lovely piece, that.
aafl you hear it? The Militia Band is playing it ... on the
Sea Wall •.. I can hear a kiskadee . . . 	 She was quiet after
that. The sun came In and touched her hand. (pp.. 28/288).

Sex and death are inseparably linked in the novel Even as: she

admires her naked body in the mirror, Sylvia's mind conjures up an Image

of death:

She antLled and tilted her head, shook her hair about and
watched it gleam In the electric light. Qpped. her breasts: in
her hands-. •.. but death crouched always in the offing. A
shadow-hound waiting to pounce on the shadow-self that was the
real being contained within the solidity of one's shapely body.
(p. 191)

The Imagery used conveys the "threatening" nature of sexuality: the des-

tructive, disorientating quality which it Imposes upon a psychic balance

a,lready precarious.. And it is here that the similarity betwee:a yIvia

and. Iiohardaon's heroine, (XLarissa, ends. ]br, although they share an

equivocal attitude to sex (whioh appears- to them as: both a threat and. an

enticement), Sylvia's mental equilibrium is already adversely affected by

a genetic taint: the mulatto condition. It is: in-beres-ting to notice that

the creole heroine of Jean Rhys-'s Wide Sargasso Sea 1 (PenguIn, 1968) whose

lack of psychic balance is related to a genetic trait 2(.Antoinette (beway is:

The novel is an Imaginative "re-construction" of the early life of
'tofre . -	 (i'-ft p tette Mason, the mad wife of Mr.
i,chester in Charlotte Bronte"s Taxie Lyre) extrapolated frcm the bare
outline of her West Indian past given in the Bronté novel. br a dis-
cussion of the sigoificance of Jean Rhys's novel, where -the conflict
between Bpchester and. jitoinette is sbovm to be essentially an encounter
between the "white" and. "black" worlds of personal and. social experience -
ultimately a conflict involving psychic disorientation - see Wally Look
Lai's IrrterestLng analysis, "The ad to ThornfieN Hall" (lTevr Beacon
Reviewa 1968-) pp.. 38/52,

2 As- .Artoinet-te's faithful black servant, Chris-tophine, says to 1chester
(unconsciously- implying -that the real trouble lies within the Caribbean.
psyche) "She is- a reo1e girl, and she have the sum In. her." (p.. 130)
One is reminded 0±' Wilson Harris's remark that the sun should be regarded
as "an adversary - one of two antagonistic principles - night and day -
and only an association of these two principles: provides release ... the
sun therefore is a great reality in the West Indiam world in a more
terrible sense than the poet reaIize when he exclaims: 'Sun's in my--
blood'." ("radit5on, the Writer and Society", Hew Beacon Publications
l9GT, p. 10, My underlining)
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a "white nigger" and, according -to her coloured half-brother IIj 	 girl

-to marry with the bad blood she have from both sides." (p. 81) arid who

does eventuall go mad, also insists on the link between sex arid death

Eer dream of being followed into the forest by an unknown iran, like

Hester Prymie's encounier With the "Black Man of the forest" in

Hawthorne r5 The Scarlet Letter' is an. eression of both the fascination

with and terror of sexual vioIence

I walk with difficulty, foLlowing the man who is with me
and holding up the skirt of my dress'. it is white and beautiL-
fu.1 and I don't wisri to get it soiled. I follow him, sick with
Lear but I make no effort to save niyself; if anyone were to try
to save me I would refuse •., He smiles slyly. 'Mot here, not
yet' he says, and I follow him, weeping. 

(p. 

50)

arid when she and ThoJster make love, she says:

'If I could die • row, when I am happy. Would you d that?
You. wouldn't have to kill me.. Say die and I will die.. You
don't believe me? Then -try, try, say die arid wEtch me die..'
(Pr 77Y

.4ntoinette, like Sylvia (although Jean. rs'a heroine is not, in a stric-biy

racial sense, a "mixed" creole) is a type of the Creole Woman - a figure

who "unites in one flesh the opposing iropean. and kCrioan poles": 2 an

ethnic and. cultural polarity which is also seen to be a moral polarity,

involving questions of lght and Wrong, Good amid Evil, Strength and

Weakness.

Ivia's uhea.ltby, ambivalent attitude to sex is,. however, only

one expression of her psyohic and genetic imbalance. 	 he "division of

This symbolic "meeting" (the genesis of the scarlet "A") carries more
than a hint of the sexual guilt attached to a taboo on miscegenation;
and. it is sigefficant that, in Hester's illegitimate child, Pearl,
"there was a trait of passiofi, a certain depth of hue, which she never
lost." (The Scarlet Letter, OTJP 19 65, p . 82. My underlining)

2 Leslie A. Lelder, Love and ]ath in the jnericarx Hovel (paladin,
1970) p. 281.
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consciousness" hi Mittelholzer rs work often toolc other, as it were,

allotropic forms, appearing, for example, as a conflict between Good and

Evil (My Bones and. My ]fllute, 1955), Material and Spiritaal (The Wounded

and the Worried, L962), or between the individual and. society at large

(The Aloneness of Mrs. Caatham, 19 65). In Sylvia, the main conflict is,

In fact, between "Strexgth" and "?rea1iess:" - a siibect that held a con-

tin'ual fascInation for MitteTholzer.1 Milton Cbppa, wha is (like Milton

Woodeley of My Bones and My Fe) clearly another of the a-thor's self-

portraits - his fierce individuality and his love of Waer's music and

Miet.sthe's philosophy are enough to indicate -this - recoiines that

Sylvia's internal conflict stems front something more than an Oedipus

CnnpIex

Heredity, let's assume, has inflicted upon her a streak of
weak character which, no matter what environmental influences:
have been at work, carmot be sppreased, Despite all efforts
on her part, it continues to push up its head., because it
happens to be a legacy front dear Mother. (p 253)

This is the familiar Mittelholzer thesis which is worked out in elaborate

detail through the Kaywana. novels an inherited strain of coloured ("bad")

blood inevitably precipitates: a "wea1iess" or "taixit of character which,

unless heroically resisted, is finally destructive to the psyche. In

yIvia it is not, as F.M. Birbalsingh claims, simply that Mittelholzer,

his moralist's leahings frustrated, "indiiantIy denies altogether the

whole notion of purpose and value" or that "the dominion of an anral

world-order[iaJ feverishly asserted" 2 but rather that, by allowing his

])zring a radio discussion ("The FciIed Imagination", recorded. for the
B.B.C. programme, "C.ribbean Voices" on 21 May, 19 63) Mittelholzer said:

I ha...ve definite ideas of particular strength and wea1mess: the
conflict between strength and weakness. In fact, living here [in
Britain] has intensified those views.

2 Birbalsingh, op. cit., p , 97
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heroine to be overwhelmed and finally destroyed by implacable social

forces, he is able to demonstrate the gradual psychic erosion which comes

as a natural consequence of an inherent "veaJmess" of will - the result of

racia). acJniixture. Sylvia dies not only because she is born t*ajntedtt

and therefore divided within herself, but also because she is incapable of

foIlo'wirig the advice of the "strong" Milton Cppa:

If you act like a weak fool then you will suffer the fate of
all weak fools; if you act with strength, you will enjoy the
triumph of the strong. So take my advice.. Dn't let up.
isist, resist •. (i. 237)

Sylvia does try. Her attempt to eject forcibly from the house

her sick mother ra friends, Tanie and. Sarah, wh are simply opportimist

hangers-on, ends in "defeat" (p. 241); and, in a letter to Milton Cbpps,

she acknowledges her in-built inadequacy: "Your letters are very inspiring,

but how can you inspire a person who lacks guts?" (ii. 240). 	 he radio

reports of the aressive activity of Hitler and the German troopff just

prior -to the second world war are used by Mitteibolzer to counterpoint,

in a rather obvious way, -the gradual decay of the Russell household after

Sylvia's father is murdered. 	 ae "wealmess" of Sylvia and her mother

leads to their destitution and when Mr. Xingli-t, the unscrupulous

solicitor, forecloses their heavily mortgaged house and they are forced

-to 'live In a slum area, their enforced move down the social scale is

contrasted with Hitler 'a occupation of .Austria which occurs o'n the sane

day: and MIlton Copps4itteiholzer's' ominous assertion that "Darwin and

Hie-tzshe knew a few sound -truths" (p.. 234) since only the "strong" sur-

vive, is shown, through the suffering and eventual death of the cd
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iferoine, to represent a pranatic truth about lifGe 1 The novel is, to a

great extent, an. illustration of the author's theories about "strength"

and "weakness"; and the "dimensions of high tragedy" 2 which Patrick

ckian finds in. the book, and which be suggests come fronSylvia's

re±sal to abandon. her high principles, mast be placed alongside

MitteThoizer's deliberate use of his heroine as an example of the "weak-

ness" that is always crushed by the forces of "raw, brute humanity"

(p. 227), Sylvia does not, it is true, abandon her principles (or,

rather, her virginity, for this is made the main issue in her struggle

against society), but even her final, narrow "escape" when she suddenly

finds herself responding passionately to the advances of Benson Biego,

whom she does not love, is the result of Benson's moral rectitude and is

seen. by Sylvia as a final hiliathig defeat, since it forces' her to

acknowledge the remorseless viur of her disconnected, repressed

sexuality. "I was so ashamed of myself", she says on her death-bed,

"I felt so empty, Futile. I'm not even, capable of loving" (p. 288).

Sylvia's recogeition. that her misery is partly self-inflicted, owing to

her inability to fight (like Milton. Opps) for survival, is reflected in

her pre-occtation with death as a release frri her problems. "I feel I

could take a walk into the sea and not come back", she says, "... I'm long-

ing to die" (p . 215); and, earlier, "Why did she have to live? ... Oh,
for deaths A. fade-out. A. Iaiowing.-riothing. Death must be so soothing."

(pp.. 206/207). The idea of death as a means of escape fron an. intoIer .-

]M 's two excursions, in. the 1960's, into the field of "ghost" writing:
("Life is a Fight" - the autobiography of the American boxer, Earry
"Spitzei" Goodman, and "h Struggle and Win" - the autobiography of an
Ajtstralian, t1een. Whitehead) reflect his lasting fascination with the
idea of the survival of the fittest. The MSS. - both tmpablished - are
in the possession. of Mrs. Yacqueline Ives.

2 Patrick Gttckian, "The aalance of Gzlour" (antaica 1Tournal, M'arch, 1970,

p . 41). Further references to this article will appear as Cucldan.
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able conflict, used to heighten the effect of impending tragedy, is

present from the beginning (where it is first introduced by Bertie

Dowden who later takes his own life and. runs through the novel liice one

of the leitmotiva Mitteihoizer was later to use in his unfinished

trilogy. Bit Sylvia's death wish, her longing for a "fade-cut" has

another, more sinister meaning, for it is pxeoisely the death-wish, "the

ITould-rot. Tha Wjh-to-fløt, a philosopher like Sohopenhauer might have

called it" (The Piling of Clouds, 1961, p. 81) that becomes, in the later

novels, the disease of the wxle society against which, to the alarm of

his publishers, Mittelholzer raised his authorial voice in violent con-

demriatfon. The "fade-out" wish is the sign of "wealaiess" par excellence

in Mitteihoizer's later work, and Sylvia's inability -to fight, to counter

the deleterious effects of her "legacy from dear Mother" (p.. 253), makes

the death-wish aimost obligatory, since her integrity is not reinforced,

like Milton Copps's, by "strengtb".

It is significant that in the unpublished "Angela ramiero"1 (the

plot of wzxLoh reveals cic,88 sinilarit,iea with Sylvia), Angela, a young

poztxgtzese girl who grows u faced with. all the frustrations said pre-

judices of Guyaaese colonial society and suffers a traumatic emotional

crisis, does not give in to a death wish (although she does consider

suicide) but recovers her balance. Ebr her, CZive Bell's Civilization2,

Sehopenhauers philosophy and. the music of Waier act as poe itive aids to

MS. in the possession of Mrs. Tacque line Ives. The title-page
bears EM's 1948' inidad address, and the note: "Previously Published:
(rentyne Thunder, a novel (re and Siottiswoode, London) ."

2 Civilization: an essay ((iatto and Windus, 1928) • Cliva Bell
(b. 1881) was a prominent member of the so-called "Bloomebury QoLtp".
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will-power; and since there is never any question of an inherited strain

of "weakness" (i.e. "blaokblood"), she is spared the total futility of

Sylvia. her habit of introspection - the taking of regular, psycho-

logical inventories of herself - and that of making a clicking sound with

her tongue when in deep thought or when registering disapproval, are

shared by the high-principled English heroine, Sheila Chatham of The

Aloneness of Mrs. Chatha.m (1965) - another beleaguered, but more mature,

individual who wrestles with a hostile world and gains a balance between

Spirit and Flesh, Strength and Weakness 1 Siguificantly, Mrs. Chatham

also has an undamaged racial pedigree. Since "Angela Vlmiero" was

written after Corentyne Thunder (1941) and before the publication of

A Morning at the Office (1950), and was intended as a sequel to his first

novel; 1 it provides useful insights into the author's intentions with

regard to the direction his writing was to take. Angela, who like

Geoffry Weldon of Corentyne Thunder has been brought up in the country-

side and feels a sense of kinship with the land, is also attracted to the

world of "reflection and eduOationi? (p. 259); and the novel is a detailed

account of her attempt to solve the conflicts between Nature and Nurture,

Material and Spiritual, Strength and Weakness, an attempt which, for

sylvia, proves fruitless but is allowed, in Angela's case, -to have good.

hopes of success. In a sense, the theme of this unpublished work is

-the obverse of the theme of Sylvia, for although -the etbos is identical -

a vulgar, middle class, hierarchical society in which the stinata of

"bad" skin-colour and hair--texture can be mitigated only by the acquisi-

Beena, one of Ramgolall'a daughters, is employed by Angela as a
servant, and through her we are given a "flashback" of -the events in
Corentyne Thunder arid brought up to date on the situation with regard
to the main characters. In fact, i-b is Beena's wish to escape from
the misery of her hopeless love for Jannee that brings her into
Angela's home; and. Dora Weldon's affair with Angela's husband
which (along With Beena's eventual suicide) brings matters to a head
for Angela.
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tiom of social graoea - Angela, happily insulatted. from -bhe trauna of

genetic "taint", gradually learns to coins to terms with a hopelessly

dualistic Universe. 1 Even, the s-bructure of the novel is the counterpart

of Sylvia, which begins with a chapter headed "Over-bure with loud trunrpete"

and ends with. the death of Sylvia, whose life has been a pattern of

fttility; while "Angela Vlmiero" begins with "Bock one - The Pattern of

Bttility" and has as its peimltimate chapter "Book 4 - L!ie Trumpet",

ending with Angela's optimistic apprehension of the "riches" of life which.

make for faith in huinani-ty, The theme of sex and death in Sylvia is dis-.-

tanced in: "Angela Thnierc", appearing mainly in: the music of V1ager

( g istan. and Isolde and Gotterdauiuerung - the "Glorification in Death"

nrottv) which her Ajmt Mirian encourages her to Like and. respect. Aunt

Mirian, in fact, is the female counterpart of both Grant]ley iissell,

Sylvia's father, and. Milton Copps. She is an "eccentric revolutionary"

who lectures- ,Angela about reincarnation and. -bbs ina of desire, intro.

-duces her to Clive 11's £tiviIization, wbistles leitmotiva from Wageer's

The .ng and is convinced. that "it's a cold world" (p . 45) in which only

the strong-willed. survive • She recommends to Angela a copy of

Sohopenhauer rs Die Welt ala Wile und Vorstellung: "His chief work. The

World as Will and Idea. I've delved into it. Damned good ... A sound

theory." (p. 318). Birt in this early work the theme of strength versus

'weakness is no-b pursued, and Angela becomes disenchanted with her

oppressively "masculine" aunt, finally rejecting' her pessimism, for a

broader, more humane view:

The secret of benevollent extraversiori. The burzitng outward
of one's mind, and imagination to establish a smpaihetic rapport
with the rest of marik±nd. (. 396)

is teiting to regard litt-beIholzer"s coiumsn-b on. Angela's growing
control of her own dualistic feelings - a con-broiL made possible because
she is not "weighted down with two many complexities" (p. 180, my wider-
lining) as containing a classic, Freudian slip.
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and in spite of the fact that "everyfhitig was in a flux. Everything wae

uncertaiw' (p. 398), she:

respected the idea of humanity. It was a Iercric idea
such an idea, she believed, was worth living for - and srnggling
for.. (p. 596)

ngela's search. for a balanced philosophy of life is able to proceed uncoi'-

plicated by racia]I adm±xture

She could courprehend why the Portuguese were discriminated
against and regarded as be ing on a lower social level. But it
was a question of deportment and general education and culture
rather than that of race •,. (p. 58)

and her awareness of an ":tzmer voice" - a symbol of the trnconscious Self -

suggests a healthy integrated psyche:

Por no reason at all, a voice echoed her -thoughts or couuzzented
on things in which she was interested .., She called this voice
the voice of her grown-up self spealdzig somewhere in the future -
a future her present self was foo green to carrprehend fully
a wise and sophisticated voice - a symbol of the wisdom and.
sophistication she one day hoped to possess. (p,. 7)

In The Aloneness of Mrs. Chatham (1965) we again hear this voice,. The

"grown-up" heroine, Sheila Cha-ttham, whose search, like Agela's, is for

the balanced "choice of life", also listens to her "iiiner voice" and

chooses "a aynrpa-thetLc rapport with the rest of mankind" ("Aigsla V2iniero",

p.. 396); but by then ('the published version of 1965 is -the result of marry

revisions, the earliest version of -the novel appearing in manusoript form

in the early nineteen-fifties) this "still small voice" is all but

silenced by the author's almost hysterical pre-occupation with what he

came to regard as the "effeteness" of Buglish society and -the consequent

need for "strength",

1 According to C.C. Jung:
The irruer voice is the voice of a fuller life, of a wider, more

comprehensive consciousness ... and it faces people with ultimate
moral decisions without which they cart never achieve full conscious-
ness and become personalities. (The Development of Personality,.
1'Tc,. IT of (bU. works, Rou-tledge and Kogan Paul L-td., 1954, pp,184/l85).
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Im Sylvia then, the idea of a quest for the balanced Life is

subordinated to theories of Strength and Weakness, and Mitteihoizor com-

binea and complicates these with his sense of racial admixture as an

emotionally divisive, socially disruptive condition: but the novel 1r

nevertheless, well-planned. Between the "Overture with loud trumpets"

and the "tnale with cymbals and low drums", which act as a background

first to Sylvia's birth and. then to her death, the five "part,a" of the

novel trace her gradual development within the complex atmosphere of

early and mid-twentieth century British Qtziana. Mittefliolzer handlea

the difficult task of unravelling the dense, complicated social network

of his own boyhood and early manhood with enthusiasm, incisiveness and

honesty within a well-organised plot. Llthough epic in concept Ion, deal-

ing as it does, like V.S. aipaul's A use for Mr. Biswas (kxdre Deutsch,

1961), with the entire life-span of the main character, and full of

accurately observed, sensitively recorded detail; the novel is, one

feels, too often made to bear the additional weight of the author's own

moral and social anxieties. The long description for example (given by

Sylvia's father) of "how the society in the colony was graded" (pp.. 60/63)

appears to be a flimsy device for inserting an authorial gloss for the

benefit of a Iropean reading public: and. the discussion. between Milton

Copps and Gregory Brandt about Sylviars dilennna, although presented as a

bantering, good-himnoured. "debate", with Sylvia as an amused listener, too

obviously sets the stage for a d6nouement and reveals the author bustling

about in the wings:

For instance, take Sylvia. Review her life up to the present
and suggest what one stable outlook she should adopt toward
living ... let us assume that Sylvia, instead of adoptIng a
negative attitude toward her life, decides to solve matters on a
positive basis. ( pp . 251/252)

B.t it is MitteTholzer's deliberate moral and philosophical excursions

(particularly in. the utterances of Milton 	 pa) as well as the often self-
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indulgent, melodramatic writing that finally deny real epic or trac.

stature to the novel: ad Iitbte]holzer, for all his considerable ability

to marshal detai]L in the working out of his plot an to re-create the

atmosphere of place, is often guilty of mawkishness and baxiality of

style'. In the "finale", Sylvia, near death frcsm pneumonia after her

walk in the rain,, knocks on Naomi's door, "water dripping from her person

in a steady trickle" (p. 284):

Dap, dwp dup 1 She knocked thrice. Solemnly. That waa
hw a knell. should sound. The du.UL timd of a haunner on a
coffin lid, .id ITm tired.	 ired after a long walk from
'ickdam. After a long ourriey from babyhood. TNenty-one

panting years. I have a right to knock slowly. Deliberately.
Virgin Sylvia. Iip, dup, dupe (p.. 283)

As she lies dying, cintohing the bedebeet in pain, she says (and the effect

on the reader is surely the opposite of that intended by the authoi):

"The Iaat pains. You know, I wish - I wish I could have
seen pneumonia bacilli under the microscope," (p. 287)"

This is the kind of thing that forces one to question any reading of the

novel which finds that "there are many touches which give Sylvia the

dimensions of high tragedy" and that "the death scene ha the serenity cf

a Mozartian. andante."1 The novel's ambitious epic form - a form that

leads Patrick Ct.ck±an to suggest that "the RLZSSBIII household is Cuiana in

miniathre 2 and that the m s-zi1ng of Sylvia (her name should have been

"Cynthia") is "a corollary [sicJ of the misnnming of the West Indie 3 -

is betrayed by the author va less than epic intentions: the denonstration

of a deterministic, philosophical theory of' "strerigith" and. "weakness" - a

theory which is seen to be related- to a concept of genetic "damage" - an

zckian:, op. cit., p.. 41.

2 Ibid., p. 4O.

Ibid., p. 41.
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unsparingly hone et examination of his own complex, colonial background,

and, quite simply, the telling of a good storT.. In 1955, writing to a

friend in auyana about the book's forthcoming publication, Mi-ttelholzer

øaid:

I know several females will hold h'iTdes to their eyes before
they've finished it . I shall look forward to chuckling over
this book with you when I ooma You'll recoguize many por-
traits, even in their disguised states.	 en I ntyself am in
it, very thinly disguised - id you yourself come n for a
"mention". Oh, there'll be a loi to giggle over.

ie idea of the individual's need to achieve a healthy emotional

balance: to come to -tenns with the inner conflicts of Flesh versus-

Spirit, of Instinc't versus- Rsason or of Strength versus- Weakness, so as

to establish "a aimpatIietic rapport with the rest 	 na'2

truly creative universal theme which, so often beds'vi,ited in h[itteIholzer's

work by the peculiar nature of the autbor's own obsession With genetic

"-taint", is never really given the central place it deservea 	 ]br

-this reason, jitteThoIzer's attempts at a creative art never quite sur-

vive the undermining effect of the psychic disorientation - the "two-

ness" - which was always present in the author's own divided conscious-

ness •

1 Letter quoted by k.3. Seymour, Lectures (1968) op. cit., p . 15,

2 "ge1a Vimiero", op. cit., p. 396.
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Chapter Three

MATJM OPUS

The Kaywana Trilogy and the Theme of "Blood",

(I)	 Children of Kaywana ('1952)

The Kaywana trilogy Ia generally accepted as Mittelholzer's most

outstanding work, 1 It is certainly the finest example of his ability In

organise a wealth of detail (the time-span of the novels is approxi-

mately three hundred and thirty seven years) in the telling of a story

of epic proportions. To Mittelboizer who, as we have seen, identified

With his Swiss/German ancestor and, felt a sense of "genetic damage" -

the African. side of his ancestry - the sexual and racial conflict and

the re aultant mixing of "bloods" involved in. the violent slave-past of

Guyana, in which his ancestry actually took root, 2 must have seemed a

natural c,hoioe for what was to be his maium opus. Bis love of story-

telling, his sense of the mystery and excitement of the past, hi ability

to evoke the atmosphere and. "feel" of a place, his delight in. vigorous,

often violently sensational action, his prodigious facility for invent-

ing, amassing and. organising detail all came together to equip him for

the formidable task he set himself: the imaginative reconstruction of

the social and political history of Guyana from the early seventeenth

1 A.J. Seymour' a enthusiastic appraisal, however:
The Kayw'ana series, as a group of three novels, is perhaps

Edgar t s moat considerable achievement, and places him in the
fore-front of the entire range of aommonwealth Caribbean
novelists. (Lectures, 1968 , op. cit., p. 28)

placed alongside the view of another distinguished Guyanese, the
writer and artist Dents Williams, receives a siguifioan.t qualification.
Williams, by claiming that the trilogy was not:

the greatest novel written by a Guyanese, but ... supremely
the one which, for this nation, had to be written" (Lectures, 1969,
op. cit., p . 13)	 -

highlights the arohetypal, rather than the artistic, value of the work.

2 In the foreword. to the first book of the trilogy, EM recounts the
story of his ancestor, Herr C. Mitteihoizer, a planter who was actually
involved in the 1763 uprising and "was attacked, but resisted, cutting
off the hand of one of his assailants with a sabre." (Children of
Kaywana, 1960, p. 5. All quotations used are from this edition)
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to the middle of the twentieth century, and, within this fraznework, the

epic saga of the growth and development of the van Groenwegel family

tree, MitteTholzer's diligent research and scrupulous honesty are

apparent in the use he makes of -the slim, documentation available 1 and iii

the chronological aoouracy of historical, factual events in the novels.

Like Sylvia (1953), the main theme of the Kaywana tri1or involves a

working-out of the author's theories of "strength" and "weakness".

Within the maze-like, winding corridors of "Huis Kaywana" runs the thread

of "blood", the "strength" or "weakness" of which finally determines the

character and actions of every member of this extraordinary family; and

it is this theme, with its complex irony (a complexity which has

generally gone unacknowledged or unnoticed by Mittelholzer' a critics)

shall attempt -o trace throua these three novels; since this is

the source from. which all the apparent vagaries and inconsistencies of

plot and characterization spring, and. the point from. which any discussion

of"the wanton nature of the sorid of Mittelboizer' a novels" or of the

"haphazard. principles" 2 which govern the actions of Mitteihoizer's

characters, must prooeed)

The theme of the tri1or i announced at the opening of Children

of Kaywana when Kaywaxla, who is half Aboriginal Indian and "half English

sailor" (p . 14), reveals her unalloyed pride in her English blood which

sets her apart as "stronger" and more intelligent than the Indians, who

appear childlike and foolish alongside her, Even Wakkatai, the shaman,

who is an important figure - a leader among the Indians - is made to

look little more than a superstitious, easily flattered, fraudulent

Mainly James Rodway's 3-volume History of British Guiana (Georgetown,
Demerara, 1891, 1893, 1894) and K. Dalto& a A History of British
Guiana (1855).

2 Birbalsingh, op. cit., p . 90..
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character, August ijy-ftis, the young Dutchman whose overtures are

instantly acceptable to Kaywana, is presented, on the other hand, as the

possessor of desirable qualities, among which "strength" is of primary

importance:

You're strong. I like the way you. hOld. me... I like men so
The others want me, but they can't even look at me in my

eyes straigtt. They beg and plead. I don't like men to beg
and plead.. They must hold me aM take me and show they have
more strength than I have. (p. 12)

Aiter the heroic death of August Vfuis during a Spanish raid, Adriarisen

van Groenwegel comes on the scene s. He too, receives automatic approval

from Kaywana, and. for the same reason:

He' had strength - like the strength of August, He was the
kind, of man, she felt certain, who would not plead with a woman..
(p. 17)

Although Adriansen often insists that "I'111 a hard man" (p. 22) he never-

theless introduces' a note of anti-heroic "weakness" in his use of flattery

and guile to get his own way, finally winning over even the hostile

Wakkatai to his side. As he tells young August (the son of August

Vyftds)

When we're up against the Wakkatais of this world, force is not
the weapon to employ, my boy. The weapon is subtlety ,., (p, 42)

3xt at the same time Adriansen's attitude to his ermies contrasted with

Kaywana's implacable hatred ("... when anyone hates me I hate' in return

If anyone hurts me I hurt them in return," p. 43) is shown to be both more

intelligent and. more humane, When there is a threat of Indian revolt and

Kaywana suggest,s that the soNirs' be called out to quell any uprising by

force, Ad.riansen saye

rrothing of the sort, We must never threaten them with violence
except as a last resort. These Indians are good people.. It's
always a mistake to show them force •.,. There are other ways of
being strong than the way of guns, aywana. (p. 47)
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And when the rebellion, does take place, it is Adriansen's "weak" policy

of tact which succeeds, and Kaywaria's bravery (like August rftzis'B)

which is ultimately futile. The climactic fight between KayWana aid

her children and the Indiana led by Wakkatai, is remembered later by Willem,

aria of the van Groenwegel children who survived (Kaywana and Biost of the

other children perish in the fight) with a deep sense of pride:

My mother was a fighter, 1), you know what it is to have a
mother who can stand up with her sons and. fight to the death?
(p . 61)

But by then it Irns acquired an ironic flavour, since Vlilem himself would

not have survived, had not .Adr±aiisen, by arguing with the rebels and

appealing to their common-aense - but showing no less bravery than

Kaywana - managed to put down the rebellion even while Kaywana aml

Wakkatai were lacked in mortal combat.

om the very first chapter, then, MitteTholzer's view of

"strength" and. "weakness" is seen. to be, if not ambiguous, at least pie-

sented with a certain irony; an irony which grows in sigeificance tbrou-

out the book, reaching its climax in. the later chapters where Hendrickje

attempts to establish the van. Groenwegel family as a power iTi the land,

Willemr meanwhile, is the "strong" character whose views are given the

centre of the stage • He reiterates the theme of "blood" ad nanseani:

:rt's bIod that counts, Griselda, Blaod, Men can say we're
van Groenwogels with the bar sinister, Let them say it. !tot
a mortal can drain the blood of that old man from my veins - or
the veins of my children. (p. 61)

and. when Major Scott and his marauding band. of Caribs attack the colony in

i666, Wilem seizes the chance to prove -the "strength" of van Groenwegel

blood. His wife, Griselda, and. his son, inald., are presented as "weak"

elements: indeed., the "strong" and. the "weak" are quite unmistakably

labelled, as, for example in Iina1d's pitiful. efforts to get his group of

slaves to rally during the siege
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... Don't you hear me? Please,-' besought Reinald,
'Please. .,. Ebr God's sake ge-ft back to your posta ... Quickl
I beseech your Quicki' lTone of them made any move -ftc obey,
(p. 86)

ITLs brother, Lanrens has to ccme to his aid: with a dexxnns-tration of the

required 'I -ftreng-tt :

'!ever speak kindly to slaves, or try to persuade them &o do
anyfthirig .,. Take up your positions again aM start firing as
Massa 1inald directs you or I'll kill you. I mean. it 	 I'll
kill you, you black cowardly clumps of fi1th' He trembled.
H's had an insane look. 1 (p. 87)

ie attack is successfully resisted, and Wiljleiu, swollen with

what he now considers an amply justified sense of pride, casually dismisses

the death of his "weak", academically-minded brother, Aert who, it is

reported, died retreating from the enemy "clutching two haversacks of

books to his bosom as though they were beloved: creatures." (p. 96):

The soft fool. Reinald will be Aert all over again. A misty-
brained bciok-worm.	 yway, there's Laurena. I have hope for
that boy. I mist build him up, I must consolidate him. He
won't la-ft me down. ('p.. 96)

Wi.Uem's remark: "The decades will ahow whether my faith in our blood: was

justified." (p. 96) embodies the ironic nature of the theme of these

uvels; for it is with Laurens's later introspective questionings that

the value of a credo of "strength" which excludes finer feelings such as

unselfishness, respect and love, is emined and fnd: wanting..

?e are frequently shown Laurens 'a private thoughts on matters con-

cerning family pride and: his own attitude to it. In the big house at

Cartabo point (the scene of Kaywana's death) he is aware of being both

attracted: to and revolted by the family history and. clearly disenchanted

I-ft is worth noticing that this is not an instanos of crude, racial
hatred:, but rather a, violent disapproval of "weakness". Those slaves
who show bravery ccxnnaxtd: respect as men 'r&emba stood out from. the
others. Hemah and ¶Lekab& too.. Good fellows," (p. 88)
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with his father's insistence on the iniportance of "blood":

iis family pride is on his brain, Sumamiah says it's a
mania, He can think, of nothing but our blood: our fire-blood,
as he calls it, Our stand up the Mazaruni against Scott's
Caribs has made him trebly pompous and obsessed with the
Impor-&auce of the family. (p. 98)

Vhen his sister Stisarxnaii visits him, her advice on whether he should marry

simply for the sake o± carrying on. the family maine, is balanced:

rtainly not.. 'a1l in love first. Your happiness comes
before any such considerations as family survival. Tot that
you. xnusn't try to see that the name goes on	 I do get a little
throb of pride when I remember that I'ia a yam Groenwegel, but
the Idea can be overdone,. (p.. 101

Laurens's attraction to his house .-slaves Eamiah and Katrina; the bastard,

imxlatto girls who are the product of the young August's earlier excursions

irLto the slavest logies, is seen by him as "an instinctive partiality for

coloured women .. "perhaps even "a degenerate streak" (p. 98) - another

si of 'wea1ness",	 rt this "wea1nesa" is accompanied by a moral

strength; since his sense of decency will not permit him to overcome his

shyness with the girls by simply getfing drunk and ravishing them as his'

fellow planters would. Susannahts remark: "Your morals are very high.

r like you for it." (p. 110), seen in the context of the bruta1 seua1

licence taken, as a matter of course, by the planters in their treatment

of female slaves is a complmmen indeed, Laurene's ocn estimate of

himself at this point: "He was soft. He was' not a nian' 1 (p.. 109) is,

therefore, not without a certain irony. Katrina, the self-effacing,

loyal sIave-giri1 who becomes preguant for him (and so introduce a the

"taint" of Negro blood into the family) unwittingly brings home to

Laurens a moral lesson. When he suggests marriage, she reminds him with

Like Kattree of Corentyne Thtznder (1941), whose natsral sexuality is
contrasted with Geoffry We idon's neurotic attitude, Katrina (who is
glad to have Laurens 'a c±ild and expects' no material reward) typifie
a natural "goodness".
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alarn of her positioii as a slave, and he replies, with a sudden realiza-

tion of the truth;

I don't care.. Lb-night I' seeing things differently..
Th-night I can see you as a human being. It doesn't matter
how you speak - or that you wear a smocks You've broken down
my pride. I see you now as a woman. You have my child in
you, and. you're good. You have, a good nature. (p.. 133)

This attitude comes from Laurens r0 recognition of precisely those deeper,

human qualities beneath -the surfaces of skin and familyr and Willem's

furious reaction to the "taint" introduced by this marriage:

The bitterness of this day wiLl never fads. I shall never be
converted to the belief that our family has' nt been tainted
shall never be reconciled -to this slave-blood which Laurens has
seen fit to introduce into our family." (p. 137)

receives a sharp, ironic twist in the following chapter; for the child of

this marriage, Hendrickje, grows up to be the ultimate embodiment of what

Wilem himself had always regarded as the van Groenwegel "fire-blood";

a fierce,. proud figore Like' Kaywana, imbued with an obsessive family

pride, who institutes and enforces the motto "the van Croenwegels never

!Iendrickje, a precoc:ious, strong-wilIed child, begins quite early

to demonstrate symptoms of extreme "van Groenwege lien". So' concerned is

she about the daiiger of "diluting" the strength of the family blood,

that, at the age of fifteen, she earnestly suggests to Igeatius van

QcenwegeI, her cousin, that they consider marriage so as "to keep the

blood, together." (p . 145). Dismissing their grandmother, Criselda, as

a "weakling", she says with chilling intensity:

She brought weak blood into the family. That musn't happen
again. You must marry a girl with figh-ter-blood. A girl like
me. Then we'll have hard children to carry on the tradition..
We have to keep hard. (pp.145/146)

This is[of oour the echo of Wilem's own obsession, returning oW

with add.ed power and viruIence and through Uendricke, the mania for

"strength" expresses itself with growing violence 	 She has a megalo-

maniac vision of the family spreading and becoming an irresistible force
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in the land, seeing herself as a fertile soil frog which, like dragon's

teeth,1 a whole race of hardy, ruthless van Goenwegels will one day

springy ding roughshod over everyone in her path, including her

father, Laurens, she inevitably gets her way. Her enormous confidence

in the strength of van Groenwegel 'bIood", and in herself as its repreeem-

tative

The fnily, for me, will always come before everything else.
,., I have faith in myself,. My spirit is strong, and body
is strong. I'm going to prove a good breeder. I'm hoping
to have no lesa than. ten children - twelve, if possible. More.
Arid among these a few must be like me. (p. ]L7)

is proved., however, like Willein's faith in. van Groenwegel blood, to be

un5ustffied.	 the novel proceeds (in the chapter headed, "1e Way to

Power"), Eendrickje's cold-blooded drive to establish herself as a

semally potent breeder of van Groenwegels is made to appear ridiculous,

and, finally, grotesque,. A kind of grossly fecund, tropical Lady

!Iacbeth, she is rutL1es towards all wha get in. her war, including her

ineffectual, artistic husband who is treated merely as a provider of tile

ancestral sperm and made to run! the household and feed the baby while she

rides out into the fields, whip in. hand, Her vision of herself a "born

breeder", strong-willed and "pl1rsically iirvirncible" (p. 187) suffers- a

rude shock, however, for she is able to have only two children, both ot"

whom (thanks to her consistent brutality and lack of warmth) develop a

lively hatred for their mother, one becoming b eial - almost as a

protest, one feels, against her own viscions sensuality - and the other

even-tual]Ly growing up to hate the idea of family pride,. .Ater a fall

(sustained when, pregziant, she had insisted on riding out into the

fields) she loses the third baby and. is told that she will not be able

In. Ovid's Metanorphoses, the dragon's teeth, sown by dinus, produce
a crop of fierce warriors who fight amongst themselves, five surviving
to help him build the city of Thebes.
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to have any more children, She does become pregnant twice after this,

but each time the baby does not survive long.. Her strength of will:

"I won't give up ... I must and will have more children. By sheer will

I'll conceive again." (p. 195),, is ultimately futile. In YitieThoIzer's

trea-nent of Eendrickje the excessive love of strength for its omi sake

and. the unreasoning insistence of family pride are shown to be a form of

wilful self-delusion; as is Hendrickje's denial of a desperate, uriful-

filled need for warath and ]lo ve:

"Love and tenderness' can gu, I "m prepared to live without
then. •.. so long as I have my children as planned, so long as'
I have them established in the co'mtry and the most powerful
family, all else can g ..," Bit though she wrote this, the
actzalLty was different. (p.. 215)

TEer "weak" husband, Ignatius, realizes that, for all her strength and

cruelty,, "in many ways, ndrickje is a jpJ*tt (p.. 204) and that

"she's a tortured woman." (p. 221) • ABked by his son, Adrian, whether

his grandfather, Laurens,. believes, as his mother does, that the family

must be powerful at all costs, he replies': "ITo. •.. Your Grandfather

Laurens is a balanced xnan" adding: "It was' your Great-Graridfather

Wiiem who began this power campaign. But even he was not the fanatic

that your mother is," (p. 217).

Adrian, however, suffers' what ts, in effect, a temporary attack

of "van G,oenwegelisni" - the maT rgnar t effect of his inherited. "blood" -

in spite of the fact that his mind, is already warped by hatred of his'

mother and all 'that she stands for.. He finds himself revolted by his

homoseial brother, Cbrneli, and incestuously drawn to his mother who,

to his great consternation, appears "not such a bad person after all."

(p . 239) • This digressive episode, in the chapter headed "Oedipus",

is used by gitbelholzer, one suspects, mainly as an occasion for propound-
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ing' his own views on incest. Hendr:tckje says, with obvious authorial

approval:

Don't let'a have illusions about ourselves, We're mother
and Eon, but we're in leve like two animals. We want to be in
bed:, (p. 255)'

This view - that sexual urges are entirely physiological and. therefore

"natural", even. if expressed in. a taboo relationship such. as incest -

often encountered in. MitteTholzerrs work, is elaborated more fully in

The Harrowing of Rubertus (1954) 1. Here, it appears merely as an.

attempt at erotic sensationalism, since nothing is made of the episode

and it is not used to advance the plot in any way; except to suggest

that even. Hendrickje, in need of human. aftectiou, can benefit from

receiving it. Her long, intimate chats with Adrian cerba:inly soften her

brutal attitude to the slaves, who now receive larger rations and fewer

whippings. The division of loyalties experienced, by Adrian, however,

who feels both a violent moral revulsion from, and a strong sexual

ajtraction. towards his mother, is a notable exarrple of the psychic

imbalance deriving from mixed racial inheritance - the conflict that is

to 'harrow" the life of Hubertus in the second book of the trilor.

When the Pencb itwade the colony and Eendrickje, like Wilem,

seizes the cppormity to demonstrate the family motto - "the vezi

Groen'wegels never run" - Adrian quietly pricks the balloon of her pride:

I don't care one jot about our family traditions, ... This
family pride you've always tried to instil into us is nothing
to me. I think it foolish and. small - unworthy. Why should
we consider ourselves better than other people? It's riot
right.

and: when the siege begins Hendrickje, sitting disconsolately in. her

ruined bedroom, tearful and. covered with. the dust of battler is an almost

In sri eariy MS. version of The Aloneness of Mrs. 	 "natural-
ness" of incest is actually a main theme. In. this versicm, the novel's
climax involves Mrs • iathan"s discovery that incest is a normal sex-
ual ftuiction within the I,essier family.
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paihe tic anachronism:

I feel distracted, Ath'iarL, Distracted	 I didn't anticipate
this,. I thought they wo'uld have attacked with muskets - as in
t66	 I didn't reckon with bombs.. (p. 272)

Adrian's bravery is not in question, for he does stay on to resist the

attack, which nevertheless ends in defeat for the van (roen'wegels.

slaves desert ("iissy never' treat us good, VThy we should stay in house

and fight for" p • 273 ), rnelia runs away with a French turncoat

friend, and as Adrian calmly calls back the French envoy whom Rendrickje

had. sent away with a graMiose show of defiance , the whole myth of van

Groenwege]L "strength" is seen to be hollow. Adrian vows thala

In future one of the thitige I shall work for is to destroy
the memory of the old days and the deeds of our ancestors, ... I
shall live to wipe it away, to poison the minds of my children
against it, (p. 279)

the novel moves towards the great slave rebellion of 1763, Hendriokje

degenerates completely, becoming a monster of cxiielty, burying alive a

sick, old slave so as to create more space in the logies, and dabbling in

obeau with Bangara, her favourite head-slave and paramour. Ibsaria, a

dissolute half-Spanish, haIf-Carl) slave-girl is deliberately used. by

Heridrick3e as a means of furthering the van Croenwegel line, since Jabez

(the only other healthy vaxl (oenwegel male, apart from Adrian) who is

ibsaria's husband and. the father of Habertus, is beaten up and. suffers

castration at the hands of a jealous ri'vI. Adrian, .maware of her plan,

obligingly fathers, with flosaria ts eager help, abrood of mulatto van

Goenwegels, in the mistaken belief that he is hurting his mother's pride

in the falnilyTs 1 bIood	 Adrian himself, now totally wxbalanced by

hatred, becomes a mere cipher, and dissoluteness reigns. "Better

dissolute animals", says Remirickje as she encourages the lowest urges

and the worst vices of the children (in a ghastly reduotlo ad absurdum of

her policy of "hardening t them) "than high-thinking dreamers." (p. 329)
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.mong the sensational occurrences that follow are the burning alive of

Bangara, the at1empted irder of ITenrickje by Roaaria and the latter's

death at the hands of her owm children who, from a vantage-olnt in a

treer shoot her down in the home of her latest lover. Mild all the lust

and carnage and childish avowals of loyalty to the van G-roenwegel code of

"honour" - intended as a mordant ccmiment on Hendrickje's philosohy of

"strength" as the answer to life 's haphazard bratalityr and not simply as

erotic or sado/masochistic titillation (although this elenent ía always

present - the one silent voice is that of Jacques, who instinctiveJy

hates cruelty and rejects the amoral, brstish philosophy of ffendriokje and

the rest. When the rebellion of 176 takes place, Lumea's earlier remarks

There will never be any slave uprising in this colony. ... they
haven't got the guts - nor the intelligence - to marshal themselves
into a fighting force r (p. 397)

is seen to be ironic, 1 as is the young Laureris's contemptuous rejection of

his in-laws, the uffera,- as "weak" when he hears of the cowardice of

Vincent Teu.ffer (whose mother was a van C.roenwegel):

Laurens pawed the floor with his deformed foot and scowled.
rThat t s whyr , he said, 'we've got to be careful whom we pick for
wives •' (p. 397, my underlining).

for Laurens's mis-shapen foot is a visible owbwarl sign of the dreadful,

inner deformity imposed on them all by irendrickje's insane will.

Hendrickje herself appears almost senile with glee, titter:!ng and. cackling

at the prospect of the impending fight. Jacques, who' is captured by the

rebel slaves and held hostage, functions as an objective observer of the

In Bbrbice, the slaves, headed by Cuffy, gained control and issued
ultimata to' the Thitch governor demanding a partition of the county. This,

"probabiT the most disastrous slave revolt that ever occurred in any
colony" (James Th,dway, History of ltish Guiana vol. I, 31891 p.. 174),
lasted from bruary 1763 to April 1764 and irrevocably altered the
economic, social and political life of the colony.
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scene. We witness the brutality of both sides through his eyes, and

when his fear of physical pain (although, morally, he is not a coward)

forces him to appeal to the rebel liader's sense of decency, Mittelholzer

uses the situation to make a deftly ironic thrust:

'DecenoyZ	 sense of daoenofl' Cuffy laughed, He
backed away a pace or two and. looked at raoques. 'You
expect me to have decencyY You look on me a black man,
van Groenwegel, and talk about decenoy Where I could get
decency from'?' (p . 450)

and when Amelia says of her black captors 'They tre beasts.

Jacques replies: Hot more so than the beasts we have been toward

them.' (p. 447). The wheel comes fi11 circle in the final chapter,

headed "Finale: Like ICaywana" where, as in the beginning, the

van aroenwegel family, led by a fanatical warrior-woman, faces the

enemy. Jacques, who has escaped his captors, returns to the beleaguered

family but finds that the rot has set in. With the exception of

Hendrickje, they all want to give up the struggle and. escape while there

is still time. Jacques, disillusioned with. the apparent senselessness

of a world in which brutality seems -the norm of human behaviour, baa

come prepared to face certain death. His action is misunderstood by

Hendriokje, whose delighted approval ia the book's final irony:

'Jacques, I'ni beginning to feel that despite your softness,
you are the hero among us.'

Taoques laughed. 'Wrong, old lady. I wasn't born to be a
hero. Heroes are strong. I'm one of the weak who have dis-
covered. -the depressing truth that it takes strength -to make a
secure world. Physical as well as moral strength.' (p. 507,
my underlining).

With. the suggestion that a balance is needed for true, creative strength,

the novel ends as they all meet their deaths resisting the inevitable.
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(II) The Harrowing of Hubertus (1954)

Mitteihoizer, in a letter to a friend, described The Rarrowing

of Hubertus as a "quiet book devoted chiefly to a study of the charac-

ter of Hubertus van Groenwegel" who, he said, was "a projection of a

facet of my own personality". 1 This, the second novel of the trilo,

opens, therefore, not with the theme of "strength" versus "weakness",

but With a more personal, though allied, theme: the need for a

co-existence of the two aides of one's personality - the physical and

spiritual "selves". Htther-tua, like so many of Mittelho].zer's

characters, is keenly aware of the fact that he is not an integrated

being: that be suffers from a "division of consciousness":

There were times when Hubertus believed that be possessed
another self over which he had no control. It caused him to
do and aay things he would normally have hesitated to do and.
say. It sprang surprised on him. Yet he knew that he
approved. of this self; he did not regret its presence.
(p. 17).

This suggests a psychological approach and prepares the reader for the

low-keyed, introspective theme of self-discovery, Hubertus's aware-

ness of an unpredictable, inner "self" which he accepts as a necessary

counterpart of his outward, ego-personality is, in. itself, an indica-

tion of psychic health. This is the "irmer voice" which makes its

first appearance in. the unpublished. "Angela Vimiero" and. which,

representing the Unconscious Self, becomes less and less audible in

the later work. By his conscious approval of this "submerged" self,

Hubertus apparently chooses the hard path. of self-integration, the danger

---S.

1 Quoted in A.J. Seymour, Lectures (1968), op. cit., p . 15.

2 All quotations are from the 1954 edition.
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of which lies in. the "swamping" nature of the tfnconscious. 	 Super-

ficially, his struggle is simply between "low urges" and "high princi-

pies": between Flesh and Spirit; but, at a deeper level, it is also

the conflict between the Ego and the Unconscious; and. Hubertus's

"harrowing" carries overtones of a universal, archety-pal significance.

According to C.G. Jung, the "inner voice":

makes us conscious of the evil from. which the whole
community is suffering, whether it be the nation or the whole
hmma race. Bat it presents this evil in an individual form,
so that one might at first suppose it to be only an individual
characteristic. ... Bat if we can succumb only in part, and if
by self-assertion the ego 081L save itself from. being completely
swallowed, then it can assimilate the voice ... (c.G. Jung,
The Develoent of -the Personality; No. 17 of Collected Works,
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1954 p. 185, my underlining).

Thbertus' a "harrowing" can be regarded. as an "individualized" form of

the general guilt of the community of slave-owners and of the

van. (roenwegels in particular. Certainly the above quotation might

serve almost as a summary of Hubertus' a attenipt at self-knowledge. He

does "sucoumb only in part" to his wilful, unpredictable "inner self",

but avoids the danger of psychic disorientation and manages to achieve

a precarious balance be-tween his opposed "selves".

The "void of the Unconscious" (fear of which is the origin of
Freudian "repression") is, in literature, frequently expressed in
terms of the "oceanic" nature of sexuality. Baudelaire, in the
Jeanne Duval cycle, talks of "immersion" in the loved one's hairs
"Je plongerai ma tate amoureusa d'ivresae/Daxia ce noir ocean . .
("La Chevelure", Penguin ed. of Baudelaire'a poetry, 1970, p . 58);
and in DH. Lawrence's work, fear of the Unconscious is equated with
fear of "Blood" - the instinctual as opposed to -the intellectual life.
In Women in Love, for example, Gerald Crich' a fear of his "submerged"
self is revealed. when (he is an. expert swimmer on the surface of the
water)' be has to dive beneath the lake in search of -the drowned
couple: "a whole universe under there; ... you're as helpless as
if your head was cut off." (Penguin 1965, p. 206). This anxiety
is also dramatically expressed in Conrad's Heart of Darkness, in the
-very nature of the wilderness which engulfs -the El Dorado Exploring
Expedition "as a sea closes over a diver" and which "had whispered
-to LKurtz) things about himself which be did. not know. Things of
which he had. no ooneeption." (Heart of Darknesa, 1961, pp. 92 and
13].).
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The problem expresses itself as an. ambiguity of attitnde, seen

first as he considers the question of providing the Aborigines with rtm:

It was against his principles to give rum i;o Indiana. Drmkefl-
ness, he was cmvinced, was impious •., displeasing to the
AImiity.. Yet •.. to have adhered to his prineipJles ... would
ha-vs mean-t that his family would have to do without game and fish,
and, of greater importance, his slaves would have been more
difficult to control. (p.. 16)

Hubertus 's dilemma reflects the double standards of the early ircipean

settlers and colonizers (who, it is said, "first fell upon their knees

and -then upon the aborigines") for, faced with the choice of remaining

loyal to his hristia principles, or of jettEsoning his religious

acrupIea In order to maintain the status quo, he chooses the latter and,

qu:t-te confidently, prays for divine forgiveness: "(bd" argued ThibertxE,

tPç	 a reasonable Being." (p., 17). Within this conce:pt of "loyalty",

which he has chosen as a secure frame of reference for his actions, fibe

double standard is made explicit:

Loyalty, felt Thbertas, was what mattered most in life., One
must be loyal to Gbd and Christian. men and women ... The negro
sla.-ves and -the Indians he considered as beings in. an entirely
separato category. . One did not have to be loyal to slaves
a JLd Indians,. (p. 20)

Even in the matter of family pride, his "-two-ness" expresses itself and

as-ta the pat-tern of the duality which characterizes all his actions:

Our name? Proud of 1t? Van Groenwegel? •.. I don't
wair to renmber how close I am to them in. blood.. It makes me
feel tainted, toa. ,.. It is because of then - and -their foul
mother - that I have such. low urges. ,.. iM now you tell me
you're proud of the name • I can't muderstand -that. •.. Yes,
I can, Tha-'a the terrible part, my dear., I can. I'm
proud of -the name nae1f, though I spit at you for saying you
are, (p. 83)

This suggests the schizoid tendency (a tendency of which ltLttelholzer, as

we have seen, was himself victim) which appears as one of the main themes.

in most of ]titte1bolzer'a serious work. The exploration of the sexual

and emotional drives which influenced the actions of earlier van

(oenwegels had: revealed. "strengths" and. "wea1iesea" which were -the
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result of chance genetic transference and, as such, entirely outside -the

realm of moral choice. Thibertus, whose mania for consistency and control -

for some fid, external standard of reference - is' mocked at every turn

by the atnbigtous nature of his own, limer disharmony, also, at first,

chooses heredity as a suitable, culpable agent of control:

It is the mad beast in me.. Iii defeats my restraint when I
least expect it to. I'm sure I have inherIted it from my
mother, that lost woman, that pit of evil. Yes, evil	 She
was evil •.. some m rsterious intuition informed me of it - since
I was a boy	 Evil, evil, (P. 71)

But whereas in Child	 of Kaywana (l952 brtitalffy and dissoluteness are

presented as the inevitable result of a credo of "strength" for its oim

sake and part of the general climate of the early slave plantations; in

this novel they reflect and comment on the ixmer' conflict of the main

characters. When, for example, ibertus sentences a slave to a particm-

larly severs punishment for a petty misdemeanor, he is externalizing his

self-torture:

Faustina rose, deciding that she must act, She must go and
speak to him, It was riot the man he was sentencing to this
torture; it was himself, He would writhe on the broken
bottles', not the man, (p. 86)

SimiIariy, the young Edward's cruel streak ("People to me are like pebbles.

I always feel like kicking them along the ground," p. 179) stems fron his

detached, almost clinical view of human relationships, and his revulsion

from sexuality. Like his cousin Thbertus, he has to learn to come to

terms wi-bk his own, hidden nature; and. the "buzzing as of a nest of

desperate bees" (p. 279 within him is an image of the Unconscious seek-

ing expression - an image that recurs in the later work and is used. in

Latticed Echoes (1960) and Thturder Returning (19 61 as a Ieiiinotiv for

the brooding, insecure 1chatd Lehrer.1

1	
Latticed Echoes (1960)' this is introduced as "The bass buzzing of

giant bees •.. trapped un a huge basement." (p. 7)
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Throughout the novel, Utibertus tries to come to terms with his

lack of psychic "wholeness but derives little comfort from: his- reading

of Spinoza's Ethics and. Si. Augusti.ne.

Thai that fleshly In us can only be related to evil. Th1s
is foolish	 Absurd! It is ccntrary to all one's instincts.

Moreover, I feel that we are boril with tendencies for good
or evil. It is -the bl1od in. us that dictates our allegiance
to Gbd or to -the Devil. (pp. 118/119)

Habertu.s's conviction that any deed is moral or Immoral only in. relation

to the "allegiance" of the doer' - whether inspire& by genuine ("good") or

corrxpt ("bad") feeling - makes possible his adultery with his cousin

ustina in spite of his own avowed, high principles. .Ajid it is also

this Intuition that lies behind his apparently inconsistent attitude to

the rebellious slave, Daxirab, whom: he pardons after having ordered his

severe punishment for the serious crime of sedition.

The description of the incident clearly implies that a sense of

genuine, moral digoity attaches to the slave's "disloyal" action, which is
2

therefore worthy of respect;

A black human being with character.. Watching him from
upstairs, Luiss felt almost as- much awe for him: as- she did for
her father ... He's a slave and his skin is black but he is a
man, she thought. If he were free and had a house like this'
I could respect him. (p. 145)

Just a,s Th.iber'tus 'a own "division of loyalties" finally sabotages all his-

earlier attempts at an uncompromisIngly Cwistian stance; so too the

problem of the Inc oiirpatibility of Spirit and. Flesh, first stated In an

the pessimistic determinism of E.J. Eysenck whose -theories- Include
"the determination of himnan. conduct by hereditary forces-." (n.J. ysenok,
Crime and personaIiy, Qp dit.' p ; '59).

2 .AZter the rebellion is put down, the white instigator is brutally tor-
tured and killed; but Danrab is "strung up" to await his fate, then-
dropped altogether from: the story.
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apparently definitive way:

The flesh is not of necessity evil, yet to yield to its urges is-
to wound the spirit. Te spirit cannot grow in stature while the
flesh is being satiated.

undergoes a change, eventually leading to the less manichean view of the

older, sadder and wiser Hubertus:

I used to think of GOd as an austere pirit whose one purpose was
to punish mankind when the flean triumphed, and scatter rewards
when the spirit showed its- superiority.. Now •., well, now I an
doubtful what my conception is, because I have changed my attitude
to the flesh. ... surely if we can find good in human passion -
the flesh - there must be some element of the spirit contained in
fleshly indulgence? (p. 270)

In fact, Htibertts"s ultimate humanism: "You ask about GOd. Sometimes,

my boy, I want to believe that I myself am God" (p. 270) reflects hi

unwillingness to accept finally that any external agency, such a heredity,

should be held answerable for one's inconsistencies. Even the narrow com-

cep of loyalty to 'bIaod", to the family or to the nation, gives way to

a more liberal view:

Lock at the number of changes we have suffered since 1781w From
Thich to English then to French then back to fitch now English
agein. What do nations matter, Bentlefl VThy can't we be loyal
to each either as members of the human species.. (p. 293)

This is a far cry fron the early, narrow jingoism of the van aroenwegels

and points the way to later novels, like The Wounded and the Worried (1962)

and ie £loneness of ?trs. iatham (1965) in which the problem of emotional

balance and the ied to transcend petty, coiwentional concepts of society

are given a much wider significance,

This is interpreted by F.MI, Birbalsingh not only as a final statement
of H'ubertas 'a dilemma , but also as evidence that "Mitteihoizer inno-
cently expects perfect satisfaction of human activity from which the
body is totally excluded" (Birbalsingh, op. cit. p. 9l. In. fact -the
opposite would seem Ito be the case; for it is Thabertus wlio"innocently
expects" satisfaction. from a bodiless apiritual!ty, and. MitteTholzer
who shows him coming to terms with sexuality in an. atteiirp-t - the theme
0f the novel - to achieve an. emctional balance.
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The readerra impression that -the theme o± psychic integration is

Mitteiholzer's main concern in the novel, is sustained by his treatment

of other m,i-{r characters who seem to fnotion as negatively or positively

charged complements, often appearing as the paired elements of a dichotomy,

Ro'salind Maybury, Iiberxs's English wife, can be regarded. as the spiritual,

"sanctified" opposite of Faustina, his sensual, illicit mistress (who is

also his cousin, and therefore doubly 'ttaboo t) ;- and Thbertue unites, in

loving both women, his "sacred" and "profane" urges	 His adultery with

Faustina- is riot, therefore, simply an indulgent, sexual excess, but the

necessary counterpart o± his love for lsaIfrd- and contributes to the

"balance" which he strives to maintain, lie describes his feelings for

both msaIind and: E'austiria as "deep and sincere" (p.s 17 2) and does no$

regard his openly adulterous relationsiiip with his cousin as 5.imizoral

since::

So long as love is deep and sincere, whether the predicants or
the law officials approve it or not, such low is a joy in Gyd'a
sight. (p.. 172)

HLlbertus"s daughter, Luise, who has a sensitive, easily impressionable

riature is portrayed as a foil to the insensitive, cynical lidward, ten

years her junior. She follows him around, a faithful, loving shadow,

absorbing- his cruelty, encouraging his talent for sketching (a sign of

"weakness" in earlier va.n (roenwegeIs, but recognized. by her as the

valuable gift it is), and finally helping him to understand and accept

their parents', and their own, sexuality. 1th the introduction of

wh is related to Hubertus, funetions almost as his anurna:
her ria,me certainly callo to mind Goethe's famous tragic hero and
emphasizes Etthertus' s "Faustian" conflict. Iiitere a tingly enough,
"Fatzstiva" was the name Goethe gave to one of his mistresses with whoia
"for the first time he abandoned himself to physical love fully ad
unfettered by remorse," (Karl Stern, The flight from Woman, Allen &
ITriwLn, 1966,- p. 24).
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Clara Hartfield, the sensual equivalent of Psustixm, the mena.ge a trois of

Edward/Luise/Clara functions almost as a sib-plot to the relationship of

Thbertus, Ebsalind and ustina. Thiberbus's marriage urvives his

infidelity largely because of Thsalind's Christian forbearance; bat Luise,

as Edward's wife, is able to rise above sexual eaIousy, recoiizirig that

Edwards love for her is not di.miiv shed by his physical desire for Clara..

Edward, too, is more successful than Thbertus in keeping a "balance" while

accepting the fact that his moral principles are not proof against the

irrational nature of his sexual urges. Like Hubertis, who refuses to

"deceive myself about myself" (ir. 269), Edward is committed to personal

integrity; ("I am myself, Clara, ... I can't escape from myself." p.. 273)

and his own attempt to discover some unalterable Truth about himself and

his relationships with others, mirrors and confirms Hubertis's. He saya

to Clara:

Qusin Thibertus is right. It's not easy to tell where the
flesh ends and the spirit begins. These afternoons with you
have been beautiful. It wasn't simply lust, There was the
beauty of the spirit in them. (p . 277)

At the end of the novel, as the questioning cry of the goatsucker returns

with its suggestion of the need to explore onets identity:

"Listens A goataucker. SaciL a long time I haven't heard one."
Hoo-yoor

They listened, and it came again. Par away anist the trees.
Hoo-yoo Cr. 294)

we see the old 3ibertus, still victin of his divided nature, but no longer

in any doubt of the need to find a solirUon from within. himself,

do you. still believe in God?
God, A Sirpreme ing. ,.. Yes • Yes, Edward - I be ].ieve -

have always believed in myself.. (:p . 303)

Such, then, is the outline of the deeper, psychological theme of

psychic orientation. which, first sounded in Corentyne Thunder (1941) and
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further developod in "Angela Viniero"was to become the main theme of

many of the later novels, 1e recognition of this theme of psychio

imbalance and of its centrality in the novel is a necessary first step

to any discussion of Thiibertus; for althoui expressed mainly in terms

of sexual ethics, Kubertus's ambiguous attitude reflects a deeper con-

filet of "loyalties" and ayestions the whole concept of Christian

chastity, lLittelbolzer' a attempt to convey Hubertus's moral conflict

within, the narrative of events, however unconvincing, does at least

enlarge the scope of the novel well beyond the narrow boundary laid

down by Fjvr. Birbaisingh, who claims that:

Thbertus' a attempt to distinguish right from wrong in. sexual
conduct is briefly stated and his career, or those of others
connected with him, then become ribald accounts of sexual
pleasure l

for not only is Hubertus's ethical dilemma more complex than this suggests,

but the sexual encounters, thiob serve to illustrate it, are hardly

"ribald accounts", Indeed, the love-making in. the novel is presented

as the natural result of physical intimacy: a biological function

which leaves both partners with a feeling of tenderness and respect for

each other, and which calls in question the Pauline concept of the sin-

fulnessneas of the flesh As Faustina saya after she and Hubertus make

love: "it couldn't be wrong, Only evil people could think it wrong,

By every rule it was right." (p.. 96). At the deeper, psychological

level, Habertus, by condoning the urges of a "hidden", unpredictable

self as a legitimate expression of his "wholeness", admits the Dark God.

of the .Anima and. acknowledges the essentially "double" nature of Man.

The sexual emphasis also has psychological validity which is borne out,

for example, by Tung:

The shadow can. be realized. only through a relation to a

.J\j	 1 Birbalaingh, op. cit., p. 93.
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partner, and anima and aninus only through a relation to the
opposite sex. (C.C. Jrmg, The CoIl, Y'crks, vol. 9, floutledge &
Kegan Paul Ltd., 1959, p . 22).

Mittelholzer's handling of this pshologioal theme - his "character study"

of abertus - is disappointingly superficial, however. The reader is

never allowed,, so to speak, to observe the characters- from the inside;

ancT attempts- at describing inner feelings anct emotions tend to trail off

into vagueness-. Fauatina"s feelings, when she is out walking with

Ixber-bis, are generalized as- "the uncertainties- and fluoluations of the

warm mist that was the physical in her" (p. 71); and Luise, fearing- a

return of Edward's earlier, childhood cruelty, feels:,

A shrinking and shriv1ling, as though a cold rag had brushed
her heart and it was her heart that was shrinking and shrive Uing
(p. 196)

attered by Edward's attentions, however, she feels " like a ghost con-

tained in a cloud of love." (p. 178). When Edward's detached, artist's

interest in Clara takes on a more personal tone, we are told that "a mist

wreathed in his senses." (Pr 267). This apparent ineptitude of style

makes it difficult for the charactere' inner conflict to emerge as- a

genuine struggle; nor is the writing free from. a certain. obvious- sentiment-

ality.	 n example of this is Paustina's rapturous memory of her sexual

eqerience with Htthertus

Oh, I wonder. .tjid I wonder if she has even once tasted with
!ibertus such bliss as I have done, I hope she has- - once, twice,
inntmierable times. ... Poor creature. I hava robbed you, but I
am a thief imrepentant.. •,. Oh, sweet wet leaves' Lovely damp
rain (p. 97)

There is also what appears to be an. attempt at erotic illustration for

its own sake, Luise, asked by Edward to strip for a nude sketch is to

shy to do so; but when he reveals his wish to marry her, she relents- and

offers herself to him sexually. "When we're married," he says, 'not

before." (p. 164), The reader is thus prepared for a later, less
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inhibited sexual encunter; and, later on, when Luise again sits for him.

she undresses, and, predictably, tries to break down his reserve. Edward

refuses, with great effort, to indulge in sexual intercourse, but is so

excited that he never-the]!esa has an ejaculation. "ext time", promises

Luise, "it will be different. t' (p . 192). These incidents (like the

affair between liaise's sister Jacqueline arui the Sects overseer, Ibbert

(ire) are intended to illustrate the "unnaturalness" of a code of ethics

which sanctions sexual intercourse only within marriage; but they function,

one feels, mainly to provoke sexual excitement. 	 rt perhaps the most

distracting element in the writing, is the lack of restraint shown by

Mi-btelbolzer in bringing in extraneous, personal "theories", such as the

innate masochism. of women (a prcuix]ent feature in Sylvia, l953) and. of the

efficacy of "doing first unto one 'a enemies as they would like to do to

you" The former "theory" Iies behind Luise's meek, almost grateful

acceptance of' B1ward's cruelty; while the latter is expressed in aribertus's

"strong" attitude to a possible slave uprising:

The strong, the ruthless win. 	 rn weak, the timid, the kindly
and faltering az annihilated,. .., Nb, Th,salind, we mast Ic ve our
enemies - but when our enemies attack us we must butcher them
without mercy. Or we shall get butchered;. (p. 142)

The suspicion that this is only a self-conscious posturing is borne out by

Ilubertus 's merciful treatment of the slave, Danrab, and; his inability, at

the last moment, to fire point blank into the face of a black attacker,.

In fact, neither "theory" is used structurally or thematically to asivance

the novel as a whole. 1b make matters worse, MitteTholzer is, it seems,

unable (or unwilling) to foLlow his psychological theme through to its

dee-per implications, It is as if a powerful super-ego stands guard

against toe close an examination of "a facet of my own personality": th&t

the subject - the need for psychic integration was toe close to his own

psychological malaise, Thibertus'a intuition that his "animal" self is as
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important to total psychic health as his "spiritual" self, is never

allowed, to develop into a dialogue between. Ego and tTncorzsoious:

At this point Rubertis would think no further. Re felt it
would be an act of blasphemy to probe deeper into the mysteries.
( p . 54).

The novel fails ultimately as a work of art not because "ethics are

absent", but because Mittelholzer does not explore the implioationa of

his theme deeply enough, and. so fails to create what might have been.

(and what the author apparently irrtended to be) a genuine psychological

drama: a reconciliation of the opposing elements of the "Old Blood"

Within the alembie of ibertus's consciousness.

1
Birbalsingh, op. oit • , P.53.
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(III)	 ywaxia Blood. (1958)

Httbertua (1954), then, is the digressive book of the tri10-:

a more personal novel, the main. theme of which is the need. for psychic

inftegrity - a theme taken. up again, in later' novels. It is in Kywaria

Blood, the final book of the tri1or, that Mitte1bolzer's examination

of the "strengths" and "weiesses" which stem fron. the "Old B1ood"

takes its full, ironic effect. The first chapter contrasts the atti-

tudes of Storm van Groenwege1s eons, Graham and Dirk, towards the

family's traditions. Very soon, we find that Graham has inherited, the

"Soft Streak" and. Dirk the "fire-blood"; and., while Graham develops

an instinctive liking for dark-skinned people2 and a precocious, intro-

apeotive nature, Dirk reveals a streak of cruelty, a surplus of family

pride and egrophobia. He appears almost to be a re-incarnation of

Bendrioke, complete with driving egtisni and power-lust; and, like

Eendrickje, he is allowed to damn. himself by his own. exoesses in the

name of "strength". The killing of a pet puppy for use as bait during

The title EM had originally intended to use, In a letter to
A.J. Seymour, he mentions Kaywana Blood and. says: "The true title,
of course, is 'The Old Blood'." (Lectures, 1968, op. cit., p. 26).

-TAn abridged, paperback version of Children, of Itaywana (Savage
Destiny, Dell Publishing Co. Inc. lTew ork 1965) carries, on. its
facing title page the note: "Author of Old Blood and The Life and
Death of Sylvia."	 o edition. of Kaywaxia Blood entitled Old Blood
appears to exist, however,

2 A trait he shares with his ancestor, Laurens. Graham's early
erotic experience with his black nurse, Iibia, who lets the child
fondle her breasts (an imoident similar to the childhood experience
EM records in. A Swarthy Boy, 1963, p . 18) appears to contribute to
both his "weakness" and. his isieg'rophilia.
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an alligator hunt, is, for bin, a rational act:

'LU life is cruel,' snapped Dirk, 'And sometimes you have
to be ruthless to achieve some big thing. ... The capture of
an alIiator was more important than the life of a mere puppy.'
(	 7O)--

His mania for keeping the family "pure-blooded", and his consequent

attempts to disengage the "coloured." from the "pure" stock (even insist-

ing that "mixed" van Croenwegels under a change of name) strenuously

refusing to admit any ]tegro "taint" into the family, are shown, in the

light of the earlier novels, to be a self-damaging pre-occupation

the unhappy result of poring over the letters in the old canister, now

-the only link with the family 1 a past, Dirk' "strength", presented as

characteristic of the "Old Blood" in its forceful expression:
These slaves need a kick or thump now and then to keep them

active, They are -too lazy. ... it muld be a mistake to
treat them like human beings, (p. 61)

iø, however, essentially comic, sinoe it is clear that the old order is

already dead, When the old slave, Cushy, is ordered by the young

"massa" to relate what he recalls of the glorious van roenwegel stand

in 1763, hi recounting of the sober facts of the rebellion upsets

flirk"s roman-tic image of bia ancestors 1 heroism: and when Cushy

retreats to his logie to shelter froim the sudden downpour, the grave

"orisis of authority" which presents itself to Dirk V s mind is used. by

Mittelholzei' for purposes of ironio humour:

'I order yoix to come back out, Cnshfl' 	 Jacob growled.
'Don't be foolish, Dizk, You getting wet. Come in.'

]lLrk advanced a pace. '1 shall strike you, Cushy 	 Do
you hear me? Obey me this instant and come back out here,
I won't enter your stinking logie,t

Jacob laughed, 'Stop all that talk, Dirk, It's my
grandpa,	 (p. 66),

1 jfl quotations are from the 1958 edition.
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The incident finally resolves itself as an expression of the childish

farrtasy which, in effect, it is; and as Dirk and his coloured, half-

brother, Jacob, run back to the house they play a game of "let's

pretend":

Letta imagine we're after a party of rebels in 1763, We're
tracking them to their headquarters through the pouring rain.
We're defying the elements because we're two brave
van Groenwegels who won't be soared by God, man, or dirty
slaves. What do you say? (p. 67).

Dirk's sheer enerr, however, is clearly intended as an admirable

quality: "He s quite off his head," says bia grand.father, "but he

has spirit, dainme " (p,. 67). His misfortune is that he is unable to

harness it to good ends.

On the other hand, Crah'ini, who is, significantly, put in

charge of I[uis Kaywana, determines to use his influence for the benefit

of others:

I must prove 'what kindness and gentleness and consideration
for one's fellow humans can bring forth. ... I shall use my
softness wisely. (pp. 102/103).

Graham's "softness" does, however, have its wiforturiate counterpart:

a view of sexual love as a comforting, sentimental indulgence, This

ig a genuinely "weak" trait which later develops into homosexuality,

but he is nevertheless presented in the novel as a worthy successor to

Eubertug. As Clara Hartfield. puts it: "Ton are going to be an outstand-

ing van Groenwege]. - perhaps as outstanding as Cousin Thzbertus." (p.105).

Graham's treatment of bi g slaves is humane; and it is surely ironic that

the first chapel built for the slaves in the colony is established right

at the heart of the "Old Blood" - plantation Kaywana - where Dirk
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later adinires Hubertus's portrait, asswzdng his ancestor to be the

possessor of outstanding qualities of "strength". The disabusing which

follows' is only another of the ways in which Dirk's obsession. is' quietly

mocked:

'There's a man, by Qad •., There"ø a van Craenwegel to bcaàt
oft" graham smiled slyly.. "He used to curse the Old Blood, lie
called it the blaod of beaats." (p. 160)

Later, when. Dirk notices a large bible on the table he says, condescend-

irigly: "I suppose you read it every day. How GDusin Hubertis' ghost

must sneer sit your" (p. 163). Graham informs' hiju, with relish, that

the bible had, in fact, belonged to Thibertus, Again and again, Dirk's

solipsism blights his relationships with others. His estimate of hiz

coloured half-brother, Jacob, as "Iazr-ainded" is shown to be hopelessly

inaccurate; for it is Jacob who provides the momentum for Dirk's prosper-

ous timber business:

Jacob, despite his air of indolence and apparent lack of
ambi-tion, was a man of ideas, and always on the alert for
opportunities to improve the business. (p. 243)

Dirk's crude ttempt to deflect Craham from marriage with Bose - a mulatto

relative - fails, and he has to be content with Graham's agreement to

adopt the name of "Oreenfield": the English equivalent of (oenwegel.1

Bit Ro'se proves to be a fine, spirited individual, in. spite of her

"tainted" blood, and., later on, Dirk "would nod and tell. himself that

she had earned her place of honour' in the history of the van Groenwegels"

(p .. 328) as mistress' of ThrLs Kaywaria,. The reader is:, however, alsc

shown Bose's "weak" side: a sensual streak which rapidly develops as

Graham becomes more and more "unmanly". Her long-standing attraction

EM, makes this change from Dutch to English reflect the historical
and socia'. situatiôn. The col2nty is now in English hands, and
Stabroek - the main, ooaatal to'wn where the C .reenfields go to Live -
is now called "Georgetown"
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to Dirk, whose Negrophobia begins to dwindle, leads first to adultery with

him (she has a child by him which is stillborn) amd then, her longing for

a child and for Dirk's love frustrated, to a liaison senielle with PeThan

van Groenwegel • She dies in a fire after a rum-soaked orr which is

clearly an expression of her death-wish: "The flames had. not hart her, for

she had. given herself to them." (p.32). She remains, like Thibertus, am

enigmatic figure: an unstable mixtore of "sacred" and "profane" e1emens.

Dirk's violent racial prejudice - the expression of his fear of

genetic "taint" - is given an almost pathological signfficance and it is

this revulsion from "black blood" which underlies his treatment of Rose:

Black, shiny faces in the hot noonday suii. Frizzy black
hair, in mops on. their heads • TO think of future van Groenwegels
inheritinb some of that pigment. 	 nd that coarse, rough, kinky
hairr Never? Nèver	 (p. 208)

This fear is shown, however, to be the result of a pathetic, personal

faUacy, for ibse is the only woman (as Dirk admits) who "treats me with

entire freedom and easy friendship and does not show towards me any hos-

tility." (p. 139). Because of his deep, irrational fear of racial

"impurity" (a fear that is deeply ironic, since he is unaware that

Irendrickje, whose memory he venerates, is part Negro) he tries to distance

her as he had distanced his boyhood friend, Jacob: but his superior

mamier disguises an inner instability:

for in. Rose 's presence he was always unsure of himself;
deej within, he knew why, but it angered him -to admit it openly
to himself. Secretly he feared Rose. (p . 134)

He forces himself to reject Rose's freely offered love (although he admits

that be loves her) because she represents "black blood" and therefore the

"soft streak" in the family: but immediately afterwarda, he cold-bloodedly

forces the desirable Cornelia (whom he later marries) to have intercourse

with him. His use of sheer physical strength -to overcome the "white"

Cornelia's reservations, and. his s1ubborn refusal to give in to the
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"black" Rose V5 entreaties constitute an ethical perversion. Dirk'a

seduction of' Corrielia is a crudely erotic, humorous, mock-heroic event,

usec:1 by- Mittelhoizer, one suspects, to satirise Dirk's prowess as a "hard"

van Groenwegel.

Come on., warrior-woman. Yield."

" Release me. This is absurd - and. undignified, You are a
madman,"

"It's a fight to the end, The van Groenwegels never run.
And I'm Dirk - the hardest of them. all.." (pp. 157/iL58)

Iii this encounter, a ludicrously inconuous echo of earlier? heroic con-

frontations, not only is 	 "strength" made to appear questionable;

btr the predatory quality with which it is associated is also imaged in

the harsh barking of a raccoon1 in. the nearby bu.shes-

The raccoon hack-hacked in. the bush across the canal, getting
nearer, now getting more distant, them getting nearer, On the
prowl. (p. 157)

When, however, Rose lies dangerously ill after an abortive pregnancy, it

is Dirk w1 encourages her will to live; and the rallying cry of the

van Groenwe gels is seen. here to have a beneficial effect: for Rose finds

the strength to recover.	 itteTho1zer is clearly at pains to suggest

that qualities of strength arid weakness are to be judged only in so far

as they reflect, in a positive or negative way, deeper, humane values,.

(aham's "weakness-" is praiseworthy when it eresses his innate belief

in the finer qualities of the human. heart:

I shall prove to Dirk that it isn't only hardness and bratality
that can win power and glory for a family. ( p. 102)

arid Dirk's "strength" is evil when, motivated by a mental image of power -

the desire to "aim at the pinnacles" (p. 155) - it ignores the inner

"essence" of' things in its ruthless attempt to consolidate material benefits

1 Dirk's eyes are often described as "wild" or as "raccoon's eyes".
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and. to bolster narrow pride. In a rare moment of self-revelation, Dirk

admits that his strength of will has become a prison:

Yours is a flexible strength, Rose. Mine, alas, is brittle.
I must be strict in the guard I place over my integrity, over
my code of stability, for damage done to it - and. this would be
serious damage - would be irreparable. (p. 260).l

Moreover, the iron in his soul" ( p. 155) is harnessed to an anaobron-

istic dream of power. As Cornelia tells him, somewhat wryly:

You were born too late, Dirk. You should have been a broth
of those on. the upper reaches in 1763. Then you would have had
so many opportunities to kill and to be cruel. ( p . 153).

The section of the novel which deals with the development of

young Francis, Dirk v a favourite nephew, appears, at first sight, to be

simply another example of the author 1 s penchant for lurid, sensational

writing. The bor, left in charge of the younger children, suddenly

reveals an unhealthy delight in bullying, indulging in obscene practical

jokes and entering into grotesque, sexual experiments with the Negro

slave, Elvira, 2who has encouraged him under the pretext of teaching him

the secrets of obeah. Francis terrifies the other children with his dis-

gusting behaviour and. lewd threats and when, finally, he realizes that

Elvira has merely used him as a means of obt.iing the money she requires

to purchase her freedom, he strangles her. Undoubtedly, Mittelbolzer

does give free rein to his own gift for bizarre story-telling and clearly

panders to -the publio's enduring interest in the salacious; but this

episode, like the one in which Mary offers herself to a coarse seaman to

This shows some psychological insight, suggesting as it does the need
for a constantly vigilant super-ego in order to avoid the "irreparable"
damage that might result from an inoursion into ego-consciousness by
repressed, unconscious elements,

2 As a child. EM was terrified of the family's Negro cook, Elvira, who
had a grotesque squint, So much so, be says, that "I could not
possibly name a character Elvira in one of my novels unless I depicted
her as someone sinister." (A Swarthy Boy, 1963, p. 22). This is
an	 exampleL(vide footnote I p.101,) of the psychological "oonditii-
ing" which EMof ten underestimated or attempted to repudiate.
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be raviahed. and. defiled, 1 is also used as a comment on the baneful effect

of the caxiister2 with its burden of old letters which have already

exerted so damaging an influence on Dirk's character. Francis says to

Elvira, during one of their perverted rituals:

Cousin Dirk will discover that he isn't the most powerful
van Groenwegel, after all. All those letters he made me read
about Grandma HendriCokie] and her crtIties - ... Wait until I
begin to be orue1 (pp. 351/352, my underlining).

and later, he pleads with his uncle:

It's those letters, Cousin Dirk ... t kept remembering what
Grandma Uendrickje said.. The pinnacles - and. power. I was
determined that I would win, for myself all the power i: could, so
that I could take the fam.Uy to the pinnacles - 	 'a why I
fell in with Elvira. (p. 355).

Dirk's "education" of Francis, his determination to "see that Francis

made something of himself as a van Groenwegel" (p, 356) receives a

horribly ironic fulfilment, in the face of which Cornelia'e disclaimer

that "he was boris with a bad streak" (p. 357) appears, to say the least,

disingenuous, The ma1iiant influence of the "Old Blood" is aokrow-

ledged by Dirk in the final chapters of the novel:

I have spoiled so many lives by the words I've uttered.
Between myself and that canister, I wonder which has brought more
unhappiness to the van Groenwegels this past half century?
(p . 477).

F.M. Birbalsingh claims that the sado/masoohiatio elements in the
episode are without moral implications, since "there is no question of
right or wrong in the girl's conduct." (Birbalsingh, op. cit., p. 92).
The reader is, however, invited to see the incident in the light of
an earlier passage in vfiaich Mary rails against bar father:

I hate the Old B1ood' I hate the familyl I wish you'd
burnt those letters with all their tales of cruelty and misery and
ugliness,. They've had as baneful an influence on me as they've
had on you - and Adrian. (pp. 458/459, my underlining).

The suggestion that Marys sexual deviation is partly a conditioned
response, is unmistakable.

2 In My Bones and My Flute (1955) the canister of ".T.P, Voorman" con-
tains an ancient parchment the merest physical contact with whioh
immediately releases a miasmal Evil.
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and when the last surviving letters (Laurens' to Susannak in the seventeenth

centixry) are unearthed and translated, Dirk discovers a bitter truth about

the "Old Blood". As he talks' to himself, he fancies that Rose's spirit

is listening:

The final irony, my love. Grandina Hendrickje's mother was a
quadroon - a mestee. •.. She had black blood in her, Rose. - the
queen of the van Groenwegels. After Kaywana, cur greatest
heroine. An octaroan, Rose. One eighth negro. (p.. 497)

The irony is intensified by the fact that a number of the lower-class,

coloured folk in the novel are shown to be better marniered and to possess

higher principles than the upper-class whites' and. nearwhitea. When Dirk,

supported by his parents, had insulted Rose and her mother and a friend,

Clara HartfieId, in his blind opposition to arahain's wish to marry Rose;

during the shocking display of crade racial prejudice and vulgar social

snobbery, ?ra, Clark, Rose's coloured mother, "was the only one who had

retained her dignity intact." (p. 227). In spite of Dirk's earlier

censure, Jacob marries his childhood sweetheart, a "silly, ignorant

coloured girl" (p.. 80) and lives a reasonably, happy, prosperous life.

But when the degenerate Francis marries (ix, spite his faintly) a sainbo rl

whose father, to Dirk's alarm, is "a coarse, crude nigger" (p.. 365), the

girl's parents are far from pleased. As Edward van Groenwegel reports:

The truth ol' the matter is that Francis got her pregnant,
and the parents' only agreed to her marrying Francis to prevent
her living in. a s-sate of sin. ... The impression r gained waS
that they are even less' happy about the match than we are. (p.366)

The news from ig1and of the Queen's awarding of a baronetcy to Reginald

C:reenfield, the son of G.rahaim and Rose, is felt by Dirk as the final

twist of the Iiife; for, had he not insisted on Graham's changing his-

name, the family would have received some of the reflected glory: "and

to think -(that iii might have been Sir Reginald van. Groenwegel. That hnrt..tt

(p. 452. Later, he says: "Black blood. I might have been richer in

spirit had 1 taught myself not to scorn it." (p. 489) and whereas
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Graham:

had. conquered -the warp in his nature, and had come tbrcug1
- peace of mind. in -the final decades of his life. (p. 495).

Dirk takes refuge in a fatalistic philosophy of hereditary accident:

In the final reckoning each member of cur fa1nhly will achieve
only that which his inborn nature dictates that he is capable of
achieving. The strong will prove strong. The veak will prove
weak. (p.. 427).

This sounds suspiciously like the attempt of a disilnsionod man to cheer

himself up; and with his visions of van Groenwege 1 power and. glory fall-

ing in rains around him, his impassioned outburst:

The sexaal urge. That is the driving force, my child, behind
all our- actions and aLl our destinies. It colours our lives
fran birth to grave. (p. 498).

far from being- ltitteTholzer' s view of a world. in which aemal anarchy
1

prevails "because ethics are absent" is an expression of Dirk' a failure

-to "conquer the warp in his nature" and. to actheve a balance of physical

and moral strength. The real driving force, heredity, which, III

Mitteiholmer's view could provide the potential both for success and.

failure in achieving this balance, is shn to be the only influence over

which one can have absolutely no control: the unpredictable force which

constantly mocks the arrogance of "whoremaster man" and makes nonsense of

his pretensions.. It is Habertus's wider, more humane vision that finally

provides a counterbalance to -the van Groenwegel obsession with "blood";

I believe in the brotherhood. of men on earth - not in the
brotherhood of separate nations. ... iy loyalty has always
been to human kind. - nOt to' a nation. (Huber-bus, 1954, p. 226)

Any obsessive, narrow -view of loyalty, Mitteihoizer seems to be suggesting,

(such as -the view of a Hendrickje or a Dirk) inevitably involves; self—

delusion, The novel - and the trilogy - ends as old Patrick Baxter-Hugh

BirbaIsini, op. cit., p.. 93.
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(a "white" descendant of the van Grcenwegels), taking art after-dinner

stroll along a. Ceorgetown street in 1953, pauses to amuse himself by

listening to a political address. He instantly dislikes the political

ocinpiexton of the young East Indiau speaker: "Comfounded fool," he

mutters as he passea on, "thank (od he's no relative of mines" (p.. 515).

This is Mittelholzer's final, wry cczinnent; for "(eorgie Boodoo" is also

a bearer of van Groenwegel blood, and Patrick's casual dismissal of the

"coffee-complexioned man" (p. 515) - art attitude all too conmion in the

well-off, "respectable", "local-white" upper-class of the. colony, at the

time - is itself ironic; for the socialist, multi-racial party the man

represents - the People's Progressive Party - did, in fact, come to power

in 1953 and provided -bbs first impulse for what was later to become the

Co-operative Republic of (Tuyana.

The progress -(through the trio- of the ancestral "blood" of the

van. C-roenwegels reflects Llitte iholzer"s enduring pre occupation with

"tvro-nes&' and. the need for psychic integration. The pattern which

evolves may be sunmniarised as follows: an inherited strain of "bad blood't

produces an. inner division (strong/weak, apiritualJsensual) which, if

unchecked, leads to degeneracy and the death-wish; but, if resisted, cart

be channelled and re-directed to good ends. The novels" historical

framework serve a mainly aa a vehicle for the author's real concern with

what is, in. effect, a personal and psychological malaise; and. Mitteiholser

projects on to the events of the Guyanese past with its burden of violence

and aexim]. guilt, his own sense of art inner conflict of allegiances.

Part African slave, part white slave-owner, MitteTholzer deliberately frag' .

-nren±s his iersonaIity,, as it were, allowing these two conflicting elements

of his psyche to ac-b out their opposition to each other in terms of Strexigbh

vsua Weaknesa or (in Flubertus's case) Spirit versus Flesh, It is pre-

cise]y because Mitteiholzer is himself involved in this way that the
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that the novels' "moral purpose" appears to be UndeImiILed. by intractable,

contradictory :tinpulses. Brt, as a closer reading of the novels' ironic

purpose reveals, the author is aware of this conflict of opposites: in

fact this is his main concern and gives a centrifxgal unity to the work,

for these irrevocably opposed forces are the expression of an indivisible

whole, and, representing two faceta of the author's personality, they are

inevitably bound up together within the writing, In Kaywaria. Blood (1958),

when Adrian van Groenwegel, Dirk's son, plays his own piano composition,

his description of the piece reveals it as a musical allegory which

smnmarises the dualistic theme of the trilogy itself and reveals the

author's deliberate, contrapuntal approach:

'It's loose in form', said Adrian, 'but there are two twin
themes, the one sad, the other gay. One is symbolic of the
strong and the other of the weak, and they keep intermingling
and - and. warring with each other . .. and eventually the strong
one takes command near the middle of the piece, and the other
one seems as if it's going to die away, but suddenly it ccznes
back into its own, and another warring takes place. Then
towards the end you. hear thea both interlaed, and both are
being resolved in a perdendoi. t (p 454)

Ii is remarkable how closely Mittelholzer's embodiment, in the

Kaywana. novels, of a conflict between "s-frc)ng" and "weak" elements reflects

modern psychological views on the importance of patriarchal and matriarchal

principles in society. According to Erich Promu, (invoking Bachofen's
2

theory of "The aternal Law") since "the principle of matriarchy is

that of universality, while the patriarchal system is that of restric-

The last section of the book is headed, "Perdendosi"; a musical term
which means "goadually fading away". Musical analogy is also used. by
1M. in A Swarthy Boy (1963) to describe his own sense of being possessed
by two conflicting elements which, he saya, "have always lived, within me

Greensleeves waaving through the Sword motiv from The Ring." (p,.126).

2 Johann J'ak'b Bachofen, Das Mutterrecht Stuttgart 1861)
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I
tions"; a blending' of both is needed for a full and. "sane" life, because:

If they are opposed: to each other, the matriarchal principle
manifests itself in motherly over-Indulgence and infa.nriization
of' the child, preventing its full maturity' fatherly authority
becomes harsh dominatLu and control, based on. the child's fear
and feelings of guilt..

fli other words, a situatIon develops in which the natural quality of each

principle becomes exaggerated or perverted and a radical opposition between

"strength" arid "weakness" ensues. 	 zy excessive bias towards- either

principle is equally imd:esirable, for:

A 'viable and progressive solution, lies only In a new smthesia
of the opposites, one in which the opposition between mercy
justice is replaoed by a union of the two on. a higher level.

Mittelboizer's "two twin. themes", therefore, like his characterization of

Dirk and (raha4n van Groenwege1 as- "strong" and. "weak", constitute ann

artistic rendering (whether conscious or unconscious) of this psychological

theory: that a balanced union of the strong/ina.le and. weak/female principles

alone can bring about psychic arid social health, Mittelholzer's ovn

awareness of inner conflict between the '!nzale" and "female" aspects- of

his personality: "Greensleeves weaving through the SWord motiv from

The Rtng"4 vould certainly seem to have provided: the background to his-

la 'sting obsession with "strength" arid "weabiess". .xid in his charaoteri-

zation in. presenting, for example, Hendrickje as- a "phallic", power-seeTing

female, Grahsr as an. excessivelr "soft" or '!niatriarchal" male and Dirk. as

overly "masculine" arid "hard", Mitteihoizer' has, with some insight,

Erich Fromm, The Crisis of Psychoanalysis (Jonathan Cape, 1971) p. 1,01.

2 IbId.., pp. 104/105.

Ibict., p. 105.

4 Vide footnote 1, p. 92. above,
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suggested both the syiiptoms and. the inevitable result of a perversion of

the patriarchal or matriarchal princi:ples and revealed his overriding

concern with psychic balance.

MitteTholzer was, as we have suggested, and as the available auto-

biographical evidence shows, conditioned from an early age to regard a

"strong", patriarchal, auThoritarian attitude as a good in itself. Like

Milton Coppe of Sylvia (1953) he set about to cultivate a "strong" persona

to compensate for an exaggerated fear of Dwemesstt and a sense of the

futility of life in a philistine, repressive society,. His theory of

"strength" and. "weakness" was not, therefore, the result of a reasoned.

philosophy, but was influenced largely by his direct, emotional experience

of the world. Living in Britain, he said, 1 had "intensified" his views

on this subject, and, as we shall see when we come to look at the novels

froi about 1961 onwards (when he began to experience serious publishing

difficulties) this "intensification" took the form of an. increasingly

dogmatic and perenrptory rejection. of "weakness" in an effort to preserve

and protect his individuality. Identification with his own schizoid

heroes became more marked, and because his personality was always

heavily biased on the side of authoritarianism — of "strength" — this

aspett tended more and more to predc2Iiinate, In Sylvia, MitteTholzer

retraced, to a large extent, the terrain of his own. boyhood and. young man-

hood; and. in the figure of Milton Oxpps, is himself present to cotinnent

on the narrow coercive society whose strictures he so deeplyresentd.

But, in the Kaywana tri1oj, though still personally involved through

historical arid. family ties, he is at a sufficient distance from his sub-

ject — Guyana's colonial slave-history — to maintain a certain objecti-

vity in the treatment of character and. theme. He is able, therefore,

B.B.C. "Caribbean Voices" (vide footnote I, p.46.).
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to resist (at least, in two of the novels of the trilogy) the tendency to

identify with his characters: a tendency which, in. most of his work, pre-

eludes a balanced view of the theory of "strength" and 'eçss".

When one considers that the West Indian pre-occupation with

identity: with a psychological and cultural split (the most persistent

theme in West Indian writing) has its origin in colonization and slavery;

then the remarkable nature of litte1holzer's sustained creative effort in

the Kaywana trilogy; the act of bod.ying forth this psychological and

cultural schism within the historical framework that gave it birth, becomes

clear. For the conflict in the trilogy between "strength" and "weakness"

is also the conflict between White and Black, master and slave; the basis

of that forlorn, sterile round. of protest which, in erecting static biases

of colour or class forces the West Indian to confront the "white" world in

an avttempt at self-identification. ]iis, one suspects, is what lies

behind Denis Williams's remark that, though not the greatest G-uyanese work

ever written, the trilogy was

the one which had to be written ... not only for clothing
the bare bones of history with the vesinents of the creative
imagination, but also for proosing this unique problem of our
relationship to the ancestor.

e Kaywana trilogy is not only an. epic, imaginative record of the pecruliar

social and historical reality of Guyana, a national novel: it is also a

prodigious , pioneering attempt to examine the cultural and emotionaL

ambivalence which is a heritage of the West Indian past. By embodying

the conflicting claims of history and heredity within the violent, ambigii-

cue fortunes of the van aroenwegel family, Mitteiholzer, like Tathanie1

1 Denis Williams, Lectures op. cit., p, 13.
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Hawthorne, 1 attempted to exorcise the ghosts of the past: and at the

conclusion, of the Icaywana trilogy might almost be saying, with Haw-thorne;

Let us thank God for having given us such ancestors; and let
each successive generation thank Hin, no-ti less fervently, for
being one step further fr them in the march of ages' ('ain
Street" fr Twice-Told Tales, second series, Frederick Warne &
Cc., 1893. p . 7O)

Hawthorne's ironic puppet-show, in which the New 1iigland "heritage" is

seen to be ambiguous, has a great deal in ccinmon with 1ffitteiho1zerts

Kaywana trilo: and the puppeteer's remarks remind us of Hubertus

van Groenwegel' s ambivalent regard for the family name am attitude

which lies at the heart of the Kaywana novels, Divided within himself,

Nittelholzer sought in his work both to examine and to identify this

"two-ness", A,ø a result, he is generally, to afl extraordinary degree,

emotionally involved in his fiction, so that it is never safe, in reading

his work, to accept a superficial estimatie(even if it appears to be

Mittelholzer' a own) of events or characters, Criticism of !/titteThoIzer'a

work tends to be concerned mainly with refuting or supporting his "sta"

as a novelist; and often appears to proceed from a too ingenuous reading

of the work itself, Thus the credo of mirickje van Croenwegel;

"That's the way of life,. gverything is blind and haphazard" (Kaywana,

1952, p.. 246), though it reflects the author's atheistic lean.ings, does

There are interesting similarities between !. and. Hawthorne, Both
Tew World. writers regarded the heritage of the colonial past as occasion
for family pride as well as for a feeling of hreditary guilt. Both
seem obsessed by an apparently hopeless dualism of "higher" and "lower"
motives; and their work harbours a curious, moral ambiguity. Frederick
C. Crews claims that: "a definable, indeed classic, conflict of wishes
lies at the heart of' Hawthorne 's ambivalence and provides the inmost
configuration of his plots." (The Sins of the Fathers, OUP, Uew York,
1966,, p. 2 6). A similar conflict is observable in the work of ,

2	 story, 'aim Street", is (like the laywana novels) a nostalgic,
clearly ironic reconstruction of a historical legacy, begirinixig in the
pre-colonial past. Hawthorne's iew ig1arid. is seen to 'be fomded as
much on. exploitation as on heroic "vision",
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not expose Mittelboizer to the charge of aznorality any more than

Gloucester's cry in. King Lear ("As flies to wanton boys are we to the

gods. They kill us for their sport") exposes Shakespeare, Clearly

uendriokje's outburst lacks the dramatic stature of Gloucester's great

cry of anguish, but it reflects an identical sense of "the wanton nature

of the world". 1 The important point i that Mitte].bolzer has already

demonstrated the flaw in Eend.riokje's character; the blind, self-will

which, like Lear's, initiates its own. train of evil, and which the

author is at pains to condemn, Patrick Guokian (attempting to clear

Mittelholzer of the charge of racial prejudice) issues a timely warning

with regard to the special danger of quoting Mittelboizer out of context

or of attributing to the author the views of his characters:

The author himself drew attention to this abuse by making
Charles Pruthick interrupt a tirade against the writer Cohn
Wilson with "But it was his character who put forward these
ideas."2

But Guokian, not reckoning with Mittelboizer' a deviousness, falls into

the same error, as an extension of the quotation. reveals:

"Don't throw that one at n, for God' a sake! •.. We know
it's supposed to be the character who' a thinking these things,
but behind it hovers the author. ... What you've got to watch
in. these novels ia the prevailing tone - the deep underlying
trend in the things that happen. and the things that are said."
(The Piling of Clouds, 1961, pp. 64/66, my underlining),

This advice is particularly applicable to Mittelholzer's own work; for

the real problems of any critiaal exegesis of the novels come from the

fact that deeper levels of meaning are often. overlaid by self-conscious

or prolix writing, and trivial incident and superficial character-

ization often coincide with real insights,	 It ia therefore

Birbalaingh, op. cit., p . 90.

2 Guokian, op. cit., p. 39.
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possible to discover within. the novels as a whole both a Tragic Vision1

and the frivolous "free-ranging fantasies" of a "moralist manqu".2

If there is a tragic element which rescues Mitteihoizer's work from the

oategory of the merely trivial, then it is to be found in the Faustian

theme that underscores so much of his writing: the split in conscious-

ness which, unless repaired through an. associative effort - an "at-onement"

of Spirit and Flesh, Strength and. Weakness, leads to repression and. the

consequent death-wish.

1 See W.3. aowarde "Edgar Mittelboizer' a Tragic Vision.". 	 ro • 4
(December 1970) pp. 19/28. Reference to this article will appear
henceforth as ffoward.

-J	 (
2 Birbalsingh, p. cit,, p. 98
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TKEASSOCIATIVE ATTEMPT

part One: The Search for "Wholeness".

(I) A [orning at •the Office (1950))

In this study, so far, it has been suggested not only that the

central concern of the novels is with psychic imbalance, the result of

inherited qualities, which. is ultimately responsible for the characters'

ambivalent attitudes; but also that Mitteihoizer's own division of

consciousness further oonrplicates this theme, since he is so often

directly involved in his fiction. It would, however 1 be a mistake to

suppose that, because there are redeeming psychological levels of mean-

ing (whether unconscious or not) in the writing, the novels are there-

fore suocessful	 Indeed, much of Mittelholzer'a work fails precisely

because of -the serious and. obdurate diaharirionies between intention and.

expression. The effeotiveness of a work: of art muat surely depend:

as much on the skill with which its component parts are
woven into a single pattern as on the conscious or unconscious
meaning of any particular part of it,.1

This chapter will attempt to examine the extent to which MitteTholzer was

himself aware of his "submerged" themes of psychic malaise, by discussing

those novels in which there is a clear movement towards an associative

art, and by the use of biographical and autobiographical evidence to

illustrate the parallel between the author's life and the fictional life

of his characters. Just as the undermining presence of a personal

obsession often prevents	 work from achieving the status

of a truly creative work of art; so the extent to which he was able to

view his inner conflicts objeo-tively arid to incorporate them without set-

ting up undue strain within, the structure of the novel, is, I submit, a

valid measure of the success of his writing, Those novels, therefore, in

which there is the most successful blending of conscious desi or form

with "submerged" or "hidden" meaning: where, in short, the creative

1 Charles flyoroft, "The Artist as Patient" TLS (22 September, 1972)
p. 1090.	 -
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attempt at psychic re-integration does not seriously fracture the novePs

structure: must represent a high-water mark in his art, and something in

the nature of an achievement of "wlJ.eness of soul". It has been sugges-

ted that in A Morning at the Office (1950) there are two main themes, ad

that: "MitteTholzer's subsequent career is a record of these two themes

and their orchestration; the variations are both positive and negative."1

Ltthough one may disagree about the ccinfiguration and importance of tbee

themes which, for Mowarci, are, respectively, "the importance of psychic

phenomena" and "a situation in which longing encounters friistrat ion" 2, the

suggestion of a "two-ness" in the' work is we11-growided for it is clear

that there are two conflicting impulses at work in the novels: the psychic

disorientation which precipitates a death-wish, and the associativ attempt

aimed at a re-integration of the divided peyche.. The novels in which

this associative attempt is succesaful, at least in part, include A Morning

at the Office, Shadows Move Among Them (1951), A Tale of Three places' (1957),

The Wounded and. the Worried (1962) and A Tinkling in the IWilight (1969).

In each of' these novels the main character (or characters) attempts to

cope with an essentially schizoid condition and achieves a psychie balance,

hcwever precarious. In exarrning these novels I shall try to show this

process of psychic integration at work within characters and eventa - a

process which is, I suggest, an indication of the extent to which

Mittelholzer was' able to achieve a creative art, relatively free from the

undermining influences of both the "supe-ege, stern Old School symbol of

Moward, op. cit. p. 21. It is interesting to notice how closely this
echoes EM's own use 0±' niusioal analo to describe his sense of "two-ness"..
(Vide footnote I, Chapter 3, p. 92).

2 Thid., pp . 20/21.
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my parents and aunts"1 and the resurgences of a repressed Ilbida.

When IlitteTholzer travelled to Britain in Peoru.ary 1948 he waa

the first of the "Wew Generation" of West Indian writers who later emigrated

to Britain and whose work, fr the 1950's onwards siial1ed the extra-

ordinary growth of the Caribbean novel. A Morning at the Office, his

second published novel, has been distinguished as the work;

which first won wide recoguition. for British Caribbean
writing . ... and paved the way for the remarkable march of
English-speaking Caribbean novelists who followed.2

Yet, curiously enough, little critical attention3 has been given to this

novel which brought Mit-telholzer innediate recognition and critical acclaim;

and to which West Indian writing, apparently, owes so imich. This may be

partly a resul-i of the general unevenness of Mittelbolzer criticism, which

has tended, so far, to adopt two main attitudes: a frank (often uncritica1

advocacy, and a sympathetic, but dutiful, exposure of the "pathetic trivial-

ity of 1.iiteThoIzer's art". 4 MitteTholzer's work, it seems, is allowed

either to be very good and (because of its pioneering qualities of energy,

integrity and dedication) "in the fore-front of the entire range of

monwea1th Caribbean novelists,"; 5 or revealed, with due respect, to be

embarassingly bad. A Morning at the Office is generally held to be one

E1.,With a Carib e (1958) m, 134.	 's recognition of the psycho-
logical conditioning which lay behind his decision to "leave British
Guiana last" in writing his travel-book, because "my super-ego ... could
not brook the more logical course of treating of my home colony first"
(p . 134), is another instance of his self-wareness.

2 Birbalsingh, op. cit., p. 88.

But see Howard, op. cit., Wilfred Cartey "The Rhytimi of Society and
Landscape" (Mew World, Guyana Independence issue, pp. 97/101), and Louis
James's introduction, to The Islands in Between COUP, 1968) in which the
novel's importance is discussed, though briefly.

4 Birbalsingh, op. cit., p. 100..

5 A,J. Seymour, Leetu	 op.cit.p.28.	
I' LIBRARY I

AJ
''L R
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of Hittelholzer's "good" nove1s, "a real success", ' a novel that is

"classical in structure, observing the unities of tine, theme and. place"2

and, in the opinion of discerning critics, "probably his best novel".3

The novel's strength, however, lies, we are told, in it sense of felt

experience:' "the authentioit3r never falters, and therein lies the power

of the book": 4 and its excellence is seen to reside in its force as an

authentic social study - its examination of the West Indian, colonial

ethos:' "if the book is a social document, it is a document with a

difference - one that is read for pleasure". 5 This tendency to regard

A Morning at the Office as primarily a social tract:' a sensitively

'written documentary study of colonial life in inidad which is, at the

s	 time (as a kind of bonas an entertaining novel, is 'unfortunate.,

The novel's deeper, more complex meaning, like the writer's attempt to

produce &x "associative" art of fiction, has, as a result, generally

gone unnoticed. Authors are not (perhaps formateIy so) always:' the

most reliable authorities on what their work is Iabou,* tT, for "any work

of art ftnotionz like another person, having independent life of its

ownS" 
;6 

and the narrow view of A Morning at -the Office as a social

treatise is actually encouraged by Mittelholzer's own remarks. The

AJ. Seymour, Lectures, op. cit., p. 32.

2	
ickian, op. cit., p. 41.

3 Louis James, The Islands in Between, op. ci,,p. 37.

Margery ster-Davis 	 ,'Vo1.-4 '( l950) p. 43.

5 Guokian, op. cit., p. 42.

Mton threnzweig, The Hidden Order of Art (Paladin 1970) p. LIT. One
is also reminded of D,H. Lawrence's inuno-tion: "never trust the artist.
ust the tale." ("The Spirit of place" from Selected Literary Criticism,

Heinemanri 1964, p . 2973.
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novel, he had. said, waa writ-ten in order to:

debunk certain fallacies held. by people in lTortherri. Regions
about the people in -the West Indies especially the fallacy that
makes us out to be backward. half-civilized people, it is really
a grard tract nicely dressed. )-

Cnsequently, the occasional travel-book style of the writing:

In the West Indies, Chinese are of two main divisions - those
vbo are the descendants of the inmiigrants from hong Kong, Canton
or Peking who arrived in te latter half of the nineteenth
century ... (pp.. 208/209

Portuguese, in the West Indies, are not looked. upon. as white.
They came from. Madeira, the great majority of them, in the

latter half of the nineteenth century . . (p. 217)

serves mainly to provide a documentary ftmtton, and it is this "social"

aspect of the novel that we shall, consider first.

!)tittelholzer had. wanted. desperately to emigrate to London where he

felt he might more easily, and with better success, pursue a literary

career; and the period he spent in Trinidad (February 1942 to February

1948) where he married. and started a family, provided -the impetus for his

final "escape" from the West Indies. It may be that the greater emotional

stability of his life in Trinidad, where A Morning at the Office (like the

unpublished. "ge1a Vimiero") was written, 3 allowed him., at least tenipora-

rily, to adopt a more detached. view of his fiction; for he is certainly

A.J. Seymour; private letter quoted. in Lectures, 1968, pp. l/I4.
E2. also, according to Seymour, described the book as "a mere social
document (very necessary, however) in the guise of a novel." (p. 14).

2 .2I quotationa are from the Bbgarth 1950 edition

3 In "A Pleasant Career" Cop1, cit., p. 37)	 wrote:
In February, 1948 , I sailed for England, taking with me the com-

pleted. script of a novel that treated of the social scene in
Trinidad, It was entitled A Morning at the Office.
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less eotztonally and personally involved. in this novel. Like Sylvia

(1953) the book is an unsparingly honest and penetrating appraisal of a

typically hierarchical, colour-based, colonial society. The name of the

office ("Essential Products Ltd.") has an ironic, IsTaipaulian ring: the

firm's activities - the export of sugar by-products such as jam and

mariffalade - are not only not essential, but also unconstitutional, since

they are permitted (thanks to the political influence of the firm's white

principals) in spite of a government ban. The office itself is a micro-

cosm of a'inidad and, by inrplication, West Indian society, whose formal

pattern of racial and social echelons is repeated in the organisation of

the multiracial staff: the white manager insulated at one end, behind

the frosted glass door of a private office, and the black office messenger

at the other, physically separated by a wooden barrier from the central

area with. its coloured, East Indian, Chinese, French and Spanish creole

workers,. each in a distinct role or category according to racial and

social status. This compact framework, 1 at once actual and symbolic,

reflects the author ts tight, artistic control as well as his deliberately

objective view of his material. Mortimer Barnett, the local writer who

depends upon advertisements to finance publicatn of his work because:

"We haven't any publishers in the West Indies wbo will bring out a write±s

work at their own risk"; (p. 228) and whose theory of novel-writing

The precisely described structural and architectural details of the
office reflect its restricting nature - like that of the strictly
"layered." society it symbolizes: "e pink paint that covered £t,
though fresh-looking, could. not disxise the fact that it contained
many other layers. "(p. 3). Miss irenery's desk, thinks Mr. ITurrain,
forms, with his and Jagabir's "an. equilateral triangle, Jagabir and. I
forming the points at the base and. she the point at the top," (p.. 44).
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exactly matches Mittelholzer"s own in this novel

Ton start out .... W writing about a group of characters
painting in their backgrounds with a certain anowit of detail,

pause every now and then. to go into the stories of
objects that surround your characters or objects in the past
lives of your eBraracters .,. (p. 214)

does, it is true, have a good. deal in comnon with the author; but ha

appears only briefly near the end of the book, talks to Mr. Mtxrrain. about

his theory of "telescopic objectivity" and leaves as quietly as he has

come.

It is this effect of "telescopic objectivity" which characterizes

the novel and allows Mittelholzer, within the precise time-scheme (6.56

a.m. to noon) of one moniing in the life of a colonial Thinidad office,

to examine the West Indian situation, simultaneously revealing the

historical "shadows" which have conditioned and created the characters'

present responses and indicating the possible direction and shape such a

society night take in the future. Thus, behind the hopeless infatuation

of Horace Xavier, the black office messenger, for Mrs • Nanette Hinckson,

the manager's coloured secretary, lies a dense hinterland of social,

racial and cultural gradations and taboos:

His complexion was dark brown; hers was pale olive. His
hair was kinky hers was fulL of large waves and. gleaning.
He was a poor boy with hardly any education, the son of a
cook; she was wall off and of good. education and good breeding.
1F3 was low-class'; she was middle-class. (. 9)

Similarly, the distrustful, officious manner of Jagabir the East Indian.

assistant accoun-batrt who takes a malicious pleasure in exerting his petty

auhority, and who is eonseqtnt1y disliked by the others', is shown to

have its origin in the social stigea of indentured labour from which his

people have only recentiy been emnancipated "because he was an. Indian,

because he was the son of indentured coolies, they a].L looked. upon himu

as dirt." (p. 2) His obsequious, alnost servile attitude to authority

stems from. fear of jeopardizing his position. Behind the self-confidence
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and poise of the c1oured; typists, Miss Henery and Mrs. Hirickson lies

"a background of gentility and social superiority over the Tegro, East

Indian and Chinese elements" (p. 45): and the brusqueness and cupidity

of the chief clerk, Ekistace Benson, are products of a deprived, bitterly-

unhappy child.hood:

His parents had: been nobodies - at least his mother had been,.
He was riot even legitimate. His black mother •1• had had to
hire out her body to these good-class coloured people ... Then,
as thiugh to pile up iominy upon ignominy-, she had. died. when
he was seven, getting another child,. (p. 166)

Indeed, the lives of all the characters are, whether they blow it or not,

burdened with the oppressive weight of the past which is responsible for

the frustrations and: prejudices that create a 'self-perpetuating sequence

of resentment w1iich'es round like the shock that is passed frczi coach
I,

-to coach in a shunted; train, 	 But events in the novel also suggest the

gradually changing order of things in the present, as well as the possibi-

lity- of a less unjust, better-integrated society- in the future, The

episode in which -the young Eiglish overseer, Sidney- Whitmer, depressed:

and morally offended by the racial snobbery of the "pretentious, shallow

local whites" (p. 26), comes to the office drunk, and creates a scandal,

not only exposes the iniquities of the colonial colour hierarchy;

The hypocrisy and the nerve of you Eglish hounds.. You come
out to these colonies and squeeze the guts out of 'em - and then
you pies on the nativear Insult to injury. (p. 145)

but also serves indirectly to draw together the coloured staff in a common

cause; for the ø'erbearing behaviour of Mrs • Mtrrain, the white assistant

manager's wife (who happens to come in at this moment), is the visible

justification of Whitnier's dri.mken accusations, So, too, the dock

strikers' demonstration which passes outside highlights the injustice

and inequality inherent in the colonial situation of which the office is

-

I Guokian, op. cit,, p . 39.
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itself an example, but at the same time provides the impetus for self-

assertion and a re-appraisal of personal relationships. Eusace Benson

repairs his self-respect (damaged by his earlier exhibition of diffidence

when confronted by Mrs. Murrain) by openly expressing approval of the

strike; and -the discussion that follows between manager and secretary

reveals that riot all expatriate whites are as self-consciously Caucasian

or as patronizing as Mr • Murrain, The eple growing oIitioal aware-

ness is reflected in Mrs. Hinckson's w1Iehearted support of the dexxmstra-

tore' demands for a West Indian federation and. the nationalization of the

oil industry:

Mr. Waley whistled and raised his brows. "You're really in
favour of nationalizing the oil industry?"

"Most certainly Don't you think it a scandal that millions
of our dollars siuld go into the pockets of absentee proprietors
in England and. America every year while, onparatively speaking,
we get next to nothing?" (p. 185)

In the "debate" that follows, Mrs • Ilinckson makes iich the better showing.

L%Dwards the end of the novel as high noon approaches, a series of events

occurs which indicate some of the ways in which the society may be

different irm. the future. Mr. Murrain, after his talk with Mortimer

Bamett, realizes that his snobbish. attitude to coloured folk is only a

lack of self-assurance and an absenGe of practical experience on his

part:

B:e knew that every word he had said to Barnett had been free
of hypocrisy; somehow, he had not found it necessary to indulge
in. conventional cordialities. ... Good. gracious	 But one
couldn't object to the company of a person like Mortimer Barnett
on the grounds of his colourr (p. 226)

Mr. Lopez, -the junior accountant, notices a dirty smudge on the pocket

of the jacket which Jagabir wears in the office in a pathetic attempt

to preserve his self-importance. It is a grease stain from the roti

which is to be his lunch. The sudden ccvrpassion Lopez experiences is
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a momentary dissolving of the class prejudice which has always made hin

despise Jagabir:

The contemp-t that arose in Mr. Lopez was abruptly extinguished
by a flash of pity. He saw Mr. Jagabir as a lonely, too-much-
despised figure. (p. 236)

Horace Xavier, the black office-boy (who, earlier had surreptitiously

placed a love-verse from Shakespeare's "As You Like It" on Mrs. Einckson'

desk), sinxnering with embarrassment aM anger because he suspeci;s that he

has been found out and. is now a laughing-stock, finally expiodes

Horace strode through the barrier-gate with a crash. He was
at Mrs. Hinckson"s desk iii three strides'. Mr. Jagabir half-rose
from his chair. Horace snatched the paper from the File tray.

"Boys You gone off you' headP' shouted Mr. Jagabir.
Horace sprang' round to face hin.
"Because I black? It's my paper	 I pu down de words on 1t

I got a right to take it backs"
He was trembling all over. ... "Keep you' jobs I don't want

it" (p. 245)

His action is at once a protest against the barrier which a colonial

society has erected to keep him out, corrvinced of the danger of his parti-

cipation as an equal ("But for the barrier", thinks Miss Yen Tip, "she

would have felt a little alarmed." p. 234) aM an expression of the black

West Indian's vigorous ob-{irr for respect and recoguitiom as an individual.

But the process of social emancipation in. the West Indies is visualized as'

a re-structuring and. unification of all racial and. national attributes of

the region

if the West Indies was -to evolve a culture individually
West Indian it could only come out of the whole ho-bch-potch of
racial and. national elements of which -the West Indies was com-
posed; it could. not spring only fr the negro. (p. 242)

and beneath the novel's message as a social document urging the full and

compassionate integration of different peoples and. cultures, lies the

even re urgent message: the need for personal integrity as a starting-

point. This is a deeper, more couplex theme and the real source, I

suggest, o± the novel's power.
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For the characters in A Morning at the Office are linked together

not only by their involvement, within. the narrow confines of office and

island, in the West Indian colonial situation; they are also united, at

a deeper, more pGrsonal level, by a shared psychological inped:Iment.

This is the inner frustration which the central "Jen fairytale" 1 contains

in an allegorical fornL, and which produces (in. Mr. Murrain, as well as in

other characters) the sensation of being "trapped in. the skin". The

fairy-tale is closely associated with the character of Miss Bisnauth, who

finds it a great consolation. Written by her literary friend, Arthur

Lamby, the story involves "a Little girl called Mooney Lho] lived in a

big house near the Canje Creek" (pp. 132/133) and whose nurse tella her

a story about a terrible creature called a 	 an indestructible and

indescribably dreadful monster: "Once a Jeu is born and grows up,- nothing

and. nobody can. kill it." (p. 134) Mboney, alone upstairs one day, ia

visited by the "Jen". In. the conversation that ensues, she finds,

through her siapathetic interest, that the "Jen" is really a lonely monster:

"I'm lonely. A great, lonely, dread±'uJ. Jen."
"Too great and lonely and dreadfully dreadful for anyone to let

you hurt then? Is that what you mean?"

"That's exactly what I mean. ..." (p.S 137)

The description of the "Jen", who is a reason "for many thin" and whose

evasive nature is "part of my badnes&' (p. 136) supports the interpretation

o± it as a projected aspect of the human psyche: a quality which, though

capable of causing immense upheaval if allowed to act, is nevertheless

kept inactive through being suppressed or ignored. Like the "friend."

the "Jen" describes "who was as dreadful - in his day" (p. 137) but who

scared people so much that they nullified his dreadful power simply by

buying "millions of masks to hide their faces from. him" (p. 137), the "Jen"

I wit indebted to' W.J • Howard for the suggestion that the "Jen" tale is
"the fumetional structure for interpreting A Morning at the Office."
(ifoward, ep. cit., p. 20).
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appears to represent the repressed, creative self. Ininiediately after ahe

remembers Arthur's fairy-tale,- Miss Bisnauth thinks:

Arihur had genius, she was convinced. Me would get far - but
he mist escape from: that newspaper office. It was crarrrØng his
soul, killing his creative urge. (p. 138, my underlining).

This stifling of the creative urge was, to Mittelholzer, the most perni-

cious of the evils of the colonial candition; 1 and it is no coincidence

that "Mooney" (a pejorative word when applied to a would-be writer,

suggesting an attitude with which the "eccentric' t Mitteihoizer was quite

familiar) lives in the vicinity of MitteBaolzer's home town of ew

isterdain near ithe Cauje Creek, symbol, for MitteTholzer, of the mysterious,

forbidden interior:

T1 water' in the Canje Creek is black .., you never Imew what
might be wriggling in the water besides fishes, and sometiues'
strange cries that frightened Mooney came fr the bush. ( p . 133)

or that Miss Bisnauth, who writes poetry- in her spare time, ha "Nightmare

1
ElI's ew Amsterdam diaries reveal the frustration of the would-be

writer imprisoned. in the West Indian colonial situation. The entry of
30 March, 1935 reads: "Depressed almost to point of insanity. Started
writing a novel. Spirits soared" On iT Augusi, 1935 he finds himelf
"chafing to leave this disgusting hole of a town"; and on. 16 November,
1935 he records:

• Spirits continue fairly high, as result of literary creation -
"Mr. Gore-Drary Gentlemen", 	 short rmovela Saving every cent in
hope of going to London next year. Quite determined, to go!

The following year, desperately disappointed, he attempted suicide. One
is renrtnded of Derek Walcott's bitter observation: "to be born on a
small island, a colonial back-water, meant a precocious resignation. to
fate," (Prom: the preface of Dream on Monkey Mountain and Other P1a
Jonathan Cape, 1972, p. 14).

2	 With a Cari'b Eye ( 1958)	 writes:

Unlike Georgetown, ew amsterdam is 'very near to the jungle. ron
can feel the mystery of un1nowm tracts of land simply by staring
east towards the Canje Creek, (p. 137)

In ElEts 'work, descriptions of the interior (especially up river along the
Canje) almost always convey a sense of threat and foreboding. This
quality of menace receives its most concentrated expression in Bofl
and My Flute. (1955), where the "interior" becomes synonymous with the

iexpressib1y evil forces which atten't to engulf the characters.
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Moments" when. she feels herself becoming emotionally and spiritually

dead: experiences which Arthur Lamby attributes to her early childhood

experience of repression:

Arthur said it was a neurosis - the result of her naturally
Vivid imagination coupled with. repressions she had suffered in
her home, especially during early childhood when she had had
as a nurse an old relative of her mother's who was deformed
and who had often frightened her by making grimaces at her and.
loud panting sounds. (p. 77)].

Mr. Murrain, the white assistant manager, has a soar on his left forearm -

the result of a wound received at Dunkirk - whiob tingles whenever he

suffers an attack of the "trapped-in--the-skin shudders". (p . 99). But

although his traumatic war experience haunts him, it is equally clear

that his life has been blighted 2 by a much earlier experience. As a

romantic ("Moony"?) young boy he "had written verse of the idealistic

and sentimental variety" (p. 42) and had ambitions of becomiflg an. author.

His cruel discouragement at the hands of his practical father:

"Thousands - possibly, hundreds of thousands - of self-fancied
geniuses have tried their hand and flopped at this sort of thing,
Everard. •.. You have no talent, boy." His massive frame began
to quiver with mirth, for he was a man with no small sense of
humour. (p. 42)

even though it is well-intentioned (and in. later years Everard. Murrain

"had come to discover that he had. no talent", p. 43), merely drives his

creative urge underground, where it remains quiescent, occasionally

rising to the surface as an embarrasirig, unidentifiable itch. In every-

daT life he remains a misfit. In. the office, the "trapped" feeling is

1 This ia almost exactly parallel with EM' a childhood experience,
recorded in. A Swarthy Boy (1963) p. 22, (vide footnote 2, p. g )
of his family' a cross-eyed, Negro servant, Elvira.

2 Patrick Guokian points out the punning siiifioanoe of the name:
"Ivturramn. and his wife represent a blight on. inter-race relationships."
( Guokian, op. cit., p. 41). In. The Weather in Middenshot (1952) the
word reappears as a metaphor describing a particularly unpleasant fog
as "a white murrain upon Midd.enshot". (p. 100).
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intensified by his knowledge that the efficient, underpaid Jagabir, the

assistant accountant, makes his own position as accountant a sinecure..

When he thinks of this, he eerienoes "a discomfiture whichr in. its

intensity, frightened him, It was a psychopathic discomfiture, he

felt." (p . 37) 1-18 supresses his conscience, however, as he also tries

to rationalize his "demeaning" sexual attraction to the coloured

iss flënery - an effort that involves a refusal to "admit it, so to

speak, in. open conference with his ego." (p. 45) The repression of the

creative, emotional self is also ii1ied in Mrs. Hinckson's wish "to thiT

that her life was governed by her reason rather than by her emotions,"

(p. 111) An intellectual herself, she admires and. respects intellect:

but she had a strong sensual streak, and she would have
liked a man who could. have made love to her with a wild and unre-
strained recklessness. (p. 110)

and, realizing that because of this "sensual streak" she had. never really

loved her late husband, who was also an. intellectual, feels frustrated

because of her conviction. that she will never find, both quaLities cythined

in one man. Mr. Reyno1ds, the coloured, homosexual salesman also

possesses a "Jen":

He was afraid of himself. He dreaded introspecting, for when
he introspected he pitied himself and saw his loneliness as a

• thing of maiified terror and ugliness. (p. 195)

But it is in. the figure of the gentle iss Bisnauth that the

creative nature of the "Jen" is most readily observable. In her, the

associative impulse of the novel finds its most sustained expression.

She is not obliged to work for a living: her parents are wealthy. It

is the creatLve activity of writing poetry ("she liked music •.. but

The connection between music and literature - an important one for
- as "associative" arts, is stressed by the fact that Misa Bisnauth's

mother gives her a copy of T.S. 1-ELiot's Bur Quartets for Christmas.
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the linking together of words fascinated her far more • " p.79, my under-

lining) and the wish to broaden her experience of people to this end

that makes her choose to work in an office:

Her object in working in an office was so that she could meet
people and study them and get to feel sympathetic with their
different outlooks ... (p . 79).

She Is the personification of the natural, intuitive imagination at work

attempting -to repair the broken relationships and hostile differences

between people. Arthur Lamby, whose extraordinarily mixed racial pedi-

gree ("I'm a regularU.ff. council", he says, and. in so doing emphasizes

the positive aspect of racial admixture) forces her parents to object to

him as a son-in-law, is, for her, significantly,	 best man in exist-

ence," (p . 77), The poem she attempts to write about "a potent flower of

petals -three" has as its theme, love, pity and humility; concepts which

"her fancy welded into a single whole" (p . 74) and which underline her

"soft nature and her intense pity for all living creatures." (p.80), She

is nevertheless aware that her own. kindness, like her poetry, may be ulti-

mately futile, human nature being that it is; and her "Nightmare

Moments,, :I of self-doubt during which she experiences a temporary paralysis

Miss 
Bisnauth's sense of a sudden loss of creative vision:

a shutter seemed to face her where there should have been an
opening that emitted waves of creative plasm. •.. Positive colour
departed from her surroundings; everything took on a sepia hue.
(p. 76)

has a great deal in common with EM's New Amsterdam record of his own
depression:

Plenty hard. work. Rather good. week. Really enjoyable - But
there is such an unaccountable gulf in. the soul. ... There is
laok of feeling, of emotion; a passivity. There is no real joy
in life - and. on. the other hand. there is not the slightest sorrow.

Can it be the aftermath of too much disillusionment? It is
curious, (Diary entry of 22 April, 1933, my underlining).
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of her creative powers, reveal her id.entificatn with the "Ten":

ITot a few minutes ago it had come to her -' all in a flash -
that her' poem was no good. It was Idiotic. ( p . 237)

I really a kind lady, I wonder? Or could it be just
the sentimental In me that makes me fee]! a 'eat pity for
humanity? She felt ccmplete ]y negative, desperately miserable.
And lonely. She was the Jen. (p. 239)

pro:priately, it is in this penultimate section of the novel (headed

"The J'en' t) that Horace's si.pressed fristration finally achieves release,

just as Miss isnauth is thinking:

Ire's only black, but he's intelligent. One day he may be a
famous writer, who lmows? I must ask him if he's never tried
his hand at writing stories 1 H could begin with simple little
tales like The Jen. (p. 244)

and as Horace leaves' the office for good, Mr. EynoIda is already making

a vow in 'get him another job tomorrow - easy as kissing handse" (p. 2463

The movement in the no ve 1. towards a resolution of inner conflict

and, as' It were, a freeing of the "Jen", is reinforced by the arrival of

the gifted, but as yet obscure, writer, Mortimer Baruett, whom Miss Bisnauth.

recotLzes' as' "a high soul" - in fact another representative of the "Jen":

I'm sure he's going to be famous one day. The world will
recogoize him.. Everybody treats hint now as if he's a silly
crank, Arthur says. They say he's mad. ... It's always the
way.	 (p. 203)

Barnett's physical appearance reflects his inner stability:

He paused and looked about the office, a very faint smile of
Inquiry on his face. A controlled smile in. harmony with the
rest of him. (P. 201)

and his aura of personal warmth and inteity has an inunediately infectious

quality, "A change has occurred in me", says' Mrs • Ilinckson, after meeting

him, '!not half an hour ago I was certain such a man never existed" (p237)

After talking to him, lEr. Murrain feels "as' though he had had a spiritual

purge", (p 2333 and begins to think that:
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in time to come he might yet achieve his dream of writing
a good novel. Or a good poem. This young man had given him a
sudden wild, new hope; lie had revitalized something in him -
something which had been dying. (p. 233).

His "trapped-in-the-skin shudders", he suddenly realizes, are cured.

When one considers that Hortimer Barnet-b'a theory of "telescopic object-

ivity' is, in fact, Mittelbolzer's technique in this novel; arid that

'the impotence of the "Jen" - the repression or atrophy of the creative

urge - often. represents the writer's rst fear, 1 it becomes possible to

say that A Morning at the Office is, at its deepest level, not only au

associative effort aimed at creating a whole out of the composite frag-

nients of West Indian experience, but also a novel about an art of

fiction that oars make possible the controlled release of the repressed

creative impulse. That this idea of the release of the creative spirit

i of oentral importance in the novel is implicit in U. Howard's

assertion -that "the tale of the Jen structures every relationship in the

book",2 Ke interprets the "Jem", however, as "a situation in which

longing encounters frustration", 3 and leaves it at that, thereby missing

the deeper aiiifioanice of the "Jeri" as the latent, repressed creative

urge itself. In fact, the "Yen" is obviously related 'to the well-known

Grimm fairy-tale of the "spirit (or 'Jinn') in the bottle", 4 a tale

which itself oon5ures up the dual nature of the Unconscious as a

In George Lntm-tiig' a Season of Adventure (1960), the painter, Chiki,
fears that his creative impulse has dried up because of the psycho-
logical and cultural division caused by hi West Indian origin but
Europe-orientated education

Chiki will not paint again because he thinks he is a man
imprisoned in his paradox for all time ... ( p. 366).

2	 op. cit., p. 20.

Ibid.

In the tale by the Brothers Grimm, the spirit released by the wood-
cutter's son first threatens to kill him, but is tricked into return-
ing into the bottle. The spirit promises to reward the boy and,
when released, gives him a magic cloth. Et recounts, in With a Carib

(1958), the Guyanese folk tales about "Water People" (or "Fair
Maids") which, as a child, he heard from his nurse; tales which
closely resemble the Grimm fairy-tale,
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potential force capable of causing irreparable damage as well as possess-

ing magical, creative power. The element of psychic manifestation in

the novel (demonstrated wheni Miss Henery' s serial imaginings place her

en rapport with. the "psychic plasm!' adhering to the desk-leg whereupon

she feels a rough hexid. on her thi) reflects Mi-ttelholzer's interest

in. the occult and his belief in the interpenetration of the material and

spiritual worlds; and serves to illustrate the mpredictable, terrifying

aspect of the suppre seed, libidinal self. This is an element which

receives fuller treatment in other novels, such as My Bones and My Plute

(1955) and. 0±' Trees and the Sea (1956), where inanimate objects and the

natural environment itself are charged With. the (sometimes maliguaxtt,

sometimes benificent) residues of human emotion. The maim impulse in

A Morning at the Office, however, is a benificial, associative one, and.

Mitteihoizer's stated inrtention. in writing the novel a debunking process,

like Arthur Lamby's aim in writing the "Jen" fairy-tale "to debunk the

old West Indian nancy-story" (p. 238); belies the subtly-controlled

art with which he creates, from the superficialities of a typically

franented West Indian situation, a hail of mirrors in which "one shadow

behind another, telescoped backward to infinity" (p. 206) - a momentary

vision of wholeness,
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(II) Shadows Iove Among Them (1951)

In. Shadows Move Among Them Mitteihoizer attempted. to give to

this vision. a local habitation and. a name. "Berkelhoosttt , the

Reverend Harmston's plantation. and Mission, is, in one sense, like

Proapero'7 8 island: a tropical utopia in. which the shell-shocked

Englishman, Gregory Rawke, learns to find inner peace. In Moss Hart's

dramatization. of the novel - The Climate of Eden'- this aspect of -the

book is takeni to be the main theme, Rart considers that "its very

strength and. virtues as a novel, defeat it as a playtt, and sees it as

"a utopia of the hearttt,2 The resultant sentimentality of treat-

ment may have been. partly responsible for the plar' a failure • The

dramatist iiores the book vs disturbing, ambivalent quality and concen-

trates on. the theme of "innocence regained":

Gregory (wonderingly)

Row wonderful you all are 	 What a slilining innocence
there is about all of you What is it? There's the
Climate of Eden. about this p1ace	 What secret do you all
possess?

Mabel (softly)

We love.	 (p. 138).

But, placed as it is in the Guyana jungle along the upper reaches of the

Ber1ioe river, "Berkeihoost" is also, in another sense, the mysterious,

forbidding Interior with its residues of past violence: the area bristles

with the psychic influences of the great slave insurrection of 1763. The

First performed at the Martin Beck Theatre, New York City, on
6 November, 1952. Quotations used are from the Random Rouse, N.Y.
1953 edition of the play,

2	
of author's foreword.
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"shadows" of the novel's title, therefore, have disturbing historical as

well as psychological associations. The Reverend Haz,nston and his

wife (who is Gregor r Ilawke 'a cousin) are a middle-aged English couple

who have learned to cope with these infIuences and under his benevolent,

but s±ernlr disciplinarian, guidance the ccmmmity exenrplifiee the happr

ce-existence of the unpredictable emotional and the civilized intellectual

life. 'y aim", he tells Gregory-, "is to teach them to be civilized

1
without cynicism." (p., 873. To this end, "natural" behaviour, including

pre-marital intercourse (contraceptives, which are specially imported, a.re

freely available to all) and the expression of feelings of anger or frus-

tration (but "premeditated obscenity" is severely punished) is encouraged.

Religion is regarded as a healthy indulging of the fabulous or super-

natural aspects of the personality. Instead of sermons, Harniston reads

ghost stories which enthrall his congregation (who are not obliged t

attend regularly, but come when they like), and himself a member of the

humanist "Bretheren of Christ the man", espouses the doctrine of "a life

of cultured simplicity." (p.. 138). The creed to wi:iich the whole congrega-

tion of local white, mixed and mainly GarTh members respond with obvious

pleasure includes a belief in "God the Father of all Myth ... Himself

the most wonderful Myth", and in the Bible as "a book of lowly legends.

id a few true tales of long, long ago." (p.. 138).

The whole atmosphere of "Berkeihoost" is one of liberal humanism,

frankness and emotional and sexual freedom. The Reverend Harmston's

high-spirited, twelve year old daughter, Olivia, whose wild flights of

imagination are a main feature in the novel, typifies the free, imaginative

spirit of the place. 	 br Olivia, it as natural to see ghosts as to be

intuitive about people, or to imagine her ovn feelings emanating from her

1 AJ11 quotes are taken from the 1951 edition.
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"like smoke, Or like the Cenie escaping out of the Green Bottle", (p . 7)

This reference to the "spirit in the bottle" - recalling the story of the
(9o)

"Jan" in A Morning at the Office/- is no coincidence: for in this novel

Mitteiholzer appears to have set about giving his ovni repressed romantic

and creative urge - his "Yen" - a completely free rein.. This is evident

from his coimnento about the novel:

Perhaps I niighi mention that I am prepared to be judged on
Shadows. ... It is a novel as I like, and want to write, a novel,
I wrote it to pIeae myself entirely, without a thought to pub-
lishers or public.1

The result is certainly am extraordinary inventiveness in the handling of

character arid incident; but there is, because of the lack of emotional

control, also a disturbing (but not entirely unexpected) mixture of the

serious and the banal;' the sincerely moral arid the lubricious, the

tragic and the trivial. Fbr within this apparently ideal, liberal com-

munity stalks the harsh spectre of Authority: the super-ego that takes

its revenges on the free-ranging, libidinal imagination. A closer

examination of the no el reveals both of these polarities: the associative

attempt - the activity, as it were, of the free creative imagination - and

the disintegrative, undermining element of repression.

The novel's main theme is the "civilizing" effect of "BerkeThoost"

as a tropical paradise. Gregory Hawke, "an aloof Euglishman; a man

from the north with a superior, self-sufficient air" (p. 11), is a represen-

tative casualty o± over-civilized Europe. Me is also the now familiar

schizo:plirenic Mittelholzer hero. On the steamer travelling up-river to

the mission he is barely able to conceal his pathological condition from

his fellow-traveflers:

limimierabla times he had pictured himself breaking up into so
many pitiable bits. ... In such instants he cringed outside him-

Persona]. letter quoted in. A,J. Seinour, Lectures, op. cit., p. 14.
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self and. whimpered ... (p.

The jimgle appears to him as- a menacing, evil presence. The water is

"black and evil", the trees "glower with the sullen menace of many

watching eyes", (p. 10) The Harmstons believe that his nervous condi-

tion is the result of war experience, but it is later revealed that his

marriage to a superior, dominating woman, now dead, 2 is responsible for

his schizoid condition 1 It is Olivia who senses his trouble:

He"s two people. One of- him is a kind. of shadow;- that's the
bin we know now. Hers hiding the solid him from us •., (p. lOB)

Mitteihoizer underlines the fact of his character's "two-ness" by telling

us that Gregory himself is at a Ices to know how to "achieve harmony

between spirit and fevered flesh," (p. 194) Ifis psychic dissociation

is further dramatically revealed when, looking at his om reflection in a

mirror, he suddenly feels, with horror, that the mirro-ixnage of himself

is caught, frozen "rigid with cold, in the arctic mirror." When. 0livia'

brother, Berton, unexpectedly comes into the room "Gregory smiled. The

boy had rescued him, He stopped back into himself." (p. 54) Indeed

the novel is an enactment of Gregory"s psychic recovery which takes place

in. the Guyana jungle. Split between the elements of "spirit" and

"flesh" - represented symbolically in. the novel by young Olivia who ía

art .Ariel-figure, and her mature, sensual sister, Mabel who is physically

desirable - Gregory learns to reconcile himself to both, Because of his

of. Virginia '7ooIf's record of her own experience of psychic dis-
orientation:

,.. and. I Iyresid.ingi like a flickering light, Like a most
solicitous mother, over the shattered splintered franents of my body,

(A Wrfter's- Diary op., cit., . 185)

2 This is the first suggestion of the anima-figure of the domineering
female which recurs throughout EM'S work,
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disturbed mental state he has "blackouts" during which he acts in an uricon-

ciously homicidal marmer; and during one such period he forces' Mabel to

strip to the waist, threatening to cut her throat with a razor if she

refuses, Meanwhile, however, Olivia, armed with a rifle, is hidden in

the bushes, ready to shoot if her sister is in serious danger. Tbis

incident certainly appears' to be yet another example of Eittelholzer's'

instinct for the bizarre situation, but is also related to Gregoz7's

psychic spIlt. His treatment of Mabel, whom he sees' in hi deranged

state of mind, as the re-incarnation of his dead wife, is am attempt to

control and. subdue his ovn libidinal self:

I must htvuiliate you before help comes'. .A2ter this yourll
admit I'm your equal. Your better, you may say. Yes, you
may want to confess that, who knows'. Uiidress. (p. 156)

Lbwards' the end of the novel, when gregory is out walking with Olivia

she tefla him why she thinks' he has' decided to go cut with her: "It's

because the freckled. flesh has annoyed you and. you want to be with the

spirit for a change" (p. 3l); and. Gegory has to admit that her

intuition is correct:

I teU you what I want.. I want scnebody like you - living
spirit, volatile a.,.nd. light, and with no murky passions to
beguile me and remind me of the instinct-part of myself..
But the trouble is that the very passions in Mabel that I want
to escape from are in me - and. very strong and active. (pp,316/317)

Olivia, because of her childlike innocence and often embarrassing direct-

ness, is able to help him come to terms with his inhibitions and fears -

reconcile spirit and flesh - a process the success of which is

reflected in his decision to marry Mabel and live in Berke1hoost",

This associative element - the positive impulse in the novel - is'

suggested in the general atnosphere of "Berkeihoost", The Reverend

Hannaton is a Pro spero-figure who acts as' father and teacher not onI to'

his own family, but also to the coimnunity as a whole, Racial prejudice

is unknown, nudity is normal and sexual intercourse is regarded as' a
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perfectly natural, untrammelled expression of affection.. As Mrs. Harinston

explains:

We're very sincere in wanting to live ni healtlr lives.
We train the children to be restrained when restraint. is called
for, but we want them to be free in such things as involve their
natural urges. (p.. 264)

Art and. music forn part of the general educational pattern; and when.

Gregory, on a conckioted tour of the plantation, exclaims 'Penguins .. in

an Indian benabP' (r 148), he is referring, riot to a freak of nature,

but to the fact that literature is also a normal part of the general life

of the natives.. Gradually, Gregory's metropolitan attitudes of fear,

suspicion âml repression begi.n to dissolve.. It is the very '!mixture of

fantasy and. reality (p. l9) which the place extvies, as well as the

absence of sexual repression and the constant freedom given to the

imaginative faculty, which aids him, Olivia's tiresome behaviour is

indulgently permitted because "she's exercising her creative imagination"

(p . 232); and. the willing acceptance of ghosts of "shadows" (which can be

seen as symbolic of the ingration of the self, where the ti 4ow repre-

sents the dark, libidinal side of the hunian personality) is, in turn,

related to the "Berkelhoost" ethic, Pranrrstori's son, Garvey, teils

Gregory that it Is:

"A case of values. You," said Garvey, "are a good example of
the misery and emptiness of your psew3Lo—oivilization. Look at
you! IbdcIerIess, unhappy, cynical. 	 ad look at us iii con-
trast. We tre fall of life and fire, ... You beyond this
jungle take life so seriously, and estimate human nature at so
high a rate, that you have no time to enjoy life." ( p .. 233)

In wr±ting this, however, Mittelbolzer was clearly indulging in

wishft.I thinking. His own attitude to life was empIified by "taking

things seriously"; and he had had little chance, to his despair, of

enjoying life as a young man, as A Swarthy Boy (1963) attests. The
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1
diaries of 1930-36 convey a picture of the author as a hard-working,

depressed arid miserable young man, unable to relax and enjoy life for

long, It is true that in. the novel Gregory gate the better of his own

unconscious fears arid inhibitions, but one is aware at the same tinie of

another element - a negative impulse - at work redressing the balance,

as it were, It is almost as if, in the ambivalent figiire of Reverend

Harmston (a severe disciplinarian who, in. spite of his humanIsm can be

almost inhumanly cruel) the author's powerfal super-ego asserts itself,

Consequently, the extent of Gregory's cure, his recovery of psychic

balance, is inexorably counter-balanced by an equivalent projection of

animus, present in. Harmston'a brutality to his servant, Logan - the

Ca].iban2 of the novel - and in the ganeral insistence on. stern discipline

for even. minor offence a, For beneath all the liberalism and naturalness,

the idyllic atmosphere of freedom and creative expression, lies a disturb-

ingly perverse element of cruelty and. sadism. Earmaton. is excessively

cruel to the slow-witted. Logan whom he chains up one night for the crime

of throwing a hard. object through. the glass of a window in the Rarmston's

house. Logan's terror of the Dutchman's ghost which be believes still

haunts the area (the chains are a relic of slave-days) is well known to

Harmaton and he uses this fear to reduce Logan almost to gibbering

imbecility. In fact, Harmeton deliberately prolongs Logan's ordeal by

lulling bin into a false sense of security before revealing bi g inten-

tions. Even Harmston's wife protests at this apparently pointless cruel1r:

EM's diary entry on 16 ranuary, 1932 reads: "a very sombre week,
The artificial necessity of living, Monotony. Visited nowhere," At
the end of the 1933 diary, under the heading "Retrospect", he writes:
"an exceptionally bitter year, Worse than 1931." The entry for
28 September, 1935 is: "soul-starved. Only work, work and no play,
no sentiment," EM often worked, writing and re-writing novels and
short stories even while feverish with malaria and depressed in. spirit.

2 Logan's rle, like Calibam's is that of porter and. hewer of wood.
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"Oh, Gerald, GeraldV" exclaimed Mrs. Harmeton, a sob in her
voice,

"Yes, Joan?" said her husband, turning towards her with en
air of surprise and enquiry.

tIyftay draw him out like that"

"TJm", said Mr. Harmston. (p. 220).

The suggestion that Logan needs and. enjoys the regular floggings and

punisments: "he's an intractable, perverse fellow. Distinctly abnor-

mal, too, in many ways" (p. 66) carries a hint of Harmeton's own sadis-

tic streak. That the punishment is "part of my programme of discipline"

(p. 66) and t1refore the result of adhering to a strict moral code, does

not really bear examination, for when Harmston's daughter, Mabel, breaks

a major rule of the society by not reporting the criminal behaviour of

Sigmund (an Indian who has been thrice convicted of stealing and is

therefore reired to be sentenced to death by curare poisoning for his

fourth attempt) she receives a trivial punishment. She is made to wear

an old, ill-fitting dress for two weeks; but even this hardship is

lessened since she i allowed to wear her own clothes again before the

allotted time is up. And there are many other anomalies. The Church

is no longer regarded as a "sacred" building since conventional

Christianity is not observed, yet no olapping is allowed in the building.

Egalitarian social ideas are promoted at "Berkeihoost", yet the Indians

live in benabs on a reservatiom while the Ptarmstons live in the planta-

tion "Great Rouse", Education is available to all, but it is Europe-

orientated arid largely irrelevant consisting (to give typical examples)

of unrelated information about the Restoration period, the correct spell-

ing of Samuel Pepys's name and dive Bell"s Civilization, There is also

a rigorous streaming of students into pseudo-military "squads": the

"labour squad" for the unintelligent, the "book squad" for those who ahow

signs of intellectual ability. It is here too that Mitteihoizer's
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later, violent expression of hatred of the criminal mind finds it first

outlet in the noveis2 The conununity's principle of exterminating

habitual thieves by aninistering curare (the cause of death is recorded

by Hannstoni as "snake-bite") is part of a 'view of criminals as "human

vermin". This is hinted at in Karniston's remarks as he checks for siis

of termites in the buildings' "we dealt with them pretty drastically

last time •. can't let them undermine the building4' (p. 334).	 gory

ki.lIs a centipede nurttering "couldn't let it live. ... It mas a threat

to my safety" (p.. 324); and Lrabel, trying to explain why it is her duty

to give evidence against Sigmund (the Indian she caught attempting to

steal a fourth time) says: "the types that openly reveal their criminal

tendencies ought to be dealt with effectively" (p.. 308). Harms-ton is

merely the first of MitteThoizer's characters (in. the novels) who,

genuinely concerned to create a society free from crime, does not hesitate

to urge the zuthiess destruction, of all "criminal types". This aspect

of the novel - what we may call its negative impulse - is also expressed

in the many gratuitously obscene incidents- in the book, such as Olivia's

reference to the cook, ELlen, as "a stink-puss- girl" (p. 60) and in

ELleli's revenge which takes the form of kicking Olivia's prostrate body

and uinating in her face. The Thtter episode is doubly obscene,

because Olivia (acting out Mittelholzer's theory of the innate masochism

of women) obviously enjoys it:

1
This theme: the destruction of criminals Like "human vermin" 1 had

already apeared, however, in. a sketch "Sibiltant and Lost" in Bfli,
vol. 4 Iro. 15 (December 1950). The psychotic "hero" says, in one of
his lucid moments:

A terrible thing, doctor, when people grow too liberaL-minded
1bo over-mellow with humanity. The criminal and the mentally
unfit ought to be liquidated quietly and without pain - for their
own good and for the good of the community. (p. 4)
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Olivia lay quieseen and took the piehnient. Shivers of
elation ran through her, and she thought even as stars spattered
the gloom behind her shut eyes I know now how Logan feels when
Daddy beats hIm. This is joy. (p. ISO)

The utopian freedom. of tiBerkeihoostli perntts an extreme looseness of

behaviottr, which is clearly compensated. for by an equally extreme code of

discipline. The whole novel seenis to exist on the thin knife-edge

between reality and fan±asy1 and. reflects the author's equivocal attitude

towards the regenerative nature of the interior - a nature which is also,

clearly, terrifying. Gregory Hàwke is seen to be "cured" of his schizo-

phrenia; but, one feels, the nature of the cure is' almost as bad. as the

disease. One is left with the impression that the theme of regeneration

proves too much for MitteTholzer to haxid.le..

The central story of the novel - the re-diacowry of a natural,

creative and hane way of life in the South American jungle by a jaded,

emotionally unstable, Etiropean artist - has' an interesting parallel with

the theme of £Leo Carpentier's' The Lost Steps 2. Carpentier"s' hero, like

MitteThoIzer's ) discovers' in a community in the heart of the jungle a

primitive but vital existence which mocks the futility of his cverhcivilized

past life in Mew York. In the Adelantado's city there Is harsh disoipline

too' It is "sri Order that had Ito severity" (The Lost Steps,

p.1,75). .	 There is, for example, the incident in which a half-crazed

leper who has raped a young Indiari girl is hunted down and shot like a wild

beast; and there is a hint that "geld-seekers" from the Metropolitan world

wh attempt to return after baiishment (this is not the place for those

people"' p. 188), are quickly and quietly eliminated 	 'lost in the jungle',

I.As Louis James puts it "the vision of the bock quivers' into night-
mare."' (The Islande in Between, OtJP 1968, pp.. 41/42).

2 First published as' Los Pasos Perdidos' (Mexico, l95). All quotations
are from the Penguin edition of 1968.
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those interested in his fate would. conclude." (p. 188). One is

reminded of the Reverend ifarmaton's recording of "snake-bite" as the

cause of death of the recidivist members of his coinmmity.. But

Carpentier's Adelantado, unlike Mitteihoizer's Harmaton, is not primarily

a disciplinarian, punitive figure: he md.erstand.s the responsibility

involved in making the punis1ent fit the crime and. knows, to bia sorrow,

that "the day will come vthen there will be so many of us that more severe

penalties will be called for." (p. 187). 	 nd 'whereas, in Carpentier' a

novel, the healthful, regenerative effect of the jungle cominity is

conveyed throu the sensitive observation and introspection of the

articulate hero; in Shadows Mitteihoizer attempts to convince through

sooial illustration and. the proselytizing of }[armston, with whom he

clearly identifies, "Berkelhoos-t" society is accordingly made to

embody the author's own pre-occupations and fears about religion, politics

and. sex. The sense, in Shadows, of the extraordinary in nature, of the

"world of appearances that concealed reality, casting doubts on many

truths" (The Lo at Steps, p • 149) does, it is true, emerge from the writing:

The silence had an ethereal, intelligent quality. There was
no vacuum here, but a vibrant, replete livingnesa: a world of
voices on the verge of sound., a shadow-crowd shifty just beyond
the edge of vision. Death and. life seemed to whirl with equal
strength in the elusive aromas that continually smote the

- senses, (p. 117)

but it is often the romanticized Nature as seen through the eyes of the

precocious adolescent, Olivia. Her characterization is convincingly

done, and. her headlong attitude, malapropisms and fantasying are suitably

conveyed in the writing. When one reads:

At the bottom of the Ibi creek it was maroon-dark, and dini,
deathly plants uncoiled. tongues to lick at you as you squirmed
by looking for the Green Bottle in which. the Genie lived. Fiery
fish-eyes hovered, and faded like lamps snuffed out ... (p. 123)
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there is a sense of the fitness of the style, since the passage is a

credible rendering of Olivia's day-dreani. But the style of other

passages:

C.regory smiled, entertained to such a degree that tulips rose
red. around his toppling spirit and rendered smooth-petalled.
aupport from. the imminent fall. (p. 52)

The fire-flies flickered without sound in -the darkaess -
several at a time, sporadic and unstable,. They could have been
setnaphoring danger or trying o show the way to some secret track
that led -to treasure, (p. 46)

show the sane whimsicality of ]Langtxage that, because it is here incongruous,

seems merely self-indulgent.

This is perhaps syiirploiaá-tic of the book's self-defeating quality.

The theme of personal freedon and psychic integraticm runs parallel with

tha-t of strictly militaristic, disciplinarian social reform 	 Indeed, it

is possible now -to say that the one is implied by and Thixn{oal to the

other; and Mitteihoizer, even while presenting the ethical and social

standards of "Berkelhoost" as exemplary, manages at the sane time to make

its spokesmen appear ridiculous. We are told that the Reverend Harmston,

worried (not surprisingly) lest he appear a tyrant (for the ccsmnmity

"looked up to him as though he was a god" p. 238) deliberately arranges to

have himself "framed up aa the father of an illegitimate child (p. 238).

.AM his son, Garvey, at the height of a diatribe against -the "pseudo-

civ'iliza-tion" of the outeide world, gets a flea in his pants:1

Re cracked the flea between his -thunthnails. "See it 	 Big
female. Gbt an egg. Ythere were we again? Something to do
with dynamic ,.. T say, an I boring ycit or anything'?" (p. 234)

Shadows is finally disappointing as a whole because the iirain associative

and positive theme of psychic integration is too closely matched by the

concomittarit presence of destructive, repressive elements which contradict

the insights gained and so render the associative attempt invalid,.

In The Climate of Eden (op. cit.), Moss Hart's stage adaptation of
-the novel, it is the Reverend Harms-ton, significantly, who gets the
flea in his pants.
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('III) pje ffad M'MUfloOh (1959)

The Mittelholzer novel most closeir linked, thematically, with
1

Shadows (1951) is The Mad McMullochs (1959) which is, in effect, another,

later version of the same theme. The book is itself something of an

oddity, First issued under the pseudonym "K. Austin VoodsIey" (although

gitteiholzer was already a well-known anther) but re-issued in 1961 under

the author's real name, there is some evidence that the novel was written
2

pour eater le bourgecise.	 MitteTholzer, hovever, considered it to be

one of his basically serious works and classified it under the heading
3

"sociological-philos ophical " •	 Like Shadows, The Mad McT.Iullochs appears

to have been written originally without thought of publication: the book

is dedicated to "Jine B. who read the script and egged me into publishing

it". Like "Berkelhoost", the McMulloch plantation is a private community

(this time on the island of Barbados), and is presented as a successful

social experiment: an egalitarian society, unsophisticated but intelligent,

where nczdism is a way of life, tmirthibited sexual expression is encouraged,

and violence, greed and crime virtually unknown. Behind limestone walls

and a screen of casuarina trees, about one thousand people of different

races live a harmonious, industrious and. happy life, apparently free from

the restraints, hypoorisy and corruption of the world outside, The

"local-white" McMuLlooh family who own the plantation and live there with

their followers are regarded by outsiders as "mad" because of their

eccentric rules which involve strict secrecy maintained by an elaborate

1 All quotations used are from this edition..

2 According to A.J. Seymour, iM may have written the novel partly "to
soaxidalise arid shock the staid Barbadian types he knew" (Lectures,
op. oib., . 3'I.

See "The Intellectual Cissies", Books and Booknen (Au g ist 1962) p. 21.

.
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system of partition from the rest of the island..

The novel's similarity with Shadows (1951) is further suggested in

the shape of the plot.. Ronald Barkley, a Itlocal white r Barbadian, and

his Eiglish/C'anadian friend, Albert (ahamston, meet the two nubile

MeMulloch girls, Eve.Iine and 2iiphony, who regularly coins down to the public

beach near a big tourist hotel in the hope of attracting eligible men.

At first shocked and embarrassed by their unabashed directness (in reply

to Ronald's ciplimenting her on her attractiveness Euphony says "thanks.

id I'm quite intaota, in case you'd like to know n p. 15), lbnald and

Albert are gradually drawn by the girls' relaxed, uncomplicated natures

and are invited to become members of the McMulloch coniinunity. There

Ronald meets Boxatme, the youngest of the McMuLloch girls and falls in love

with her. Like £llber-t, who marries Eva1ine, he decides to marry and

remain within the community where they have discovered a better, healthier

and more worthwhile way of life than they had thought possible. The main

theme is again social reform, and the novel's message is that if the

McMullochs are '!mad", then their form. of '!xaadness" is preferable to the

"sanity" of the conventional but repressive and sterile society of the

outside world. Within this framework, however, is the more eronaI and

more interesting theme of psychic integration; for Ronald turns out to be

another emotionally divided hero whose personal quest is for a sense of

"wholeness". Lack of sexual inhibition is the most striking feature of

life withIn the McMulloch ooinnnmity-, and it is this that attracts both

Bønald and Albert. Albert, who is good-natured but diffident, learns to

lose his own feelings of sexual inadequacy, while Ronald's worldly-wise,

aded appetite, the result of an inherent cynicism, is given a new stimulus

and his capacity for love begins to develop. In fact, in many ways,

Ronald is yet another Mittelboizer self-portrait. He is eccentric ("he

had always been looked upon as being 'not all there" p, 18), irreligious
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and gruff ("is it ust your manner", asks Euphony, "or have you been

terribly frustrated in sex?" p. 25), and his discontent with life in

general carries psychological as well as sociological overtones:

I've been spoilt. Sometimes I want to feel it's that 	 d
other times I cia convinced ft isn't. Other times I am sure my
attitude was shaped by sheer heredity.. I was born to be as I
am. Discontented with my lot. (p. 37)

Ills reference to "the old. discontent, the old futility, the familiar

Weltschmerz" (p. 220) is an echo o±' the Ioneliness and frustration of

spirit which so often plagued. Mi-ttelholzer himsel? as well as a reminder

of his view of "sheer heredity" as a kind. of Nemesis. Ronald's moodiness

and brusque, extravert maimer are diaiostic features of the MftteTholzer

hero, and hide an inner instability

VIIthIn him, if people only knew, be was as soft as pap. Some-
times it frightened him, this soft core: made hint feel vulnerable,
unprotected, It was a kind, of Achilles heel that he must conceal
from his enemies. His scowling and bravado constitwbed his
special protective armour plating. (p. 185)

This ininiediateiy brings to mind Littelholzer's awareness of his own

"split" condition: of the "two elements which have always lived within

me, side by side and in restless harmony."2

In the figure of Albert, too, one sees the typical ffitteTholzer-

Ian dichotomy of Spirit and Flesh: sitting next to Roxamne, he is at

once attracted and repelled. "How to avoid it? Row to escape from

the physical?" (p. 106). One, as he puts it "ought to be able to con-

trol one's Lower Urges" (p. 95); and he envies the McHullochs' ability

to accept and enjoy the physical side of life. Ronald. also envies the

EI.'s diary entry of 31 igust, 1948 records his pleasure sitting In
Hyde Park on a fine day, but adds: "and yet in me there is an enrpti-
ness.	 Ve1tschiaerz?"

2 J.I, A swarthy Bçy (1963). (V'ide footnote 1, P . 92: ).
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girls' easy naturalness, H is not in love with Exhony, only with the

personal hanriony and. stability which she represents, arid which her name

Implies. That his attraction to her (arid to the Mulloch way of life)

is really a veiled, desire to be taken out of himself, to silence his own

Iir chaos, is suggested by- Euphony's archly 5ea]lous remark. when. she

finds that he is in love with Ro

One day ... I ']m going to lap you up, ... L'Il swallow you co
pletely. rou'l]l. wriggle in me as if I'd conceived you, nourished
you inside me, (, 120)

This passage, conveying as it does bOth an erotic effect arid an implicit,

psychological meaning (the suggestion of a regressus ad uterniu), is an

indication of the dangers involved in accepting only- the epIicit and

therefore superficial meaning of the novel. 	 neath the straightforward

subject of social and. semml refomn. lies the unstated theme of psychic

re-integration and "rep-birth": the search for "wholeness", To insist

on the significance, in litttelholzer's work, of sulmiergedL mearifrg g or

unconscloua motives is, in effect, to indicate the logical activity behind

both. the apparently perverse behaviour of his characters and the self-

defeatig, subversive movement in the novels,

A good example of the latter is 'the incident of the young

Ioxarme MoMufloch's appearance in the story, She is "a little devil"

and a !niost unpredictable chil' (, SI); and her immediate, startling

effect on the cynical Ibmald is described in an. oddly portentous manner:

Only a minute ago he had been revelling in his release;
lightheaded with the mew sense of freedon. and ftn ... (p 83)

•e glared at her, and she glared back, her large eyes steady,
dark, arid as terrible in their Limitless profcmdity as the
dome above them. Good Christ, thought lønald, Good Christ,
(p. 86)

Since Rox'im'ie appears to be as immature, as smIIy and. as lU-mannered as

Olivia of Shadows (1951), Thtxald's sudden agomy- of love is first unexpec-

ted, and (when he is unable 'to eat, distracted. to 'the point f embarrass-

merit) finally almost absurd. This is the kind of thing' the reader may
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with justice find hard - forgive; since Mit-Lelholzer seems (as in Shadows,

1951) to be deliberately threatening the credibility of hIs charactera.

Ibbert ubmari, reviewing ¶ Wounded and the Worried. (1.961) writes' of the

author:

has a light touch and sharp intellince, but I haven't ye
understood why he likes to use them to Immiliate his characters.

The obeotion is understandable, and. relevant here, too, Why does

Mittelboizer reduce the validity of his characters by introducing what

appear to be entirely atuitous elements of farce, and (as in phony's

explanation of her withdrawn manner: "I' been r la.ng and reflecting.

Jxst before you called. I had. a nice long pee. The earth is so dry, 5)

obscenity? The novel is fz]1 of incidents which are,- apparently, intended

to convey the uninhibited, natural way of life of the community, but which

often manage to be strictly lewd or obscene, When E'ixphony tells Ronald

that she is tjntacta1t she goes on: "you can verify it any time you care";'

and. Evaline completes the image already in. the reader's mind. by adding:

"with a decorously probing forefinger." (p. 15) • Throughout the book:

there is a constant focusing of the reader's attention on breasts, nipples

and. navels. At one point, while the girls are relang in the hot sun,

the camera (as it were) comes in for a close-up':

The area between. Evaline 'a navel and the bases of her breasts
giistened as though a cloud of lovely little iccusts, quite
translucent, had. descended. in pim-point thousands to feed upon
the fields a± tthy- hairs that only their eyes could. easily dis-
cern. (p . 145).

There is a rious, lip-smacking effect here, re-inforced. by the aI]iitera-

tive prose. In fact, by equating sexual nroourse with eating - the

satisfying of an. appetite - MitteTho]izer removes that very quality of

ahared experience which makes the act a mutually enriching experience.

1 New Statesman (13 JLy, 1962) p. 55.
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Ronald.' a argument for "natural" sexuality exposes, ironically, a baaioal]Y

unhealthy attitude to sex:

In Good Housekeeping Magazine haven't you seen pictures of
lovely, tempting meals 	 Fat, nice, juicy roast chickens with
sumptuous dressing	 Pictures -that made your mouth water?
But would Good. Housekeeping Magazine publish a picture of a girl
with luscious legs arid breasts, lying nude on a couch all ready
for copulation? They'd be prosecuted. Because we've been
brought up to feel that copulation - as natural a function as
eating - is a filthy business. ( p . 113),

The frequent reference (and. this is true of Mittelbolzer'a work as a

whole) to breast-fondling and thigh-pinching: the titillating aspect of

sex: seriously damages his wish (like DL Lawrence's) to re-instate

sex as a natural, liberating, biological function: leaves it, in fact,

with only its lubricious value. The characterization also reveals this

peculiar combination of serious intention and disastrously trivial treat-

ment; and it is not enough merely to dismiss the novel as no more than a

deliberate attempt at sexual titillation. It is, of course, partly that;

and Albert's grumbled objection to life in the community ("so much

emphasis on breasts arid sex", p . 170) finds an echo in the reader's mind.

The point is, however, that apparerilly trivial actions; the mawkish,

lewd, perverse or jejune behaviour of Mittelholzer' a characters; are

obviously taken seriously by them; and Mitte].bolzer r s Identification

with and. approval of his "split" heroes is so consistent that we are

forced. to look, in the novels, for something more than the author's

"stated." concern which is, in this case, social reform, An approach

that at-tempts to go beyond. the surface of the novelat 'tieaning", that

looks instead. at the underlying, often veiled motivation - that of a

personal, inner conflict; is, with Mit-telholzer, always a surer guide

to the author's true concern, if not to hi conscious intention,

Like Shadows (1951), The Mad McMullochs does reveal a deeper, sub-

merged meaning that goes beyond that of social reform, This is the idea
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of psychic division and. the need for an associative effort, and. the

MoMulloch pIantation, therefore, like "Berkeihoost", serves not only- as' a

ilacu's for Mitteiholier's theories about culture, art, religion, edn.cation

and. sex; kit also (and more importantly) as a symbol. of -the natural

emotionally lnteated state denied the self-divided man. He is repre-

aented by- Ina1d, the uncoiirpromising.ty "masculine" hero whose brusque

wxmer disguises an inner emptiness and fear. Looked at in -this light

his relationship to- Bomie is now seen to have a logical, understandable

basis • She is a representative of the repressed, "female" side of his

personality. squally uncanpromising and frank ('you're a conceited

fool",p. 86, she tells him), she is determinedly female, insisting on

wearing a bra and high-heeled shoes even though this constitutes a breach

of the coiuxiiuuity's laws, On several occasions,, she deliberately- undei'-

mines the anthority of the leaders- in. order to assert her own individuality,

Mittelholzer's description of her eyes as "steady, dark, and as terrible

in. their limitless proftndity as the dome abc-ye them" (p. 86) gives her

a disturbing, threatening quality. We are reminded of' Mooney's fear of

the mysterious, black depths of the Canja Creek in A Mrning at the Office

(19); of Mittelholzer's view of the dark, forbidding Interior.. Her

sudden, alarming effect on Rnnald. can be satisfactorily eçplalned only in

these symbolic terms, since in fact she remains a sulky, immature child

whom. no-one takes very seriously. As a symbol of Ronald's anima, however,

his dark, unknown self, her effect on. hint immediately becomes explicable..

The øudden. panic that seems to- rock his mind, so that he momntari1y

considers suicide:

If I don't try to think my- way out of this I'm dismally lost.
I might even have to' consider a vial of sleeping pills •., (p. 1.4)

is the standard. reaction- of all &ittelholzer's unbalanced heroes, faced

with the sudden discovery- of their own, hidden, irrational desires..
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Ina1d's fear and gradual acceptance of Boxazme as his inevitable "other

half" ("I suppose you must 'be very conscioua", he tells her', "that you

have me in your power-" , p. 103) and his decisisn to s-bay and become a

part of the McMrulloch comnamity, underlines' the associative inpulse in

the novel: the re-in-begratton of the divided psyche

This effort, howewr, like the attempt to banish the spectre of

sexual {tThibibion, exacts a virorous and opposite reaotton, As one

critic (caixparing "Berkeihoost" with the McMulloch ccinnaurtty), observes':

•.. Bexual permisiveness, in reality, is not so permissive,
for' ... Both settlements deny more freedom tha1 they allow aM
their civil and moral code contradicts itself,

The associative attempt in the novel does nob, in fact, survive "the super-

eg's prohibiting voice" (p. 173. The elaborate precautions which the

COJLIIIUUtty takes to preserve its' privacy involves a ccvrplicated warning

system of lights and. buzzers and passwords needing to be changed every

four hours, There is' an outer as well as an iiner wall arotnid the

estate, entrance to which is controlled by well-guarded iron gates as'

part of a defence system which even has its awn "secret service". Inside

the estate the alanosphere, oddly reinfniscs'nt of a top-security prison, is'

one of strict, military discipline. 	 re is an "Az'm:y Department",

"Defence Department", a "1igenLos Depar'binerxt $V (whose ominous fwiotion 18

"lb keep our population free of human vermin," p. 127) and a specie1

section "!]lTD", where the "undisciplined" members are obliged to live.

In this nudist color, seaI permissiveness appears to be the rule, but

pre-marilbal intercourse is not allowed. L!arried couples must obtain a

permit to have children, and are obliged to keep a record of their

orgasms to enable the "Bealtb DeEiartment" to keep a check on the vitality

of the ccmnrity, The frank sensuality which is encouraged as a counter

1 :Bfrbalsingh, op. cit., p. 89,
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to 'norMcI and urvholeaome imaginings" (p. 136) is nevertheless heavilly

tinged with giilt, Lxi spite of the leaders' protestations to the con-

trary:

•.. we experience no guilt when a pair of breastø or two
promising" testicles strtke us as particularly tempting.
Oh we enjoy life here;, ALbert boy,"

"Shameful thing" to admit," nodded Doctor Rôban, "but true.
We do." (p 136, my underIfrng").

Stem discipline is also necessary, one of the leaders explains, because

it "prevents our men raping our women" (p. 136). T} peaceful air of

the estate is regularly shattered by loudspeakers blaring forth

Waerian mtvsio which heralds the war-games which the inhabitants must

play to "keep on their toes". The List of ccrad±cttons seems endless.

The 1ova-mkfr'g which fallcvre the sigeing of a rriage-baok", takea

place in	 ty, air-czditiorxed burial vaults kept solely far this

purpose: (the dead am diaposed of by cremation) and it is finally this

lfpTn1g" of copulation with death that reflects most strongly Ltite1ho1zer's

ambiguous attitude to the libidinal self, the indulgence of which, it seems,

always inv'olved a return of the Repressed..

There is am emotional confusion that attaches even to the idea, ix

the novel, of racial integration. 	 e cawiwdty boasts "fully integrated

who nevertheless' seem to fill the roles of cooks arid shovel-men;

and the M!tzIloeh .rls are perntted to marry only white men, in order to

"carry' on the white strain" and thereby provide "a solid white naclens"

(p. 125) in the society. The explaziatton that, in order to demonstrate

that "pure" negro, mid coloured and white could Uve in perfect harmony"

it is ucessary to avoid becoming" "one great palebrown con!nunity" Cp. 126)

because people would say "they're all coloured: it's' only natural they

ahould get along harmomiously" Cix.. 126), is not only specious, but poe1-

tively absurd. Such an argimiemt asstmies an Old World criterion of racial

GuokIan, op. cit., p. 44..
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pedigree and is uItinate1y self..defeting. Only Mjijefliolzer's ambivalent

attitude to racial admixture1 could have made him envisage a society of

deliberately maintained racial "types:" in order to prove the success: of

racial integration.	 fn the real explar'atton lies deeper, in the

implied psychological attitwIe to racial pedigree, and in MiliteTholzer's:

sense of genetic "taint"

Evalinj smiled at Lbert. "If it's purity you were looking
for when you oa here you would have been- terribly disappointed.
Nothing- is pure in ibis is]1and."

"Every white person," said Eaphoriy, "is suspect.."

"Suspect?"

"I mean their pedigrees.." (p. 1.4)

The I&ci11achs have apparently achieved that miracle of racial purity:

the dream of genetic "wholeness:" which meant so much to MiteTholzer

They were once "ooIou.ed", but "after Giandfather Peter married a pure

white Irish girl. ... became a white family age.in. " (p. 1107). And the

family's pride in their new status is evident "Do ddy and Uncle Bbban

betray any s1is of oclonr?" (p. 125, ny uuderlfrthtg). ¶LI ambiguous

nature of bath the MiIIoch and. the '!rkelhoost" societies: which advocate

individual freedom but impose harsh disciplinarian restraints; promote the

serious ideal of personal and social Integrity but spend their energies In

irrelevant o trivial pursuits: 'which are often opposed to their own ideals,

reflects: the deep malaise In Mittelhalzer's work This ambiguity, like

the sehizid condition of the novels' heroes, is an einbodnt of the

writer's own fmier conflict, the implications of which create a serious

M atbitude that has produced, significazrtUy, both a convincing charge
of the author's racialism (see Joyce Sparer, "Mittelholzer: -the Theme
of mood" Sunday Chronicle, Guyana, 16 and 25 April, 1967) and an
equally convincing defence (see' GxckIan, op. cit.)
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rift within the novels which tend to remain trivial with respect to the

development of outward. events: the presentation of a "stated" theme.

The attempt to present "Berkeihoost" or the MoMulloch estate as success-

ful utopias simply does not work 1 The triviality of Mittelholzer's

social themes, however, is a result of the psychological necessity of

hi obsession with schizoid heroes; and the "hidden" motives in his

wnrk do compensate for the poverty of his professed moral arid social

attitudes. For it is in the submerged meaning in his novels that his

art most clearly reveals itself as an associative attempt: sri attempt

that is almost always vitiated by the very nature of his own. divided

condition. The atmosphere of the MoMulloch ooxnniunity, like that of

"Berkelhoost", peopled with the dark shadows of the Unoonscioua,

contradicts itself with that inevitability with which the jungle will

always reclaim, any timid clearings in the Interior.
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(Iv) A Tinkling in the Twilight

(1959)

The lighthearted fantasy, A Tinkling in the Twilight,

achieves, however, a good. measure of success in conveying its hero' a

schizoid condition as well as Mitteihoizer's awareness of thia inner

division: of its implication and. cure, in. spite of (or, perhaps, because

of) the author's deliberate use of a framework of comedy-satire, There

is a certain objectivity which comes from. the fact that Mitteihoizer is

able to poke gentle fun at his hero but without undermining his credi-

bility, while projecting, through him, his own inner conflict 1 A

verr odd. novel, it takes the form of an autobiographical record

written by the hero, Brian Liddard, as events occur, in an attempt

"to put myself in perspective for myself". (p. 20). 	 Liddard., a

thirty-nine year old Padding-ton bookseller, has decided to cultivate

-the spiritual side of his personality by becoming a vegetarian and

by practising meditation, and yoga.	 For five years he has imposed

celibacy on himself and has lived the rigorously abstemious life

of a recluse, but now finds that his repressed libido has begun to
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reassert itself,	 has odd lapses of memory during which his acttozxs

are wtcharacteristie and inexplicable. tt1e s of sherry appear in his;

shopping bag, a prostitute claims to have been solicite& by him, and his

thoughts beg!n to turn, tmaccotmtably, to sexual fantasy. When he dis.-

covers that, at impredictable moments, he is temporari.!y transported

through time into the future (he finds himself involved in a conversation

with a nude woman in A.D, 2046, and at an art gallery in A,D.. 203), he

begins to fear Insanity. e is finally driven almost to uicicIe, but,

with the help- of a childhood friend,, rargaret aver, when he has not

seen for ma years, and wh sharea his eccentric interest in the Occult,

he leas that his problems all stem from sexual repression. WIth

rgaret, be decides to "mingle the Physical with the Psychic and produce

- and even	 dren ' (p-. 268),

is sary of the novel, however, draws heavily upon insighta

gained, so far, from our study- of MitbeTholzer's cczicern -

almost to an obsession - with schizoid heroes.. Ii excludes the digress-

ive elemento of the plot, elementa which Involve comic fantasy arid satiri-

cal social comment, and which tend. to obsctwe what we are now able to

identify as an "autobiographical" theme - the process of psychic deoa and

the need for re-fntegraticm,. A review of the cr'itioism of the novel when

it was first published serves to Illustrate the d.ifficulby critics

exerienced in discussing it

!ie merit of Mr. MitteTholzer's weird little book is that it
treats paraxLa comically wilthowt faIling too far' into facetious-
mesa or morbIdity. •. [Bat] what Mr. MitbeTholzer is up to it
is impossible to say.

[iie book	 bad in a w&y that vmices it singularly
difficult to furnih a reasoned auxmmiy of the plot. •. there is
the continual strained sense that he is forcibly writing himself
out of wilfully createi

I Yahn Davenport, Observer (26 July, 1959).2 Jaha ,leman, 8pectator (31 July, 1959).
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1viewers, in short, found the directlon of the nove]L's theme conft2sing,

It was clear to one reviewer that a main idea in the book was the psychic

disintegration of the hero:

The book lacks shape; and Ito central part is flabby. Birt
Its main purpoae (to sicw in detail the breakdown of a peculiarly
Engiish obsessional type) is fully achieved.'

but the general feeling seems to have been tba-t whatever the author was

"up W', i-b seemed -to be something very odd and far from clear:

"A Tthklitrg in the Twilight" is a s*angB novel. •... gdz
Mi-tteTholzer manages to keep one foo-t on the grotmd: whinsy is
avoided, however narrowly. • ... All the sane it's a tric1 tight-
rope -that Mi. tte1bo'lzer walks and I an not all sure that]:

ow why he shoui.d.2

Mbire recently, A. J. Seymour refera -to -the novel as a "humorous and

delightrul."3 book; bat by mentioning only those passae which contain

satirical referenoes to' modern art and music, clearly considers the

novel to be primarily concerned with comic social satire • .L Birbalsingh,

on -the other	 sees the novel as an altogether more serious tmdertaking:

an attempt:

•.., to portray religious melanchoLia as a phenomenon; involving
moral udgements. Birt Liddard's eerionces are vulgarized, and
their scientific content reduced to pseudo-science by- nonsensical
delusions and. visiona4

In other words, the novel appears t contain a serious, moral purpose aver-

laid. (and, i-b would. seem, subverted) by elements of fantasy, ocuIc social

satire and farce.

This serious, moral aspect of the novel, i-ta central theme, in

fact, is the core of the book's men{ng. Bit it is more than a study in

religious melancholia or the portrayal ot the breakdown of an obsessional

Sunday !inea (9 August, 1959).
2 Phyllis 1(oung, Yorkshire Post (29 July, 1959).
3 A.J, Seymour, Lecftres, op. cit., p. 44.

4 Birbalaingh, op • cit., p. 95..
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type: it is an assertion of' the need for psychic re-integration; the

healing process which leads to "wholeness' of soul". Brian Liddard, as a

ywg boy full of rnantia ideas - "a dreamy fe1lw' (p.. 14)1 - ha had a

strange, almost nstic experience in which he felt a deep sense of well-

being because of the unseen "watching' female 	 (p. 18) which he

called "lina CaLtenbe" The experience had impressed bin deeply:

•.. the realeat thing that bad ever happened to me - and the
reales'ft that would ever hap'pento me (if £t did happen ageiiii),
no matter how long I lived:. ( i. IB)

Th,w, although, he often invites it, the experience (the sign is a tiT1ilTtg

in the twilight) occurs only rarely, and: for short periods. This feeling

of well-being is the antithesis of Miss Bisnauth's "Nightmare HOme 1Tis" fl

A Mbrning- at the Office (]95(:)) 2 and is, in efTee$, an ex ression of the

creative spirit which gives a sense of' wholeness.. Bat by attempting it,

ire his physical, sensuous nature; by living a solitary, ascetic life,
Liddard has encouraged an unbalanced attitude that, by definition, excludes

the experience of' "wholeness". His alienation Iron himself' is already

clear in the first chapter' of the novel ("birlpoo1 Poinitt) in which, as

narrator, he explains his abeci in. writing the book: "to see myself as

I have' never done before." (. 20) • He has to learn to' accept the

dark, nnknown aide of his personality, but is afraid of the attempt:

tt's the Otherwise, I confess, that frightens me" (p. 20). His

decision to be celibate, made five years ag, stems from an incident when,

Cf. 'Thoney" in. the "Ten" fairy-tale of A Morning at the Office (1950).

2	 the "tinkling", a beautifiiiL amber light suffuses everything
and the whole environment "vibrated with a life that was really life"
(p. 19). ]1*ring Miss Bisnauth's "Mighinare foment", however, "positive
colou departed from her surroundings; everything took on a sepia hue."
(p.. 76). She feels her body going "dead".
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suffering from 'ost coitum tristitia, he had seen in his mind's eye,

an hour-glass:

In the lower chamber lay settled the dross of my natural
urges. In the upper the air was free and clean ... never again
must I reverse the glass. (p. 39).

Determined henceforth to lead a "pure" life, Liddard institutes a pseudo-

military programme of strictly planned activity:

I now oonsult my py (Programme of the Week; it is always
made out in advance on Sunday afternoon), and see what I have
assigned for the 8 to 9 p.m. period, or PSP as I call it
(Post-supper Period). (p. 12).

Even his customary after-dinner walk is planned with. the military

precision of an R.A.F. mission:

I imagine myself as an aircraft setting out on a flight.
O.B. means Outward Bound. On my way back this, naturally,
becomes H.B. (Homeward Bound) ... the sigeal as I pass the
entrance-way is "G,A.Mid.O.B," (Midway Ghost Area, Outward
Bound). (p. 42).

This insistence on strict routine, like his code of vigilance ("It's part

of my general policy. Discipline and vigilance." p.100), which involves

the setting-up of several Heath-Robinson1 type burglar devices after he

locks up for the night is, in fact, an outward manifestation of the eon-

a-tant watch his ego keeps over his repressed, sensual self. On his re-

turn to his home town - the place of his youth - the young man on a

scooter reminds him, for a moment, of his lost "other" aelf: "he had red

hair and. could easily have been my doppelgänger, so I did riot stare too

hard after him," (p.105).. miring his telephone oaJ.1 to the intuitive

Margaret Beaver, there is a suggestion that his "other" self is, in fact,

the libidinal, anima-self which he has so long denied. She tells him: "I

believe I'm your feminine counterpart. ... I think we'd make a harmonious

team." (pp . 112/113). She advises him to find a sexual outlet: "your

The late English artist and illustrator Will Heath-Robinson (b. 1872)
was famous for his patriotic, wartime cartoons and for his ingenious,
completely absurd but hilarious "inventions".
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body is in need of adjustment. If you put it right your spirit will

automatically adjust itself too." ( p. 159). Liddard meeks out a

friendly prostitute, but suffers a failure of nerve. The "buzz of

spirit-bees in this] head" (p. 164) - an image used to suggest the

hero's emotional instability in A Thle of Three Places (1957), The

Harrowing of Hubertus (1954) and in Latticed Echoes (1960), where it

becomes a leitmotiv representing Richard Lebrer's schizoid insecurity -

signals Liddard's psychic imbalance,

In Brian Liddard, then, we encounter another of Mittelholzer' a

"divided souls" whose Faustian dilemma is an extension of the author's

own. divided consciousness, It is evident from Mittelho].zer'a pre-

occupation with this theme of psyohio division that he constantly

identified with his unbalanced heroes. In fact autobiographical

evidence shows that the author's own life and that of his fictional

characters often contained remarkablr similar elements. In early

1959 (the date of the novel's publication ia July, 1959), divorced,

living alone in Maida Vale W. 9, near the Paddington area, Mittelboizer

was unhappy and lonely. 1 	 Even a holiday in. Germany, the country
which had such a powerful emotional attraotion for him, found bin

"bored and lonely as usual", 2 He attempted to counter this depression
by instituting a strict time-table which included shopping excursions

divided into "part one" (on Thursdays) , "part two" (on Fridays) and "uncfi-

cial shopping" (on other days); yoga exercises and regular nig1it1y walks.3

EM's diary entry for 21 April, 1959 is: "Home 10.05. Went for walk
10.10. Pub (a stout). Home 11.05. Another bout of loneliness,"
On 24 May, 1959, it is simply: "desperately lonely."

2 Diary entry fl July, 1959.

3 Diary entry of 2 September, 1959, reads: "Evg [evenirigj tried deep
breathing and concentration. exercise. Good results."
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In Augctst of that year, he met Jacqueline Pointer, the	 isb girl who was

ito become his second wife. This meeting proved to be a turning point In

his Life, as his letters suggest. Referring' to his friendship with her'

he writes: "I feeL an. integrated beingand leer, writing about the

conflicting elements within. bin he says

I can only hope that ithrough you I'U be able to get a gl:impse
of the Soft Side, and so evenualiy grow ooTzvnced that the heroic
and mrlIitair1 in me is absurd and wrongj-side.

This is very nnmb. like Brian Liddard's hopes for his relationship with

targaret Beaver; and it seems more than. Likely that the parallel between

his' own aiitxaitiou arid that of his hero of A Tinkling in. the Twilight may

actually have suggested itself to tte]1hcyIzer. Writing to aeque line

he says:

When I was reading uu letter after breakrasi I beard the
tte1i1Tg of a. pian .. and I smiled, 1hinHng that the sound was
Like a portrait of you - gentle, clear, sweçt and iery soo'th5.ng
I shaU Listen for more piano tinkli±Lgs . . .

The correspondence between this and the tinkTirg sound that heralds the

soothing presence of Liddart's "Celia Calienie" is striking. Liddard's

one-..sidedness his wish 1 become "an integrated being": undoubtedly

represerrts a serious moral question and i5 with which Mittelbolzer was

deeply concerned. 'Jibe comic treaient of events Lu ti's TEV5I like 'the

element of fantasy, therefore, serves The superficial 'Ii1 acceptable

function of enter-int, allowing the author a reasonably objective

approach to what is clearly a very subjective goal. Liddard c be cow-

aidered a comic, slightly abøurd 'version. of Kuberitue van Groenwegel. Like

1 Letter to Jacqueline Pointer dated 21 Aniet, [959. frs. JacqneIine
Ives (ne Pointer has 1imfly gLven me penEisalon to quote this and other
personal letters fron E2L.

2 Letter dated 2 September, 1959.

Letter dated 9 September, 1959.
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Htiberttis, convinced of the tmeasy existence within him of two inexorably

opposed elements - Spirit and JLesh he naively tiles to discipline him-

self iirFio a bodiless srituality. The libidinal half of h.is psyche,

hewever, soon begins to exact its revenge, and he finds himself hopelessly

divided between ascetic and sensual;; reality and fantasy; present and

future • Time is literally out of cizr, insanity seems fxivnThent, and

suicide apipeara the only solution. ifis renewed acquaintance, with

'argaret Beaver (herself a yoga enthusiast, btr a basicaLly sensible,

practical person) restores his balance. and instead of suicide, Liddard

decides on marriage. A sigeificant t'wed&ing of opposite&' ensues; for

Margerei represents his "lost" anima .-self which is now incorporated into

eg-conseiousness. Psychic stability is now possible

Mittelhalzer's deliierateiy whtius±cal approach gives the style of

the novel a d1StiXIOtJy self-indulgent, bz'adIy humorous tone, of which the

following are t'picaI examples:

When deeply diatirbed, some people resort to gin or whislcy.
I resort to Omar and ioi, with IhythnfloaI Breathing as a chaser.

Rubaiyat and lbur iartets never fail me.. Putting ft a
little clinicallythey give just the right stimulus to my
R-T'1nity ystem (I ahist-IUg 1si-m,mazricist) when it is in
a rum-down condition. (p.. 130)'

1- own switch fra sex to solitude did not come about merely
by putting my forefinger on a button.. •.. No, Nuch crawling
through the heated labyrinths of libido had to be achieved..
The labyrinths seared. The nynrphs leered - and nibbled tt
beca a flickering, fla fng ballet that would have floored
even bkine to keep in focus, (pp. 62/63)

Beneath the flippant presentation, however, which (if we are considering

the back's merit as a "finished" work of art) inevitably urges the

classification af the novel as trivial; rtuis the genuinely serious and

firportant thenie of the division of consciousness and the need for pøycbic

!ie pBychic split between Spirit and: Plesh is also the' m,vtn theme
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of Herman Reese's Steppenwolf 1 with which A Tinkling in the Twilight

has many interesting similarities of plot and, occasionally, of atyle.

A comparison of Mittelholzer's novel with this work: "the first German

novel to include a descent into the cellars of the unconscious in its

search for spiritual integration": 2 serves -to indicate both the iniport-

ance and the psychological accuracy of Mitteiheizer' a concern with

psychic division, or "tworiess". Steppenwoif is a "poetic" novel: a

tale which purports to be the autobiographical record of ifarry Haller,

a strange, shy and lonely middle-aged man with a Nietzsobian genius for

suffering. He lives alone with his books in a rented attic room,

intensely unhappy and disillusioned with. his life which, it appears, has

become polarized between Intellect and Sensuality:

I have practised abstinence myself for years ... but now I
find. myself once more beneath the sii of Aquarius, a dark and
humid. constellation. ( p. 24).

Like B1'ian Liddard, he is a failed ascetic. Haller attempts to counter

the insistent demands of his physical nature with. repressive controls.

He "kills" -time and tries to order his life with "breathing exercises"

and "thought exercises" (one thinks of Liddard's exercises in Yoga and

meditation) while longing for a return of the feeling of joy and well-

being which he had. glimpsed in the past, and which he sees now only at

odd moments, fleetingly:

I caught a glimpse of it now and then. Sometimes for a
minute or two I saw i-b clearly, threading my life like a divine
and golden track. (p. 38).

This is, like Liddard's "tinkling", a moment of transcendent beauty - a

symbol of the harmony of soul and body. Hailer, convinced that his life

is doomed to a disintegration of this "wholeness"; that he will remain an

1 First published in Germany as Per Steppenwolf (S. Fiacher Verlag,
1927). All quotations are from the Pengiin edition of 1971.

2 E, Rose, Faith from the Abyss (Peter Owen 1966) p . 96.
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outsider, a "steppenwo]1±" who is hopelessly divided between intellect and.

emotion, spir:[t arid flesh, man and waif; decides to camnit suicide. It

is the cafe prostitute, ITrmine, who diaioses his problem:

Tou're dying just for the lack of a push to throw you into the
water and bring you to life ain. (p. iL3O

and offers to 'each	 to dance and to laugh and. to Live.." (p. l3C).

She encourages the renaissance of his long neglected sensuous nature by

introducing bin to her frienda l[aria, who teaches bin the innocent delights

of the bo&y, and Pablo, the caf naisician whose natural humanity moicics

ffaIIer.Ts own shallow, pretentious ethical attitude. 	 inally, in a fan-

tasy episode, IaIIer, in a fit of jealousy, aftabs Brm1ne to death, symbol-

loally- rejecting all he has learnt from her of the importance of the

sensuous I1±.	 e is then 'ried." by- a dream-cczrt, found guilty, and

condemned, not to death, but to life. 1 is to "live and to learn to

laugh". (p 2517. Haller's lock into the future is a comic, ironic

vision of a world gone mad, where the population expIosion has occurred

and there is a brutal, limatic war raging between motorists and pedestrians

In an attempt to possesa what little remains of the WIpOIIIIted air. 	 edes-

triana ruthlessly shat doivn motorists and vice versa, but are also quite

capable of changing sides:

It's childishness, just as war is childishness on a gigantic
scale. In time, man1 tod will Ieaz to keep its numbers in check
by rational means. 1[eanwbile, we are mesithig an intolerable
situation In a rather irrational way.. ThDwever, the principle's
correct - we elfiirnate. (p.. 2197

This is the same kind of satirical ecmmient we find in Liddard's$ "time-

travel" into the future. There, Englisk society of the twenty-first

century accepts suicide as a means of keeping the population down and
tQ)y ("quick-death' t7 tablets are freely available at local chemist's shops.

Literatuze, drama, music and painting have degenerated into little more

than intellectual mesr and. religion has been replaced by s6ance-4ablee
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and 'syhic investigation" (p. 209). There is also a long passage in

which Mittelholzer airs his own extreme views on crime (crinrinals are

"human vernthi", to be exterminated)' and politics (a "coterie" system of

elitist government has come' into being: "The Germans are the most admired

people nowadays" p, 214), but it is lightly done, with a touch of sardonic

humour, and does not contain -the urgent, obsessive note so evident in

novels like A Piling of Clouds (L96l or The Aloneness of Mrs. Cha-tham

(1965). The satirical social cotiunent in the novel takes, in fact, a

good-hurnoured -tilt at certain government policies of the time.. The neon

si Liddard comes across in one of his unpredictable trips through the

time-barrier: "TEE WOLF-In-DEN1' (a "licensed sex-house" or

is, for example, an ironic reference to the Wolfenden Report?L of 1957

which made it illegal for prostitates -to solicit in the streete', but, ae

Mittelholzer implies, led in effect -to more widespread and better

organized prostitution. We are rem-Vnded of the bizarre sis which con-

fzvxrb Harry Hailer in Pablo's '!magic theatre" and which inclnde:

ALL G-IRLS ARE TOURS
0N QUARTER ir THE SLOT (p. 209)

DaIGHTJL SUICIDE. YOU LAUGE IOU RSELF
'10 BITS.	 (p.. 222)

D0VNFALL OF THE WEST. MODERATH PRICES.
NEVER StTRE'ASSED.	 (p . 222)

Even Liddard's delusions share with Hailer's a certain similarity of treat-

ment. At the depth of his depression, Hailer imagines tha-t he meets his

musical idol, Mozart:

[Mozar turned a somersault in the air for laughter's sake and
played trills with his heels. At the same -time he shouted at
me: 'Frey, my young man, you are biting your tongue, man, with a
gripe in your lung, man? ... I caught hold of Ezarb by the pig-
tail and off he flew. The pig-tai]L grew longer and longer like
the tail of a comet and I was whirled along at the end. of i%

( p. 241).

Sir John Wolfenden was chairman of the comnittee on Homosexual
OfTences and Prostitution, whose report was published on 12 August, 1957.
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Liddard, too is chided by au. imaginary, superior figure:

a milky-bearded deva from the' Tipper Planes — had leant over
my bed, his aura glowing blue and pink, and wheezed hoarsely:
"See your mistake now, you foci! Tbu should have gone the whele
bog. when you enrploy half-way methods you turn half-spirit —
and that's too bad 1 •.. He coughed and capered back into the
Astral World. 	 (p. 126).

Dot' Steppenwolf (192fl like A tnkiing in the TWilight (1959), is

only partly an iudiotaent of bourgeois society with its intelleotuEl and

moral pretensions, Hesse was surprised at the' reaction of his public,
I

who saw in the j yve1 "only half of what I intended."	 Headers, it seems,

tended to regard the book either as a social treatise or as a study of the

dis:tiregration of a divided personality, there missing the deeper, psycho-

logical implications of -the story: the need for a re-integration of the

divided consc iusness. As Hesse exglains:

the story of the Steppenwolf pictures disease and crisis —
but not ne leading to death and. destruction, on the contrary: to
healing.

This is also true of itte1hoizer's story, in which &ian Liddard learns

to accept the "Airt1l1n.I" side of his nature as a necessary complement to

his "spiritual" side. The Steppenwolf's discovery of his female counter-

part in the girl Hermine (whose name Hailer guesses to be the feminine

equivalent ci' "Herman", the name of a boyhood fr:tend) 3 is analogous to.

Liddard's discovery of Margaret Beaver (in the section ci' the novel

entitled "counterpart"), who represents his anima. 4 In Hsse's

Author's note In the 1961 preface to the Penguin edition of 1971 (p5),

2 Ibid.

Ziolkowski argues that:
The Steppenwoif is more overtly autobiographical than any of Hesse's' -

other fiction, Almost every detail in the characterization of Harry
Hailer ... is drawn from. Hesse 's owirn life and person.

(Theodore Ziolkowaki, e Tovels of Herman Hesse: a Study in Theme and
Structure. Frinceton University Press U.S.A. 1970, p.179).

"The axthna usually contains all -those conunon hi.nan qualities which
the conscious attitude lacks." (C.G. Jung, (blI. Works vol. 6.
Boutledge' and Kegan Paul, 1971, p. 468).
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xvei this aspect of the heroine as azztma is made even plainer. Eerjflifle

says:

I am a kind of Iooking'-gLass for you, because there's something
in me that answers yo and iderstands you. (p. ]128

"Why," replies lYaUer, "you're my opposite. !bu have all that I lack."

(p . 128). Esse', however,1 takes his diaiosis of Hailer's two-nese"

much farther than the mere assertion of an inner division: a gulf which

needs to be bridged. He also suggests that the Steppenwollf'a self-

induced malady is the result of a serious lack of self-haiowledge.. rn the

"treatise on the Steppenwolf" - Harry Hailer's "imier biography" (p 68),

we read:

ie division into wolf and man, flesh and spirit, by means otf'
which Harry tries to make his destiny more comprehensible to
himself is a very great simplification. (p. 69, my under1Thg)

and to explain so complex a man as Barry- by the artless-
division into wolf and man is a hopelessly childish attempt. (.7O

Hesse is saying that the rigid, dualistic thinking of a Harry- Hailer is a

kind of tragic folly, leading as it does- to hopeless romantic delusions

and, eventually, to self-hatred and suicide1 This is the kind Of ciJea'-

headed insight denied Mttelholzer, and whereas Hease stands, as it were,

irrteilectually above his character in an almost 1Toycean position of

objective symathy,2gitteTholzer is concermad chiefly to embody in Brian

Cf. Liddard's attempt to "put myself in perspective for myself." (p,2O)'

2 As a warning against the danger of o -romanticizing Lif or Ar'b, for
example, HaIler is shown a vision in which the contrite figure of the
great Richard Wageer is seen doing penance for his "thick orchestration"
arid waste of material, Eesae"s ironic, hwncn'cua treatnent provides an
interesting contrast with EM's consistently reverential regard for
Wageer's music,
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Liddard, his own apprehension o± a dual self in which two inexorably

opposed forces, flesh and spirit, are at war. In bath Der Steppenwolf

and A. nkling in the il±ght there is a fantasy "trial" in which the

hero is "condemned"	 In both trials there is the same,, apparently

sxperficial, comic handling' of events; the same serious, underlying

theme that the hero's hubris is a deliberate divorcs of heart and head.

This is a theme of 'tmiveraal siiificance and one which ixifornis: such

important and seminal works as Gbethe's Faust, Gmrad"s }art of Darkness

and oinaa Mann"s Death in Venice where, in the figures: of Faust, Kurtz

and Asohenbach, Mthe hero of the ethical will criibIes under the onslaughts

f instinct and its demons frcmt undergrowul."1 Mittelbolzer's attempt in

A Tinclirrg in the TWilight is, however tenuously, related to this eat

theme, and the severe limitations of his work; must be attributed to his

Own ThrItations as a writer and. thinker, as well as to the nature of his

peculiar involvement in his fiction. In the snm1ng-up of the case

against &'iazx Liddard, there is an oddly personal riig to the passage

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you see before you a kind of
dran-man, by accident English. At heart be is a Siegfried -
haL a pseuda-Siegrrfed ... He is doomed because of his own
personal ]qlh - a myth that is at entire variance' with the -
air stazzoes of his birth and upbringing What can this court
rule other' than a sentence of death for such an impostor? (p.. 254)

In the light of Mittelhclzer's sense of "genetic accident"; his ciltiv.-

tion of the "Germanic" side of his character; his personal acceptance of

the old World bias of racial pediee and hence of the "most self-

amtthilating of fallacies:" 2 - the myth of 'purity of blood", it is almost

as: if the author himself stands accused with his hero as a "pseudo-Siegfried

doned because of his awn personal mythr" ,AM it serves as: a further

1	 , oss, "Ascheubach and Kurtz: the (si of Lvilization" Cntennial
iview no. VI (19621 Pr 133.

2 Ienis Williams, Lectures, op. cit., p 7.
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indication of MitteTholzer vs consistent psychological identification with.

his self-divided heroes..

MitteTholzer rs explicit themes: social and religious reform,

sexual freedom and transcendentalism are informed by an implicit concern

with his heroes' inner division. Even the apparently distinct theme of

Oriental occultism which rims throui his work reveals itself as an

erbension of this obsession with. a body-/thind split. Toga and meditation,

for Mittelhclzer, repreaented a form of practical, rigurous control, a,

self-generated source of strength which he felt t be a necessary means

of countering the tendency to romanticism or sensuality. In A Swart1y

(1963), he records his rejection, at the age of nineteen, of

"conventional Christianity", and his adoption of'Toga and Oriental Occult-

isnt." (p. 18)'.	 was, however, a ctilettanta where Yoga was concerned,.1

and although he was an abstemious person, virtually a vegetarian, Ibn4thig

himself to six cigarettes a day; his attempt to live' even a mildly

ascetic life was uot without its quota of frustration and aiixtety

Brought up by repressive, awthoritariazi parents, concl!tioned to regard

his own naturally romantic, sensuous nature as wicked, it seeni he cam-

tinned, in athIthood, to live his lif as if he believed his upbringing

to have been correct s Itodem psyc,logy regards parental punishment

and restriction as the most camlion. antecedent of a strict personal

conscience where the child, it is suggested, adopts the parents' excessive

prohibitions in an attempt (often unconscious) to retain their love:

The othild who is punished and rejected appears keenly aware of
his parente t attitudes toward him. Moreover, he begins to view
himself as unwanted and unwortir; jthat is, he begins to adopt
his parents' attitudee toward hint.

This view has been confirmed by both hfrs • Rma Mitteihoizer and
Mrs. Jacqneline Ivea,

2 Pan]. Thnry Masaan et. al., Child I'velopmen-b and personality (Harper
and iw LL, 1956) p. 401.
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l an attempt to quell or repress that aspect of the personality which

offends the parent, developing meanwhile the more socially "approved"

characteristics, the ego encourages what Fairbairn calls an "internal

saboteur" or "antE-libidinal ego"., A normal process of maturing is

thereby made difficult, if not inrpcssible, by this "spectre", itself the

source of a deep resisitence to psycholtherapy. l M

The airfzELthid1nal ego goes on 'bringing -the patient up' in the
aaii way as the parents did.	 trithermcre the disturbed child
feels a ied to be aonroIIed, even thougi it be by the very
parents 'vrhc upset him.

MitteThoizer's insistence on the value of "strong4' Germanic traits of

character; his frequently expressed view of tenderness or love as a

"weakness", a "marshmallow mood", 3 his authoritarian cast of mind, seen

to constitute evidence of -the promptings of such an "internal saboteur",

since:

The cultivation of a fictitious sense of strength. in the.
hating, antilibidina]. ego,, i.e • an embitred personality,
has to substitute for genuine eg-s1trength,4

Should -this fititioua ego-strength. be exposed, however, or seen Ito be a

delusion, then: a dilemma ensues and the ego"s "internal saboteur" directs

its destruciveness inwards upon itself. The "pseudo-Siogfried" faces

suicide. Brian Liddard's discovery that his attempt to transcend the

's work there is a marked antagonism to psychotherapy -
a refusal to accept it as a. valid science • In The piling of Clouds
(1961), maither Peter Elmaford nor his wife, "had any respeót for the
pontifica-tions of psychalagisits." (pp. 190/191). In The Weather in
Middenshot (1952) a character refers -to "all these shits of psycho-
logista" (p.. 98), and in A Swarthy Bo'y- (1963) 	 himself says, with
more restraint, "I still thxuab my nose at the psychiatrisis" (p.. 62).

2 ia.rry Gmi-trip, Schizoid Phenomena Object-Relations and the Self,
(m,'garth 1968) p. 203,, Further references to this work will appear as

3 EN, A Tinkling in -the Twilight (1959) p. 126,

Cuntri, op cit., p., 2O6
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flesh is really a snxptom of his own inner division, leada inevitably to>

a wish for self-destruction which then appears as the only alternative to

the se].f-knowledge that haa exposed his ascetic isni as an ego-wea1ness..

Suicide, however, is to be an. escape to a "higher plane" of existence

where his sense of inner division will be removed. Bbr Liddard, as for

all Mi-btelholzer's nchizoid heroes, suicide is

not really a wish for death as such, except in oases where
the patient has lost all hope of being tmderstood and helped.,
Even then there is a deep unconscious secret wish that death
should prove to be a pathway to rebirth.. •.. Whereas in depress-
lye suicide the driving farce is anger, agression, hate •.. i.e.
se1f-zarder, schizoid suicide is at bottom a longing to escape
from situation ... and. be reborn later with a second chance to
Iive.

Berein lies the paychological root of MitteTholzer's abiding interest in

re-incarnation, the religious teachings of the Ehagavad Cita, and In
2

Schcpenhauer's ideas on death.. and ite value as a release from the "fever

and the fret" of life. Indeed, the thex of suicide which permeates

Mittelholzer's work runs parallel with his in1resi in oriental occultism

and the theory of re-incarnation. Fbr Brian Liddard, as for so many

Mitteiboizer characters, the posaibility of suicide is a reassuring one;

and the vial in his pocket containing six deadly drops of cyanide (in fact

Margaret aver, suspecting his motives, has substituted water) is not

only an insurance against insoluble mental conflict, but also a one-way

Gtnrtri o. cit., pp .. 217/218.
2 Schypenhauer defines death as "[the great apparttnity no longer to be

I" and. suggests that 1ature "as Krishna does in the Bhagavadgita",
regards man's life or death with indifference. (The World as Will and
Re:presentation vo1 XI Do>ver publications Inc. LL 1966, pp.. 473 and
507). It is interesting to notice that Sohopenhauer also links death
and -the Bhuddist concept of irvena.
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ticket to another, higher, plane of eatence

Mittelboizer, like the hero of Thomas Mann's Buidenbrooks,'

clearly regarded death as a happy release - a conflict-free state of

exiølierxoe which was always available if one's patience and persistence

in. working out life's problems proved ±itile.. The' flIppancy of

Liddard's "well, off into the AatraI worldP' (A Tinkling in the

vIght, p. 150) belies MitteTholzer Vs serious belief in the theory of

the three Cwiaa, the earthly passions which, according to the Bhagavad

(Iia, shackled one to a procesa of unending, cyclic re-incarnation.

In each re-incarnation one re-lived a lifa on earth,. until, by achieving

liberation from Karma (the Law of Universal (use), one finally attained

Anan (absolute reality, ptire Being), and no longer needed to be re-born.

This theme of re-incarnatton appears mainly in the later novels, but was

present from the beginning. There is ntion of it ilL the early,

uub1ished "Angela Vimiero" 2, and in. The Weather Pamilj (195), where

Princess Esineralda, a schizophrenic South American heiress, lectures the

sex-obsessed Eva Ct'am!efl on the three Cmas, using her own copy of the

agavad Cita: "a good translation", she says , "the best. lb not

bother with Isherwood's. This is -the best. It is by Iogi Ramcbaraka."
(p..3].5)

Thomas iddenbroak, at the end of his tether, reads - aiiriost by
chance - Scbopenhauer's Die Welt ala Wile und Vorstellung:

The chapter was called 'n Death, and its Relation to our per-
sonal Imniortality." ... What was Death? ... Death was a joy
it put right again a lamentable mischance..

(Thomas Mann, Buddenbrocks Martin Seeker 1930, pp.. 256/258).

2 WrItten as a aeqtI to (orentyne Thunder (1941). Vide footnote I
p.49 of this study.

Brian Liddard's edition of the Bhagavad (ita (Like that of the heroine
of The Aloneness of Mrs. Chathan, 1965) is also the one by logi
Rameharaka.. EM bad read the Gita in 1930 - a fact recorded in his
diary of that year - and it is likely that this was the edition be
himøelf used
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The yogi, rber1 Lessier, in The Aloneness' of rs. Cihatham (19 6 5, ha

long oorrversations with the heroine on the subject o± yoga and nedita-

tion as a means of achieving Xtnian; and Crvin Yitkingtoii In. The

jilkjnton Drama (1.965), fInafl unable to reconcile spirit and. flesh,

rationalizes' his failure as part of a mystic pat-tern" which requires

his suicide. The suxes-t e'vidence, boweer, that Mittslhølzer took

the theory of re-Incarnation amI the concept of Astral prcjecticn

seriously, as an alternative to Western Christianity, is fowid in The

Woiided and the Worried (1962), where i-b is the main theme.
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(v) The Wounded and -the Worried (1962): The Achievement of m Dellow.

In an interview shortiy after the book's pubIicat.on,

Mittelholzer, asked to say itrta which categDry he placed this novel,

replied;:

Ii's one of rny serious books', and it's the first time that I
have ever at-tempted to treat n beliefs of an Other World nature
seriously. Sce the age of 19 I have been a convert to
Oriental Occultism but I bavea]1ways been cautious mt to bring
this theme into the open in a nve1 because I know bow sceptical
most people are in this sphere.

The story of the novel concerns the middle-aged spinster, Fanny 1Tewba1d,

a retired hospital matron who, having survived; a suicide attempt,

decides to throw open the doors' of 9-vensdene" (her large camitry house)

to other mxtortunates' who have also attempted suicide and to dedicate

her life to helping them. She has three "guests": Gwen We]lings, an

elderly mmarried headmistress, forced; to retire from a job that had been

her life; Stella Burgs, a young, brash American whose sexual experiences

at the bands of a lewd, boorish ex-husbauxi have left her with an obsession

for "clean Sex"; and Lbn Dellow, an glican parson unfrocked. for his

sexual involvement with a young parishioner as we U as for his eccentric,

high-church leanings arid, his incipient mysticism, mow a full-blown belief

in Oriental occultism arid the teachings of -the Thavad Gita. It soon.

be cones clear, however, that the three real sufferers - the "wounded and.

the worried" - are the three women, arid 'kmi is -to be the agent of t1ie1z

release. ire sets himself the task of curing them arid converting them

to his beliefs practising "maguetic healing" and "A$tral projection" -

a process' by which he saves Gwen (who has left the house to be on her own)

fron another suicide at-tempt.. The novel ends as Gwen, Stefla arid Fanny,

now convinced of Tom's powers and willing to accept his philosophy of

life, decide -to stay on at ivensdene to help other mentally disturbed,

would-be suiãides.

1 "The In-telleotual Cissies" Books and Bookmen C op. Ct . ;	 P. 21 )
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The urge to suicide is here used by Mitts ].holzer not only as a

link between the characters, but also aa a way of contrasting the

conventional ristian attitudes of the women with lbn's oriental

transcendentalism. br whereas the three women have each attempted

suicide because of insoluble rsonal problems, Tca, convinced of tue

reality of re-incarnation, tired of an earthly existence in which his

Real Thing is uppressed'and his vision of 'utb is an object of

ridicule, has attempted suicide by dr,wming in order to release his

spirit, his Real Self, from the world of flesh. The women are there-

fore. depressive suicides while Tom is a schizoid suicide, where the aim.

is re-birth and not merely self-destruction. Resoued at the last

nomorit, he now spends his time fulfilling his Karma.. The noiiel is

therefore a straightforward exposition of the writer's belief in self-

transcendence as a way of life. ibm tallow acts as spiritual guide

to the three women in the novel who represent the three t?ebly

desires" which, according to the Gita, mist be overcome before freedom

from the cycle of re-birth - itnian - can be attained. iIking to

Stelle, TonE offers to tell her about the Gunaa:

I was thThkfng about you three women in relation to the
Gwxas. Gwen, I'd say, is shackled by Satwas. You by Rajas.
j1 Fanny by Tamas. ... Satvas •.. has t do With. wisdom and

truth and Imowledge which I believe really rule Gwen's life.
it Bajas has t do with sensual pleasure. •.. That's you,

With nny, she's rather on the side of Tamas, which is
indifference, lethargy, cowardLiness. (pp. 110/111)

itteThoIzer therefore presents Fanuy as good-hearted and sensitive,

but timid and weak-willed; Gwen as intellectually prond and stubborn,

though highly intelligent and Stel]Ia as vulgar, nubile arid highly-

sexed. The result is a rather obvious, stilted characterization

StelIa's seal excitability is, predictably, often accompanied by a

rather heavy, explicit symbalism. Watching 'L carve the roast:

she kept rubbing her legs together gently under the
table as he manipulated the carving knife, as though in her
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fancy she felt the blade tickling her thighs, ( 34)

rzy is always tipo toeirig' nervously about the house, peering into rooms

and surreptitiously reading her guests' diaries (in. which they are

encourad to write as part of the therapy) in her timid attempts to

help, Easily confused, apologetic, she feq,tierrbly leaves sentencea

unfinished or is interrnited in mid-serrtenee by other speakers.. (wen

is Bho9fl to' have a keen, critical intelligence, and, in spite of her

earlier scepticism becomes Tom's most apt; and willing "pupil".

Because Mittelholzer wishes to make his philosophy as digestible as

possible, he deliberately avoids introducing' his ideas on "hnnian

vermin", fema.].e masochism and elitist social and political reform,

keeping the focus on Toim DeIlow as advocate for Eastern Mysticism

versus Western Materialism. .As Tom says :

I have quite elear-cut views on politics, sex, art, crime
and punislniient and a number of other 'material' matters, but
why should I discusa them now? At the moment we're in a
situation. ... that calls for the application of mon-material
principles, (p. 192)

This novel, MitteTholzer's first serious attempt to articulate his

religious world-view, is therefore mercifully free of the dogmatic,

almost hysterical self-assertion which is so noticeable in the later

work.

It is also Mittelbolzer"s last serious attempt at an associative

effort: the attempt to re-irrtegrate body and sou.1 and in this sense,

Tom Dellow represents his most sigmificairt achievement, It is note-

worthy that the author presents the views of his main character with

some caution, Be does not ainrply import doctrlmes of the Instinctive

and Intellectual Mind, Real Being, Atra1 Projection etcetera into the

nove1 without restraint, but prepares the reader for these unusual ideas

by presenting Tom as a reticent advocate for Oriental occultism who has
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been n understood and ridiculed in the past, and is now extremely

reluctant to expound his views, When he does, it is with a somewhat

apologetic mamier and a sense that he may appear absurd:

I've begun to discover a strength in myself I hadn't
known was there. It's exciting. And I wazrt to use this
strength, I want to play it on the three of you as if it
were a flame, and I want to see you revive." ... His glance
flicked sideways, and he grinned, "Ll1L me, Do I sound
very mad? Do I sound like a fanatic or something?" (p.. 93

and his attempts to convert the others meet with. less than. their whole-

hearted approval, 'Playing God ain," says Stefla, "trying to arrange

us about to suit your plan." (Pr 217). If m does, however, appear

at times too much the author's mouthpiece preaching a Higher Trirthi to

a self-deluded Western civilization - a Truth which he alone possesses,

and which lie feels conrpe fled to assert:

... I won't be completely happy until I get you all to
believe in what I believe, ... Ii gives me a terrible feeling
of despair ... when I'm sneered at for what I know t be the
truth, Tes,• for what I know I know! ot what I've
guessed at, but I know, (p. 75)

his certain knowledge of being mis-.w1erstocd, his fear of ridicule and

his genuine concern for others help to redress the balance. In fact,

in terms of the body/mind duality, Ton Deilow appears to be the nost

balanced of Mitteihoizer's heroes. Iris serene faith in re-incarnation

and. the teachings of the Gita makes it possible for him to articulate

and so acoept the inner conflict which imbalances other MitteTholzer

heroes:

I've thoughl It ou-t for myself, and my feeling is that
the body is as Important as the spirit. If you develop one
at the expense o±" the other your whole being will suffer,

it's a matual arrangement, so to speak. (p. IlO

cause of his psychic stability, be is able to deal successfully with

all three Gntms represerrted by the three won. He extends sympatl

and warmth to thaw Gwen's cold reserve; offers enoon agement and

strength of wiLl to steady .tmy's dilatory, rudderless life; and
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provides Stella with the "clean sex" she clesirea. The story is well

told, and MitteTholzer's skillful use of suspense hclda the reader's

iriberes; and Toni's characterization is generally convincing: his

concern for a bebter life, fOr sincerity and warmth in personal

relationships, comes acrosa as genuine. Bat in portraying him as a

perfectly integrated, balanced man at hoie in both the physical and

spiritual worlds, Mi-b-&eJ.bolzer is not, tmforttinately, content to leave

it a-b that. Tom is made into both. a spiritual and sexual supeznan.

is not merely a normally virile male, bat is given sexual powers

tha-b appear, to say the least, enviable.. ala lovs.-niafrg with Stella

is presented as a kind of marathon coitus tuinterrtrptus during which

SteIla, as delIi-bed as she is amazed, says 'you. don't get tired,

ro'a wonvt come,	 row do you do it?" Tom's answer is, one feels, a

trifle aniug "Control, that's all. .Aid . vitality." (p. 72), His

prowess in the realm of the spirit is - less spectacular. Ke not

only prac-bises a kind of spiritual acupuncture, employing "elan vital"

to' remow headaches - a process for which one is reasonably willing to

suspend disbelief - but also prcjec-bs his "as-bra], body" across the

ootrbryside to urge Gwen. a.inst suicide. ]ktitteTholzer, one feels,

has cierplayed his hand; aM in Toni iIlow maanags to produce. a hero

who has no-b only reconciled the body/mind api1t, bat who also baa,

paradoxically, full power of dissociating the two elements, existing

either as pure .esh, or as pure Spirit. The achievement of 'ibm

Bellow is t1refore finally ambiguous. In faa-b, his apparerr psychic

stability disguises a rigorous dualism which insists on the separation.

of body and mind , and Bellow's dualistic cast of mind ultimately

reflects Mittelholzer"s obsession with the body/mind problem.

philosopher himself, Mittelhoizer was meverthelesa dealing witk a problem

which has, for centuries, perplexed philosophers. As Keith Campbell
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puts it: ttrJ Mind—Body problem, like the problem of God, is .. one of

the crucial problems of pKilsophy", 1 and, sizming U) the current position

in. philosophical studies, he admits that ' ewe dust do not know enough
2

about ourselves to be sure what the relation of mind to body mast be."

It is not surprising, therefore, that Mfttelbolzer, in attempting to

resolve' his heroes' (and his own) schizoid division, should turn to

sources which seemed to suggest a simple, practical solution to the

problem

In certain books on Fstern philosophy you read of the
Intellectual Mind and the Instincti Mind. The one controls
the more refined pare of us - the spirit aide, if I may so put
itç the other sees after the f ic.io:ns of the body. Through
our own wills we decide which of the two should have, the 'eater
say. (F. 671

The Wounded and the Worried, perhaps the most straightforward of

MitteThalzer'a novels, is simply an embodiiint of this dualistic view

of the Mind/Body problem, and ibm DeUow- of all MitteThoizer's heroes,

remains, finally, the most unconLriicaied, the most accoirplished, but by

no means the most credible..

1 Keith (mpbeU., Body and Mind (McMilIan 1971) p . 10.

2 mii, F. 124.
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THE ASOCIATIVE ATTEMPT

Part two - The failure of Will: an ppeal t Nature,

(VI) My ne and My Flute (1955)

So cenr'al to MitbeTholzer's work is the problem of the Pidy/

Mind diehorbon, that even a slight and apparently straightfozward

novel like My 3mes; and My Flute bears witmess to the author's concern

with itmr division, The novel is ib—tit1ed "a Ghost Story in the

Old F.shfoned !atmer", and is, on the face of it, a very simple,

effective tale of supernatural horror. Milton Woodsley, a Guyaneae of

mixed race living in Mew materdam, rbice, learns from an old, rea-

peoted friend of his f{ly, Mr. Mevinson, of the discovery of a

canister which (found buried on 1vinsou's estate, "GOSd de Tries", in

the rbice 5ungle) contains an old. parchment, the property of a long-

dead mitch slave.o1wner. The parchment is cursed, possessing "some

strongly pshic emnnc.tions" (p 4O of the personality of the dead

man, STan Pieter Vaorman, Mr. revinson, in touching the parchment,

inadvertently sets in train a process of haunting in which the inter-

nittent sound. of a f1ite, heard only by the victim, approaches nearer

each day urrbil a hideous incubus appears and, by degrees, drives the

victim to suicide. Woodale3r, intrigued by this mystery and bored by

ew .Amsterdan! life, deliberately touches the parchment and so becomes

directly involved in the affair, Translated, the old Thitch script

reveals that exorcism of the haunting (lso experienced now by

Mrs. Nbvinson and her daughter, Jessie) involves finding Toornan's grave

and administering Christian rites over his remains. The forces of evil

which threaten Woodaley and the Tevinsons are, it appears, the result

of the Irbchman's dabbling in the "Black Arts": and. the curse on the

parchment and the haunting which results; are Toorman's way of enlisting

Cf. the inoident of the desk—leg in A Morning at the Office (1950).
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aid beyond his unquiet grave. The evil- mnffestationa which hinder -their

attempts to locate Vorman's burial-place become more and more hideous

until, guided by Mrs. Neviztson' g dreams by means of which Vaonan's-

ghost attempts to Co unicate with them, they stumble upon the grave deer

in the ung1e and manage, at the eleventh hour, to carry out the ]litoh-

mall's request, wberei.tpon the forces of evil vanish forever.. The ghocta

of -the past are exorcised.

The novel is a weU-cczisiruo-ted ghost-tale, the plot and style

remrisceirb, as Mr. llevinson p.rbs it, of "something oirb of Edgar Allan

Poe - or that other writer, LR. tames" (p. 36). Mevinson, in fact,

reads LR. James's Ghsi Stories of an Ayrtiquary, and we are told that

"his mode of expressing himself had, indeed, been subconsciously

iziflmenoed by M.R. Jamee," (p.. II. Indeed, Mittelholzer adopts,

with notable success, a suitably "Gothic" narrative style. The atos-

phere of the rbice )tmgle is conveyed with extraordinary pover one

is reinmied of the distsrbing, hallucinatory world of Shadows Mbve axzrong

Themi (1951), which has, incidentally, the sane Iccale, The brooding,

sterious presence of the' tnigle obviously made a deep impression on

Mittelholzer.	 ere is a curiously aatob!o-grapbIcal no-be in the

narrator's irrbr'oductiou to the story. I[ittelholzer makes Woodsley

present the novel as a belated attempt, using his "diary nctes", to

write a oareftIly re-constructed account of a real experience: a story

which "should; have been written about twenty years ar" (p 5)'.

Woodsley, the narrator, dates his !zrbroduc-tory remarks, '/terdan,

British Guiana, uly 1954,1,1 which places the "aetial" time of the

events of the novel, therefore, at about 1934, a period in Mitteihoizer's

1	 October 1948 My Bones and My i]1trbe, it seems, bad already been
written. The diary entry of 7 October 1948 includes the note:
"publisher anxious to reconsider 1r Bones."
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life when he was suicidally depressed and rniaerable.? And there are

other autobiographical references. Milton Woodale3r (like Milton Cbppw

of The Life and Death of Sylvia [l95))' is a self-portrait of the

author. Be comes of an old, coloured brew sterdam family, can

trace his ancestry back t the late eiiteenth cenLur; refuses a

"god office 5ob in Nevinaon's brother's 	 fj	 , 2 ___

is "regarded by- the respectable people of ITew .Amsterdan as an eccentric

crank" (p. 9), He is also "a romantic and extremely susceptible to

ChIa:1 surroundings" (p.. 1.2). That MItteiholzer, in writing this tale

of hatmtfng - of the appearance of an ugly, evil shadow which drives

its victims to suIcide - did, in fact, have n mind his earlier,

frustratfrg w Amsterdam experiences during 1934 and 1936 is borne out

by the detailed personal confession of Woodsley that he is the victim

of moods of deep, morbid depression during which he Is aware of

• . a shadow-vIce which assures me that there Is no sub .-
stance in the scene which I a beholding1. •., Such moods are
always accomanied by- a sense of depression and enrptinesw,
(pr. 43/44) '

Wacdsley's "intiateiy morbid disposition" we are informed, coupled with

rp1cal diary entries are: "depressed. A eat emptiness of spirit -
-the emptiness of failure, despair.," (3]. December, 1934). "Very
depressed. 1signed to suicide, pem±aps earLy or mIddle January."
(2B lTovember, 1935), E? attempted suicide on 14 May, 1936.

2 :rs diary reoords the event, on 24 ifovember, 1930, of his refusal
to accept the offer of a job in. a Mew terdan firm, "nterviewed
Mt', .rrar, His Offer. ¶Lirned it down, E.M. is not to be troddon
[sic) onF"

3 There is a striking similarity between this and Miss Bisnauth's
'!Ightmare Moment" in A. Morning at the Office (1950), Both
Incidents display classic symptoms of schizoid depression, in which
there is "a serious breakdown of constructive effort ... Mothing
seems worth doing, interest dies, the world seems unreal, the egt
feels depersonalized." (Cmtrip, op. cit.,, p . 39).
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a re5eotion, at the age of nineteen, of "my former religious fears" and.

the lasting emotional damage caused by his grandmother's "ability to

produce terror in. small boys like myself" with. her stories of the

Irea±'ter1 have contributed to his present pre-cccupation with death

"as an adventure which should offer a pleasant solution to my earthly

fuanblings"	 . 71/72).	 re we have both the childhood conditioning

(recorded in A Swar r Boy 11963) and the resultant schizoid attitude

te suicide as an escape from an intolerable emotional conflict. It is

not only difficu]Lt to disengage the autobioaphical elements from the

story, but actually tnidesirable to do so, Indeed, the peculiar power

of the narrative comes as much from the suggestion of hidden, numinous

fears - the subterranean activity of the story - as from the author's

considerable ability to hold the reader's interest by the sheer, con .

-pulsive quality of his story-telling. At the psychological level, the

story becomes an attempt by Mittelho'lzer to grapple, yet again, with the

mysterious Interior, the portentous description of which is perhaps more

thnxi jtzst an attempt to create suspense and an a1nosphere of foreboding:

Tow that we were far from the coast there was no wind. The
ungle, glittering in the sunshine, reared up in two dense walls
on either bank, shutting us in, It had a rigid, listening
look as though held in. a spell. The river, from a light
muddy amber, had turned black and ominous. (p. 16)

This is also the dark Interior from which Mooney (in the "Jen" fairy-

tale from A Morning at the Office [1950J) hears strange, unexplained

cries: the tmknown, forbidden territory of the Unconscious. 1 It is

also the place of origin of the historical ghosts which always haunted

Mitteihoizer; the scene of the bloody slave rebellion of 1763 in which

his ancestor (like Jan Pieter Voorman) had been involved. Finally, the

One of the leitmotiva in. Thunder Returning (1961) used -to signa1
Ichard Lebrer's need. for self-Iuiowledge, is "untrodden forest",
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evil in the novel is given what, for Mittelholzer, must have' been a

deeply personal meaning, for Voormans death is the result not only of

the slave rebellion, but also of his struggle against "the Blacker Ones" -

the dark forces of evil within. In the novel ts "postscript" the dread-

fu]. truth is disclosed: Voorman had been trying' to achieve an intellect-

ual "first" - a scientific method. of increasing the musical range of

the flute - and, turning' to ]Tecromancy, had sold his soul to the devil.

Like the hero of jawthorne's Ethan Brand' he lmd committed the Unardon-

able Sin: a divorce of intellect and emotion, Body and SonI. The

manuscript which Woodsley and Mr. Nevinson find in his grave places the

responsibility for the evil,which peoples the present with the ghosts;

of the past, firmly on the Body/kind split "it is I who plague i'self in

several forms projected and. created by myr errant will" (p.. 22]L) and the

evil incubus which, to Woodsleyts horror, nightly- inhabits the sleeping

form of the NevinsonS' beautiful., virgin daughter, becomes a symbol. of

the lurking denons in the mind, of the self-divided man: demons for

whom the burial service (read by Woodsley and. Mr. Nevinson over the

IXltchml,n 'a grave) remains merely a temporary-, expiatory gesture.

aere is, in H'w-bhorne's story, a suggestion of a pact with the
devil1 and Brands consequent "intellectual cievelopmeiit, which, in
its progress, disturbed the ccnterpotse between his mind and heart,"
is the familiar schizoid malady- which leads to his fiery suicide in
the lime-kiln. (Hwt1orne's Short Stories Alfred A. Kncvpf, NJ.
l94r p . 388).
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(vii) Eltonsbrody (1960)

Fbr the morbid element in Mittelboizer's imagnati.on, like

Woodaley's "innately morbid disposition" (y Thnes and My Flute [955J

p. 72) had a lasting effect on his work; providing the framework, for

emmple, of the later Eltonsbrodjy, a horror-story written by MitteThoizer,

it seems, simply in order to indulge his fascination with death.

MitteTholzer's hearty, devil-take.-4the-hindmost approach to the writing:

Iis a shocking story - a story of real horror - and anyone
who feels that he can't stomach real horror had better go no'
ftzrther than here. For those who' feel they're up to it, well,
let's be off! (p. 1)

is itself a ind.ioa-tion of the no1'a excesses. The hero, an Axitiguan

who' has been brought up in England, is also given the "autobiographical"

name Milton Wodsley. He, too, is an amateur painter, and on a visit

to Barbados is taken in as a guest at the nineteenth cenbu "Greai

House", Elbonabrody. Mrs. Scaife, the owner, an elderly widowed

"local-white" Barbadian turns out to be morbidly obsessed with death;

and the novel is an enthusiastic recounting of the grisly events whinh

take place at Eltonsbrody. The plot includes a shapely, exhibitionist

servant-girl, a glum, taciturn janitor, foul odours that seep from behind

lacked doors: the paraphenalia, in fact, of a typical, nineteenth oem-

bury Gothic horror-novel. Offins vanish at night, dogs howl, figures

lurk in dark cemeteries • Eve ii the author/narrator occasionally seems

aware of the triteness of "all the old creepy effects" (p. 150:

A feeling of monotony and. pointlessness caine upon me. Wind
arid ld wardrobe creaking, windows downstairs rattling, leaf
against the window s It was getting tiresome now.. (p. 150)

The main element in the novel, however, is Mrs • Scaife's morbid

irrteres-U in corpses (which she dismembers) and in death generally, 821

interest which Mittelholzer appears to be defending in the novel.

Mrs. Scaife is presented as a basically good and generous person, who
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merely happens to have a morbid cast of mind; and one feels that the

nc'vel is really a disguised piece of special pleadlng for a trait of

character the author felt be himself possessed. Mrs. Scaife, who has

second sight, is able to spot the t!raark of Death" on certain people, of

whom oodsley is one 1 She describes it as tithe mark of destructive

lust •.. a desperate hunger to watch things die" (pp. IO2/LO3); and

Woodeley is finalJy unable to condeim the old woman, in spite of her

brutal murder of the nurser Miss' Linton, arid her ouIish activities In

general s

Tip to this moment I haventt yet made up n mind about her.
I somehow simply can't bring myself to dismiss her out of hand
as a homicidaL mrL-TR.ç, ... Perhaps there's something dark In
me myself that makes me able to feel sympathy for her in spite
of her horrible deeds. (pp.190/191)

The book is a study of the phenomenon of necraphilia, and the author's

sympathy for the morbid preoccupations of his charauters is obvioixs..

This aelf-iden±ification is responsible too for the ambiguous

characterization of aId Mr. yarrow' in The Weather in Middenshot (1952)

who, while cody and deliberately erlerminating the two criminals whom

he regards as "human vermin", nevertheless derives a perverted p1easure

from the act: "I've done what fl've wanted to do - wanted to since I

was a young man. I'm at peace. Peace." (p. 163). The psychopathic

killer, Charles Pruthick, of The Piling of Clouds (1961) whose morbid

sexual luterest in little girls would seem to qualify him as "human

vermin", is, curiously, also sri eninatio figure.

MitteTholzer, it seems, like Milton Wcadsley of Eltonsbrcidy,

aware of "something dark" in himself which made it possible for him ta

celebrate, even while condemning, the morbid incTfttons of his

characters; arid it is striking how much of MitteTholzer's fictiom

deals with (in fact seems to be driven by) hidden, dark motivee.
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(VIII) The Adding Machini(Pioneer Press, Kingston, Jamaica [195/il).

In My Bbnea and My YEute (l955 the dark forces of evil were seen

to originate from a heretical attempt to divorce heart arid. head, The

perversion of will which allows a man to dami himself by reftising to

ac1cowIedge -the interdependence of enotion and reason, body and soul, is

the subject of the short "fable", The Adding Machine. The tale, set on

a Caribbean island, involves the grasping Mr. Hedge, owner of a coconut

plantation, who grows fat and rich through the agency of a "magic" adding

machine - the gift of a t'sterious stranger who visits bini in a dream -

and. through his own ruthless business irie-thoda. The machine records

not only his profits, however, but also his apiritual debts - for which

he is made to pay. He is Inflicted with boils,- warts and painful ulcers

each ti he cbeats his fellow-men or refuses them Christian charity;

and eventually he loses an arm and a leg. hedge 's business prospers,

while the machine acts as a repository of all his evil -thoughts arid

actions, developing a horrible blight, which Hedge notices when he

registers his week's profit: "He started back, Even as he watched,

another red scab appeared." (pp. 40/41). Finally, when he attempts to

register an amoimt of profit which the machine considers to be immoral,

the thing leaps upon him and kills him. The story is reminiscent of

Oscar Wilde's Darien Cray1 in which a portrait takes on the hideous

inner nature of the man, leaving him, however, izmacent-looldng and

youthfzI, Darien Gray's unpardonable Sin, like Mr. Hedge's, Ia the

wilful. attempt to separate the soul from the body - an attempt that leads

to a violent end. .Arid Hedge 'a death, like Ibrian Gray's is the soul's

revenge on the bodyr

Fz.'om each spot and. blotch there' emarged a greenish, horny
tentacle. ,,, Each tentacle burrowed, with an easy and Iaiow
ing familiarity, Into M, Hedge's cheat, ,.. As they came

I	 rat published as a novel in 1891 by Ward, Lock arid Oonjariy.
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away ithey brought Mr. Pledge s heart entangled in their writhing
xnid.st. A heart black like the machine and as spotted and
blotched and putrescent. (pp. 100/101)

The machine which (as the stranger tells Pledge) "will add only for

you" (p. 11), is Hedge's soul: his real self. For not being honest

with it he has to pay a terrible price. The storyts sub-ti-tie "a fable

for capitalists and cozmnerciaiists", is misleading, Mit-telholzer was

against, no-b capitalism or commerce, but the lack of personal integrity

which often accpanied them: a one-sidedness of personality. Hedge

bad:

all his life ... beeri a realIst.. Loney, so far as he
was concerned, was the only real thing worth bothering about..
(p . 20)

and: this lack of balance between material and spirItta1 is his undoing.

He remains aiaother example of the Miltelholzer character who disoors

that he cannot Igeore, or fool, the inner self.
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(IX) Of Trees and. the Sea (1956)

Mittelholzer v s attempt to create an associative art comes, then,

from his acute awareness of psychic division; and. his characters are

almost always motivated by the inner urgency of their sohizoid. condition.

The failure of their attempts at personal integration - a failure,

essentially, of will - is also, paradoxically, implied by their author's

own sense of inner division, his morbid concern with. death, and his con-

sistent personal involvement in his fiotion. This is not to say,

however, that Mit-belbolzer'a art is always self-divided and fragmentary,

A Morning at the Office (1950), as we have seen, is one completely

successful example of the positive, unifying activity of which hi

writing is capable. Aid there is another aspect in which. the associa-

tive impulse of his art is frequently successful. This is the linking

together of landscape and character in an almost musical harmony.

Mittelholzer's love of nature and strong feeling of "oneness" with land.-

soape, weather and natural objects made it possible for him to evoke,

with extraordinary accuracy and insight, the actual spirit and "feel" of

a place, This ability is obvious in moat of his novels from Corentyne

Thunder (1941), where the East Coast savanxiahs and rice-lands are

brilliantly re-created for the reader; to The Aloneness of Mrs. Chathani

(1965) mn which the heroine's walk through a snow-covered English oountz5r-

side conveys an almost physical experience of time and place. In Of

Trees and the Sea, written in Barbados, 1 human character, landscape and

natural environment become fused. in a comedy-fantasy which Mitteihoizer

obviously enjoyed writing: a novel which gave scope to his undoubted

talent for linking together people and natural objects, and for convey-

ing the atmosphere of place.

1 EM's Barbados diary entry for 11 July, 1955 is: "started work in
rough on new novel - Of Trees and the Sea," On 1 September of the
same year the entry is: "prepared MS (Of Trees) for the post."
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The Mi-ttelholzers were happy in. Barbados' where they lived

froim 1953 to May 1956 on the leeward Maxwe1I coast, Mittelholzer, by

then. a fairly successful and well .-established author, was able to

pursue his favourite hobby (observing and. recording weather conditions)

in. an. ainosphere which he found congenial and which provided many ideas

for use in his writing, In The Weather Family (1958), for example,

the hurricane ("Ianet") which struck the island in 1955 is the no'vel's

main centre of interest - the principal 	 and the lives

of people are intimate iy related to the moods of the weather,.

M.ttteTholzer's fascination with weather and envfrormient is given full

rein, and the book's foreword mentions the fact that his own weather

records are used in the story, In Of Trees and the Sea, chapter

headings ("the Acid Menace of Manchineels"; "the Wtsam of Hurricane

Seas" "the Entangled Foliage of Family 	 es")' reflect the then of

weather and landscape, stated in. the title, and characters bear the

names of trees or shrubs	 The Frondsons, Oakbents, Pdflards, Larches

arid Mandrakes are all Barbadiari familie a whose names, incidentally, also

sound Iegi-thnately Barbadian, In. this novel ltittelholzer, half-

humorously, links character and emvirorimen1 so that the pecuLiar

qualities of a tree,2 for example, are mirrored in. the character with

whon. it is associated, The unstable Susan Sedge is therefore quiet,

secretive and rvoua: fail of "secret purpose" (p. ID), a character-

istic also present in the description of casuarina trees' with which she

is linked,. The dark brown evening gown she wears' fits so close 1y that

1 A fact which emerged during my conversations with !&rs,. Roma
lVtitte iholzer,

2 In his travel-bock, With a Carib ye (31.958) EM writes:
After the casuarina, the manchineel is my favourite tree in

Barbados, It is a War among trees •,, - a tree that seems' to
offer the passibility of Infinite bliss', Mid. profound tragedy.
(p . 91).

It is interesting to note here EM'S automatic linking of music, matural
environxnent and human ent ion,
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"It might have been a thin bark" ( p. 69) pr eating her body. The

eccentric Colonel Iather, who is suspected by- the locals to be "trying

to brew a strange drag from herbs - a drug that will turn people into

trees, or trees into people" (p. 65), but who, it Is f:bialIy discovered,

is merely writing a book on Th.rbadoa - a "1 oetIcal comed3r-fanrasy

with botanical and religious overties as a matter of course" (p.. 256)

is a comic sketch of the author himself at work 	 .zt Mittelholzer's

aim in writing the book is a much more subtle one; for in uniting

character and. natural environment, he is at the same time recommending

(as he does In Shadows 1ro'e Axnoaig Them [1951] and. The Mad McMtdlochs

t1959]) a racially- mId but unified society- in which people can be

"natural ", warm and loving, and in which preudiaes involving race or

religion have ceased to' exist. Above all, a society which encourages 	 -

the unselfconscious finetioning of a healthy aeal and emotionaL life.

The story concerns a young, newly-married glish couple, Pat

and Roger Wart, who have only- recently arrived in the island and find

themselves becntrig mre and more affected by their Barbadian neighbours'

unozrthodoz behav:Iour: an odd ndxtare of na!.vete' and sophistisation.

iger is a target for -the frankly- sexual advances of Daphne Sedge, while

pat (whose pregnancy "old Broon&', the local obeah man predicts, warning

that the child is the offspring of "Beslzebub") becomes almost bypno-

tioally drawn to Mr. Drencher, the coloured. village patriarch and

"fatlr'-corrIessor" who, still virile at eighty-one, has a special fond-

ness for young women. Roger is seduced by Daphne, who becomes pregnant

as a result; and. Pat has a recurring nightmare in which she commits a

vicious murder. Pat also becomes pregnant, bat is not certain whether

the child is Bøger"a or Mr. Dreneher"s, for on one of her visits to' the

old man's cottage, Drencher had, it appears, been more than usually
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Sy1fl!pathetio and helpful. The Warts' nraz'riage is threatened by guilt and

suspôion until, at a party given by Mr. Drencher, it is revealed that

Ther, by an extraorclinaz7 coincidence, is related to the old man, wh

has now secretly married Daphne Sedge. The novel ends with a suggestion

of confused heredity in the future, for Daphne rs child has been fathered

by Rcger, and Pates by aid flLencher. Btr[ as Mr. Drencher says:

We're all human bein.ge together, am I've often remarked.	 e
should ive to be one happy family, shouldn't we? Why trpset
ourselves about the entangled folia of family trees! (p. 24)

The novel's light, humorous touch tends to disguise the serious

nature of the theme which it shares with Shadows Move among Them (1951)

and e Mad Mc!IIochs (1959): the discovery by English "outsiders" of

the natural, healthy and ultimately more "civilized" way of life of the

Caribbean. The Warts" arrival as tniwelcome foreigm interlopera is

expressed in Old Thoome's vision of:

a strange male beast front far across the seas that emerged
from the waves bearing on its back a female beast who was
preguant with a female child - the child of Besizebub. (p. 98)

and both R,ger and pat are given to expressing a latent quality of

violence, "I get so frightealIy eaIous sometimes I can kill" (p. 7&),

he tells her, and, worried by Dapbne's attentions to him, she says "I'll

kill her if she attempts to - to win you away from me. I mean it,"
(p . 164), Fat's recurring nightmare, which, begins with their arrival

in Barbados, is also an expression of repressed vimlence, In her dream,

she stabs with a paInted, wooden stake, the prostrate figure of a black

nazi, am action which suggests a symbolic attempt to silence her' own dark,

uiioonsious urges, This impression of Pat as dangerously introverted is

reinforced by the fact that she is linked with the Manchineel trees which

she loves and which exude a corrosive, whi sap. This tree possesses

leaves which, we are told, "fbld forward secretively" unlike the white—

wood. trees whose leaves (which act as an antidote for the poison) are
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"wide opem and frank" (p. 206). She is clearly afraid of the psjchic

disturbance caused by the appearance in her consciousness o hitherto)

repressed, dark moti'vesi

She remembered tales she had read about white people going
to pieces in. the tropics. ... It wasm't only tropical natives
who could be superstitious. ... All that was dark and morbid
and silly and romantic in her heredity was being dredged up
(p . 201)

Old Drencher rs stability-, warmth and seaxa1 vitality act on Pat like a

balm, the effect of which is like that of the sea itself:

leant forward as he spoke, goodwill surging out of him in
a].mcst visible spume', salty and sincere? and surrounding her on
all sides, so that she thought she would swoon from the abundance
of it. (p'. 3) 1

The woods and the beach (the scene of Roger's seduction) near his cottage

are owned by hin, and the whole area ezd.es -Ihe all-embracing, vital

quality with which he is associated. "The beach is drenched with it"

(p . 139, my- -underlining). Drencher is the central, associative agent

through whom first Pat, and them Roger, overcome their European reserve

as well as their resistance to the natural urges of the flesh. Roger

dreams of a city- of old men.:

a city comcse& of wicker baskets ... plIed one on top
the other a-b the entrance of a huge cave, blocking the whole
entrance. (p . 155)

There is a suggestion here, of old Mr. Drencher in his wicker-work

rocking chair and Roger's' feeling of claustrophobic panic represents'

his resistance to Drenoherws3 relaxed, promiscuous generosity- of spirit.

pat, on the other hand, in. the old man's company, "felt herself in a

dry cave crouching within the quiet gloom of his protection" (p . 173),

and it is Drencher who, like some aged, coloured, god-huinoured

EM's deliberate use of alliteration to create an effect of sibilance
(the sotmd of -the surf) is noteworthy.
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Prcspero, 1 finally exorcises Pat !s morbid anxiety-dream.

The -tropical landscape, the trees and the saa, stand for all

that is good and eaLthy in Nature, as well as in people; and the

weather-images with which the book abounds are used as; a contrast to the

insincerity and superficiality of human relationships. Phe description

of the Poilards' engagement party (at which the bride-4o-be discovers

that her ring is a fake diamond) is a typical example of this half-

humorous linking of people with the natural enviromient as a means of

contrasting the superficiality of the one with the genuineness of the

other:

People were still coming in, and. soon -the large sitting-room
became a forest of human. trees s-tending in a clutter about the
floor rustling with conversation in the gale of alcoholic
beverages that swept in from the dining room where half-a-dozen
black boys kept up a cyclonic service centred aromd. a sturdy,
old-fashioned side-board. (p. 68)

Susan Sedge, Roger and Pat are only too glad, however, to escape from

the par-by ixrto the open air again, for the trees and the sea ... never

traded in black ties ? silk lapels and fake diamond ringe" (p. 77). This

passage also illustrates Mi-b-telholzer ts inordinate liking for alliteration,

which appears to be a conscious attempt to create a pleasing, rhythmic arxl

musical style. One is reminded of Miss Bisnau-th's lo-e of "linking

words together" in A Morning at the Office (1950). Mittelholzer's

frequent use of alliteration and assonance, however, instead of producing

the desired, poetic effect, generally appears an obtrusi- and whimsical

device, as, for example, in the description of the cordia blossoms:

that turned the grass beneath into an arena of recent
revel; a party of harlots, last night, might have discarded
their over-painted mouths before dawn dismissed them at their
dissipation. (p. 13)

At one point, Roger quotes a line from 1ae Tempest, to describe the
tranquil beauty of the island 0 One is reminded t1it the Barbadian
writer, George Lamming, has found in the Iiban/Prospero relationship
a lasting metaphor for much of his own work.
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This insistence or using alliteration to create a "musical" effect is

occasionally takefl by Mittelholzer to absurd limits. In The Weather

nctIy (1958) we come across this description of the lull in the

weather just before the hurricane arrives

The fiery flutea continued to frolic. The passionate
piccoloes peep.-)eeped their cbicken.-ttmes in high-pwered
peppery squeaks, shaming the shivering buzz of the bassoons
with their baokound shush-shush polIcy. (p. 306)

There is a good deal of this kind o writing in The Weather Buuily.

Indeed, the frequeir use of alliteration is a diaostic feature of

Mittelboizer's style. More interesting than his efforts to employ an

alliterative 'imsical" technique, however, is Mittelholzer's attempt to

use musical form as a framework for his novels. The idea is presenth

in the Kaywana triIo - in. -the description in Kaywana Blood (l958 of

the "-twin. themes" which interact, finally ending in a Perdendosi' -

and in. The Life and ]ath of Sylvia (1953) with its opening and

closing- chapter-headings; "Qerture, with trumpets", and "]inale with

low drums and cymbals". In -the Ieitmotiv novels, there is actually an

attempt to combine a musical "score" with a verbal story. Indeed, no-c

only does Mit-telholzer adopt the Wagierian leitmotiv technique by using

certain set words and phrases and combinations of these to indicate

particular characters and emotions; but be also uses the leitmotiv as

a link between character and. environment. There is, therefore, a

doubly associative quality in his approach to these novels, where his

love of music (especially the music of Wavier) combines with his feeling

for landscape and natural environment to produce a genuinely original

experimental technique of m,vel-writing-.

1 The word means "gradually dying away". See footnote 1,
P.92	 oftbisstudy.
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(X	 1tMin1shed 1rioy

Latticed Echoes (1960)

Thunder Itiu'riing (196]!)

The Ieitmotiv novels Latticed Eehes and Thunder Etnrn1ng,

were intended as the first two books of a trijlcgy which was never corn-

pie-ted. Like the Kaywana series, the Ieitmotiv novels reflect

Mittelholzerrs enormous erxer and exraordinaiy ability in organizing

detail (there are over forty leitmotivs, sone Involving twenty or more

words1 in Thunder turnIng). The painstaking care with which he planned.

and wrote these novels is reflected. In. the foreword which he felt ob1ige

to include in Thtmder iturning in order to explain this new, ]Leitmoftiv

technique. The 1eitmtivs were, he explained:

• ,	 re symbol-adjuncts to the dialogue, They are intended
to mean nothing in so far as their literal content is concerned,

¶ 
tI)jjjtI story s told In. the dialogue, but parallel with

this the Leitmotive are also telling the story in symbol form.
(Thunder Returning, p. 7).

Re is careful to disassociate his Ieitmotiv method fran the "stream of

consciousness" technique of James Joyce or Virginia Woolf, and though he

ad.niits including "thought passages" in. the second novel, these, however,

.. are done In a straightforward maimer, being enclosed
within brackets. They have nothing whatever to do with the
Leittnotiv section, and, in. fact, may even be looked upon as a
secondary dialogue. (p.. 6

Quoting a passage from Thunder Iturning:

Menace wreathes like a dark-green fragrance out of the veiled
magic belonging to several shadows, several realities duplicated
on the green-painted walls.. Menace moves like a duck out of a
pine forest, out of hush violet with silent shudders and weak,
red but clear responses

Mittefliolzer uses it to explain the onpIex functioning of the leitntiv

technique:

... i is at once apparent that here is a scene that Intro-
duces ¶Lbxmny Iwleyson (the key-words in his Mbtiv are 'menace",

"veiled magic", "dark-green" and "duck"). Liiidy, his wife, is
also involved, for "weak, red but clear" is part of her [otiv.
Moreover, "pine forest", "hush" and "violet" are key-words from
a new Motiv introduced at the end of the previous chapter - a
Motiv ind.icative of Lindy's secret longing for union with It.chard
Lebrer ... (i. 7)
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Moreover he images used in the leilniortivs are generally drawn fr -the

nati'al environinent. The ]rew Amsterdam motiv includes "amber water

ribbed •.. backdam"; -the eorgeiown honE of R5iThard Lehrer's father is

cojmred up by 'hibiscus •. latticed portico . . narrow street"; and

-the words and images are ac-tually descriptive of each place. But

Iei-ftivs are also used to indicate particular personalities, aa well

as -their enottorzs. 'jba words "cherrT ... plum blossoms ... holly hedge

•.. ooming showers" in-troduce L:indy Bcwleyson, and "s±ai-aples . .

cobblestonea" her Joy in being- pregnant. The eilmotivs' therefore are

in-tended -to fUnction not only as a symbolic story-line: they also

link character and environment within a nsica1 framework, The "iew

technique" was, in concept, clearly an ambitious and connnendable artialio

attempt, but one which, in practice, has a number of serious drawbacks,

no-t the least of which is IittelhoIzer's own. eccentric forriulation of -the

lei-tmoljvs themselves and -the mrintentional effect of banality which

they often produce in the context of -the story.	 ifortuimteiy, in

attenrp-Ling to weave the leitmotiva into the story Mitteiholzer often

simply inserts the images between ps in the narrative, or in the

dialogue. This results in sentences in which the Jaed ends of the

leitmotiva are left sticking up Like so many verbal sp'lfnters. In

Latioed Echoes Lydia's leitmotiv includes the words "dark-green",

"swim" and "duck", so her conversation (or those which mention her) is

frequently supplied with these ]leitmotiv '!marers":

"Richard." A duck awani. "Yea?" In a pond. "Never
mind." ¶ith a dark-green head. (p.. 3(i)

"Richard has married an English girl." Buzz and ohirrup
"Yorkshire girl" Churr and duck ... "]b you Imow her?"
Cthirrup and swim. (p. 42)

The portentous Ieitmo'ti7 passages- which introduce the "strairt" narra-

-ti-ye, often lead to an anfl-climax:
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Huge and serrate are the shadows. An amber trellis peietu-
ally ribbons the mango and jamoon foliage. A duck swims in
lonely peace, dipping, rocking insecurely, silently past a cosy
feather-bed in our windless basement ... "Have you just come
in, Richard?" (p 177/)

and in striving in the leitmotiv sections for a lyrical, "poetic" style,

Mittelbo'lzer often creates an unintentionally comic effect:

Several stirrings, several rockings .., with dark-green grins
and poison-blue ±hunxler. Plong-beng! Irk, dark, dark are
the echoes of a million centuries of uncoiled snakes, of red
grins in a moaning evening dusk ... (p. 2473

The chorus of moaning alligators and "quarking" bull-frogs, like the

rest of the leitniotiv accompannent, remains in the final analysis, an

overly-symbolic bacigrourid to a fairly pedestrian plot, and it is

impossible to deny the justice of the criticism that:

the characters and story are not at all of heroic propor-
tEams. Infidelity among expatriates in itish Guiana doea not
lend itself all that much to the reverberating echoes of the
vlagnerian system1

Whereas, for Wagner, the Ieitmotiv principle was used to underscore a

theme of mythopoeic, heroic proportions; for Mittelholzer, the leftmotv

remains simply an interesting, verbal assembly-device aimed at adding a

"symbolic" dimension to a quite cowventional love-drama.

MitteThcizerts concept of a detailed Wagnerian Ieitmotiv technique

for the novel was, nevertheless, a genuinely original one, and one that

provides further evidence of his attempt to create an associative art.

But his use of' Wagnerian leitinotiva has a psychological, as well as a

stylistic, significance; for there is in the movel rs plot, sri underlying

theme of cultural and racial heritage: the idea of genetic "purity"

as an indication of "wholeness of soul".	 Richard ]ehrer's Germanic

ancestry is shown, in the novels, t be a kind of Holy Grail

R.M. Gamble, Irish Times (2T Fbruary, 1960).

e
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of Identity which contains the ultimate solu-Iion to his frner division;

and his qtst for Identity involveø a recognition and pursuit of a

European/Germartte destiny. The story of Latticed ohoes involves two

coupless the Guyaxieae-born Richard Lebrer and his wife Lydia who is

from brkshire, and. iIuu.y Rowleyson (also' fraa rorkshire) and his

Grmart wife Woglinde, or Lindy, as she' is ca1led	 Richard, Lydia and

their six year old daughter, Susan, return to New nsterdam Rritish

Guiana where Richard is to take up a post as Oovervment Architect.

The Rcwleysoris also live' in w Amsterdam (,umry is a road engineer)

where Richard meets Liridy, becomes instantly attracted to her, and they

have an affair. Wher Lindy, who has always desperately wanted a child,

becomes pregnant, To3rn, kziwing himself to be sterile, ts drunker

than uøual and threatens to shoot both Richard. and Liny. Tragedy is,

however, averted and the novel ends with. Tonmr resigned to cucheidry,

Lydia bitterly jealous of' Lindy, an4 Lindy herself anticipating mo'tbei'-

hood. - her one obsessive desire. In Thunder Returning, the relatiomehip

between Lialy and Richard de'veIolpa into' mntual lover while Lydia (who is'

nw also pregnant, much to Richard's aruioyance) becomes ne'arotically

jealous of the pregnant Lindy, irruiting her to tea with. the object of

kicking her in-the stomach. 	 e attempt fails, and, as Toimny becomes

more and. more of a cypher and Lydia a hysteric,, Lindy's baby - a boy -

is born. In. hospital, Lydia, almost insane with jealousy and disappoint-

ment (her baby is a girl) TTls herself by leaping from a window.

Towiuy degenerates still further, becoming a hopeless alcoholic, and

Richard and Limly, at the end of the novel, consider the possibility ot

meeting again sometime in the future, perhaps abroad)

1 According to Ert's second wife, Mrs. raaqueline Ives, he had intended
to set the scene of the final novel in the' trilc on the Rhine, where
Richard and Lindy were to meet agnin.
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Stated in its bare essexrtials like this, the story of the

leitnitiv novels appears trite, even, vulgar: little mare than "infidel-

ity among expatriates in British Guiana".	 ¶rhere is, however, another,

symbolic "story" which is revealed in Mfttelhalzer's deliberate use of

psychological echoes from ie thg of the 1Tibelrmgs thrOUgiOUt the twa

navels, We know that }itittelhaizer was exbremely enthusiastic about

Wagner"s music, and: that he was familiar with the story of the Ring

cycle in. which there is a notoriously complex symbolism2 attaching ta

the apparently ehildlflke, fairy-tale plot. It is said of Wagner's

Ring' that the opera is an embodiment of archetypal elements and

functions at levels "on which the psyche itself is the ultimate hera";

and it becomes clear, on closer reading of the navels, that ittelba'1zer

was attempting to give this quality of psychic relevance to his simr1e

story. Mittelbolzer's longing for a racial and cultural pedigree

must have made the utonic rthaIo- of Wagner's operas seem attractive

indeed, and. the Idea of the death and regeneration. of the gods of

WaThalla is bo1h a vision of the final supremacy of ixtoniam in the

world of men.4 and a successful lirbegratian of the- human. psyche, in

1 R.L Gamble, op. cit.

2 See, for example, R. Dining-bon, Wagner"s 'Ring' and its Synibole
(ber ]1963y , Re finds in. the opera "a study of life from the
psyche's paint of view," but makes the paint that "the Ring goes on
men4ng many things to many people at one and the same time." (p, 33)

Tbid., p. M

4 In spite of' Wagner's association. with Adolf Hitler and: the Nazi
ximvement, however, the charge that his operas reinforce a theory f
the supremacy of the lq'ordie races remains as difficult (or as easy)
to' prove as to disprove, Wagner's schizoid character almost ensures
an inconsistency between his stated political and social theories and
his art,
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psychological terms 1 Both these concepts were inportarrb to Mitte].holzer,

whose work reflects a deep desire to integrate the two opposing halves

of his own divided self, as well as a need to be acceed, by European.

society, as an individual in his own right. Richard Lehrer's attraction

to> Lincly is based on the Germanic iVbIcod which they share. Richard haa

always felt drawn to Europe and knows that his "spirit" is not in British

It never has been. At heart, flm a European. It was' one
of te's nasty little Jokes - ny being born in this country.
(p. 32)

This is a reminder of Siegtried's refusal, in the Ring, to believe that

the lowly Mine can be his father or that the gloomy cave of the Nibelung

is his true home. Lindy's real name, Wog.linde is, of course, the name

of one of the Rhine-maidens:

"Lovely name • It seems to ring a bell, somehow, Woglinde."

"There's somebody in a Wavier opera called Wog]Linde, love.
It may be that you're thinking of,"

"Of course. In The Ring, if I renmber," (Latticed
p. 60)

Richard's senile gandfatlier, between shouts of "Iutschland ber aIles"

and the excerpts fron Wavier's operas which he orders- to be played

regIarly on the phonagraph, lives in a Germanie dream-world; ordering'

Richard out of the house when he hears of his Royal Air Force service

and of his bombing missions over Germany. The old man nevertheless

represents a heroic father'-figure (his leitmativ is "source"

"giant") and Richard himself baa a similar "feeling' for Germany:

I like Germany. When I was there in the summer I felt
at home. Something in me responded to the feeL of the place.
(p . 93)

When, in Thunder Iturning, both Lydia and Lindy are pregnant, their

condition is seen to be symbolic; for each woman becomes the bearer of

the ancestral Lebrer sperm, success gning to the German, Lindy. In
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fact, the main theme of the novels involves soaI and psyol2io orbency:

the ability of the sperm, arid of the psyche, to survive genetic damage

arid to act as a regenerative force. Richard, in making Lindy pregnant,

is in. fact obeying a noble "destiny" wherehy he re-establishes a gertio

and psyhologica1 link, -through his seed, with the utonic heritage he

admires and shares; leaving behind his racially "tmpure" West Indian

background. Lindy's pregnancy is therefore bathed in. a herof., Wagnerian

light. 'LIe baby is a "young Siegfried" (p. 35), and: its birth heralded

by the leitmotiT "lightning etches a scarlet sword oier the top of -the

mourtain." (p. 89). It is as 1±', through Lindy, Richard himself is re-

born into a utonic heritage. In Latticed Echoes, his interview with

Mr. Sinclair, the 1'Tegro American journalist, is a final rejection, of his

own regro/vest Indian roots:

I don't identify myself with the negro race, Mr. Sinclair.
(p . 217)

Don't tell me, Mr. Sinclair, that if, with the knowledge that
you have now, you'd been offered: by the gods, in. the hour before
your birth, -the option of being a European or a negro you'd have
chosen to be a negro. (p. 222)

Richard sees himself as a Siegfried figure, poised for a heroic flight

to Europe; and it is no coincidence' that his graiidfaither ts favourite

record is am excerpt from The Ring: Siegfried's Rhine journey..

Both Lydia and: Lbnuny are made to condem thenmelves out of their

own mouths, Lydia blaming herself for not taking Richard's tmfaitbfnlness

"like a man.". She says, incredibly, "It was only me who cotrldn't be

consoled. A woman you know. Bloody fools, all of us e " (Thunder

Returning, p. IS). 1bmmy admits, rt±iIIy:

I knew I was sterile, and I didn't tell you before we married

trther evidence of -the Link between. t's life and his fiction is pro-
vided by the fact that when he re-married in. l%O, he and his Euglish
bride honeymooned: on the Rhine, the scenario In which be had planned to
set the final novel of his leitmotiv trilogy. (vide foDtnote 1, p.
above).
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That's where I'm. the villain, in the picture, so I have no' right
to' squeal because you've gone and got yourself a child by
anoither fellow, (Thunder Returning, p. 27).

Clearly, the reader ' is expted to see Lydia and Lbny as weak, inferior

beings: ribelwnga, perhaps, Lydia's overpcwer:Ing urge to kill Lindy's

unborn child is described as a "worni" or ttserpentfl in her mind, an

iin:age suggesting the evil dragon, Enfner, who guards the ring made of

Rhinegold, and whom Siegfried has to kill in order to reclaim the ring.

In fact, Lindy (woglinde), as a Rhineinaiden, is the true, lawful guardian

of the Rhinegold, represented by the child she carries, which, in turn,

symbolizes the re-born "self" of Richard/Siegfried. The zealous Lydia

imnes that Lindy- is:

proud of the young Siegfried restless in. her womb,
Itf.chard nutst loc1 forward to the day when the yoimg German will
slip out into the daylight and. sound his horn, wave his little

utonic sword, bowl defiance at the TTntermansohf The lowly
ribeImigs, A supezbaby. (Thunder Returning, p . 35).

rb Richard Lehrer, for all his Germanic ideals, his longing to

adapt a utonic herita and landscape, remains a self-divided man..

His ]løve of irope is at odds with his intimate feeling for the land-

scape of Guyana. Looking at the countryside as it rushes past oatside

the window of the train, he unconsciously reveale by the delighted

eression on. his face a deer pleasure and one-ness with the land.. Lydia

not1ces, and smiIes

It's your face, love. I wish you could look at it in the
mirror there. It isn't the face of a man who hates the country.
(Latticed Echoes, p. 50),

There are hints, too, -that Richard's Germanic outlook is not a genuine

trait of character, but rather a form of overcompensation for him feel-

ings of shame and guilt for the fact f his mimd racial ancestry His
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aunt's remai±s about Richard's grandfather are equally applicable to him:

Poor papa. This German obsession of his. almost
pathetic. Why, why should he have inherited such a strong
Germanic spirit? Iris own father, a pure German, was not so
German in ou11ook Poor papa. Always ignoring the negro
blood in his veins. (Thunder iturning, p . 92).

and ItLchard knows that his own obsession for the ordered, cultured Old

World value a of Europe atems frau mconsc us, inner couirpuls ions which

always remain j&st out of focus:

it's like trying to focus my ze on a ghost - a hazy
apparition that melts away in the 'very instant that I catch
sight of it. Something is wrong with me, but I can't diagnose
it - and no one else but me can ever diagnose it. (i!hunder
Returning, p, 65).

It is this sense of psychic, division which Richard Lebrer tries

t dispel by adapting a "utonic" (i.e • "strong") attitude to life, and

by attempting, through Wogllude his German "Rhinemaiden", to recapture

the "pure" genetic inheritance he so passionately desires. The trio

is, however, incomplete. Richard Lehrer remains a pseudo-SiegCried.

Perhaps MitteTholzer felt instinctively that his hero's emotional ambiva-

lence precluded the possibility of a simple so1uton; and that the ghost

which haunts Richard Lehrer, as ii haunts so many Mitteiholzer heroes,

was only too readily recognizable as:

-the deep iuire'vealed part of me. The part of me I've
never talked. about to anyone. 	 part of me I'm. afraid of
and hardly even like to face up to myself. I curtain it off
from myself - but I know what's behind the curtain, Oh, I
know only too well. I-t's no mystery to me. (Thunder Returning,
p. 216).

It is interesting to consider Richard Lebrer as a mature version of

Geoffry Weldon of Coren-tyne Thunder (1941). Weldon remains undecided,

vacillating betweem. love for the (renyne and a yearning for the

Retropolitan culture of Europe. Ire is caught between two worlds.

Richard Lehrer, however, has been. abroad, experienced this culture and

returned. I is now certain that the solution to his dileumius. (like
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Weldon' a, it is that of a "white" mind in a "coloured" body) lies in

rejecting his Caribbean background and looking to Europe as a spiritual

home,
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3apter tve

THE SHIFVTIN EMP}tA.SIS:

Personal Acceptance and. Social Reform?
in the "gIish" T?Tovels.

(I) A Tale of ]hree places (1957)

So far we 1mw examined MittelhoIzer?s attempt (impLicit, when

not deliberate) in dealing with schizoid heroesr t embody in his

fiction the thenie -. first sounded In Ocrentyme Thunder (1941) - of a

Duality of Being: the psychic split which undeinines his and his

characters' explicit motives. We have also seen that his art, however

trivia], in effect, is often profoundly serious in intention, and driven

by an associative impulse: the reconciliation of antithetical, opposed

elements such as Love and Hate; Spirit and Pleah; riotIon and Reason.

Mittelhoizer's own sense of inner division and his consisterr, personal

frvIvement in his writing farther complicate the natw'e of his themes,

often adding a deeper, psychological meaning to even his nost trivial-

seeming plots. The psychic fracture which had its origin In his sense

of genetic damage, and the resultant anxiety about racial arid c.i1tiwal

pedigree, proved to be extremely persistent: I!! fact, grew deeper with

time, In this chapter we shall consider Mit-telholzer"a attempt, already

observable as an underlying impulse in the Ieitmotiv novels, to seek a

solution to this intractable psychic malaise by je-ttisoriing his West

Indian background In an effort to graft himself on to a 1ropean parent-

stock. And we shall find that the attempt leads not to a cure, but

-to the exacerbation of the disease,

In A Tale of Three Places' t1 hero says:

I've always felt deep inside that it rs stupid to get worked
up about national pride and a chauvinistic love of' one's
country. Since I was a boy I biew that the day would come
when I'd run off and merge myself with the world. at large •,,
(p. 29G)

1 a],], quutations used are from the 1957 edition,
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This is Alfy Desseau, the racially mixed, emotionally insecure, middle-

class Trinidadian who, in ar attempt to cure "the disease of unstable

loyalties" (p. 60), leaves '±nidad for England:, returns to the West

Indies temporarily, finally deciding to settle permansrr1y in England.1

Desseau's problem of "loyalties", like Mitte1hoIzer's, stems from his

awareness of not being a "4ii n West Indian. ifis introspective,

romantic nature, his dislike of "ca pac culture", his enthusiasm for

Clive ].1's Civilization and the music of Wager combine to make him

dissatisfied with Trinidadian life. "The trouble about Trinidad", he

says, "is that there are no set standards to ]Li'je up to, I have to

set nown standards." (p. 209).	 therefore rejects his West Indian

background, adopting a "ropeam" atti-tud.e to native customs, which he

considers "inferior". 	 xnmantng on this aspect of the novel,

F.M. Btrbalaingh says;

The view of Alfred Dessan [ie3 in A L1e of Three Places;
that a West Indian can, at will, erase the cwiulative psycl-.
logical effect of fears and uncertainties built up over twelve
generations in the Caribbean is clearly wishful thinking - the
sublimation In fantasy of a continuing Caribbean problem, Such
a view is as implausible in the novel as; it is incredible in
real life 2

The point is, however, that Desseau, like most of the West Indian middle-

class of the time, considers his problem of "loyalties;" - of identity -

to be simply a by-product of his "aecczid-hand" colonial status; and he

believes that by- simply altering that status - by merging with the

civilized, outside world - this problem will cease to exist. Tinder the

circumstances, his conclusion that chauvinistic love of one's om

AIfy's movexints parallel his author"s. travelled froni Trinidad
to England in 1948 ; from England to rbados where he lived from 1953
t 1956, finally settling permanently in England.

2 Birbalsingh, op. cit., p. 101.
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country, as a West Indian, makes no sense, is not only plausible, but

logical. The novel is set in the late 19408, and at that time in the

West Indies, the view of an AI±'y resseau (especially among the middle—

class) would have been considered neither fanciful nor absurd. Europe

(anti England in particular) was conmonly regarded as "the- world at

large" - the seat of culture and the recoguized eriter:i.on of social

behaviour.. 'lb feel a patriotic pride in one's colmtr3r and a sense of

identity as a native of it was a privilege reserved for the Metropolitan

citizen in the larger, outside worldr not for a West Indian colonial

whose education and cultural ideals were inspired by, and orientated

towards, Europe. The standards of art and literature, like thse of

society as a whole, were unquestionably Europeam and any serious

attempt to create a West Indian culture or art was considered a kind of

in{nrtcry:

What was worthwhile bad already been said, and in any event
you were presuming, as a young colonial, when you attempted to
use the language which Shaicespeare had used. Then again, what
on earth could you write about? lou didn't have -the nightingale
that stimulated Keats. ... There was not the beauty idealised
about the niango or sapadulla that had been woven about the
apple.2

Even the local landscape was an inferior' imitution: the
very trees and hills of Tamaica were only a kind of papiermche -
the famous landscas were in Euglarid. To Tainaiean bind could
sing like Keats' nightingale, and Jamaican f1owers were not as
beautiftul as Wordsworth's daffodils3

As one coentator puts it:

For -the individual West Indian, ooming to Eugland was thus an
inward moven9ut, a jo'urry into his cultural womb. (Dilip Iliro,
Black British, White 'itish re and Spø-ttiswoode, 1971 p. 17).

2	 Seymour, Lectures op. cit., I. 48.

Louis Simpson, " The ton of Jamaica" London Magazine vol. 12 u. 1
(ApriIJay, 1972) p. 63.
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ucb a view of the West Indies — one quite COfflfllOfll3r held without any

critical questioning by West Indians as late as the 1950s, and still

noticeable even, today in spite of its general rejection — could lead

only to anxieties about one's status in. the world: anxieties to which

the educated nttdd1e-alass was particularly prone. For theni, the

colonial condition. represented a restricting, second-hand cultural

framework. In fact, because the Caribbean was the nost colonial of

all colonial societies:

The mass o±' people — whether they followed the tradition of
rejection or of imitation — had no target to aim at, no ideal
vision, that was not self-defeating.1

Lack of a national identity, the lack of status, was often felt (however

naively) to be remediable simply by going to the 'iother Country". The

exodus of West Indian writers and artists which begen. in the nineteen-

fifties is partly attributable to this vision of Britain as a spiritual

and. cultural "borne", residence in which provided autaiiatic proof of both

the status and identity which were threatened by remaining in the West

Indies; for "since Caribbean. elites are by tradition absentee, merely

to live there is to forfeit status. ,,2	
an interview with

V.5. Wà.ipaul, Lex Hamilton records the writers vision, as a young man,

of "leaving the ew World which was imperfect, spiritually poor ... [to]

just go to the Old World and flower." 3 That a sycholcgical and

not a purely literary impulse lay behind 1TaipauI Vs decision to adopt

Britain as his literary "capital" seems evident from his concern with

his own rootless condition — the keenly felt absence of traditions which

might guarantee identity and personal stature. His anxiety about his

1 See p. IX of Philip Mason rs foreword to Lowenthal, op. cit.

2 Lowenthal, op. cit., p. 135,

3 gex Hamilton, iardian (4 October, 1971) p .. .
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eta-his has a peculiarly obsessional note (in view of his considerable

success as a writer) and appears inextricably bound up with deeper

anxieties about personal and psychic integrity:

I can't help Ithiriking that I might have had much greater
success, been unich better understood as a writer, if I had been
born in EngJ..ancl. •.. I am coucerned about the dignity of nyself
as a writer, and when I find people offending the status of my
writing I can get very angry. I have to pr1tect that status,
because therers no one' protecting it for me,

There is a suggestion, too of the psychological dangers attendant on the

attempt to adopt a 'parent.-ctxIture":

When I asked if he [raipauI] could not graft on to any main
body, be said wryly, turning down the corners- of his mouth,
that it was rather that the main bodies rejected the graft
it was policy now to move on, he Iciew be would damage himself
if he accepted the idea of staying.2

Alfred Isseau's tmquestioning belief in the acquisition of a "European"

identity as the logical solution to his own conflicting feelings is

therefore understandable in. both a historical and psychological senses

His consequent self-alienation however, is predictable1 for:

the search for a cultural pedigree, the desire for roots
in a past that is not derived from former masters •. leade' often
to self-distrust •.. to a dogeatic refusal to ocl!rprcanise, to
a polarization of all relations into hostility- or support.3

Dessean is painfully aware that his malaise 1s partly the result of

genetic inheritance:

.AIfy felt himself attacked by a gigantic frustration. Why
could he not have been fashioned like Jlum? (re less, s1any,
uncLtioal, a relad West Indian.? •.. In this instant he felt
as though life had imposed upon. him, had been unfair in giving
him the nature he possessed. (p. 268)

From an interview with Adrian Rowe-Evans in ansition no. 40
(December, 1971) iF. 61.

2 Alex Iramilton, GUardian op.. cit.

See p. IX of Philip 1iason's foreword to Lowenithal, 	 cit.
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and on closer examination of .A.lf-'s division o± "loyalties" - hia vacila-

tion between igland and the West Indies - we find that 1ritteTholzer is

ags.in pursuing his conpulsive theme: the psychic split which comes from

the lack of a stabilizing racial pedigree. This psyoh,logioal Theme is

the central concern of the novel, the general plot of which can be quite

quickly summarised. Alfred Isseau is of snteel, middle-class, ench

creole stock; a fact which, together with his consciously moral, artistio

temperament, has unfitted him for life in Trinidad. His dislike of

the crude, careless, self-regarding attitude of his good friend, Ei'rol

Ming .-Ho, a shameless but likeable womanizer, is matched by- his devoted

admiration for Errol's English wife, Constanae, who returns his ltk4ng

and respect.	 d up with life in Trinidad, unwilling to accede to his

p'aren-ts 1 wish that he marry- the socially desirable Elsa Tijero who lows

him hopelessly, but whom be does not ]1ov, Alfy considers going abroad

-bo escape.	 makes up his mind to do so when Constance, whose marriage

has never been a success, decides to leave her busband. arid settle in

England. In London, pursued by EIsa (who is on holiday with. her

parents) and threatened by the jealous, frustrated Sidney - a Trmnidadlan

rival for Elsa's love - A]Lfy meets and. is sexually attracted to Lavinia

Skelton, a rinphomaniae English model, but is soon repelled by her crude

sensuality. His visits to Constance are a source of pleasure, bit he

is not in love with her, and. broods over what appears to be his inability

to form a balanced, lasting relationship with. a woman. He then meets

a West Indian planter friend and his white Barbadian wife, Martina,

whose beauty acts as a sp to his decision to accept their invitation

to visit them in St. Lucia. In ttnie, he discovers that, once again,

his feelings are engaged only at the physical level; and, disappointed

in Martina because she reveals herself to be without sexual scruples,
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he decides to return to glaM to marry Constance (now vorcy the

only woman he has ever respected.

The book is divided into three sections ("Trinidad"; "]g15fld";

"St. Lucia"), in each of which there is a good deal of descriptive

writing intended to convey the atmosphere and "feel" of the place. This

aspect of the novel is, however, subservient to the main theme of AIfy's

inner conflict; although the novel length of nearly three hundred and

fifty pages, its discursiveness and consistent lack of action tend to

overbalance the theme of rootlessness. As AJ. Seniour observes:

There is a shapelessness about the book even though it bulks
a certain size. The opening section. ... is too wordy, the
encounters of Trinidadiana in. London .... too casual and episodic
without helping on the action. One would suspect that the diary
had been very much in use in bodying out the nciiel)

In. fact there f.s evidence that Mittelholzer drew on his diary notes for

material which appears in the book2 ; but the novel's- disjointedness and

lack of action can. be related. to. the fact that MitieTho1zer's real con-

cern is with AIfy's tentative probing of his own. psychic maladjustment:

the need for an emotional centre of balance which he feels only life in

]g1axid can provide. .AIfy, like the iglish heroine of The Aloneness

of Mrs. Chatham (1965), is looking for stability of soul; but his

search, 'unlike Mrs, Chathazn's, is complicated by a sense of genetic

disablement. His love for England, like his devotion to (onstance3

eotures op. cit., pp. 33/34.

2 Alfy Deasean's first impressions of London are 'very similar to the
descriptions of Hyde Park and the Kensington area recorded in E's
1948 diary, £Lfy's visit to the Albert Hall (to hear a Wagner concert)
is matched by the diary notes of Eit's similar visit in 1948.

me name suggests atability, security. Alfy thinks of her as "the
-roscope in. his life." (p. 283).
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Errol's English wife, represents a wish for the stable, fixed standards

and traditions no-b available in. his West Indian background. In a word,

his search is for pedigree d Axl interesting, apparently uncormected

episode early in the nol ii atrates this search and: its importance.

We are told that nstance was the illegitimate child of her mother's

indiscreet affair before marriage. Having rejected and disowned the

child, the moither had married and fled to Trinidad where she and. her

husband had. quickly achieved status as people o:f social iniporbance.

Constance, now a grown woman, had managed to secure a job in Trinidad,

intent on confronting her mother with the unpalatable fact of her exis-

tence - The meeting take a Iace at a party where Constance deliberately

embarrasses her mo-bher by scandalously amiouncing herself as her illegiti-

mate child. This incident, not connected with the general mevemeni of

the plot, and somewhat far-.fetche6. if considered as merely the result

of Constance's wish for revenge, becomes credible when seen as part of

the general theme of the need for a pedigree. By this public cctifrontar-

tion, Constance Is atteinptin to re-establish the genealogical existence

denied her by her mother's attempt to Iore the fact of her birth.

This Interpretation of the incident gens support frai' the fact that

her mo-bher's seamI rals are not in question. As Constance later teUs

A].fy, ahe forgee her mother's promiscuity, Ivbut to behave as thouti I

didn't exist - it was that that made me bitter. n (p. 14) • Any claim

to a !pure" Old World pedigree is, however, denied Alfy who knows only

that "the Isseama had once spelt their name D'ESfeu, and Desseau was

a corrtrptLon." (p. Is). His attraction to Constance carries an inmfs-

takable suggesttou of the longtgg for genetic security a security

represented by Fxgland. Indeed, the fact that all 'the women to wbon

be Is attracted are white or near-white reflects the coloured, middle-
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class West Indian's deep-seated wish to 'nIarry white" and so "improve"

the strain:' a logical attitude, one is bound to feel, given "whiteness"

as the criterion of genetic purity.

In England, Alfy goes to a performance otf' Wagner's The Ring and

is so captivated iy it2 that he begins to see his own life in a heroic,

Wagnerian light, imagining himself to be a Siegfried, impelled by

destiny towards self-disccvery. As he thinks of his earlier decision

not to follow his parents' wishes; "in his fancy he thought he could

hear a troublous theme from the Ring ... Wotan in a thunder of anger."

(p. 98). Aj'ter the concert he meets Lavinia, the beautiful but crudely

sensual model, for the first time, and immediately sees her as a Rhine-

maiden; and Martina Soul-Bastigue, the wife of his St. Lucian friend,

later becomes a destructive Brlinhilde. When. he is first introduced to

her he hears "a trombone blaring something from The Ring. The Sword

motif." (p. 257) • It is not surprising that the rootless, Europe-

orientated ]ssean finds in the self-contained, xiiy-bbio and heroic

utonic universe of Wagner's opera en expression of his own wish for

racial and cultural identity: part of Wagner"s explicit intention in

creating his operatic works out of the mythical stories of Aryan gods

was to anchor his music in a psychological framework in order to achieve

a unity of form. The Ring, it has been suggested, 3enacts, by virtue of

Cf. the Mcil1oeh's achievement of racial purity; "after Grand-
father peter married a pure white Irish girl ... we became a white
family again." (The Mad McMullochs 1959, p. 107).

2 E's diary record of the actual event - an unusually emotional and
expansive note, considering his normaLly brief, factual jottings -
reads: "Waier concert. Excellent. A4fl eening that must riot be des-
cribed - only remembered in. detail for all time s " (13 September, 1948).

3 See H. Donington, Wagnerts t Ringi and its symbols, op. cit. Also
see C. C. Jung Modern Man in Search of a Soul (ioufIedge & egaTt haul
1959) pp. 179/162.
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the archetypal nature of its symbols, the process of psychic integration

in which it is possible to consider the character8 of Siegf'ried and

Brtbhilde as representatives of the eternal Male and Female principles.

Interestingly enough, there is a hint of this dinsion of meaning in

Mittelholzer rs j]

For AJi'y's inability to love, like his anxiety about national

and. cultural identity stems from a psychic imbalance. Flesh and

Spirit are not in harmony. Sex is for him a powefu:L bir1 enervating

impulse; and in his sinxultaneoua fascinatlin with and revulsion from

sex, we recoId.ze the typical Mittelholzer hero who, as if driven by

some psychic law, has to Iarn through sexuality to reject the purely

sensual side of his nature in order to gain the emotional perspective

which will allow the "male" and "female" aspects of his psyche to

co-exist. Ris many encounters with women in the novel all serve to

purge an unhealthily unbalanced attitude to sex. Lavinia's voracicms-

ness finally disillusions him. "Ire was: no Rhine maiden", (p. 202)

he thinks, when he discovers that her sexual desires are mildly perverted.

r obsessive sensuality acts on. him as a psychically dissociative force.

"Fondling her he felt that he was losing touch with himself." (p. 227).

Like Susan Scanlan of The Aloneness of Mrs. Chathani (1965), Lavinia

represents the emotionally damaging nature of sexuality when. it i

unrestricted by ego-sanctions:

It was degrading to allow himself to give in to this purely
physical attraction, ... It was contrary to his whole personal
code, (p. 182),

With Martina, Alf'y again finds that only the sensual part of his nature

is engaged; and the thrill of anticipation he experiences when he

thinks of their meeting:

Deep in the centre of his being he could hear a low bar-
monious bourdon, as though millions of tiny spirit-bee a were
at work in a spirit hive ,.. (p . 266)
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is at once a suggestion of sexual delights to come and a warning: a

reminder of his inner insecurity and lack of psychic balance. The

image of bees trapped within is also the leitmotiv in Thunder Returning

(1961) of Richard Lehrer's inner division: an image which is also used

(and. with the same effect) in The Weather in Middenshot (1952), Shadows

Move among Them (1951) and A Tinkling in the Twilight (1959) • Alfy' s

almost morbid obsession wi-th sex is illustrated by his overpowering

desire to see Lavinia. naked, and, in particular an anxiety to examine

the state of her teeth. 1 She laughs, opening her mouth. widely, inviting

his inspeotion of her teeth and asks him to visit her when she is posing

in the nude for her artist friend, "It would not be easy" thinks Alfy

darkly, "to forget a body like that," (p. 186).

Elsa Tijero, the Trinidadian girl who loves Alfy and follows him

to London, represents a natural, healthy sexuality; and Sidney, the

jealous rival, though he is l'homnie moyen aensuel, is genuinely in love

With her, Kis emotions are not, like Alfy's, dogged by sexual morbidity.

Elsa continually discourages Sidney, but he remains deeply in love with

her:

what then, Alfy asked himself, could be the nature of this
obsession that drove him to follow Elsa around like this? A
subtle kind of envy stirred in Ally ... he felt a troubled
regret that he did not possess Sidney's capacity for devotion,
It must be exciting to find oneself in the grip of such a
terrible passion, (p. 160).

Sidney (who follows Alfy and Elsa "like a shadow"), might almost be

Alfy' a alter eg,: the genuinely passionate side of his nature which is

not divorced from love and affection. The fight between them, in

Trinidad, during which, threatened by the dxmk Sidney, Alfy allows

himself (to his later shame)' to kick his opponent when he is down, has

This strongly suggests the fear of the vagina dentata of la feimne
fatale, a fear related to the male's neurotic distrust of "self-
abandonment" in sexual intercourse, (See Karl Stern, The Flight
from Woman, op. cit,, for an interesting discussion of this element
in' psyoholo and literature.
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symbolic overtones. It is a fight1 between: Ego and. Shadow, and. the

excessive violence displayed by LEfy- reflects his fear of the unknown

side of himself, SiiificantIy, it is Sidney who introduces him to

Lavinia (whose unnatural lust helps bini to recog!lize and reject his

own lubricious sexuality-) and who finally marries the sexually pure

Elsa. £[fy gtes on: to St. Lucia where, after a visit with 1iartina to

the crater of Souffri' re - described with iinags symbolic of a descent

into hell (Lø. the "hell" of his own: morbid obsession with. sexy - he is

finally able to reject sex as the ruling obsession of his life, lie

calmly decides that from now on, his life will be more balanced. lie

tells her:

., just as I loved but renowiced Trinidad, I'm going to
renotuwe you. and. marry her bnstanceJ and settle down with
her in Eig1and, (p . 347),

The view that "he marries because he is exhausted, not because

of greater emotional self-ccvtrol"2 needs, therefore, to be qualified,

Alfy's success in transcending his insistent sexuality is at least a

temporary- silencing of his inner- chaos; but it is not enough to cure

his psychic division:. 	 is wxable to follow (bristance's advice to

trust his intuition, becanse:

Trouble is that often I hear intuition as a chorus inside
me, and. each voice seems to be singing a different tune.
There is one voice that is more insistent than the others.
What's wrong with me is my damned cowardice, Instead of obey-
ing the drtit voice, I try to make peace between them all,
(p . 150).

AJj'yt decision to leave the West Indies and marry Constance is a

reiinciation of his "tainted" backgrowid and a turning to Europe for

the solution to his problem of psychic instability. ]sseau attemptø

1 In The Weather Family (1958)' the unstable hero has a dream in which
a right between "two brown demons" serves to project his psychic con-
flict: "their faces were his own They were not really demons, but
projections of himself," (p. 160),

2	 irbalsingh, op. cit., p. 96,
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to graft himself on to a parent-culture. But he is still a self-

divided man, and. one feels that the attempt is doomed to failure, as

indeed it proved to' be for his author.

br Mitteiho'lzer himself sought to resolve his own problem of

cultural and national identity by rejecting his Caribbean background

and adopting the Old. world culture of Europe. 	 om 1961 onwards1 his

novels deal exclusively with "English" characters in an English back-

ground. His characters" relationship to English society now becomes

his main theme, and his heroes tend to insist donaticalIy on what are

obviously their author's own extreme, right-wing views. The psycholo-.

gtcal theme of the Body/ind spIlt becomes overlaid. 2 with sennonizirig

about religion, art, politics and cr!me and punishment. Mittelbolzer

seems to be writing these "English" novels in an attempt to iriose his

views on glish society which, to his essentially Victorian cast of

iitnd, must have seemed too left wing, -too liberal, to fit the important

image of a stern parent-body which alone could command his respect and

allegiance. The novels of this period are all, in a sense, a protest

against the "effeteness" of the society which he has now adopted as lila

own; and for the health of which he now feels a certain filial anxiety.

This is not to say, however, that the underlying element of psychic

malaise (in character as well as in author) disappears: in fact it

becomes mare intransigent, developing almost into a neurosis. His

earlier, youthful rthiia-figares: Olivia (Shadows MOve' among Them, 1951);

Roxanne (The Mad McMullochs, 1959); Margaret Beaver (A Thkling in the

1 Thunder Returning (1961) was -the last of his novels to incorporate a
Caribbean background.

2 The Wounded and the Worried. (1962), as we have seen, is an exception.
In this novel, ELII decided for the first (and only) time in his career,
to deal openly with the theme of the Bbdy/1nd split in relation to
his belief in Oriental Occultism.
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Twilight, 1958) now re-appear as ftlly maturer sexually destructive

women like Sally Elmsford. (The Piling of Clouds, 1961) and Susan Soax1an

(The A1neness of Mrs • Cha-tham 1965). His heroes, meanwhile, become

fatally self-alienated and develop an almost pathological arrogance

towards society. In examining these "preachy" novels, The Piling of

Clouds, trncle Paul (1963) and The Aloneness of Mrs. Chaltham, we shall

find that, for Mittelhoizer, success as a novelist depended upon much

more than regular publication: the real need was for public approval of

his private attitudes. Acceptance by the parent-culture of gland

had to be on his own terms, and when this was clearly not forthcoming -

publication, difficulties began i earnest with The Piling o±' Clouds -

the dogaatic aurthorial voice became almost hysterically insistent

iJeotion of his novels nant reeotion of himself by the parent-body;

and the books were, at their deepest level of meaning, a protest at

this "unreasonable" course of action. The result of this sort of con-

fliot on a person as psychically unstable as Hittelholzer, was almost

bound to be tragic.
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(II) The Piling of Clouds (1961)'

The title of the novel suggests the gathering storm both. in

Mittelboizer's life1 and in. the lives of his characters, Sally and

Peter Elmeford who live with their nine-year'old daughter, Jeanrze-tte,

in Mill Hill, S.W. 5. Their middle-aged neighbour, Charles Pru±hick, is

a mild-mannered tax inspector whom they have Ithown for two years, and who

often "baby-sits t' for them. There is a perverted streak in his nature,

however (suggested by his liking for stories about wax'-tine lTazi atroci-

ties and. the nervous trembling which, he experiences in the little girl's

presence), which eventually precipitates a tragedy, He rapes and

murders Jeannette one night when her parents are out and. shoots himself

after confessing to Peter and Sally:

I was simply that way, Peter. Just your misfortune - and
the poor little creature 'a - -that I happened to live next door
to yoa. Nothing happened -to make me what I am. I was always
so. The germ was there frcm birth, It g,ew in me like a
little cloud. (p. 258).

The novel is intended as an illustration of MltteTholzer's theories

about crime and punishment, and Prrthick's action is meant to support

the thesis that:

a neurotic will always be a neurotic, under the best of
nditions. A sane, steady person will remain sane and steady

if you force him to stand on his head for a year. (p. 212).

•This is, of course, Mi-btelbolzer's view of the nature of heredity, and

it is the basis of his arunent for the extez,ninatiou of orintzkals -

"human -vermin" - as the only solution to crime. Vie have heard the theme

before, First axmotxnoed in. Shadows MOve among Them (1951), it is the

main theme in The Weather in Middenshot (1952), and appears, briefly, in

a number of other novels, Peter Elmsford, who, like old Mr. Jarrow of

The Weather in Middenshot, is a self-appointed judge and would-be

executioner of criminal types - he carries a 1ade5 revolver and keeps

1 EM attempted suicide again in 1963. This has been cofirined by
both Mrs. llama Mit-teTholzer and Mrs. Jacqueline Ives.
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a hypodermic syringe full of cyanide for use against cr±ninal types

has certain characteristics which identify him as a projection of the

author, SuperbIy 'virile, he adopts a gi'uff manner, a donatio style

os speech, and has definite, if somewhat bellicose views about every-

thing, especially "Strength" and. IlWeakn,essI:

If you keep strong and. vigilant you win out; you trixtnrph
over those who are weaker ,.. It's Life, and if you try -to
ignore the way Life fun ttons, down you g 	 Iuth1essIy you're
hacked	 Because Life is cruel, (p . 209).

Mit-teIholzers own. obsession with "Strength" and "Weakness" had been

the generative force in the Kaywana triIy, where -the root cause of

both qualities was seen to be genetic inheritance, His own sense,

therefore, of genetic "damage"; of having inherited "tainted" (i.e.

lTegro, and hence "weak") blood, impelled him to insist on a "strong"

attitude to life, His advocacy in his novels of "extermination" of

criminal -types is simply an outstanding demonstration of this commit-

ment to a policy of t'strength",

The novel is described by MitteTholzer as:

a book in which I had decided to take up again the theme
of The Weather in Micidenshot ,,. the crin problem in our
society and how it couJ. d becured, I

and he makes it quite clear that "the views I express through may hero"2

are his own; and that -the theme of the book is nothing less than the

need for social reform in 'itain:

In every serious book I attack directly or obliquely the
attitufies of our so-called. liberal intellectuals — especially
in respect to the coddling of dangerous criminals. I feel
that this is one of several manifestations of the 'rot' in
our society, the effeteness' of our intelligentsia.3

This is the Mittelholzer of the novels from 1961 onwards the violently

right-wing social reformer, bent on imposing his viewa on crime and

"A Pleasaxrt Career", op.- cit., p. 42.

2 IbId.,

3 "The Intellectual Cissies", Bcsoks and. Bookmen op. cit., p.. 21
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social responsibility, deeply concerned for what he calls, (adapting

Sohopenhauer) the "will to rot" which he finds, to his dismay, in

Eglish society, "the coinitry and the whole of our Western civilization"

(The piling of Clouds, 1961 p.. 84). Reviewff of the novel, at the time

of publication, praised the book's serious iirtention aM the vrriter's

social concez'm:

In THF PILI1TG OF CLODD6, however, he has bravely tackled a
problem. that, to our shame, fills the front pages here at
home rather thazi across the Atlantic: the suffering of children
at the hands of sexual maniacs,1

and. even though the reviewer feels that the novel does not provide any

answers, he considers that "it is to MitteTholzerts credit that we feel

compelled to ask such questtons."2 In a weekly o'urna1 the book Is

described as "based on the terrible contemporary problem of -the

suffering of children at the hands of sexual maniacs," 3 These reviews

are concerned, however, mainly with the social relevance cf the novel

and. do not attempt to discuss its literary quality. The reviewer izi

]IS, however, ment ions this social aspect but draws atterrlion to the

novel's shortcominga as a piece of fiction. The style ía criticized

as laboured and portentous:

clearly it is all meant to have the inevitability of a Greek
Tragedy. Clearly, too, it is wide open -be parody. But it
would be unfair to dismiss -this novel summarily-. Mr. MitteTholzer
can write well, and he is dealing with a real issue. If only he
had not overplayed his hand:14

The reviewer, of crse, could not be aware of either the author's limier

compulsion to adopt an uncompromising attitude towards both liberalism

and criminal violence, or of his deep, psychological need to' assert his

R.C. Churchill, Birmingham Post (14 November, 1961).

2 mid:.
3 John O'I,ondon's (23 Nwinber, 1961) p. 578.
4 T.t$ (24 rovember, 1961).
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ovni view of "s 4ingth" and. discipline through his hero • The critic

was therefore "misrepresentingt' anct "attacking" not only the views

expressed by Peter Elmsford, but the author himself. Sti.ig

Mittelhoizer replied:

Sir, - had your reviewer, in your issue of NOvember 24, been
less hasty lit his perusal of my latest novel, The Piling of
Clouds, he would have discovered; that I made it quite clear
(though obliquely) that the views expressed by my hero were
my own.. •.. This be :ing so, I feel compelled to correct the
fmpression ••• 1

Mittelboizer' theii goes on to differentiate between "Human. Vermin" and

people possessed of the "wifl-to--rot" (aa opposed to the
will-to-live ? Schopethatr's Die Welt al Wile urid
Vorsiellung).

categt)ries which the reviewer had mistakenly p-laced together aa "rrinan

Vermin" and, therefore, fIt to be exterminated. The reviewer's reply

to Mitts Tholzer1s objection is damaging and unanswerable because it

exposes the apparent fascism of the writing:

-While I strongly- suspected that Mr. ltittelhclzer shared his
characteris 'viewa I did not think I would be justified in
stating this categorioaIy,	 rtber, the nature of these
views urged restraint.2

Mittelholzer rs reply is, typically, beth honest:

Most of what your reviewer wrote may- be considered "fair
comment". Indeed, as a re1ittaI to what I wrote two weeks
before it is excellent.4

and self-deceived:

my hero 's doctrine (and mine), as propounded in this
work, is, far from being one of "hate", an attempt at genuine
liberalism - the kind that can weigh up Issues in a truly fair

1	 (1 December, 1961). (My imc1erItning).

2 Thid1

S (15 December, 1961),

ILS (22 December, 1961).
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and. balanced spirit - as opposed to the kind. that baa gone
sickly, syrttpy and sentimental with toç much milk of human kind-
mess turned sotr by over-civilization

As I have attempted to suggest in this staly, Mitteiholzer, when it came

to issues about which he felt strongly, was uniquely disqualified from

any ercise of true liberal-mindedness - "the kind that can weigh up

issues in a truly fair and balanced spirit" - because of his own,

peculiar psychic imbalance. His deliberate cultivatIon of "Germanic"

attitudes, his adniratLon for the dualistic philosophy of Schopenhauer

and for the "utonisin" of Wageer were contributary factors in his

schizoid view of life. Such irrfluences, one feels, on a personality as

eccentric as Mittelholzer's were almost certain to prove unsettling.

'j3s eçtraordinary violence of his hatred for the criminal mind

is striking. Peter Elmsford. says that he would like to control the

administration of justice in the country for just one year:

Before that year was over this country would be a place
safe to live in.. Safe and clean. I'd. have cleaned it com-
pletely of every specimen o annan Vermin I could. get bawls
on. •.. Those whoa I couldn't get at with a hypodermic syringe
of cyanide I'd shoot down as I'd shoat down a cobra or a tiger
in the Indian 5rmgle. (p . 117).

This has the ring of paranoia, and after his outburst a friend asks,

half-sarcastically, tvVTd do that all on your own?" Elmsford, with

the characteristic inability of the zealot to see the absurdity of his

position, replies "well, dom't take me too literally. I'd have to

have assistance, of course." (p. lIT). That a serious emotional

disturbance in the author is implicit in the writing, is suggested. by

Robert L.ubmen:

the ideas developed in the book strike me as no less
frightening than the rape of the child. ... 1&r • Mittelbolzer
is concerned not with causes but effects, and. makes of them a
smooth melodrama with a dtthious moral - so dubious that it

¶115 (22 December, 1961).
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looks like a symptom. of the moral collapse all too apparent in
his characters,1

This is a revealing remark, and gives the clue to the novel' a particular

ineptitudes: the prosely-bïzing which puts the reader' out of sympathy

with the hero, and the apparently pointless' irony of the novel's' ending

(it is peter's own wife who precipitates the tragedy); for it indicates'

Mitteiholzer's invoIvemexrt in the novel, and. hints at the buried motives

which we have come to expect as part of the writing.. A closer look at

the characterization helps to make this clear.

Pruthick, a secret seza1 pervert with a homicidal weabxess for

little girls, is Peter's best friend, and. he accompanies the E].msfords

on a week-end visit to Peter's mother-in-law in the coimtry:

"I very- seldom", said Peter, "feel wann about men 	 I mean
wann in an affectionate way. But Charles is one of the few
men I feel that way about. I like him ... and I biow he Likes
me too ... and. that's one of the things I'm certain, about. '
(p. 138).

There is a curious insistence here on Peter' a I-fldng for the man who is

to become his young daughter's rapist and murderer; arid, after the

tragedy occurs it is Charles wh has to insist on being treated as

"Human Vermin", and killed. "You have been decent", Peter objects,

"I simply can't see you as - as Etan Vermin." (p. 261) • Faced with

au unequivocal example of the violent crim - 'n .l mind, Peter is unable to

act, and it is Charles who' finally takes his own life. It is difficult

to decide whether Mittelholzer is simply weighting the argument by pro-

ducing' this unexpected justification of Peter's theory of "Human Vermin",

whether he is, in fact, questioning Peter's (and his own) stated views

n the crin1imI mind, or whether there ía here an implied suggestion

that Prutbick is only the agent of a deeper evil, which is ulttinately

R, Taubman, lTew Statesman (10 november, 1961) 	 714. My iinderlin-
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responsible for the tragedy. Of these possibilities, the last gaIns'

credence if we consider the role of Peter's wife, Sally. In contrast

to her friend, Lilian (a quiet, s'upathetic soul who likes helping

others), she is a realist, blataxrUy sensual, naturally promiscuous.

She deliberately lets Prtrthick see her naked, and taunts him, curious to

see his reaction, until she seduces hinr This is the incident which

releases the la.tent violence in Prat^iicic. It is not simply that he

"bides time In order to rape and murder his chiId leman." 1 Indeed,

young Jearpette is far from being a Louts—figure. She is described as

an ungainly child with "clumsy legs" (p. 125) who is "pleasant and

hearty, and showed no sensitivity of azçy kind." (p. 35). It is

Pnitliick's sexual intercourse with Sally that rouses the evil dormant

within him from the outset. When, at the end of the book, Charles

explains hin brutal action to Peter, he aiguificantly omits to mention

Sally's part in the affair. In fact his confession, which seems to

justify Petor's views on heredity ("a neurotic will always be a neurotic

" (p, 212), needs to be taken in conjunction with his earlier

thoughts on his "abnormality":

Oh God!! This England arid its pruderies!!
to grow up as I did!! So shut in, so encomp

naurai urges.
my underl' inirrg).

What now begins to emerge is- that spectre of semal morbidity - the

result of the early repression of natoral urges - which we have been

encoim±ering in novel after novel. This, not "heredity", appears to be

the real villain; and Peter's reluctance to regard his best friend as

"Human Vermin" comes from his suboonsoious recoguition in Pruthiok, of.
the repressed violence and unhealthy attituiles within hiEss1f Hence

1 Birbalsiugh, op. cit., p. 95.
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his ironic lilcing for Pruthiok and his inability, faced with. the impala-

table truth. about the man, to take action; for to kill Pruthick would

involve a conscious reooition of his own, inner motives said fears,

The fluttering of the bird trapped in the attic (reminding us of the

image of "bees trapped in a basement" - a lei-tmotiv of insecurity),

disturbing peter ts sleep - Sally is able to sleep through it - is a

symbol of Peter' s hidden fears and of his inability to identify or

exorcise them: he finds that lie cannot reach the bird when he tries

to rescue it. His actiom. in placing a strer oat in the attic to kill

the bird. is later paralleled by his giving the gun to pruthiok, who

then takes his own life. These are both symbolic actions. Like the

oat, the gun. is unlicensed and cannot be traced to Peter (a point,

inoiden-tally, that Pruthiok makes), and both incidents can be interpre-

ted as the psyche t a attempt to keep tuaconacious motives out of range of

ego-]ztowledge, Finally, Pruthick strikes Peter with the gun - a swift,

unexpected blow that draws blood - in order to make the authorities

think that -there had. been a struggle • It is another means of leaving

Peter tin the clear", but the wound can also be seen as a token of the

inevitable damage to conaciousuess which follows any attempt -to deceive

the unconscious, inner self1

The underlying ambiguity of Peter's doctrine of the ertermina-

tion of "Himaxi Vermin" stems, therefore, from his áeoret identification

wiih Pruthiok - an identification which Mitteihoizer,. as author, shares;

and. the effect of the book - a mixture of purely sensational events

(Sally strips to taunt and seduce Pruthiok who, as a result, becomes

pathologIcal and rapes Jeannette) and serious, moral purpose - is

finally attribulable to Mitto].holzer's incapacity to iguore or oontrol.

the driving personal obsessions which people his novels with -the

very devils he wishes to cast out. 	 The deep anxiety which
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compels his characters' hysterical insistence on the need for unoora-

promisingly "strong" attitudes comes ulthnately fro a nagging fear

of the demon within: fear of psychic disintegration, In this

regard it is worth noticing that the cyanide (it is curare in

Shadows Move among Them, 1951) which, in ¶1!he Weather in Middenshot

(1952) and The piling of Clouds (1961) is to be administered to

violent crthmizmls in the outside world is. also held in readiness, as

ITI A inkling in the Twilight (1958), for use against the evil

within. Peter's. horror at the tragedy which enters his life comes,
h

significantly, not so much from the fact of Jeai6tte '5 brutal

murder, as from ti-me knowledge that the evil originates from inside:

from "the only friend I have •.. the last one I'd have called Human

Vermin." (pp . 258/259, my underlining),

W.R.D. Pairbaim, in his study of schizoid patients, relates

repression to the internalizing of "bad" objects (i.e. those things

morally unacceptable to the ego, but neceamary for emotional well-

being, like "bad" parents or sexuality, even when it is regarded as

"sinful") in an attempt to achieve security:

The sense of outer security resulting from this process.
of internalization is, however, liable to be seriously
comprnised by the resulting presence within him of
internalized bad objects. Outer security is thus pur-
chased at the price of inner security; and his ego is
heiieforth left at the mercy of a band. of internal
fifth colwmxists or persecutors, against which defences
have to be, first hastily erected, and later laboriously
consolidated,1

In MitteTholzer's york, sexuality and sentiment appear to be inter--

nalized "bad" objects which are present from Corentyne Thunder (1941)

onwards as vitally Important but disruptive elements, the free express-

ion of which is always accompanied by a correspondingly harsh ins is-

W,R.D. Fairbairn, Psychoanalytic Studies of the Personality
Tavistock Ltd. Publications, 1962) p. 65	 flirther references. to
this work viii appear as Pairbairn.
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tence on discipline • . y attempt to define or identify the problem by

introspection is doomed to failure because of the activity of the vigi-

lan super-ego. Fairbairn, in a, footnote, compares' his patients'

schizoid repression with "a locked door which the patient is afraid to
1

open" because the "bad" objects are "buried in the cellar of the mind,"

These are, of course, familiar images of the Unconscious; arid call to

mind Mittelholzer's use of the image of 'bees' trapped in a basement arid

evocations of the forbidden darkness of the interior or of the Canje

Creek. In, The Weather in Middenshot (1952), the timid horticulturist,

Home, who is aware of "an element of instability" in his character which

makes' hin both fear and desire sexual paaiozv attempts to examine the

nature of his emotional probIen bat soon finds that such self-biowledga

is denied bin:

He had. reached the Ii1t of his probings. ... His pick-axe
had struck a slab - a granite door - beyond which he could dig
no further. •.. What lay beneath the slab - beneath the unknown
rock strata - must forever remain a mystery to him. (p. 184).

Mittelbolzer's heroes' paranoiac insistence on upholding "strength" arid.

discipline while ruthlessly suppressing sentiment and all other forms

of "weakness", reflects a deep, inner insecurity which, I suggest, has

its origin in the author's own divided consciousness, a product of his

resentful awareness of genetic "taint" and the lack of pedigree it

implied. This is the basic, poisonous ingredient in all 1itteTholzer's

phobias: the emolional schism. that even life in England and his relative

success' as a novelist could not heal, Indeed, it always lay beneath the

vitriolic, right-wing "philosophy", In. Thtcbat rbrer' .loal, 1n4

excessively violent refusal to be classified as a Negro and in his

limited view of the African: "all I can. see are nude shining black

bodies i chains, cannibalism, uju, barbarous rituals and practices."

(pp . 221/222) one sees both an unthinking acceptance. of the white world's

1 Fairbairn, op. alt,, p. 65, footnote 1.
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stereotype of the black man as wel]. aa his o1cm implied self-hatred..

Lehrer's African ancestry recalls Mittelholzerrs "slave" blood, which,

though a inescapable adjunct of his ersonaIity, found. expression in a

violent condeitrzat ion of the "wealatess" which alone could be reaponsible

for the "shaxaeftil" condition of slavery;

A people who submits to slavery should expect no synrpalthy.
Better battle to the death of every man, woman and child -

better complete annihilation thaz enslavement. (p, 229).

be consequent need to be "strong" at all costs may easily have led to

the suppression of the "soft" side of the personality and the selection

of suitable eerna1 targets against which the internalized. self-hatred

could. be directed in an effort to resist or silence the promptings' of

the Unconscious. The growing tone of 1,elligerent didacticisni in the

late novels is particularly striking, and Fairbairn"s comment on the

vigour of the superiego Vs resistance:

It should always be borne in mind. that, from the patientts
point of view, the maintenance of the resistance presents
itself (Iiterally as a matter of life and death.l

though, of course, it refers to a clinical case of schizoid depression,

does throw some light on MitteTholzer's intransigence with respect to

his apparently fascist views. Referring to his theme of the need. to

exterminate criminals, he said:

I shall keep on hammering away at this theme, no matter how 2
unpopular it makes me with the critics and our Left Wing sissies.

It is impossible not to notice the correspondence between the difficulties-

of publication fron about 1961, the increasingly obsessive, donatic

writing of the late novels, and Mittelholzer's rapid emotional decline

which ended in suicide in May, 1965. It is trite, of course, that as

fewer and. fewer publishers were prepared to handle his work, and as his

1 Fairbairn, op. cit., p. 67, footnote I.
2 ,,	 IntilIectual Cissies", Books arid Bocknien p, cit., p. 21
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forlunes suffered, so he must have became dispfrited and imhappy: bu

1b is also necessary to say that his attempt -to graft himself on to an

Old. world cuIture was not worldng. Bbr it was not simply that

MitteTholzer's writing deteriorated, but rather that he deliberately took

a stand against what he called the "effeteness" of kigIish society in an

attempt to force acceptance of his own views, and, by ±npliaa1ion, of

himself	 Ry 1961, it was already clear that the parent-culture had

begun to reject the graft.
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(III) trncle r	 (1963)

thicle Paul is, in. effect, a study of -this rejection. The main

theme is the hero's dilemma of racial and cultural division said his con-

sequent awareness of an impending- disaster, -the -true nature of which

becons clear only when the novel is seen in the context of Mi-ttelhalzer's

own. attempt at self-identification. Admittedly, such a deliberately

atrobiographica1 approach is always open to objection as a dubious

widertaldng, but we are neverthelesif justified in -this by the author

himself who admits that the hero is:

... really an intensive character study of myself - thDugh
only I will krio'vr that. I've disguised the character -too well
for readers who are strangers to suspect.1

and, as we have seen, ?[itteTholzer ts self-involvement is a constant

factor in his work, The overt pIo is, consequently, by no means the

most siguificant aspect of the novel, and can be quickly aei aside. The

hero, Paul Mankay, who is part Jewish and part Gernian, 2 has beeT! ambigu-

ously involved with a meo-ITazi organization in London, finally wrecking

their headquarters and escaping to the Nainpshire home of his sister,

Preya, whoiii he has not seen for ten years. The novel actually begins

at this point. Socially and morally adrift, expecting at any moment

te be tracked down by- former colleagues seeking revenge, he suddenly

finds himself the object of a young girl's hero-worship and, at the same

time, pursued by his mistress, Delia, a blas( Londoner. Eventually he

is discovered by two gw:inien who have been searching for him, and in the

ensuing- gun battle kills both attackers, The young girl, Valerie, dies

after being hit by a stray bullet. The obviously trivial nature of the

story deserves a summary dismissal as a pio that "parallels the xiry tery,

A.J, Seymour, Lectures op. cit,, p. IT.
2	 th two names, one Grman (charles Pricker) and. one Jewish (Paul

Mankay), also reflect -this inner conflict, It is interesting to notice
that tniome1/yjboII the divided hero of Denis Williams's Other Leopards
(New Authors Ltd., 1963), a novel in which the psychic spIitin the
West Indian Negro is the main -theme, is also "plagued by these two
names •.. Lionel the who 1 was, dealing with Lobo ... this alter ego
of ancestral times,,, (pp. 19/20)'
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crime and. adventure surrounding Buffalo Bill, 1'e1sort Lee, Sexton Blake

and Dr. Wang	 the fictional heroes of Mitteiholzer's childhood

reading, but even this brief outline of the nov1 suggests another

level of meaning, Bearing in mind. Fa,irbairn's coimaents about the

schizoid patient's internalizing of "bad" objects and the ego's subse-

queni need for a defence again t a "band of internal fifth colunniats

or persecutors", 2 we shall find that Mankay'"s attempt to destroy the

headquarters of the Fascist group of which he himself is a member, ha

clear psychological overtones. ¶Lb the reader win looks beneath the

superficiaIities of the plot, a surprisingly complex emotional drama

appears, acting as a psychological compensation, as it were, for the

triviality of outward events.

Paul Mankay is a schizoid character whose sense of genetic

damage retards his emotional growth, poisons his relationships: with

ethers and alienates hint front himself, Be is: proud of his German blood

and admires German culture but cannot forgive the Germans for their

brutality to the Jews: with whom he still feels: a sense of kinship. He

regards his Jewish blaod as a hereditary "weakaesa", and his German

blood. as a "strength" The result is "a continual war in my blocd"

(p. 121), a conflict of "loyalties" which his sister 'eya recognizes

intuitively as a psychological symptom of a deeper malaise:

Thu keep posing this question of loyalties,. ... My opinion
is that you deliberately set up obstacles to balk yourself.
It's a kind of perverse quality in you. (p. 121).

The suggestton here of an internal "fifth columntl at work is inescapable,

and. Mankay does indeed feel the need to set up defences against the ever-

1 Birbalsirigh, op. cit., p. 98.
2 pairbairn, op,. cit,, p. 65.

His failure to achieve "wholeness:" is reflected in the pwi on
(manquer is	 nch for "to fail", "to lack"),
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present danger of psychic franentatton: "if I didn't try to adhere to

one or two principles", he says "I'd ,.. I'd disintegrate. Case 1

exist," (p. 161). This psychic instability leads •to sudden, apparently

poi:ntless, rages. His impassioned "lecture" to his oting' nephew, Martin,

for empIe, seems totally unwarranted by the facts. The child, its

fee lings hurt, is weeping:

You've got German blood in you, do you know that? •,. Fight-
ing biaad. You must be tough. Prepare for battle. •.. The
Jews always lose, boy, •.. Always in retreat, always having
their faces pushed into the muck. You mustn't be a Jew, Be
a German. (pp . 89/90).

This outburst, which, incidentally, echoes Mittelholzer rs childhood

conditioning at the hands of his negrophobe father:

Just one drop of that great bload, Just one drop in your
veins, and it makes you different from everyone else, German
bioodl (A Swax-hy Boy 1963, p,. 43)

is farther evidence of Mittelholzer's o-ercompensation for his African

blcod; and is related to his obsession with concepts of "straiagtb" and

"weakness", "master" and "s1ave" And 1rankay, since he speaks for the

author, inevitably establishes the link between yew and. African slave:

Bo you know what galls me, what burns in me mast? .,. It 'a
the Jews. The way they caved in, The way they let themselves
be led off into those camps. Dcile1y, igoominiously. Oh
Gods That burns nre ,.. I'm a born warrior, I fight, ...
I never surrender, I shall never be a slave,. (pp. 165/166).

!vfankay, forced to accept the "bad", Jewish half of his nature, since it

is a genetic fact, learns to internalize it: a process which sets up an

insoluble conflict within his psyche. Like his author, Menkay is unable

either to ixore or reject his undesirable racial inheritance which is,

nevertheless, essentially a part of' his whole personality. This pra-

dttces a crisis of identity:

I hate, I admire, I hate, I admire. I get confused wondering
who I really am, Paul Mankay, the grandson. of a Jew, or (ar1es
Ft'icker, grandson of a pure Aryan grandmother? (p . 149).
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According to FairTairn, this internal possession of a "bad" object

(which is nevertheless needed for psychic health) can lead to a tragic

situation in which the patient accepts himself as "bad" and "destructive"

even to those he loves, I learns first to distance libidinal (i.e.

tgrjod.) ob iects, and theE:

he mobilizes the resources of his hate, and directs his
agessiou agmiust others. •,. Since -the oy of loving seeme
hopelessly barred to him, he may as well deliver himself over
to the joy of hating and obtain what satisfaction he can out
of that,1

The first of these effects is seen in Mankay's fear of harming

those nearest to him, Young Valerie, for example, represents a

quality of goodness which he is afraid -to damage:

There's someone who takes me seriously. She V5 fourteen and
she listens to me, She doesn't sneer, She doesn't accuse
me of melodrama, There's goodness in that child, (p.. 117),

()nssquently, he tries to warn her of his secret "destrtictive" nature:

It's a fever in me, Valerie, love, It burns and burns and.
I breathe out the poisonous vapours, trying always though, not
-to let them reach others, I'm afraid of being fotmd out.
(p . 164).

The fact that she does die as a result of her invoIveiint with him is

proof of his "lethal" nature, His attenrp-t to befriend the cows in the

lane by tearing trp some chicory plants with which he tries -to feed them

is not only unsuccessful, bat alienates his young nephew whose carefully

cultivated plants they are,. Mankay's "destructive" nature extends even

to the rabbits which Valerie shows him:

"Look'	 iat's a rabbits"
"Yes, It's watching us, Want me -to shoot it?"

His hand noved. back to his hip pocket. (p. 103).

The prelude to his love—making with Delia also conveye the curiously

Fairbairn, op. cit., pp. 26/2r, af. llankay's "Ii's hate ithai drives
me 1 The hatred of what I perceive in myself," (p. 52, my underIining.
According to R.D. Gaing, "if there is anything -the sohizoid individual
is likely -to believe in, it is his own destructiveness," (The Divid4
Self, Penguin Books 1970, p . 93),
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"damaging" quality which he always appears - prcject

Re reached. out and. gripped. her arm, squeezed it hard, Stood
staring at her mid-riff and shaking his head, his eyes with a
look as though trying to burn holes- through her belly. (p. 112).

His reason for joining the scist organization reveals this urge to

hate to "let evil be his good" with startling clarity:

I wanted to see what it was to feel hatred. Can't you see
bow interesting it was' for me? Me with a Jewish Grandfather
hating the Jews' with a roomful of genuine Gentiles of ITordic
blood, recording the minutes of our meetings and throwing out
useful suggestions for action against the contaminating elements
in our society. To the lions with all Jews, coloured peopli
and Coxmirunists .., I enjoyed examining myself under the given
conditions. I learnt a lot about myself. (p. 51, my under-
lining).

Mittellicizer was here revealing perhaps more than he realized, for in

Marikay's schizoid rIe-pIaying we may also see the author's persistent,

violent denunciation of' "Human Vrmin" in its trte light. It is, like

Peter Elmsford's and Richard Lehrer's apparent fascism, an expression

of' the hating, anti-libidinal ego's attenpt to disguise the self-hatred

which cones from the possession of internalized "bad" objects. What

Marikay learns aLout himself is that his division of "loyalties" is only

a superficial indication of a psychic disturbance; and that his unhappi-

ness' comes tilthnately fronL ' splifziess. My two-ness'. Meizie

Zweideutigkeit. The disease in my spirit." (p. 164)'. His nihilistic

view of life, like Ptër Lnzford?s: "there is ugliness as well as

loveliness in the world. Well, FA(2 the ugliness ..." (The Piling of

CIoudB, p. 2IO is the result of this fatal "two-ness" which disrmpts

ILitteihoizer's fiction and leaves' his heroes resigned to their own

social unacceptability, convinced that their "'badness" is the result of

a genetic taint. As Mankay says:

It's blood.	 vfronment only adds surface colour to our
characters. What we are now we were from the day of our birth.
(p . 79).
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MitteThalzer's obsession with heredity- as a once-for'-all person-

aifty determinan± denies his heroes any real, emotional de'veIopnent. In

much -the same way, his constant concern, in tha later work, to confront

English society-, criticizing its "weakness" and liberalism, severely

limites •the scope and quality of these novels. It is, of course, always

a mis-take to assune that a writer's later work will nceasarily reveal

greater depth of insight or maturity of style than that found in his

early work. In Mi1;telholzer's later work, even where an increase in

teolmical assurance is apparenl7, there is not usually an acconpanying

increase in emotional depth, Many critics have, with some justice,

regarded the ear]y novels A Morning at the Office (1950) and Shadows

Move among Them (1951) as being among his most "mature" work. Joyce

Sparer claims -that "an Tinii.turi-ty of philosophy and of style persists

thro-ughout his work - in fact becomes more niarked" 1 Louis James finds

Crerrizyne Thunder (1941) "a perceptive and delicate 'first noveltu..2

In the later "ig1ish" nøvels, although the author's perceptiveness,

(especially in dealing with schizoid or unbalanced characters) is evident;

-Ithere is little delicacy or restraint In style or expression, One of

the main reasons for Mi-t-teTholzer's difficulties with publishers in the

later years of his career was, as we have seen, his growing tendency to

"sermonize" In his work. Writing to a friend in Guyana he says,

referring to Uncle Paul, "I admit I've become a bit preachy, but that

can't be helped. I M3ST say what I feel is wrong with society today, "

1 Joyce Sparer, "Attitudes -towards Race In Guyanese Literature"
(Sunday Chronicle, Georgetown, Guyana, April 16, 1967),

2 FIom -the introduction to -the lIe inemann edition of 1970, p • 1.

3 Quoted in A.J. Seymour, Lectures (L968) op. cit., p. 17.
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Because of this attitude, cotiIed with his extreme right wing views,

Mittelboizer alienated publisher after publisher. The Piling of Clouds

(1961) was rejected by five publishers and The Aloneness of Mrs Chathaiu

by fourteen, before being finally accepted. What had begun for the

young writer in Cuyana as a desire "to become famous and rich by

writing novels for the people of itain to readtt1 eventually became a

personal invective against political liberalism and "the cloying syrup

of welfare-state ease.

Mitteihoizer often revised and recastft earlier work (in which

the subject had been treated superficially or even humorously) to produce

a "seriona" noveI	 The Weather in Middenshot (1952) for example, a novel

in which the author gives his views3 on the problem of crime and the

methods by which he felt society ought to deal with it, is, apparently,

a recasting of an earlier work which appears in unpublished MSS. a

"The Weather in Middenshot - a serio-cnedy in 3 acts", and as a coiidy

entitled "Soap Bubbles in Middenshot". 4 The theme of the novel is

treated even more dognatically, and with less objectivity, in the later

The Piling of Clouds, a copy of which (In the posseivn of Mr. A.J.

Se'mour of Linden, Guyana) carries the author's autographed note "for

A.J.S. Herein is expressed my disgust of contemporary society. t5 in

his autobiography, Mittelholzer has -this to say about the book's rejec-

1 E, "A Pleasant Career" op. cit., p.. 42.

2 E!&, e Aloneness of Mrs. Chalhaxn. (library 33, 1965) p. 144..

3 In a letter to a friend (dated 1 October, 1959) he writes;
1ad Middensho-t arid you'll see the case I present through the

detective Southerby. Those are 	 views and I'm very earnest
about theme

4 MSS. in the possession of Mrs. Jacqueline Ives.

5	 ioted in A.Y, Seymour, Lectures (1968) op. cit., p . 16.
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tion by Secker and. Warburg:

I 1961 I sent them the script of The Piling of Clouds,
Within three weeks it was hurled back at me, and Fed Vlarburg
advised me to ,.. forget it	 It was a book in which I had
decided to take. tip again the theme of The Weather in Middenshot.

The views expressed in The Piling o buds were cons idered
'ereme' and 1abnoxious' Iic3 1

the later novels, therefore, it would seem that Mittelholzer's hatred

of violence and crinirial behaviour was even an outlet through sri uncom-

promisingly harsh, didactic approach which, ironically, repels the reader

precisely because of its violence of expression.

izong MitteTholzer's later novels, The Aloneness of Vrrs. atham

(1965) which appeared between the pablicat!.on of Uncle Paul and The

Jilkingtori Thama (1965. Published posthumously), is of special interest

for several reasons, Mitte Tholzer himself considered it to be one of

his most "serious" books ;2 and the novel certainly embodies most of his

deeply-held viewø on sex, transcendentalism, politics and English society.

while society's rejection of the principal male character (who hae

dedicated himself to exposing what he regards as its weak, left-wing

liberalism: it's "will-to-rot") is a main concern in the novel; there

is also another, more temperate - though no less personal - theme: the

preservation of psychic iirtegrity through a process of withdrawal

("aloneness It) and. self-di9covery. These two themes are yoked uneasily

together in the main characters, arles rpenden Lessier ("Eaz'po" arid

the heroine, Sheila Chathani, and represent the two impulses which rwi.

throughout Mjtte].holzer's work - one masculine, disruptive, militant,

aggDessively individual, the other feminine, quietiy introspective, con-

"A Pleasant Career" op. cit,, pt,. 42.

2 According to both Mrs. Fioma Mittelholzer and. Mrs, Jacqneline Ives,
EM considered this to be one of his best and most important novels:
one in which he felt himself to be most deeply involved,
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cerned with inner peace and "wholeness". They recall once again the

two elements which Mft-telholzer had said "have always lived within me,

side by side and in restless harmony"; 1 and their irrferac-tion provides

the main interest, as well as the major disharmony, in the novel. The

book's dogmatic, assertive style almost occludes -the introspective theme

of "aloneness", which appears ill-at-ease in the context of Ilarpo's

violent outbursts against the "effeteness" of Fglish society; and,

interestingly enough, The Aloneness of Mrs. Chatham (1965) represents

the final version of a work Mittelolzer had begun several years earlier.

n examination of the six ss 2 which have recently come to light,

reveals the chaiige in Mitteiholzer ts approach to his art as he revised

and recast the work. One sees the novel undergoing a "hardening of

the arteries", as lit were, and -the shift in emphasis away from an associa-

tive art, related -to a Caribbean scenario, towards the development of a

dogmatic, proselytizing fiction involving English characters: in an

English setting-.

A Swarthy Boy (putnam, 19 63) p. 126,

2 Six typed soripte in thin cardboard file-covers, No hand-written
scrlp-ts are extant, [ composed on the typewriter, generally producing
a "fair copy" right away,	 br a detailed discussion of these six
"Chatham" MSS, in -terms of -their relationship and chronology, see
Appendix One..
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(IV) The J!oneness of jrrs. chatham (1965)

In the published 'version, ieila Catham, childless' and widowed

at thirty-three, decides -to live "unto herself" in her Hampshire cottage,

in order io avoid the distractions and demands of family and friends.

The lives and. affairs of others ? however, gradually intrude. Two Like-

able homosexuals, Archie Chfffera and Wiflian. F]lintdown,- Mary Heathuiore,

an old friend who is also widowed, an' Whitley Scanlan, a publisher with

a schizophrenic wife, Susan, all take an. interest in her.. Her policy

of "aloneness:" is most severely upset, however, when a family of New

Zealanders, the Lessiers, become her neighbours. On. holiday in Egland,

they are a strange wiinhibited group consisting of three brothers, A]Lva,

Herbert and Harpo, a sister, Tasmine, and Herbert's wife, Maggie. Herbert

is a mystic, and introduces Mrs. mtham to yoga and oriental occultism,

while Harpo, a forty-five year old. businessman and dilettante writer at

first repels, then attracts her by virtue of his brusque, '!nan1y" attitude.

Mrs. atham, fascinated by the conflicting, yet complementary claims each

of these two brothers makes on her entions; one advocating withdrawal

fromi society, the other urging' her to -take positive action against

society, is finally convinced that Marpo's credo of "strength" is' justi-

fied when she is nearly killed by -the psychopathic Susan ScánIan, who

attacks her with a fruit-knife, Icoveriiig in hospital, she realIzes

that Susan had always: been a threat, bat no one had taken a sufficiently

"strong" line with her.. Susan, in. fact, comes to represent the "sickness"

of iglish society in general: a sickness against which rrarpo continually

warns, and about which his book of essays: ("England, -the Ibtting ftuit")

is concerned. The essays,- thanks partly to Mrs Chatham's efforts, are

published; and the novel ends as she goes for a solitary walk in the

snow, experiences an "epiphany" and realizes: that the Truth she has' been

seeking involves the need to "be myself -to the end". (p. 224).
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Härpo, the trhero,I of the novel, is another Mitteiholzer self-

portrait. Gruff, sexually virile, outspoken and. given to dark utter-

ances about the pernicious effects of sentiment, liberalism and "weak-

gg he is a type of Mittelholzer surrogate whom we have net before

as a mouthpiece for the author's right-wing views. His attitude to

crime and criminals, for example, is depressingly familiar:

Eradication. Simple. Not hanging. That's primitive.
Give them a painless deaths Gas them, or give them an owrdose
of morphine. Get rid, of them as you'd get rid of a mad dog or
a cobra or any dangerous creature in the wild beast world.
(p . ].3].).

His views on the deterioration of English society are given a central

place in the novel for the movement of the' plot in which the hostile

elements (the two delinqnent children of a lower-class neighbour and

the sex,-orazed schizophrenic, 5usau Soaxilan) menace and f:tnally attack

Mrs Cha'tham physically, illustrates and justifies Harpo's views on

the "rotten" state of English society. Susan's violent outburst, just

before her attack on Mrs Chatham, is quite obviously meant to underscore

Harpo s earlier warnings about the need for "strength" and "vig 4T zce ':

like me. Be a psychopath. Be disgusting. Be filthy
in mind and speech. Be violent 1.ke what you want and rip
the guts out of whoever gets in your way. That's whaVl]1 win
you sympathy from. society. Yes, stare at me. I'm safes
JTobody can. harm me. Then I slash you as I mean 'to do, and
leave you lying here a bloody corpse, who will, lay a finger on
me? I'll be safe. Diminished responsibility. They must
kee'p me alive. But you'll be dead., you dull, decent fish,
That's your lot — 'to be carved up by people like me. ( p . 205).

Herbert, 'the yo'gi, has long conversattons with Mrs Chathant about the

ascetic, spiritual life, but these serve as occasions for re-inforcing

Harpo's arguments. Even a long talk about love as a state of be Ing

"In harmony with 'the cosmos" (p. 158) is used to convince Mrs Chatham

of 'the "ogic" of Harpo's theory of the painless eradication of criminals

as "vermin"

Now you can put what I've said against the picture of our
present problems. Every day we read in oii.r newspaper of some
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ruthless thug or band o±' thugs attacking decent people, injuring,
murdering, robbing. •,. What really effective means of curbing
them have we got save exteruination? They aren't acting with
love.	 ¶L!hey are out of ttue with the cosmos ... (p.. 159).

Finally, Mrs. Chathan, convinced that Har-po is right in his diageosis of

English society, dedicates herself to the task of getting the collection

of essays, "igland the Rotting Fruit", published. She tells him, by

way of ex,planatLon:

I just go-b the notion I must do something to help you.
You were in harmony' with the cosmos when you worked on this
thing. And I intxst have caught something of this harmony. 	 It
the love that had inspired you to write this thing. Ajid SO I
wanted to help - be a part of it, too. (p.. 164).

his forcible linking together of Mrs, (ihathan's izmer desire for personal

and psyehia integration and B'arpo 's violent condemnation of the "effete-

fl555fl of Eniglish society leaves' a considerable gap which appears like a

fracture running through the book It Is a thematic discord from which

the novel does not recover, in spite of the very fine descriptive passage

(of Mrs • Chatham's walk in the snow) with which the book ends:

She had now emerged into open meadow-land. The lane here
had waist-high hedges, and beyond them, on either hand, lay
sloing fields. .Axid you could let your gaze sweep round to'
take in the more distant fields undulating white, off-white,
grey-white, shadow-white and angel-white into the infinite
horizon haze of bluish-white. Over there, a military mass of
white-cloaked pines'; aver there, farther off, a feminine clump
of white-draped elms. Much farther off, a massive oopse of
firs showing gaps of bat-wing dark amidst the mantling white.

Out of the waste of snowy sky, the sun, low down in the south-
west, had broken through. .And now the whole sky had. taken on
different hues. In the east and north it had a pale greenish-
bluish tinge, like the eggs of certain birds. •.. nts were in
conflict, yet in harmony. There were no boundaries. Where one
tint yielded to another it was' Impossible to -bell. It was like
music. (pp. 22y/224).

The writing here, like the snow-fall itself, baa "a purposeful, hushed

intensity" (p 220) • The sweep of the landscape, as well as' the move-

ment of the falling snow, is mirrored in the muted alliteration

into the irtfini-be horizon-haze of ljluish-white 	 ti), the fre-

quent pauses in the lines, the repetition of the key-word "white" and
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•bhe general, easy, effortless flow of the narrative. LittelhoIzer's

extraordinary sensitivity to the weather, his feeling for the "spirit" of

a place, was always one of his strengths, and. it is this quietly powerful

ecatton of the natural landscape and his heroine's reaction to it

(rather than the doatic "preaching" of the book) that convinces us of

Mrs. Chatham's new-foimd imer peace and of her decision to live "in

harnony with the Cosmos." (p. 224).

The main theme of the early version (represented by M. X) which

is set in Barbados, is concerned with Mrs. Chatha&s determination, after

the death of her husband, to find peace through living alone. There is

no discussion of soeiety1 s values, no controversial essays oii "England -

the Rotting ruit", no reference to the difficulties of publishing, for

although the Lessier family appear (as they do in the published version),

there is rio evidence of the voluble Harpo, who dominates the published

version,	 rs. Chathani whose husband, a black Barbadian doctor, has

recently died, wishes to "live unto herself 	 Qiietly and at peace." (p.5).

Her neighbours, the Lessiers, who are from the West Indian island of

St. Lucia, include .Alva Lessier, am attractive, entirely senuaI man,

and. gerbert, his deeply religious brother both. acting as powerful,

attracting forces (the opposed elements of Spirit and esh)' cii.

Mrs. Chatham, wrio finally learns to compromise between -the extreme atti-

tudes each represents. She "keeps her balance" and resolvea to live

alone, The inner conflict of the heroine is conveyed with perception

and delicacy1	here. is no' hint of the moralising so evident in the

later "English" 'versions.

The charaoterisation of sheila Clmthan. is done with -tact arid

considerable technical sktll. Mittelholzer, in the first paragraph of

thie version evokes the post-funeral atnsphere lxi -the cottage and sets
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the scene for Mrs. hathain's "inner dialo.gue"s

Hinming through the cottage in cool, brief gusts, the wind
had driven out the fragrance of the flowers, and that was a
great relief, for she had hated the wreaths especially - the
scent as well as the sight of thêm	 The crowd in black and
white she had not minded so much, nor even the comments of
his relatives, for she had prepared herself, steeled herself,
for these 1 Bt the wreaths had taken her unawares, (p. 1).

Ixnmediafejy, one senses that the action of the novel will unfold mainly

through the heroine's consciousness, and as the writing prcceedff this

is precisely what does happen. We are gradually shown Sheila Chathan's

sense of purposelessness, her awareness of the critical balance of her

life, poised as it is between loneliness and despair on the one hand,

and the possibility of a new begimLing on the other. Mitfelbolzer

conveys this by the telling use of a natural image: the night-insects

attracted by the light in the cottage:

Axtyway, at last, she could sit here alone and watch the night-
insects crawl rotind the rim af the reading-lamp shade ... mit-like
creatures, about an eighth of an inch long, with wings. She
could not recall ever having seen any like them in Tickenbam,
They must be tropical insects. Iimd and. round the rin of the
lamp-shade they kept crawling, odd-looking, gawky, indetenninate
creatures, their wings sticking out rigidly, like adolescent
children dressed u as angels ,.. (p. 1).

The "indeterminate" nature of the incts is linked with Mrs. (ihatham's

feeling of uncertainty about her own life: she too is "on the brink",

As she thinks of her EigIish past and her Barbadian present, the reader

is prepared for what is, in fact, the main theme of the story:

Mrs (ihatham's "choice of life". As the first chapter ends, the image

of the night-insects returns:

A tiny thing. A midge, really. She bent forward to examine
it closely as it alighted and grew still. It had. black edges
to its wings - like mourning envelopes. Hovr really strange
(p. 6).

The detail of the creature 's wings, edged with black "like mourning

envelopes", is a nice touch: a precisely observed, neutral detail, but
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linked. in Mrs. Chatham T s mind (quite naturally) with the recent event of

her husband.'s funeral. But the sound. of distant laughter is borne in

by the wind. from the neighbouring house along the beach, and Mrs.. Ohatham.

is forced to return to the business of living:

A girl's laugh came on the air front the cottage nextdoor - on
the west ... She remembered. very- hazily having seen two men and
two women on the veranda. ... She would probably meet theni on
the beach before long, and smile and. nod - perhaps even exchange
a polite word. or two.

Yes, she would not shun people. That would be no way to
live. (p. 6).

The writing Is not always as controlled or as sensitive as theae extracts

might suggest, however. There are many- passages (especially those deal-

1mg with the heroine's feelings when she is sexually attracted to Alva

Lea sier) which are ovez'-sentimentalized and, occasionally, even silly-.

Sheila, attracted by Alva's masculine charm feels as if:

a flood. of delightfitl agony went pouring through her body-
so that she thought she would. melt away into the hot, viscid.
turbulence of it and yet be content at the destruction. (p.129).

When they- make love, we are told. that "her deliriumi of rapture was almost

a blot-out." (p. 185). This kind, of forced, unnatural writing does not,

however, seriously- undermine the total effect of the novel. The main

theme, Mrs. Chatham's "choice of life", remains central, and the novel

ends with an evocation of both the English and Ba.rbadiani landscapes.

It is almost as if the two ways of life represented. by Mrs. C!hathanYa

"English reserve" and the Lessiers' "tropical exhuberanc&' (as well as

by Herbertts spirituality- and. Alva's sensuality) are finally reconciled

within the heroine's consciousness':

The sunshine had almost vanished. fr the walls.. A mere
flicker remained around the upper half of a picture - an English.
landscape scene of red-brick cottages and. poplars and. copper
beeches. The lingering sunshine framed the dark frame with a
pinkish aura.

Outside, the sea sounded. very leisurely, crashing on the
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beach at longish intervals, and the casuarinas soughed softly and
ceaselessly in the wind.

om over at "Cranmere" came a bud, bark of laughter, male and
derisive, Virile. But it did not disturb the peace in the
gallery here.

Sheila, watching the wall, saw the simshine fade •.. Esic
Niw ii had gone entirely, and 'the picture remained, solid and
alone, (, 210).

The "English" versions of the novel introduce the character Harpo Lessier

who acts as a mouthpiece for 1irittelholzer's views' on crime, politics, sex,

religion and English society,
.1In the "mteririediate" version of the novel, there are a number

of minor characters whose relationships' with Mrs. Cha'tha.m are shown in

some detaiI	 3heflas friends discuss her attitudes at some length,

and chapters nine and ten are conce nied with Trs • Chatham 's a'unt

Elsie's attempts to undermine the heroine's resolve to live alone. This

material is deleted in the published version, Mrs. Cbatham's aunt Elsie

having been cui out of the story altogether, appearing only as a voice

on the telephone in chapter thirty-five. In fact, -the general effect

of revision is to make HArpo's presence more central and to de-einphasiza

the theme of' "aloneness" and the heroine's need to avoid extremes. Many

of the passages' which show Mrs • Chatham's "resilience of spirit" and her

later inner conflict, and a number of those in which Harpo 's views' are

oriticized, or where Mrs. Chatham appears to question his moral convic-

tions, are omitted fran. the final version, Chapter fourteen begins

with a detailed. reference to Mrs. Chatham's inner stability, as yet un-

troubled by the advent of the Lessiers. 2	hese ten lines are omitted

from the published text, Chapter seventeen opens with a conversation

1 Represented by MSS. B and El. See appendix Ona.

2 .ppendixon p. 42.
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between 3heila and. Vihitley Scanlan which shows her concern about -tthe con-

fliotLng alrtThzdes of piituality and sensuality. She comes to the

conclusion that she is "green on bath counts",' These thirty-one lines

are omitted from the' published text. On p. 141 of chapter eighteen,

Mi's. iatham"s mild rebuke of }Iarpo, "why do' you seem so worked up?

You speak as if you have a chip on your shoulder, ,,2 is omitted from the

corresponding part of the text of the published version (where it becomes

after revision, "She did not reply"), re-appearing much farther on, in

chapter thirty-two, after a particularly violent outburst by BTarpo, said

there the rejoinder is toned down:

She laughed. "ITarpo, I wonder what gt you feeling like
this? How did you get this chip on your shoulder?" She
looked at him like a schoolmistress trying to be indulgent
towards an eccentric ex-pupil, (pp. 152/153.. My underlining).

On p. 142 of MS. B1, 3 Elarpa's attitude to the precocious Elvie Carry is

questioned by Mrs. Cha-&ham, "How do you Iciow ... about her playing

truant?" she asks, and encourages him to "be more explicit". These

lines have been revised, and in the corresponding section of the published

text Mrs. Chatham is made to agree with. flarpo's condemnatory attitude

without a murmur: "She's a pretty- bad case, I admit," (p.. 75).. In

MS. El, a long section of dialogue between Mrs. Chathain and VThitIey

Scanlan, in which they discuss her resolve to Ii a life o± "alcreness"

in the year ahead (it is New Year"s Eve in 1960), is excised and omitted

from the published version (p. 3Y of the no'vel). The author's note on

p.. 49 of MS. B14 reads;

BriefIy"

I	 pendixOt

2 Ibid., p. 454.

Ibid.., p. 455.

Ibid., p. 4,

"(let them ponder on what may happen in 1961).
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The literary style of the later versions also reflects the "hard-.

ening" process. Mrs, Chathani, ts thoughts and feelings are very often

conveyed by direct authorial coxnmen-t 1 The final published version

abounds in statements like tTjt was obvious that she was reasoning it out

this way now" ('p. 51), "her whole maimer revealed relief" (p. 51) or:

She looked at -the sunny morning scene, and you could note the
troubled mote of fire that trembled in each eye ... " (p. 78).

These and the many prefixed intrtzsi've remarks such as' "perhaps she was

thinking ... perhaps- she was saying to herself •.." (p. 63) greatly reduce

the immediacy of the characterization. Added to this, Mrs. Chaitham is

made by the author to write down her thoughts- and confused feelings in a

notebook; and this serves- to create another authorial "voice" in the nove1

Mittelliolzer writes about Mt's. Chathanz who writes' about herseIf 	 This

is how chapter thirty-eight of the novel begins:

"And so this is how ny life of aloneness- proceeds Not how
I'd foreseen it in November 1 rt what had I foreseen? Can I
say that I had anticipated a plain, smooth passags from day to
day and week to week, without any interference from people out-
side?	 Tc, it would be mitrue if I say that I had." (p. 63).

This is an extract from Mrs. Chath&i's notebook; and while nothing is

gained in terms of plot or characterization, a good. deal is lost because

the reader is "distanced", sin the notebook entry adds nothing which is

not already known. ar the notebook has a subtler part to play in the

novel. MitteTholzer uses' it as a means' of egssis' (Mrs.. Cbathan's

views, and consequently the author's, about Harpo's essays are reported

in detail) and for winning sympathy for his chief male character, Harpo.

While reading Harpo's' essays "igIand - the Itting F'ait", Mrs. C2athain

records her impressions in the notebook:

Some-thing jingoistic about this first essay, but it canes from
the heart,? and there is honesty in every word. At times the s'tyle
is inclined to be incoherent, yet it is attractive for this -very
reason. It has spontaneity. There Is a nervtus strength in it
that oo'uldn'-t fail to impress- the reader. (p. 134)
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Bat Harpcii's essays are not only reported in Mrs. Chatham's notebook: she

also discusses them with others. Talking to Susan about them, she

decides to read a passage to her in order to demonstrate Harpo's right-

nthidedne SS:

ie Victorians would have foreseen the social and economic
problems that would be created by a large influx of coloured
people, and they would have clamped down from the outset
But what happens today? A lax, complacent Britain ... just
sits back and simpers while thousands of West Indians, Africans
and Pakistanis Inundate the country, cluttering up midland towns
and creating desperate housing problems and ill-feeling among
the local residents, and resulting in nasty race riots like
the Wotting MIII affair. (p. 143) •1

It is siiificant that even Susan Scanlan, vrhc is clearly meant to be a

living example of the "rottejmjss" of English society reacts to iTarpo 's

attitude in a quite wholehearted way. "That's a man," said Susan,

can go to bed with." ( p . 143).

In spite of the didactic lam of the published version, there are

attents at objectivity. Vhitley Soanlan, the publisher to whom

Mrs, Chatham submits Etarpo 'S script, is not impressed:

Me made a grimace, gri.uiting doubtfully, then said "I won't
It's badly written, Bat they aren't essays - not as I

Imow essays. They're blasted sermons." (p.. 124)

and later, when she defends liarpo's attitude to YIhitley, his rejoinder is

an illustration of Mittelbolzer's ability to laugh at himself, occasion-

ally:

"Integrity of self. tEaven't you ever thought what a great
feeling it is to know that you've stood, and stand, in rock-like

1
This refers to the London race-riots of the early Automn of 1958 and

is something of a misnomer, The riots "farmed out from. Shepherd's
Bash and adjacent I'Totthig Dale to several pockets in 1otting MIII,
Kensal Irew Thwn, Paddington and Maida Vale." (irh Glass, Iewcomers,
Allen & Tlnwin 1960, p. 133), Earpo"s (and consequently, Ws) appeal to
Victorian standards is noteworthy.
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firmness within the flame of your own strength?"
"kod odr Youre catching his literary style, Sheila ducka"

(p. 166)',

Such attempts at objectivity are nevertheless outweighed by the writer's

obvious ±irtentfrn to vindicate his hero's extreme views, lvLrs, Chatham

finally agrees with Iai'po's attitades, and the script of "gland - the

Rotting Fruit" is published in. its entirety-. 	 e development of the

novel, thexi, as revealed by- a study of the MSS. shows quite clearly the

mo-vement, in jtte11zers art, away from a low-keyed, introspective

approach (with its suggestion of a reconciliation of opposing tendencies)

towards the strident, hectoring tone of the final version, where the

author is at pains to expound a philoøophy and preach a moral,

In the published version of the novel, the author ts intention is

clearly didactic, Eiglish society has "gone soft", MitteTholzer is

saying, and through the character of Uarpo he expresses his dianay at

its "laxity" and "indifference", Mt's. Chathamn's search for inner

peace, a balanced choice of life, has, in effect, become a secondary

theme: one that has its origin in Mittelholzer's early, West-Indian

orientated work, Mer introspective concern with the resolution of

opposed elements in her character - with psychic balance - derives from

an earlier version of the novel, where it is the main theme, and. is

gradually displaced during revision to give way, in the final version,

to what had. by then become a more urgent concern. for her author: the

hero's bitter disillusionment with a society with which he identifies,

but to which he can no longer relate;

I loved this coizrtry, and s-till love it - bat that's what
makes it all the more bitters 'lb see the core of things being
eaten away and. no one even aware of it, no one trying to stop
the process, (p . 74),

Uarpo's bitterness, like Sheila Chatham's "aloneness", comes ultimately

from a deep sense of loss and the ccisequent fear f enctional d1sorienta-
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tion: it is a defnce-nrechanisin aInst a society which is desirable but

finally alien and hostile, where to lower one 's self-protective barriers

would be simply to invite psychic disintegratton. Herbert, repeating

Harpo' s advice to Mrs.. Chatham, says;

He was trying to tell you to keep strong. Be on your guard
ainst the enemies otC the spirit lurking about you, only ready
to make infiltrations, and then deep thrusts, into ' your defences.
(p . 214).

ie suggestion of an urgent need for ego-preservation, the battle imagery,

the insistence on "strengUi" and vigilance are umnistakable fndicathme

of Mittelbolzer's deeply personal involvement in the novel, and. of its

relationship' to his own unhappy situation at -that -time.
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(V) The Jiflctn8-Eon Drama (1965)

The spectre of psychic disintegration haunts almost all

Mitbeihoizer's heroes who, in an attempt to disguise their inner fears,

pretend to be outwardly confident and assert uncompromisingly "strong"

vJ:eiv; but are usually, like Paul Mankay, "afraid of being found out.

Their inner insecurity is repressed and. controlled by the ego's defen-

sive mechanism, and any crack in this defence :Linmediately produces

serious results. Brian Liddard, because:

he was not thorough and treated his Occultism in the
spirit of a dilettante, something suddenly went wrong and
these delusions began to plague 2hiia, The whole structure of
his I1f began to disintegrate. (A Tinkling in the ¶LviIir,
1959, p. 142).

Afraid that his personal malaise will adversely affect others, he decides

to commit suioide MitteTholzer was only too aware, in his ovm life, of

the danger of psychic collapse; and, according to Mrs. Yacqueline Ives

(his second wife, now re-married), he left a suicide note explaTivTng

that he had taken his life partly because he was afraid that his cn

emotional difficulties were beginning to damage those dearest to him.

The personal psychic disintegration that leads ultimately to tragedy is

the theme of his last novel, published posthumously, The JiTkirigtcjri

Drama.

The novel is a study of the psychic disintegration of the hero,

Garvin Ji1kington (who is already emotionally unbalanced by the death

of his preguant wife in a road accident) and his eventual death from

bumis sustained in his suicidally-inspired firework display. The p10

centres around Garvin's relationships: with his father, with Katherine

iedIander (his father's (erman mistress) and Liii FriedJiazider,

Katherine 's daughter 1 Attracted to LIII I, a chaste, devout Roman

Catholic tortured by secret guilt (she is sexually attracted to Garvin's

1	 r, The piling of Clouds (1961)	 164.
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faither), he begins to think of marriage to her as a possible means of

relieving both his loneliness and his sexual frustration1 Garvin and

Lilli have a sexual encounier which is disastrous not only because

Garvin, over-excited, has a premature ejaculation, but also because

Lilli is not sexually attracted to him and merely allows his attentions

as a means of assuaging her feelings of guilt and frustration 1 Katherine

accompanies the distraught Garvin to Bournemouth (where he plane to visit

his estranged mother) and later allows him to make love to her in order,

as he puts it, "to restore my confidence in my manhood." (p. 152)11 At

the Jilkingtou. home, meanwhile, Lilli, made desperate by sexual frustra-

tion, offers herself to Garvin's father1 KS at first firmly refuses,

but when Garvin telephones to tell him that he and Katherine have made

love ("so that you. could get used to it before she returns home" p. 152),

he changes his 1d and makes love to Lull ou.t of pique, Garvin

returns, overjoyed that he is not impotent after all, and proposes

marriage to ]Iilll who refuses him since she loves his father 1 Stunned

by this unforeseen development, Garvin. rushes off and deliberately risks

his life in setting off the fireworks which be has been collecting for

some time 1 KS is rescued, but dies in. hospital as a result of severe

burns reoeived during the incident1

This bare suary of the plot: it seems little more than a con-

trived series of innora1 couplings: does not do justice -to &itte1holzer's

ability (which is considerable, given the oddness of the story's events

to make the novel seem plausible. The Lmstable Garvin' a growing

hysteria is especially convincing in spite of the frequently inept

writing, Ris longing to be comforted by Lilli, for example, is

expressed in a style that embarrasses by its banality:

Comfort will seep through my blood like frost from ext incandes-
cent flame - a fireworks rocket - a frost that is cooling but

1 All quotations are from the 1965 edition.
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not numbing because it comes' frci a centre of glowing warirrtth.
It's searing Life, btr& it's Love.. Life and Love in symbiosis
can't )jflVfl, Ca&i harm. (p.. 34).

This passage retains acme credibility only because we know that the

speaker, Grvin, is mentally unbalanced.. 	 r1 even this w4lT l-tng suspen-

sion of disbelief is severely strained when, on the way to hospital after

his suicide attempt, he is made to say: tfthe bowling is too mich for ne

Rain has turned the wicket stickytt (p.. 189), and, that his pa:In is "like

Death, Death etched in Pengal Lights. ... LUte a squib snapping at my

vitals, " (p. 190).. In spite of this kind of thing, however, -(the novel

does ert a strangely conipelling quality. The reader has the feeling

of being allowed to wi-thess the actual process of mental disintegration

which seems to threaten all the characters. Liii's sudden, suicidal

behaviour when rejected by Garvin's father:

Rarry saw her stare at the disorder on the bed, then saw her
snatch up sonie-Ihfng, A pair of small scissors.. She held it
in one hand, looked at the wrist of the other hand, the two
bIa,,cIes of the scissors opened in a V like the bill of s'one -bird
of prey. (p. 147)

is convincing especially because MitteTholzer suggests', by the use of

apparently casual detail (the "poppy-red" finger-marks which ry's. slap

leaves on her cheeky the maimer in which she licks' away the tiny trace

of blood that baa seeped from under the bandage on her slashed wrist)

the latent mental abnormality- of his charictera, The reader's attention

is also engaged at another level, however, for the novel deals with

frankly incestuous taboo-relationships; and Garvin's need for sexual

acceptance, involving as it does' his father Rarry as sexual rival, has

an obvious psychological and archetypal significance.. (arvin's urgent

attempts to achieve a potent, satisfying relationship with Liii and

Katherine and to gain approval in his father's eyes, and his failure to
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do so, 1 gives the novel a certain compulsive fascination comparable in

kind (though not, of course, in quality) to our response to Hamlet's

apparent].y inexplicable emotional impotence. That it is lack of

in the sense of recognition as an individual, and not merely frustrated

sexual desire that finally drives Garvin to suicide, is borne out by the

fact that it is his father's hold on Lilli's sexuality and. Katherine's

love and devotion that makes both women finally unavailable to him and.

denies him status as a "man" in his own right, Hamlet, committed to

revenge his dead father, incestuously drawn to his mother, su.ffers from

an ambivalent conscience; since love and duty to his father involves a

sense of sexual guilt as well as the usurpation of another paternal

figure - Claudius. It is the image of paternal authority which "popp'd

in between the election and this] hopes" 2 denies him potency. Death,

in a sense, is a release from this position of helplessness: from an

insoluble emotional conflict, Garvin's death-wish is similarly the

result of emotional ambivalence; and. his psychic disintegration proceeds

ultimately from his hopeless attempt to silence the demanding inner voice

of paternal authority, the super-ego. In. fact, the two themes of sexual

frustration and transcendentalism whiob run through the novel (the

familiar Flesh/Spirit duality) are subservient to and illustrative of

the repressive, overdeveloped super-ego which, in the novel, exacts its

final, tragic revenge on the divided personality. The novel is an

almost classic example of the primary pattern which runs through all of

This maim plot is re-inforced. by the sub-plot in which Lull (who,
like Garvin, is also victim of a psyohie aplit between Spirit and
Pleah)' tries to establish a sexual relationship with Harry, but does
not succeed until her mother's emotional claim on him is temporarily
in abeyance.

2 Hamlet, act V, scene 2.
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Mitteiholzer's work: an inherited "weaIss" produces a psychic imbalance

which, micheckeci, leads in turn to a morbid death-wish. (arvin's failure

to 'be a iian", to assert himself as an. individual1 comes from the psychic

division which is syptomatic of MitteTholzer's heroes whose deliberate

repression of their libidinal natures 1eads, inexorably, to a ccupensa-

tory increase in the "hating", censoring activity of the super-ego.

ie physical description of Garvin's father, QDlonel Jilkington:

the lower lip kept drooping sensually, refusing to be
curbed by the austere upper lip. It was as though a continual
war were being waged between the two - the one on the side of
discipline, -the other on the side of slackness, licence. (p.. 10)

armouncea the duality of Flesh and: Spirit which is reflected in his son.

it whereas the colonel, an old aniy man who "kept himself erect just

naturally" (p. 10), displays features which clearly carry the stanrp of

authorial approval (he is manly, practical, discipIined he whistles in

the bath, not because he is happy, but because "it's a habit of mine to

whistle in the bath" p.. 140), Garvin has inherited an inclination towards

"weakness" from his mother:

Garvin resembled his mother rather than his father. ... his
mouth tallied somewhat with his father's: the disciplined upper
lip seemed in conflict with the slack lower lip. His chin was
his mother's - weakish and receding when seen in profile. (ppl3/l4)

After the tragic loss of his wife, (lia, he turns to oouItism in an

attempt to deaden the shock. His interest in "spiritual planes" and

the "tra1 world", therefore, is merely a form of escapism; and. the

fireworks he begins to accumulate represent (like 'iarL Liddard's vial of

cyanide) a means of escape - as a last resort - through suicide • His

growing interest in Lilli as a "love-object" is wholly dependent in

character, for he sees her as a dispenser of love a giver of security.

lie tells her:

You have Ioe in you, Liii. text week I'll give you the
chance to pour some of it out on me. Oh God, I can feel
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myself swinnthag in It. Iowning in It, but not expiring of
asphyxia. It will bony me up, Like a featherbed-cloud. ITU
lie on it and be comforted. (p, 34).

This passage quite clearly suggests both. Garvin's need for the security

provided by a love-object and his sense of the destructive nature of sex-

uality. The image of "a featherbed-cloud" is a reminder not only of the

1d.chard Lehrer Ieitmotiv of Insecurity ("feather-bed tilting") in Thunder

Returning (1961), but has autobiographical resonance, too. In A Swarthy

(1963) Mittelhoizer records, among other images which remind. him of

his repressed Mew .insterdain childhood, that of "being in a feather-bed"1

at night. Garvin's attitude to seiaI love has schizoid overtones; and.

his almost clinical interest in the effect his low may have on Lull is

a particularly revealing feature:

The expression on his face was that of. an experimenter rather
-than that of a man suddenly seixed with lust, lie watched her
face as he rippled his hands or her nip1es. He seemed anxious
to note what changes would take place in her manner as he pro-
ceeded. •.. whether her spirit would burgeon with life or
splinter and run to ruin like a sand-glass suddenly shattered.
(p . 88).

This recalls Paul Mankay's sense of his Ioe as a lethal quality; and

ilusiratea the psychological view of the characteristic anxiety

(associated with libidinal and destructive impulses) of oral fixation.

Melatha Klein, in her study of children, links feelings of agression

ag.inst the mother with oral anxiety, but concludes that "it is difficult

to say at what time this fusion of the destructive and libidinal instincts

occurs" 1 2 Falrbairn, taking -this view further, considers that, at the

oral stage, where the child's libidinal object is the mother's breast:

The libidinal situation is one which corI'ers tremendous
sigeificance upon the states of fullness and emptiness. . .

1 BM, A Swarthy Boy (1963) p . 51.

2 Melanie Klein, The Psycho-analysis of Children (Hogarth Press, 1969)
p. 182.
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The anxiety which he experiences over emptying the breast ths
gives rise to anxiety over destroying his libidinal object.1

Garvin's wish for Lull to "pour some of it out on me" (p. 34) is accom-

panieci by anxiety about the destructive effect his love may have on her.

There is a tendency, in all MitteTholzer's heroes, to treat love-objects

as a means of satisfying their own. requirennts rather than ä having

inherent 'value in themeelves	 According to Fairbairn, this is a tendency

which "springs from the persistence of an. early oral orientation towards

the breast as a partial object. ,,2 The extraordinary emphasis, in

Mitteihoizer's work, on the breast as the desired sexual object 3 is

revealing, for it lends support to the view that the aggressive attitude

of his split heroes, the predominance, in their behaviour, of taking over

giving, of "internalizing" and incorporating, stems not from any genuine

social or moral position (such as the religious, political and social

theories presented in the rove is might suggest), but rather from a deep

psychological anxiety. Their gruff, apparently extroverted. manner is in

reality a defensive measure ainst libidinal impulses front within;

Thus the schizoid indivia.ua	 ... may quarrel with people,
be objectionable, be rade	 In so doing, he not only stthstitutea
hate for love in his relationships with his objects, bat also

1 Fairbairn, op. cit., pp. 11/12.

2 Thid., p 13.

Ei remembers, as his "earliest erotic experience", his shapely 1'Tegro
nurse "casually fnbling out a full breast and letting me fondle it."
(A SwarthyBoy, 1963, p. 18). In V.8. Raipaul's The Mimic Men (Aadre
Deutsoh 1967 ), Ralph Singh'a enntional dependence is effectively con-
veyed by his fixation. o Sandra's breasts "to which Che] had for sante
little time been admitted" (p. 43) and about which he rhapsodizes. lie
also dreams he is a baby ain in his mother's- arms enjoying "the free-
dom of her kreast." (p. 116).
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induces them to bate, instead of loving, him; and he does all
this in order to keep his libidinal objects at a distance.1

G.arvin is therefore doomed to remain frtzstrated because of this

"internal saboteur" (represented, fittingly, by his father, the colonel)

which opposes his libidinal instincts and denies him potency: wholeness.

His talk about "the true path to Reality" ( p. 179) and the need to com-

plete his "Pattern" by attempting to "plunge out of this gross body and.

leap into the clear space of another dimension" (p. 175), a process

symbolized, for him, in the firework display, is, like the grandiose

visions of L(crgan, the "pyrotecimicist" in V.S. Maipaul's Miguel Street, 2

both tragic and absurd - an escapist fantasy that can lead only to self-

destruction, Morgen's talk about a ttQ)5m3 Dance", his artbivalent wish

to be both laughed at and respected, is a veiled desire to be accepted by

Miguel Street society as a mart in his own right. Garvin's need to prove

himself, to "measure-np" as: a sexually potent individual 5 in his father's

eyes, is inrpied in the cocky ininr,er in which he tells the colonel that

he and Katherine have been sexually intimate:

It's te old nan. Somehow, after that London trip with her
I felt something stirring in the wings. I heard a sort of bour-
don of premonitory intimations. (p . 152).

A comparison of Garv'in's ention,a1 impotence with that of the hero of

1 Pairbairri, op. cit., p. 26,

2 are told that Morgan "loved fireworks, ind he was full of theories
about fireworks, Something about the Osmio ince or the ]nce of Life..
(V.S. ITaipaul, Miguel Street bur Square 1966, p 57).

3 According to .Aithony Storr:

:Bbr the majority of the human race, self-esteem is chiefly rooted
in sexuality, A confident belief in one's own masculinity or
feithifi'rTty is a fundamental part of human identity. (Thxnan

ssiom AlIen Lane, Penguin Press 1968, p. 68).
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Hamlet was certainly in MitteThoizer's aind • lbwarcls the end of ithe

novel, Garvin, as he lies dying, asks 11111 if she likes the play, as

his dead wife did, and adapts the famous line "to be or not to be" in a

most sigoifioan-b way: "to be potent or not to be potent, that is the

question," (p. 190), This strengthens the view that it is the failure

to brook the stern image of the super-ego that finally drives hixa to

suicide: his failure to achieve "the adequacy of my father" (p.190)1

which leads to self-destruction, Mittelholzer's authoritarian

upbringing which characterized and. to a large extent d.eterinined his

development, and. which he "internalized" as a "bad" but necessary object -

a Germanic "strength" - seems to have created continual psychic damage by

gradually occluding the genuinely sensitive, artistic side of his nature.

This stern, parental image, at once hateful arid binding, lay behind his

yearning for an Old World clture arid the status he felt he had. been

denied by a trick of heredity. Instinctively hating arid respecting

authority, rebelling against amy form of attack on his status as an

individual, his more and. more frequent arid hysterical attacks against

the "effete" state of iglish society expressed both this fierce

individualism and his disappointment in a society that was finally too

liberal, too "Ieftwing", to function as' the authoritarian parent-figure

he hated but found. necessary for his psychic well-being, 1jection

(as he saw it) by Ekiglish society and by the publishing world meant a

rejection of himself as an individual by a parent-culture; and

Mitteiholzer's psychic condition, always precarious, doubtiesa contri-

buted to his final, tragic self-destruction. His novels, as this study

has tried to show, reveal this gradual erosion of emotional stability -.

the result of an obdurate, ambivalent apprehension of life - at the

This "genetic" emphasis - the need. to carry on the ancestral sperm -
links the novel with the Ieitmotiv "trilo' where it is also a main
theme, (Vide chapter 1bur (X), p. above),
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psychological leeI; and his exp]!icit subjects of sexual freedom,

religious and social reform an.d tra cendenta1lsm often disgtzise deeper,

more complex themes. These are the burled motives and ideas which are

no always clearly identified by Mlttelho]er, but of whose obstinate

life he was certalnly aware,. 'ou knor", says Garvin Jilkington:

when. I die it wil]L be from. an explosion resulting from an
aocimmIatlon of too many meanings,. •.. I keep weaving meanings
together, and what a bewildering pattern they makes They send
my head into a spin, •., and the meii{ngs take shape and begin
to weave and weave and overwhelm me with a weit of significance
too great for me to bear, I feel I'm going to' be crushed inider
the weiit. I fee]!. i'm going to be extinguished - or disinte-
grate - from the sheer pressure put on me, (p,. 86, my under-
lining).
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(PT) Creative Schizophrenia in the Caribbean Novel:

The Relevance of Mittelholzer.

Our study of Wittelboizer's art reveals, then, a good deal more

than an "esaar in. freedom" 1 or a quest for the personal satisfaction of

"a pleasant oareer" • One also encounters what Denis Williams calls

2
"a question of the relationship to the ancestor", conscious attitudes

which (often the result of unconscious motives) were ultimately respon-..

8ible for the nature, and. frequently fox' the content, of his work1 The

sense of genetic damage which drove the writer, attuned to an Old. World

culture, to seek acceptance by a European parent-body, finally widened

an. inherent psychic division into an irreparable gulf. Mitteihoizer' a

outward-looking, Europe-orientated attitude to culture and racial

pedigree, acting upon his own inner awareness of a "mulatto" condition,

worsened a division of consciousness which is clearly arid fatally

reflected in hia work. If we read Mittelbolzer's novels for their

social or political wisdom, or expect to find in. them an artistic

embodying of coherent, explicit moral theories; then the effect of the

work - with only a few exceptions - is extremely trivial and disappoint-

ing. Crude sensationalism, sexual titillation, morbidity arid a certain

marked faoilit for retailing bizarre incident and for describing dis-

turbed menial states are the characteristics which are most easily

distinguishable, and which give to much of his work an undeniably

popular, but sub-literary value. 3 His commentators have therefore

tended to highlight the pioneering nature of his work and. the example

which be set other, younger West Indian writers by his sheer ener and

1	 Seymour, Lectures, op.. cit., p. 14.

2 Denis Williams, Lectures, op. cit., p. 12.

The success of EL's Kaywana novels in. this genre, for example, makes
him unique among West ]rndian novelists.
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dedication- to writing. According to A.J. Seymour, the Importance of

Mittelholzer's work lies in its reflection of the artist's integrity

and professionalism - qualities which are without doubt among

Mittelholzer's real virtues - and that if his work has any "message"

for us, it is one that "includes the value of strength, enerr and

persistence and the quality of dedication."1 L. Edward Brathwaite

refers to Mittelholzer, indeed, sums him up, as ' I (?zJyfl P s finest story-

teller"2 and "the historical novelist of Guyana", 3 Prank Birbalsingh

oompares Mi-k-beTholzer's pioneering attempt with that of the nineteenth

century American novelist, Charle a Brockden Brown:

Because of their separation from England, the direct source
of ideas and models, they shared ooimnon stresses and strains
in creating a 'displaced' literature with new subjects and
themes; for essentially it was the asme pioneering problem
they both faced - that of moulding, out of their fresh New
World experiencq and received Old World ideas, appropriate
artistic forms.'+

But all that this appears to suggest, however, is that, like Brown,

Mitteihoizer is a precursor: the first native West Indian novelist

whose work is "not narrowly bound by regional themes or interests".5

And the comparison of Mittelboizer and Brown is, in many respects,

extremely apt:

all his works are imperfect. ... any interpretation
therefore, that seeks to resolve the critical disagreement his
works have engendered nv.st first go back to the man himself
for the study of hia early life is most pertinent to the
discussion of his art.

1 A.J. Seymour, Lectures, op. cit., p.. 51.

2 L,E. Brathwaite, "Kyk-O'ver-Ai. and the Radicals" New World (Guyana,
1966) p. 57.

3	 Ibid., p. 190.

4 Birbalsingh, op. cit., p. 102.

5	 ibid., p. 103.

6 Donald A. Rings, €harles Brookden Brown (Twayne, N.T. 1966) P. 17.
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The main biographical impression be makes on us is, after
all, of the energy with wbioh he staked out a vocation in
literature and applied Mmself to it.1

These are remarks which might as readily be a:pplied to Mitteihoizer.

Birbalaingb does, however, give a clear hint of tne really original

aspect of this tpioneering t quality in Mittellaolzer's art

("Mitteihoizer' a novels •.. deal mainly with psychological themes that

are of both local and universal siiifioance") 2 - a hint that comes,

unfortunately, at the end. of his essay, said is immediately blurred into

the more general observation about "themes not wholly limited by applica-

tion to local conditions".3

Now the superficiality of Mit-teThoizer' a art	 art cannot be

denied, but the importance of his psychological themes require more

than -the formal recognition of their presence in his work as an indioa-

-tion of the writer 'a couendable lack of parochialism. For when

Mittelbolzer r s work is seen as an attempt, at a deeper, psychological

level, to resolve a Body/Mind split of which the author was himself

aware, and which he often deliberately chose as his main theme; then

the novels do not only become very complex and interesting indeed, but

also serve -to embody, in a comprehensive yet faimly accessible form, an

important aspect of -the development of West Indian writing as a whole.

'l'be theme of psycho disintegration is central, for example, in

-the work of Caribbean writers as important, as accomplished and as

different as George Lamming and V,S. Naipaul, where it appears as am

ever-present danger to be guarded against. D -the work of Naipaul in

particular, psychic wholeness is presented as a continually retreating

Warner Berthoff, Arthur Jrervyn ('bit Rinehart and Winston, N.Y.
1962) p. xxi of in'troduo-tion

2 Birbalsingh, op. cit,, p. 103.

3 ibid.
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vision, always just out of reach. Wheni this psychic imbalance is seen

to be largely the result of the colonial Caribbean condition of

fortuitous racial and cultural admixture, where no background of long

established habit, no social, political, religious or cultural tradi-

tions exist to give a sense of individual stability; then the importance

of Mittelholzer's work in the literature of the Caribbean becomes evident.

Indeed, the already commonplace view of Caribbean writing as expressive

of a "search for identity" will be seen to be capable of a much deeper

and. altogether more meaningful formulation: the writer's attempt, by

examirftr'g his relationahip to the environment, to the natural and

historical condition of the Caribbean, and to himself, to define and to

preserve the integrity of the psyche against the constant danger of

disintegration threatened by outer historical and: social, as well as by

inner, psychological forces. And this is an enterprise - a theme -

which is finally universal. It is the theme that may be discerned: as

a major impulse in the Romantic and Symbolist movements with their

insistence on imagination as an associative impulse - an impulse towards

Unity of Being: as well as the principle which underpina the psycho-

logical theories of ego-dissociation from Freud and STung through to the

work of modern psychologists like Erich Fromm, W.R.D. Fairbairn,

RD. Laing and An.tbony Storr.

The significance of ittelholzer's associative attempt, there-

fore, can hardly be overstated. Kis work embodies the dilemma implicit

in the whole body of Caribbean literature: "that wrestling contrad.io-

tion of being white in mind and black in body." 1 Thit it is a condition

which is, paradoxically, a source both of despair and of creative power;

Derek Walcott, "What the Twilight Says: six Overture". Preface to
Dream on Monkey Mountain and Other Plays. (Jonathan. Cape 1972) p. 9.
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for much of the vigour and originality of Caribbean writing comes from

the artist's attempt -to make "creative use of his schizophrenia".1

In the study of Wilson Harris's work whioh follows, we shall be con-

cerned with that aspect of the Caribbean novel in which the writer,

looking inward towards a native or "host" consciousness, attempts to

discover a renewed sensibility, a new imaginative source within his

contradictory cultural and racial inheritance, The discussion of

Harris's work will attempt to illustrate what must be considered the

most remarkable and. original development in the Caribbean novel: one

in which the condition of cultural and. racial admixture itself becomes

the "complex womb" of a new wholeness of vision. A creative attempt

is made to heal the divided psyche of Caribbean Man by exploring an

inner theme:

,.. a theme of a living drama of conception, -the conception
of -the human person rather than the ideolo of the 'broken'
individual • 2

Despite the similarities between Edgar Mittelboizer and Wilson

Harris (both are mixed natives of Guyana born in New Austerdam; both

are of middle-class origin; both are deeply concerned with the social

and psychological effects of heredity, history and environment on

character - the psychic disorientation of Caribbean Man) no two West

Indian novelists present a more øtriking contrast in terms of the impact

their work makes, Where the themes of I!ittelholzer'a novels, in

general, reflect a disintegrative movement - a division of consciousness -

and his characters seem. frequently to drift towards death; Harris's

themes convey a sense of wholeness and coherence - the result of a

Derek Walcott, "What the Twilight S&ys: an Overture", Preface to
Dream ononkey Mountain and Other Plays, op. cit,, p. 17.

2 Wilson Harris, Tradition the Writer and Society (New Beacon Books
1967) p 27, Further references to this work will appear as TWS,
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deliberate, sustained associative effort - that characterizes all his

work, Where Mitteliiolzer' a novels are straightforward. arid conventional

in terns of style and language, Harris' a are notoriously unconventional

arid "difficult" to read. Mitteihoizer is a superficial writer, unless

(and this has been our contention. in this study)') one is aware of a

complex, underlying psychological level of meaning: the indirect

result of the author "a own. ambivalence or "0-ness". Harris's novels,

on the other hand, are quite deliberately unorthodox, written to convey

"subterran emphases" consistent with a well-articulated theory of

"implosion". This is a method of fiction in which the meaning of the

work is to be found neither in the overt plot lior in characterization;

but within the numerous echoes, associations and. reverberations of

meaning set up in the reader' a mind as he enters the novel, so to speak.

It is an. approach which requires the writer's (as well as the reader's)

open-neBs to language less as a medium. of intellectual meaning, than

of vision:

And this is the germ of the thing the writer feels when. be
says in. everyday talk that ra work begins to write itself', to
live its own life, to make its author see developments be bad
not intellectually ordered or arrangedT

One ma r complain of the "oddness" or "difficulty" of a Harris novel, but

never of it triviality.

Harris claims that his approach to the novel is;

not intellectual, but rather part of a hard and continu-
ous wrestling within the medium of my own work, a process more
akin to somethin active and unpredictable rather than planned
and theoretical.

TWS, op. cit., p. 47.

2 Wilson. Harris, "The Phenomenal Legacy" Literary Half-Yearly Vol. XI
o. 2 (July, 1970) p. 1.
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But one is nevertheless aware of a remarkable, omnivorous intellect

behind the complex, often esoteric nature of his work. His interests,

unlike Mittelholzer' 5, are wide and extremely varied, ranging from

alchemy to Zen Buddhism. But although his obvious iirtelleotuality-

(in the sense of his interest in the iiiterconnectedness of all knowledge)

contrasts sharply with }tittelholzer' a rigidly- dogmatic, often cranky,

mental attitude; it is interesting to notice that both writers are

deeply concerned with the "Faustian" nature of reality itself: the

existence of a complementary, "irrational" world of myth and. fantasye

Whereas !rittelholzer regards this "Other World" as a way of escape from

a burdensome reality-, however (as in his belief in the occult theory

of "astral planes"), Harris ) characteristically, sees it iii. a Jwigian

light: as the nature of the trnconscious - the inner self with which

the ego must be re-united.

In his deliberate choice of a theme of psychic re-integration,

as in his choice of a fiction of "implosion", Harris is the antithesis

of [ittelho1zer. Yet these two writers are again linked in a

curiously- ironic way through their shared concern for the genetic and

cultural relationship to the ancestor. 1 Where, however, Mittelboizer

regards his mixed racial inheritance as a static, "weak" condition: a

damaging impediment in his effort to relate to a European "parent";

Harris (himself racially- mixed) considers this fact of admixture a

strength and a vital source of new and. original growth towards identity.

H reecta the implied views of both George LAmming (who seeks self-

definition through confrontation With the white world) and Vidia Maipaul

(whose Old World bias forces him - as it does Mittelholzer - to reject

2. As Denia Williams puts it:
.. on the one bend the problem [ of relationship to the azioes-

tori has been stated by- Mit-telholzer, and on the other, as I
believe, resolved by Wilson Harris. (Lectures 1969, op. cit.,
p. 15).
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the "inferior", "broken" cultures of the West Indies) • For Irarris,

a new sensibility, and, consequently, a new Art, is the vital sabstance

and goal of any true quest for identity or for wholeness. And. by

adopting a dynamic, experimental approach to the problem of divided

consciousness, he is able to expand the theme of the "broken individual"

to universal proportions; finding in it almost unlimited creative

scope for his own associative art,
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Chapter Six

WILSON HARRIS AND TI DRAMA OF CONCEPTION

Theodore Wilson Harris, born in New Amsterdam, Berbice, Iuyana

in 192]., was a senior government surveyor and had. conducted many

expeditions in mapping and geomorphologioal research in. the interior,

rain-forest area of the country between 1955 and 1958. He came to

London permanently in. 1959, but his experience of the interior was to

be a lasting influence. He began his literary career as a poet, and

even his early work, like "Tell me trees: what are you whispering?"

(a poem. for children) 1 or "Savan nah Lands", 2 an evocation of "Lands

open/To sunshine and sky/Arid to the endless winds/Passing their eternal

rounds", or "Words Written Before Sunset" 3 which is a vision of Man

"standing upon the lip of darkness/in grand and ageless contemplation",

already conveys his awareness of the intercoimectedness of Man and

Nature, the sense of a vast, sweeping canvas of life within which the

human spirit struggles and. learns to be free in. its very rootedness in.

earth. ifis experience, as a land-surveyor, of the rain-forest's dis-

turbing effeet upon the normal centres of perception, its characteristic

heightening of the less familiar modes of awareness; encouraged in his

sensitive, introspective mind, the contemplation of larger themes - the

nature of awareness, of Beiflg itself. The unpredictable nature of the

landscape, the deceptive "lie of the land", where rivers and trees,

rocks and. waterfalls may contain both a threat and a bounty; where

tacoubas (barely submerged rocks, logs or tree-branches) wait in. ambush

just below the mirror-like surface of quiet creeks and. rivers, impressed

upon his mind. the need for an. unconventional "reality". A less "tidy"

approach to art which could allow for, and. embody, the unpredictable

Vol. 1 ifo. 1 (December, 1945) p. 17.
2	 Vol. 1 No. 2 (June, 1946) p. 8.

Vol. 1 No. 3 (December, 1946) p. 9.
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nature of life, If for Ilitteihoizer the interior represented a

numinous, vaguely hostile presence, for Harris it became both. a danger

and a means of creative vision: both tomb and womb. For him the rain-.

forest was neither pitiless, raw Nature nor a romantic synibol of an

ul2spoilt world, but a "world-creating jungle" 1 like that which Blake's

"Pyger" inhabits, A symbolic chaos out of which all creations are

fashioned,

The predominance in Harris's work, therefore, of images of death

and rebirth, spiritual ascent and physical descent and destruction,

reflects -the phenomenon of the cycles of nature, the apparent paradox of

regeneration through haoe and. death, and relates to his wish to convey

in his art the sense of interdependence between Man and. his environment,

But whereas Mittelboizer, who also felt this interdependence, never-

theless saw the environment as essentially related to human life in an

anthropomorphic way - affecting and. reflecting the moods of men -

Harris sees the forest as a dynamio presence ultimately independent of

man but conta(nlng within itself an unalterable Truth embodying the

means to renewed vision. Harris himself frequently makes the coimea-

tion between Nature - his own experience of the interior - and. creative

art, Ijiacussing the "self-destructive" ener of American poetry he

says:

,,. there is a school of West Indian art which idealizes -the
sun. And it has always struck me that this is an American atti-
tude, American idealism, I have lived for long periods in
aavannahs so much exposed to beat and. fire, that the sun has be-
come a adversary - one of two antagenistic principles - night
and day - and. only an association of these two principles provides
release.2

And it is -this view of -the practical and psychological necessity for a

juxtaposition of opposites - a positive associative response to the

apparent contradictions of normal experience - that gives to Harris's

art its peculiar, paradoxioal quality. His awareness of the many layers

of experience, of race and culture: of "the paradoxes of his world":3

1 Wilson Harris, "Amazon" Eternity to Season (Guyana 1954) p. 3.1.
2	 TWS, op. cit., p.. 3.0.

3 Ibid., p. 14.
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forces him to reject any one-sided, deterjninTstic view of ran. The

"dissociation of sensibility" which (unlike T.S. Eliot) Earns sees

stretching back to the early economic growth of fifteenth century Europe

("jhe Faustian transformation of Europe") had already begun with the

Spanish conquest of the ancient South Anenican nations. This is the

psychological problem that lies at the root of mankind's failure to

achieve a status qu:

This enina of divided personality which began to join
unwitting hands to the Renaissance mood of classical return,
was to become one of the prophetic and ruling features of the
age: the age f sowrei nations, torn by idealism and
bestiality ...'

and if a solution is to be found whereby the widening gap between Man's

technological achievement and his emotional development - between head

and heart - may be closed; then. the "whole man" must be reconstructed

from the "broken individual". Bereim lies Barrio's concern with psychic

re-integration. 	 br him, the West Indian writer's especial theme, his

central concern and symbol, is man and his relationship to a precarious

existence where nothing seems given, no traditions exist to provide a

stable culture, where even, his ancestors and his ds are various,

unknowable. Placed thus i a situation of dread, he must learn first to

Be, and then to know. As Heidegger expresses it:

Dread reveals Nothing. In dread we are "In suspense".
In the trepidation of this suspense where there is nothing to
bold on to, pure Da-sein j"Being therej ía all that remains. 3

It is this sense of the fluid, unstable nature of existence; of the need

to discover an. interior validity, that leads Harris to repudiate the

"novel of persuasion" in. which the writer consolidates his characters -

IWS, op. cit., p. 22.

2 Ibid., p . 23.

Martin Heidegger, Existence and Being (Vision. Press Ltd., 1956) pp. 3'66/

367.
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persuades us to believe in their life-like portrayal - and to adop& an

alternative method of fiction:

a theme of a living drama of conception, the conception of
the htnan person rather than the ideolo- of the broken individual.

Because (unlike Mitteihoizer) he refuses to consider concepts like

"strong"	 "good" and "evil" or even "actual" and "fictitious"

as self-evident absolutes or diametrically opposed definitions; Harris's

universe, like Blake's, is composed of contraries. And the purpose of

his work is to convey the conjunction of disparate elements which contri-

bute to his complex vision of reality as a "one-ness" in which both Man

and Nature (animate and inanimate) participate. This is not, however,

the Bomantic Vision: the "wise passiveness" of a Wordsworth or the

"negative capability" of a Keats; but primarily an existential position

in which the artist's own creative leap is a pre-requisite. 	 br Harris,

this "one-ness" of life can be experienced and communicated only -throui

"&zthentic" existence and an acceptance of "dread". Like Heidegger, who

sees Man as throvn ("gevrfen") into existence, Harris regards "authentic"

experience as a conscious decision to face the angst which this condition

of precariousness creates:

When the toy-man, the exploited man, becomes aware of original
rhythms within the oppression of his world, contradictions are
bared in a manner terrifying and yet containing the secret of
change • 2

This is, indeed, a rigorous humanism which requires a profound sense of the

experimental and unpredictable nature of reality: a need for an intense,

personal centre of balance as well as a condition of "open-ness", since:

the life of situation and. person has an inarticulacy one
must genuinely suffer with and experience' if one is to1aoquire
the oapaoity for a new relationship and understanding.

TiS, op. cit., p. 27.

2 Ibid., p. 19.

Ibid., p. 41.
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Harris's main concern, then, is with "unaccominoclated'1 , incomplete

Man, the "subtle arid nebulous links which are latent within him", ' arid the

possibility of a fiction of fulfilment rather than consolidation, which

places the lnman consciousness at the centre of the universe. Br& if

Man is the central reality of the universe, this reality can be understood

only in apparent paradox: through the extremes of outer existence within

space arid time, and of Inner Being, beyond space and time. The tension

between Existence and Being, therefore, between Man's life in the world

and his ability to manifest the transcendent; is central to Harris's work,

which continually aims at sri embodiment and. resolution of this tension.

There is a constant movement towards a reclamation of the inner life (the

neglected interior) arid an extension of the "space" inhabited by Man. The

social arid geographical contrast between Guyana's extensive, densely-wooded

and mountainous (but virtually unpopulated) interior arid the overcrowded

main city on the flat, alluvial coast provides Harris with a natural meta-

phor for man's highly developed, but superficial outer existence arid his

neglected, undeveloped inner Being. kid his interest In. what is unpre-

dictable and "hidden" In the individual is related to his fascination

with "the interior of a landscape within which men lose themselves to find

themselves. ,,2 Harris may therefore be considered. an "interior" writer

in. contrast to the "coastal" Mittelholzer whose stylistic concern is for

conventional characterization and. plot; 3 arid the "contraries" which

3.	 T?IS, op. cit., p. 28.

2 Wilson Harris, "Interior of the Movel" National Identity (Heineinaim
Educational Books Ltd. 1970) p. 138.

In a tribute to Roger Mais, Mittelholzer defines a "good" novel as:

one which succeeds In three basic things: telling a story
that holds the interest, depicting credible characters and creating
a strong anosphere of place. (	 vol. 6 no. 20 Mid-year 1955,
p. 165).
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divide and franent the work of Iattelholzer are accepted and used by

Uarris for new, creative development, imaginative explorations which employ

symbol, metaphor and m.ylth to suggest a reconciliation of opposites.

Itarris's earliest collection of poems, Fetish (Guyana 1951),

already reflects his concern with an interior exploration. The book,

published tinder the pseudonym "Icona Varuk" (the name of a river and

mountain-range iii the interior), opens with "pio of Heaven", a poem

whose title links the opposite poles of earth and sky, and in which there

is a deliberate attempt (as in Rimbaud) at a drglement des sens.

Images proliferate in a manner apparently calculated to surprise: to

disturb the reader's normal habit of perception:

Eaemental stars burden or release
music: deliberate networks turn to
spasms. Combs crust or are uncoiled in fury
are broken headache: boaoms parch:
salty hungers indent journeys of electricity ... (p. 3).

The chaotic jwnble of images is intended as a comuent on the actual

"tzntidizss" of our perception of life: the conflicting, confusing elements

which make up "reality" The poem is full of paradoxes ("wails are pools

where he drowns ,.. rocking in roots of pain and gaiety") and there is art

effect of continual contraction and expansion:

... impermanent
visitor whose residue borrows a coat
to stain the skies
discontent to be tearless and unjust comet
or to be narrow string tying a parcel ... (p. 3).

Here the shift in scale from "coat" to "skies", "comet" and back again to

"narrow string tying a parcel", recalls (like the poem's title) both Man's

earthbound. existence and his transcendental aspirations. "Fetish", the

title-poem of this early collection, is quoted in its entirety in. Harris' s

ninth novel, Ascent to Omai (1970) *here, during a "cosmic trial", it is

presented as evidence for the "defence". It is dismissed by -the prosecu-
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tion as "a kind of rubbish heap of images ... the blasted bunk of

civilizations" (p. 71),1 but described as a "restorative" medium by

defence counsel:

Fetish is a poem about disintegration ... but you are
unable to see you are being assisted, as it were, to break
the callous[of insensibility] you deplore •se mess -
rubbish - is invaluable. 	 It is, in fact, a new experimen-
tal source of wealth. (p. 72).

This exchange between Yprosecutionh and "defence" (itself suggesting

a	 of opposites) incidentally defines the poem's purpose

and relates to Harris's associative, reconstructive attempt. 	 For

although a fetish is (in the pejorative sense of the word) a super-

stitious or exaggerated habit: a preoccupation with ornament: it

is also the mysterious talisman of aboriginal societies which (made

from bone or hair or other trubbiht) provides the wearer with "a

frail entrance and exit for the spirit/a channel into the furious

sky." ("Fetish", p. 7).	 The concept of the fetish as an iniagina-

tive bridge or "gateway" through which Man, imprisoned in history

and time, is able to achieve a rapport with a timeless, AB-original

existence; underlies Harris's interest in the myths and legends of

the aborigines of Guyana as well as in vestigial African rituals and

masques.	 Referring to the small god-images of the Arawaks (called

which had been dubbed "gross uperstition by Father Jesse,2

Harris argues that the Arawak	 was an icon which signified the

"inner space or "hidden perspectives" of the Caribs' totemic

world; and, as such, represented the "collective unconscious" of

One is here reminded of V.S. Naipaul's view of the West Indies
as a kind of rubbish heap of fragmented cultures, a "disintegrated
society" which is not "a coherent, understandable thing". (See
interview in Transition No. 1Q Accra 1971, pp. 59 and 6i).	 And
it is significant that he chooses, for his opening epigraph to
The Middle Passage (1962) an extract from Fro/ide's The English in
the West Indies (1887) which ends: "There are no people there in
the true sense of the word, with a character and purpose of their
own •"

2 See The Reverend C. Jesse, The Amerindians in St. Lucia (Archaeo-
logical and Historical Society of St. Lucia 1968).
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1
a whole people:

Space ... is analogous to the Arawak seme (which means delicate)
arid t zeini or icon, •.. We are involved therefore - if we can
imaginatively grasp it - in iconic or plastic thresholds - in an
architecture of consciousness or re-constitution of spaces in
the West Indian. psyche running through Negro limbo and vodun
into sculptures or spaces equivalent to 2rooms of an Arawak
cosmos (rooms of turtle, bird, lizard).

The key phrase here is "reconstitution of spaces in the West Indian

psyche" ? for it points to Harris's vision of integrated Man, whose inner

life, no longer neglected. or obscured, makes his fUlfilment possible,

Eternity to Season (Guyana 1954), Earns's best known and most

important collection of poems, is a cyclic work that restates his theme

of the necessary coecLstence of two kinds of Being: temporal (season) and

timeless (eternity). The work is divided into "poems of separation and

reunion", and the general effect is of an organic, pulsing ener - like

the expansion and contraction of a beating heart - which suggests the

rhythm of human. life and the natural cycles of death/rebirth, day/night,

A similar misjudgement of "primitive ornament" - one which had
serious results - was the British governor's attempt, in 1900, to make
the subdued Ashanti surrender their much sought-after Golden Stool,
Sir Frederic Ekdgson, unaware that the fabulous Stool was the shrine
of the sunsun (soul), and therefore the spiritual repository of the
entire Ashanti nation - a sacred object not intended for use, even by
-their King, as an. ordinary stool - requested that it be produced for
him to sit upon. According to R.S. Rattray:

The historian relates that the governor's speech 'was received in
silence.' A few days later we were at war, which the A&ian.ti had
declared on us, Comment seems superfluous. (Ashanti OtiP 1969,
p. 292).

2 Wilson Harris, History, Fable arid MYth in the Caribbean and Guianas
(The Edgar MitteTholzer Memorial Lectures, third series. National
History and Arts Council, Guyana 1970, p. 23).	 irther references to
-this work will appear as Lectures (1970).
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drought/flood etc.:

Who brings the water
from the deep interior of earth
is magical with the science
of vision
is the gedlike being of the well,

Who bears the water away
from the well
is seasonal
death and drought
is the mortal being of the well.

So love cbooees a glorious meeting:
the days divide situnber from waking ... ("The Well"

[prologues of creatio , p. 15).

The theme of self-discovery and the quest for "home" - for rootstt - is,

as Louis James indicates, of central importance in the cycle:

EThernity to Season is the exploration of the pilgrimage from
the flux of time to the tseasont of a meaningul moment within
time. Like James Joyce in TJlysses, Harris uses the Creek myths
to reinforce his structure and. extend meaning .,. the classical
story of a man. leaving a decayed civilization (Troy), mastering
immense spiritual and. physical dangers -through courage and.
ingenuity, and. coming at last to harbour, recurs in the West
Indian pattern of a journey from the older cultures of Europe,
inas-teriiig the forces, threatening disintegration, of the middle 1
passage, exploitation, and colonialism, to final self-discovery.

But -the cycle also contains the idea of a Tew Beginning, a re-constitution

of the individual psyche, as the sequence called "The Fabulous Well"

suggests. Subtitled "the quest of home", these poems begin with "The

Well" (prologues of creation) in which the image of 	 stands for

"-the life of the world" and "a stone in darkness" (p. 13). This reminds

"The Necessity of Poetry" 1Tew World (Giyana 1966) p.. 115.

2 The biblical story of Christ t s meeting with. the woman at the well
symbolizes -the need for new consciousness — the water of life". So
too, Jacob'a discovery of the well covered by a stone which he rolls
away -to obtain the water, His later dream of a heavenly ladder is
the resultant spiritual vision.
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us of Harris' s interest in alche!dcal symbolism as a Link with the "melting

pot" of the West Indian character: the search for a subtle? evanescent

reality, the siificanoe of which is "akin to the L'uropean preoccupation

with alchemy."1 The symbol of a "stone in darkness" certainly suggests

the nigredo (the undifferentiated rima inateria or massa confusa of the

alchemists) which is the primary stage from which differentiation of the

lapin filosophorun (the symbol of the Self) proceeds. The well is also

likened to a dark, unconscious state of ing which must be taken into

account before authentic existence IS possible:

one must lose and. one must gain
this earthen flower, this well
which has its original currency between life and death,

science
and drought, joy and. compassion.
The solid and dark
flower of the well promises illumination of its
roots, promises the flavour of its earth, promises the

brown vision
of its d. (pp. 14/15, my underlining).

The image of the "flower" of the well is reminiscent of the ancient Chinese

Taoist arid. aichemica]. treatise, The Secret of the Golden Flower 2 which is

concerned with the re—integration of the self and the "other"; and the

promise of "illumination", "flavour" and "vision" is fulfilled in the

second poem of the series, entitled "The Well" (recreation of the senses).

Here, the mute at the well has "his hearing formed to rhythms of life",

1
TVS, op. cit., p. 32.

2 The ancient Chinese MS. was introduced to CG. Jung In 1928 by the
famous sinologist, Rtchard Wilhelm, The work provided Jung with the
confirmation of his own ideas on alchemy as a metaphor for the develop-
inent of the self; and was thus central to his researches on a psycho-
1oy of the tlnconaoious. (See C.G, Jtmg, MeniDries, Dreams, Reflections
Collins 1963, p. 195). Harris quotes from The Secret of the Golden
Flower to illustrate "a profound otherness of experience." (See
"InterIor of the Hovel" iTational Identity op. cit., p. 138).
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learns to listen to the "soft yet heavy gu.t'tural accents" of the universe,

and gradually learns "to understand what life says": (pp. 15/16)

es
once blind
now open to the beauty of life. Life achieves contours
of vision.
From earthiness space learns
again
to be born to the universal taste of life. (p. 16).

The senses have been. reconstituted, and the psyche is ready for falfil-

mont: "under the vast space of sky/the dark rhythm of realisation/moves

within/and brims each human vessel." ( p. 17). In the final poeir of

this group, "(iarcoal", (subtitled "epilogue to the senses: the heart")

the subject is the need for a re-fashioning of intention: a new direction

to be dictated by the "heart". The poem's ending is enigmatic, suggest-

ing both a passive acceptance of blind "spendthrift creation" and a

"passionate intention" to change the 'world:

The Ifegro once leaned on his spade
breathing the amoke of his labour,
the arch of his body banked -to shelter or tame
his slov burning heart
like a glittering diamond:
or else like charcoal to grain
the world, lines of passionate intention. (p. 18).

This group of three poems, therefore, exemplifies the spiritual,

alchemical theme of psychic re-integration: a "timeless" theme within

the historical framework of the cycle as a whole. Tan and lTature are

linked by the "spirit of creation", and the great "Fall" is both waterfall

and "a torrent of evolution" ("Spirit of 'the Fall, p. 42); a symbol of

wholeness in which heaven. and earth, life arid death, stillness and move-

mont, are one.	 br Harris, the creative spirit is:

the unity of extremes that reach out from one end of
'the world

to the other, the extremes of being, 'the luxury in squalor,
the lknowledge in ignorance, the strength in weakness1

("Creation", p . 47).

.it in attempting to encompass such a cosmic vision of man, 'to find, a

scale that contains/what is very great and never loses what is secret and.
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1
snial])' ("Laocoon", p. 45), Harris pushes his poetry, his use of symbols

and. metaphor, to the limits of normal comprehension, and often beyond.

The frequent use of tightly packed images creates constantly shifting

meanings within the lines; and a re-reading (once for "sound.", once for

"sense") often seems necessary. The moment one attempts to examine the

verbal structure of lines like:

TTecessity is the suitor
that urges the violent caricature of royalty to test
the internal habit of convulsion, the fever, the seal of

distress,
the one sensation violently shaping time, broad-based and
solid, or a vanishing point and intrepid. ("The Beggar is

King: .Antaeus (The Suit3 ", p . 28.)

the difficulty becomes obvious. The poem is subtitled "Vindication of

earth", and. is a reminder of Man's ultimate dependence on ITature and his

need to be "wedded" to his owm, deepest self, as to "the ground of his o'wn

Being':

a grounded and more solid basis
must truly edst. Not above or below but on the broad plain
of earth, not in. the consequences of unjust thought or action,

not
in tmthinnan
power and its attraction,
only in sources and interaction, the muscularity of space,
the strong husband responsive to the incomparable earth. (p.29)

Like itaeus, Man, removed from contact with his elemental nature,

inevitably weakens and dies 1 In this context, therefore, the lines

previously quoted ("Iecessity is the suitor ...") maybe taken to mean

that "authentic" experie!ce of life '1'Tecessity") is the occasion which

Cf. Karl Stern's theory of the need to recognize the transcendent
(male) and immanent (female) polarities of Man. He argues that just as
heroic action, "the Promethean fever", is characteristically masculine,
so "hiddenness and. littleness" are the traits most naturally associated
With the feminine, receptive attitude, A conjunction of the two is
necessary for psychic health. (See Karl Stern, The F'ight from Woman
Allen and tynwin 1966, p. 277). One is also reminded of Coleridge's
dictum that a truly great mind must be androgynous.
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1
forces the outer, pretentious self ("the violent caricature of royalty")

to question its stock responses ("the internal habit of convulsion" etc.).

It is thus a cosmic, cataclysmic force "violently shaping tine", although

essentially an intangible, unseen impulse which radically alters things.

One is left, however, with the uncomfortable feeling that the passage has

to be made to yield a meaning, and that other meanings may be uat aa

readily found in the same passage. It is a difficulty neatly summarized

by Louis James as a:

comparative failure to come to 'ips with the poetic experi-
ence in the medium of words •,. as if Harris had the moment of
inspiration, and then was hurried .Iong to the next insight before
fully working the earlier one out•

Harris's view of the creative spirit as "the unity of extremes that reach

front one end of the world/to the other, the extremes of being" ("Creation",

p. 47), because of its extremely wide range and scope, provides its on

problems of construction and form, The extended, cyclic pattern of

Eternity to Season serves as a suitably epic framework, but the poetry

does not, one feels, in the final analysis, entirely succeed in conveying

the sweeping mythological, philosophical and spiritual significance of the

artist's thought.

The reason for this is not, as L.E. athwaite suggests, to be

found in Harris's "sense of contradiction" or in the fact that his "concern

is with symbol" and. not Man (indeed, Harris's central concern is, as I

have attempted to suggest, above all with Man: with the reconstitution of

the "broken individual"); but something at once more obvious and more om-

plex: the gap that always exists between the visionary artist and his

1 Cf. King Lear: "Take physic, pomp ;/Expose thyself to feel what
wretchis feel ..,"(Act III Sc. iv).

2 Louis 3ames, "The lTecessity of Poetry" op. cit., p. 114.

L. Edward &athwaite, "The (ntroversial Tree of Time" 	 VOl. 8

no. 30 (January/June, 1960) p. 114.
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audience. A disparity of perception. Louis James's criticism of

"de-hiunaiiizing', dislocating tendency in Harris's poetry is justifiable

and unanswerable:

if everything is in flux, if cjualities, values aM sub-
stances are interchangeable ,.. if time is collapsible, and all
proportions relative ('The tiniest flake is a cliff, the merest
trickle of water/a delu') the reader is desperately in need of
something to hold on to.

In knocking away conventional props, the reader's habitual framework of

reality, the writer risks forfeiting the very coinim.mication he seeks.

xt it is also necessary to say that the clisordering of conventional

response, of setting the reader adrift, as it were, is part of Harris's

purpose. It is a deliberate disorientation of the senses in an attempt

to •stablish a new awareness: an "authentic" response. There can be

no doubt that this creates a real difficulty of interpretation. Harris's

poetry is frankly idiosyncratic. Thit, invoking the spirit of Blake, the

writer mit well say, in reply to charges of "obscurity" or "eccentricity":

both read. the Bible day and nigir
3it thou read.st black where I read white
Th what you will this Life's a fiction
And is made up 0±' Q)ntradiction.2

and argue that the "difficulty" of his work is a concomitant of the extreme

risk be takes in his Promethean rle as poet for a new sensibiity His

art, then, becomes an art of extremity, the Lmnediate, practical difficulty

of which lies in its original and complex imagery, The concentration of

meaning in his poetry is, at times, almost too dense to unravel, unless

the reader is prepared to accept the author's "double focus" and to read

reality with his rules. A good example of this "double focus" occurs in

ecssity of Poetry" op. cit., p.. 114.

2 William Blake, "The Everlasting Gospel" from The mplete Vlritings of
William Blake (OUP, 1966) pp. 748 aM 751.
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the following passage:

So life discovers the remotest beaches ilL tine
that are always present in action: the interior walls of

being
open like a inirrorless pool, the ocean's nostalgia
and the stormy conummication of truth turn still deeply
like settlement and root. ("Behring Straits", p. 9)

Bre the poeni's theme, "the tremendous voyage between two worlds", refers

to the great migratory journey of the early Caribs as well as to the

individ.ual ts inner journey between the two states of Existence and. Being.

Because of -this double meaning, at once historical and personal, the

imagery reflects both poles of reference, "The remotest beaches in time"

become both the distant coastline of the Tew World and the "timeless

moments" of the visionary which are always present in Maxi's daily existence

in time, It Is the 'inirrorless pool" of -the inner self that is discovered

by the "traveller" as well as the interior of the new land; and the

explorer, settling on the lawi, forgets, but is still subject to (and

changed by) past experience of hardship and extremity, just as the vision-

ary sense of the numinous, -the "s-torny coimmmicaiion of truth", remains

as important as a settled belief, It is necessary to retain an open,

fluid awareness, in order to avoid the prison of historical, "dead" time,

Later in the poem we read:

The voyage between two worlds
is fraught with -this grandeur and. -this anonymity. Who

blazes a trail
is overtaken by a labyrinth
leading to many conclusions. (p. 9).

This again suggests -the "double" nature of the journey (a task both heroic

and humble) as well as the imprisoning, falsifying nature of historical

time. The pioneer, like the visionary, is always in danger of being

caught u-p in the web of historical time: of being overtaken by "a

labyrinth leading to many conclusions" (a phrase reminiscent of T,S,EIiot's
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"Hiory has many cuiming passages, contrived corridors •	 unless he

preserves a sense of the eternal, the unending circular movement of life-

in-death and death-in-life: "broken shadows lift new sap from the ground/

partake of glowing sustenance, die and live again. t' (p. 9).

Harris 'a imagery constantly fluctuates between cosmic and parti-

cular, historical and personal, inner and outer; and the reader is often

bewildered by the poetry precisely because like the "world-creating jungle",

its life is made up of '!movements so vast and precise as to have no

gesticulatory action." (".pjnazon", p. 11). Meaning is conveyed, not by

a lindtinE device which convinces through i-ba outward appeal to recogeizable

and accepted forms or traditions, btrb by an unpredictable free association

of ideas and images which are always directed inwards, This "implosion"

of meaning creates difficulties for the poet, as for the novelieb:

A fiction of iwplosion. indeed we can never completely grasp in
the way we appear to grasp a docunentary realism of the surfaces
of life 2

A
but Harris accepts a Promethean role as a consequence inherent in the

creative artist's particular vision. The cycle of Eternity to Season,

therefore, opens with "oy", which re-enacts the death of Hector who,

aware of the contradictory nature of reality ("So he must die firsb to be

free" p. 7), 1nows that his rejec-biori. and sacrifice in. death is a fulfil-

ment of his visionary rle: "the mortality of man/broken into scales that

heal the strife of god," (p. 7). The poem. may be seen as symbolic of

Harris's own view of the rle of the creative artist in society. After

spending seven years abroad, he returned to Guyana during the country's

independence celebrations in Eay, 1966 as a guest of the government. In

an article giving his impressions of the new Guyana, Harris (confining his

1 "Gerontion" Selected Poems 'aber 1972) p . 32.

2	 TVIS, op. cit., p . 49.
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remarks mainly to the writers' and. artists' conference which took place

at the same tIme) describes Hector's straggle with Achilles before the

walls of oy as a "fundamental metaphor" for the rejection of the

artist by society. Just as Hector is rejected by his gods and his

countrymen, the gates barred behind him, so the creative artist:

•.. once he has entered an arena where his resources are
ultimately the deepest and. most problematic resources of the
imagination - he may grow to find, no true alternative remaining
to him but to endure his confrontation with 'the Faustian charac-
ter of the modern world. ... The inevitable destiny of the
imaginative artist therefore ,.. is one of rejection at this
stage by that society. Pr the value of such an imagination
remains unpredictable, since it is an imagination which
stands "out there" In a problematic encounter With history,
which a closed society ... cannot follow - with the best inten-
tions in the world .1.1

This is not pessimism, however, but sixiply the recogaition and acceptance

by the creative artist of his "scapegoat" rle, Society, by its narrow,

one-sided biases, precipitates a crisis of sensibility for which the artist

witnesses on its behalf: it is, in effect, a question of self-repair, and

the artist becomes the "still small voice" which functions to redress the

balance. Harris recognizes this and is therefore able to see the artist's

function in a universal context:

I am grateful to a society which because of its peculiar
imbalance ... brings into crucial focus the extraordinary need
for an exploratory tradition that will seek to relate disparate
bodies, not only in a particular society such as this but through-
out a world civilisation that is fast being conditioned by rigid
emplacements and tragic confrontations.2

This then is the philosophical and psychological framework within which

Harris's work must be observed. His theme of psychic re-integration is

related to his awareness of the critical imbalance in human society with

1 "Impressions after seven years" iTew Vcrld No. 44 (Guyana 25 July, 1966)
p. 18.

2 Ibid., p . 19,
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its implacable oppositions of vested interests, just as his apparently

cavalier use of language comes from a desire to enlarge and enhance vision

by freeing the reader (and himself) from the tyranny of a habit of percep-

tion which consolidates and "fjs".

Vthat Harris finds remarkable in the West Indian is:

the series of subtle and nebulous links which are latent
within him, the latent ground of old and new personalities.

and his approach to character and situation in his fiction is therefore

experimental and. exploratory: a creative undertaking that includes the

author's own. developing self-awareness. It is an undertaking which has

links with an earlier, nearly forgotteri,tradition, A he observes:

we may be closer than we think to the Hermetic arts of
Bruno and the alchemical imagination where the filter of the mind
was as much part of the process of experiment as the material
itself under scrutiny.2

and this concept 0±' art as a tentative, exploratory and re-constructive

attempt in which the artist is only a medium, himself a part of the

creative process, makes Harris's work highly original and gives a consis-

tency of style and purpose to whatever he undertakes. His poetry, novels,

talks and. critical essays all witness to his concern for a new vision of

consciousness, a new dimension of feeling which will free "the toy-man,

the exploited man" 3 from his prison of static, single-visioned perception.

]his attitude4 informs, for example, Harris's critical response to

1	 op. cit., p. 28.

2 Ibid., p. 57.

Ibid., p . 19.

In. his review of A.J. Seymour's collection of poetry: he Guiana Book,
Harris criticizes seymour's exploration of history as a poetic ornament
"without committing himeelf to the person." Indeed, he considers that
'!mos-b writers in. British Guiana are completely devoid of anguish or real
passion."	 vol. 2 no. 7 December, 1948, pp. 37 and 38).
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the painting of Denis Williams. Piet Nondrian, the great einis1i experi-

mental painter had, in his later work, "shattered volume and space.

Planes no longer existed on his canvas" and Williams, like Mondrian, is

seen by Harris as a pioneer in the work of freeing the observer from

p re-conceptions about painting - from an 'apprdach to art which tradition-

ally "coerces" and "captures" the attention. Williams, says Harris,

"worked •.. almost as if he were an engineer tracing the stage-discharge

curve of a river from plotted values. 2 Each application of colour was a

test of the artist ?s own. genius in response to an 'mknown form" and its

relationship to the work: "it was a Presence that grew ... like ordering

a New Universe that appeared under the brush."3 That Harris has in mind

his own wish to create a New t of action. is obvious not only from his

concern with the artist ts exploration: of his own "genius" within the

framework of an experimental art; btr also from his analo r of the

engineer measuring the stage-discharge curve of a river. Harris had

worked as a senior government land-surveyor in the interior of guyana for

three years doing precisely that as part of his sob; aM in The Secret

Ladder (1963) his hero, Fenwick, is a government laM-surveyor whose work

of gauging the levels of the Canje river has the symbolic meaning of self-

exploration aM self-knowledge. The impression of a gradual, tentative

approach towards definition: is also clear in his lectures and talks.

Ideas are thrown out, tested, his own work often serving as illustrations

or being measured against these ideas; new directions are suggested,

questions left unanswered. Looking back on his critical work between

, vol. 6 (Mid-year 1955) p. 187.

2 Ibid.

Ibid.
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1951 and 1967, he says:

I am conscious •.. of a groping towards something I could not
ho:pe to define except within a deepening cycle of exploration.
Even, the later essays are still incomplete)'

Indeed, for Harris, "to be complete is to be static", 2 and one's impression

is that having experimented with poetic form in an attempt to make it

embody the complex sbstance of his private, symbolic vision: having, as

it were, exhausted the vessel of poetry, he turned to prose fiction as

his vehicle. 3 The alcheinica3. analogy (of art as a "vessel" and the

writer as alchemist) readily suggests itself; for Harris is deeply

interested in the Hermetic arts. Fancis Yates's scholarly work, The Art

of Memory (1966), which he praises entsiastica1Iy and which he considers

a valuable arid timely reminder of the "subterranean" emphasis' i art

coming from the Middle Ages and beyond, prefigaring the modern, terrifying

"cleavage in the psyche of man standing once again ... upon the brink of a

great change or equally great catastrophe", 4 has sri obvious importance for

him. ]br, as a writer setting out to explore his own creative imagination-

the "sovereiga element" in Man - in a Hew ]ction, the Hermetic art of

memory would be of inmiediate importance:

It is as if within his work he sets out again and again across
a certain territory of primordial but broken recollection In search
of a commimity or species of fiction whose existence he begins to
discern.5

1
TVS, op. cit., p . 3 (author's note).

2 Joyce Sparer "The Art of Wilson Harris" Mew Beacon Reviews (1968)p.22.

In a recent interview, discussing the importance of form arid content,
Harris argues 'that form must be subservient to content:

•.. where 'new' content - or	 content of eclipsed mamory -
addresses the imagination and breaks through in surreal flashes or
parables, a necessity for alteration of textures, creative revision
of form, reassessment of form, exists. (Kas-kas, University of Texas,
Austin 1972, p . 45).

4	 TVJS,p.57.

-Ibid., p.46,
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Palace of the Peacock (1960), Harris's first published novel, was

in fact the cu1inination of several, earlier attenrpts at novel-writing, In

a recent interview he says:

the work which lies behind Palace is inpertan't in tht it
led up to a kind of key feeling which iriade Palace possible.

These early novels are not extant, however, but a short excerpt from one

of then survives, entitled "Banin Creek", 2 and this shows the author's

fascination with the subtleties of human relationships within the brood-

ing presence of river and forest: a subject which is central to the

later novels. Bamin creek is the name of a survey camp severaL miles

along au interior river. A group of four men (they are to set up gauges

and. "read" and record the levels of the river) are deposited at 'the camp

as part of the survey team, and their relationship to each. other is high-

lighted and illustrated by the arrival of an attractive Portugxese huck-

ster whose husband mistreats her, and whose frequent visits to the camp

create "tides" of emotion among the men analogous to the river "tides"

which 'they must "read", 3 The woman appears to represent a quality of

compassionate love which the men pursue in vain, because of their own

spiritual incapacity. In. their rivalry over the woman, each of them in

turn stands indicted by self-concern. As Van, the most alert and self-

aware of them tells Champ, who has just been rebuffed:

You believe she come all the way in this jungle just for a
good time? She is the sort of woman you got to love and she

to love you before all you can come together and. make one.
(p. 40).

1 Kas-kas, op. cit., p. 49.

2 !' vol. 6 no. 18 (Mid-year, 1954) pp. 36/42,

The similarity of this extract with The Secret Ladder (1963) is note-
worthy, In the later novel a surveying party's tidal "readings" also
have a symbolic meaning; and one of the obstacles which the hero (the
leader of the group who gradually becomes involved in a process of self-
discovery) has 'to cross, is a filthy, weed-choked stream called tt])Xj

creek".
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The woman, Paula, remains faithful to her cruel husband, and so demonstrates

an unselfishness which the men lack. Bit her presence forces them to

examine their own motives. Meter a quarrel in which Champ, defending Van,

accuses Jerry (the troublemaker) of trying to stir up rivalry, Van. never-

theless begins to see himself in a new light:

In. one respect Van had emerged victorious in the battle of
wits. ... Bit in another and hidden respect Van. was involved in.
a deeper and more frightful struggle •.. was left face to face
with himself as a mirror, and he did not like the image be saw
there. (p. 41).

The author/narrator who is a passive observer in. this extract, sitting in

the cool of the clearing, realizes that this new situation Comes front "that

secret companion to which one is ever attached ... one's conscience" (p.41)

and Inows that Champ cannot succeed in. his suit:

ever since his encounter with Marie when he had been dim-
missed by her, in her enduring role as Woman (that embodies both
fertility and death) from all reckoning as a living truly cont-
passionate body. (p. 42).

¶I!ie woman is therefore the personification of one's conscience: that

compassionate counterpart of the self which, forever fugitive and rejected,

nevertheless has to be faced and accepted by the individual. She

re-appears In the early novels as the Ainerindian. mistress Mariella (Palace

of the Peacock, 1960), the whore 1tagda (The Whole Armour, 1962) and the

brutalized, illiterate Catalena Perez (The Secret Ladder, 1963); and she

is the focal centre of the short story "Lbmorrow", 1 Harris's first pub-

lished prose work.

In this story, the author/narrator, sheltering from a sudden down-

pour under the shed of a delapidated building, is invited in to the house

by the owner, an old artist. In a brilliantly lit, but sparsely furuished

room, he notices a stone sculpture on which the mysterious old. man. has been

1 Kyk, vol. 1 no. 1 (December, 1945) pp. 30/34.
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working:

It seemed to hold an immense secret locked too deep for
words at its heart.	 Its long shadow falling upon the
floor crossed the threshold of the room like a threat to
all who came, a dark invitation, the proud gesture of a
hand lifted with some obscure power to smite or bless.
(p. 31).

The work is in an unfinished state, however, a figure of a man whose

face is "the beginning of a face, with blind eyes, tormented,

struggling to be born, struggling for vision." (p. 31).	 The

artist is lamenting his inability to finish the work, his masterpiece,

when there is a loud knocking and his housekeeper, Mary, enters.

She has sad, beautiful eyes, but is in a state of great fear and

panic, for she has killed her lover who has mistreated her and

threatened to leave, laughing in her face "like a devil". (p. 33).

The old man lies to the investigating policemen to protect her,

but she gives herself up, saying:

Maybe if we go on running we'll never find out. Maybe
time we start meeting ourselves, knowing ourselves.

I believe that's what	 going to do from now on."

The theme of self-knowledge as a starting-point for the authentic

existence of the individual, as for a nation (the solitary painting

in the room is of Kaieteur Fall, "a symbol for this land. The

symbol of power waiting to be harnessed", p. 30) is thus spelt out

in the narrative. The woman's raised arm mirrors that of the

unfinished statue ("like brother and sister", p. 33) and suggests a

youthful Guyana poised on the brink of identity and nationhood, as

well as the "blind", undifferentiated psyche, waiting for

vision and wholeness. 1	The writing conveys these ideas

almost as direct philosophical statements, however, and the

/
in Conrad's Heart of Darkness iEverynian 1967) Kurtz, the chief

of the "Inner Station" has an oil-painting representing a woman,
draped and blindfolded, carrying a lighted torch. The background
was sombre - almost black." (p. 79).	 There is a clear suggestion
here of a "blind", undeveloped inner self - like the unfinished,
"blind" statue and the woman, Mary, in Harris's story. 	 These
images all strongly suggest the dark anima seeking conscious
acknowledgement.
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characters are made to bear a heavy, symbolic function at the expense,

one feels, of credibility. Mary, the houaekeeper, for exaniple, in con-

sid.ering her plight, reveals a surprisingly philosophical cast of mind:

Who would hear or understand the dark meaning of her life?
Couple the lIght and the shadow, the good and the bad into a
true pattern? (p. 34).

One suspects that this is the author"s voice attempting to define the

particular demands of his fiction, sensing the exciting possibilities

latent In the theme of the Woman "without a people, without a home, without

a friend" (p. 34), a symbol of the "BbIk" which, like the unconscious self,

remains to be tapped. So too, the ending of the extract, "BaninL Creek",

suggests the young author discovering the deposits of quartz which

indicate the presence of a rich seam of gold deeper down:

One has to be careful not to let one's thoughts race ahead too
quickly! 7ith this warning ringing in xzry ears as if uttered by
a voice in the wind or in the trees around me I iew it was
necessary to pay the utmost attention to the story of Mark and
Paula. Their relationship was an inportant link in the chain
I found myself so painfully reconstructing The chain of man's
existence and his eternal dannation or his eternal heaven on
earth. (p. 42).

Earns's early work may be seen then as the prologue to the Drama of

Conception, "the conception of the human person rather than the ideoIoj

of the 'broken' Individual"1 which is enacted in the later work,	 id it

is the development of this theme which we will trace in our examination of

his first four published novels - the novels of the "Guiana Quartet".

1 TWS, op. cit., p. 27.
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TIlE JOURNEY INWARDS - HARRIS 'S ASSOCIATIVE ATTEAPT

(I) Palace of the Peacock (1960)

In this discussion of the novels of the "Guiana Quartet"1

shall be concerned mainly with their "subterranean emphasis": the

"deepening cycle of exploration"2 within which the writer attempts a

reconstitution of the Caribbean psyche. And we shall need to bear in

mind that -the progress of the aichemical theme of renewed sensibility

and. vision - the re-integration of the individual through a juxta-

position or "wedding" of opposites - iø an inward journey in keeping

with the author's own awareness of a "presence" that must be allowed

to grow in response to an unknown form. The strange) dislocated

languaga of the novels, therefore, (quite unlike the straightforward

prose of -the earlier work) and. the protean nature of character and

environment - where several kinds of reality and. meaning shade into

each other - are part of -the process of a New Art of Piotion consisting

of:

a 'vacancy' in nature within which agents appear who
are translated one by the other and. who ... reappear through
each other, inhabit each other ... push each other to plunge
into the nnknown . . .3

and. whose uniqueness lies in:

-this curious openness to originality as well as chnnes
a constitutionA of Thmility in which the 'author' hinseif is
an agentf ...'

Harris had always regarded Guyana as only a part of a larger his-torioal

These are: Palace of the Peacock (1960), The Far 3ourney of Oudin
(1961), The Whole Armour (1962) and The Secret Ladder (1963).

2 TWS, op. cit., author's note on p. 3.

3 Wilson Harris, "Interior of the Novel", op. cit., p. 1.46.

Ibid.
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and geographial reality, and (in contrast to narrower political and

nationalistic views) its forests contiguous with the larger South American

landscape. In 1961, interviewed shortly after the publication of his

first novel, Palace of the Peacock, he said:

I have plarnied to set upon [icJ novels deeper into South
Anerica, like Brazil. Because it is all part of my native land-
scape ...l

In fact, historical and geoaphica1 boundaries are virtually erased:

One has to begin to conceive of Guiana in the imagination of
a world which has its roots far back before ,liwnbus discovered
America.2

Haris's attempt, in the novel, to expl.cre the hinterland of his imagtna-

tion in search of an "inward dialogue and space" 3 - a new, comprehensive

mytholo that would support his vision of a unified consciousness -

begins with Palace of the Peacock; and this first novel (which contains

most of his main themes and is the core of his imaginative, associative

attempt) is the overarching vision which informs the ":tnward journey" of

the "quartet".

Palace of the Peacock is set in the rana interior. l!ie plot

centres around a journey made in an open boat by Ibnne (a white creole

rancher with a reputation for crrxelt r arid hard efficiency) and his

racially inzLd crew in search of the xerindian settlement or I[ission

deep in the forest to which Dcmne's entire nierindian work-force has fled

because of ill-treatment s 1jbe crew, after an arduous journey, often

carrying the boat overland throui "portages" in the forest, £inal]y

1 Guiana Graphic (Georgetown, 5 February, 1961) p. 6,

2 Thid.

op. cit., ir. 33.
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arrive at the Mission only to find. that the uerindians (many of whoa

had earlier rowed out to meet them, otit of curiosity) have again fled

They prepare to set off once more in search of the elusive bIk, taking

along as a guide axl old nerindiau woman who has been left behind by her

people. They encoLtulter rapids where a series of misfortunes begtns.

Carroll, the youngest crewman falls overboard and drowns; Schombixrgh,

the oldest, dies in his sleep; yet another man is lost overboard, and

another is killed in a fight. The others all meet their deaths trying

to climb the rock-face of a waterfall into the basin, of which their boat

eventually drifts and is abandoned.

This simple story, however, is only the most srxperficial level of

a nxItilaered novel, There are historical references to the early

European quest for gtld in the "El ])rado" of the Caribbean and the conse-

quent conflict with the indigenous Caribs, as well as to the later arrival

of African, Indian, Portuguese and obher elements as a result of the slave

trade, indentured labour and. migration. 	 r Donna is clearly meant to

represent the early European Colonizer (the Elizabethan resonance in his

name, his rle as harsh ruler of the land. and its indigenous Polk suggest

this) and his crew is made up of a mixture of races (.Arican, jaerndian,

European, Portuguese) which, in their complex, genetic relationship,

constitute a truly Guyanese society:

Cameron 's great-grandfather had been a dour Scot, and his great-
grandmother an African slave and mistress ... Schomburg±i's great-
grandfather had. come from Germany, and his great-grandmother was
an .Arawak American Indian. The whole crew was one spiritual
family ,.. Iiotted and bound together in the enormous bruised
head. of Cameron's ancestry and nature as in the white unshaven
head of Sohomburgh's age and presence, (p, 40) •1

The quest of Donna a.nd crew is therefore related to the European's "first

innooen.t voyage and exarsion into the interior country. ... Long before

1 All quotations are from the Faber I96 edition.
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he had conquered and crushed the region he ruled" (p. 24), as well as to

the mcdern Guyanese drean of "repossessing the interior": a phrase which

can be taken to mean both the developing of an extensive and potentially

rich hinterland, and the establishment of a genuine sense of cultural and.

psychological roots. Like ])Dnne, the crew recognize that only the

Anerindians ha any real title to the land, arid, in seeking the Mission

(called 'Mariella") they are in fact yearning for a sense of belonging to

the land. Their veiled desire is for permanence and direction. Cameron

knows that, for him, the search for the Folk is symbolic:

Es wanted space and freedom to use his own hands in order to
make his own primitive home and. kingdom on earth. (p. 41).

and. the crew are all (metaphorically and actually) in the same boat. Donne

and crew therefore represent the complex mixture of cultures arid races

which constitute modern Guyana, crowded together, living on the "narrow

boat" of land1 on the coast, while the Amerindians, true heirs of the land,

continue an elusive, little regarded existence in the vast hinterland.

The journey,, in the novel, is an imaginative attempt to discover and come

to tems with this other, interior life.

The suggestion here of a theme of religions depth is intentional.

For this is also a spiritual journey, as the epigraphs from Hopkins'

"The VTreck of the Deutschland" (another boat-journey in which death is seen

as a spiritual regeneration) and. from Joim Doime's "Hymn to God my God, in

my Sickness" suggest. The journey takes seven days (the period of the

Creation in Genesis) and in the end, though skipper and. crew die, all are

"re-born" through a process of self-knowledge. The death of each member

The mstaphor is John Hearne's:

The people of the Guyana coastlarid inhabit a narrow boat filled
with carefully nurtured earth and anchored at the middle of the
boundary lines between two oceans. ("The Fagitive in the Forest"
The Islands in Between, op. cit., p. 140.
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of the group enlarges and illuminates the lives of the others:

So Thnrne had died in the death of Wishrop; Jennings' g
tive abstraction, and slackening will was a reflection of the
death of Cameron, Sohomlyurgh. had died with Carroll. And da Silva
saw with dread his own sogging' fool's life •.. like one whe had
adventured and lived on scraps ... (p. 123).

Donne and the rest of the survivors, hanging precariouslT to the slippery

rock-face a-b -the side of -the great waterfall, experience an "ep±phany".

an incredibly beautiful vision first of Christ, then of the Madonna and

Child through the torrent of water. They fall to their deaths, but

"the truth was they had all come home at last to the compass ion of the

nameless 'unflinching folk." ( p. 143). Their Interior journey leads

ultimately -to life-in-death, as their outward existence had been a form

of death-in-life. 1b is, in. effect, a spiritual re-birth.

this process of death and re-birth (like that of the rhythm. of

Nature itself) is continually going on: and, deeper still, the novel

embodies this idea, a1readr present in -the poems of the cyclical Eternity

to Season (Gtdana, 1954):

Thoken shadows lift new sap from the ground
partake of a glowing sustenance, die and live again.
This is the exhaustion that falls
and. is renewed, the contradiction that rises
and is fused to death. ("Behring Straits", p. 9).

So we find -that Domie and his crew are the descendants of an identical

group of travellers long dead:

The odd fact existed of course that their living' names matched
the names of a famous dead crew that had sunk in. -the rapids and
been drowned to a man ... ( p. 23).

but their ghostly presence still manifests itself and informs this new

(but identical) jo'urney:

The whole crew was one spiritual family living and dying
together in. a common grave out of which they had sprung again
from the same soul and womb as it were. (p. 40).

Each member of the new crew is aware of a past self, and the journey is

therefore a second chance, a second birth. The chapter headed
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"The Second Death", which stands, structurally, at the middle of the

book, begins: "We stood on the frontiers of the known world, and on the

self-same threshold of the unlcnowri." (p. 92). They are poised on the

brink of a new self-awareness through a "second death" which occurs,

paradoxically, at the end of the seven-day period of creation. - the

journey which is the novelts subject.. The "peculiar feeling of absence

of living persons in the savannahe where {Donne] geverried" (p. 24) at

the opening of the novel, gives way at the end to "an intuit:Lve feeling

that the savannahe - though empty - were crowded." (p. 144). A new

beginning, a new and vital society, is clearly being evoked.

This does not exhaust the novel' a meaning, however, for, running

parallel with this theme of societyrs spiritual re-birth through con

suffering and the resultant new vision, is the psychalcgioal and. &Lohemical

theme of the re-integration of the individual psyche. The "living" crew

is twinned not only with an identical "dead" crew (the inverted cmIas

suggest themselves, since harris makes sure that we are never certain for

long which crew is which), but certain of their members are (often by

actual hereditary links) related to some other member who answers to a

psychic need or lack, So, ]bnne and the Dreamer/narrator are brothers,

the one extroverted, harsh, a "gaoler and ruler" of men: the other

ineffectual, introverted, but having aupathy and understanding for others.

The young Negro, Carroll, is the illegitimate son of old Schoniburgh whose

longing and insecurity are in contrast to the boy's natural warmth and

sense of joy. Vigilance, the "seer" (his job as "look-out" is, in fact,

to give warning of hidden dangers such as "tacoubaa") is the antithesis

of Jennings,. the practical engineer who mans the outboard motor,

Domie and. the Dreamer/narrator are the first such "double" to whom

we are introduced	 The opening section of the novel takes the form of a
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dream or hallucination:

A horseman appeared on the road. coming at a brealmeck stride,
A shot rang out suddenly, near and yet far as if the wind had. been
stretched and. torn and bad started coiling and running in an
instant, The horseman stiffened with a devil's smile, and. the
horse reared, grinning fiendishly and snapping at the reins. The
horseman gave a bow to heaven like a hangi.ng man to his ecutioner,
and roIled from his saddle on to the ground,

The shot had pulled me up and stifled my own heart in heaven.
I started walking suddenly and approached the man on the ground.,
Ets hair lay on his forehead. Someone was watching us fruit the
trees and bushes that clustered the side of the road. Watching
me as I bent down and looked at the man whose open eyes stared at
the sky through his long hanging hair. The sun blinded and ruled
my living sight but the dead. man's eye remained open and. obstinate
and clear. (p . )

This opening section has been quoted at some length in order to show bow,

by the simultaneous contracting and expanding effect of the writing (a

quality we have already noticed in the poetry) Harris is able to convey

at the same time both a realistic incident and the vague, numinous

anosphere of a dream. This is the peculiar double—vision which is a

main stylistic feature of the novel, The shot which echoes "near and

yet far", the effect of the wind being "stretched. and torn", the "devil's

smile" of the horseman and the fiendish grinning of his horse all add to

our sense of strangeness:

where every-thing that meets the eye,
FLowers and. grass and cloudless sky,
Resemble forms that are or seen	 1When sleepers wake and yet still dream

Indeed, the actual incident - the shooting of a man on horseback - becomes

charged with. m.mieroua echoes. The epigraph from teats's "1Tnder Ben

Bulben" ("Cast a cold eye/On life, on death./Horsenzan, pass b3rp'), itself

an epita, gives sigeificance to the horseman of the passage as the

"pale rider", Death or the horseman of the Apocalypse:

The rider on the white horser Who is he, then? .., He is
the royal me, he is my very self and his horse is the whole M.ABA
of a man. He is my very me, my sacred egt, called into a new

LB. Teats, 'Thder Ben Bulben" (Collected Poems Mac1i1lan 1950) p. 399.
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cycle of action by the lamb and riding forth to conqust, the
conquest of the old self for the birth of a new self.

There is also a suggestion of the "haiiged. jj tt the sacrificial Christ.-

figure of the Tarot pack and of the CJruficton ("The horseman gave a bow

to heaven like a hanging man to his exectvtioner") ,2 The Dreamer is also

aware of an intimate relationship with. the dead man: "The shct had

pulled me up and stifled own heart in heaven." His own "blindness"

is contrasted with the dead man's "open and obstinate and clear" vision.

This image of "living" and "dead" sight is continued as the dream proceeds:

"I dreamt I awoke with one dead seeing eye and one living closed eye."

(pp. l3j4). As the Dreamer half-wakes, and the horseman of the dream,

ThDnne, enters the room, he and the "dead" man. look through the window

together "as though through his dead seeing material eye, rather than

through Rho Dreamer'J living closed spiritual eye." (p. 14). There is

a clear suggestion here that the material self, the ego, is in control of

the spiritual, v-lsionarl self represented by the Dreamer. Later still,

we learn, that the Dreamer's left eye3 has an incurable infection, and that

his good right eye goes blind in his dream. In fact Donne's obsession

with. ruling the material world makes him blind to personal danger - the

threat to his ego (enacted in the dream in which he is shot down from his

1 D.E. Lawrence, quoted on the opening page of The '7hite Horseman
(Rou$ledge 1941) an antholo r of prose and verse.

2 ,,	
ho said, it is finished: and he bowed his bead, arid gave up the

the ghost," (St. Jobn' Gospel 19:30).

Much use is made of eye-symbolism in alohemical writings. The left
eye is often portrayed as the "spiritual" or "eternal" eye; and the
"fishes eyes" of oerta:in texts are symbols of the "divine soul-sparks"
or sointillae of spiritual ilinination. (See C,(. Jung, "Ajon"
ODlleoted Works ibutledge and Kegan Paul 1959 and Walter Pagol,Paracelsus
S. Karger Basel (Switzerland and Hj, 1958).
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horse) and, indeed, during an earlier "lifetime" he had been shot and

killed by Mariella, the young ftjnerindian servant-girl whom he had

"governed and ruled like a fowl." (p. 15). The Dreamer is Donne's

inner, spiritual self, whose presence he suppresses:

"I had almost forgotten I had a brother like you," he smiled
matter-of-factly, "It had. passed. from my mind - this dreaming
twin responsibility you remember." (p. 19).

Jnd Bonne represents the Dreamer's outer, active will:

[Donne] stared at me hard as death, "Rule the land," he
said, "while you still have a ghost of a chance, .4nd. you rule
the world. Look at the sun." Iris dead eye blinded mine.
"Look at the sun," he cried in a stamping terrible voice, (p.19).

Bonnets insistence on the ap.alities of ruler or conqueror - will-

power and. energy - (he is identified with the sun) and. the Dreamer's

shadowy, passive existence mainly in sleep, in the dark, remind us of

ITarris's own concern with the opposed concepts of victor/victim, life!

death etc., and. his attempt to reconcile these in the mythopoeic,

associative activity of his art. His belief that:

the sun has become an adversary - one of two antagonistic
principles - night and. day - and. only an association of these two
principles provides release.1

provides the rationale for the juxtaposition, in Palace of the Peacock,

of Donne and the Dreamer who represent this dichotomy in which there is

both antagonism and release. The echoes here become complex and multi-

form, Donne and. Dreamer are two facets of one character, one psyche,

representing the will or ego (the outer, seeing "I") and the unconscious

self (the inner, visionary "I"), This pair also serves to embody - like

am and Abel - concepts of victor and. victim and the brothers of Greek

mythology, Thanatos ("dead" historioal time) and rpnos ("living"

mythological tine) e They are inseparably linked. in the novel, and as

the journey begins, the Dreamer/narrator and Bonus are almost inter-

changeable: "he was myself standing outside of me while I stood inside

1
op. cits, p. 10.
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of him." (p. 23). As the novel progresses, the Dreamer realizes that

his need is to be re-united with ])Drme, the other half of his divided

nature, rather than merely to be:

fascinated and. repelled by his company as by the company
of my sleeping life. How could I escape the exrmous ancestral
and. twin fantasy of death-in-life and life-in-death? ( p. 25).

This at-one-ment takes place gradually as the boat heads deeper into the

interior. Thnne's appearance changes øabtly, fades. He "looked. the

strangest shadow of himself" (p.m 33) and the Dreamer realizes that this

change is in himself• On the first night spent at the Mission (also

called "Mariella") the Dreamer has a nightmare which is a "re-enactment

and. reconstruction of the death of ibnne" (p. 46) and. which is symbolic

of his need to face his own "inauthentic" existence (since he is still

a divided self) and his fear of doing so since this entails an accept-

ance of "death" as a means to life: "How could I surrender myself -

be drawn two ways at once?" (p. 48) he thThks, bit this is precisely

what he must do in order to reconcile both the visionary and the active

life: 1 both "Dreamer" and "])3nne" aspects of himself• In the night-

mare, therefore, he is himself cast in the role of horseman, and. suffers

both the anguish of Mariella, the misused imiistress, and of the murdered

Thrnie:

I sat bolt upright in my hammock, shouting aloud that the
devil himself must fondle and mount this muse of hell and this
hag, sinking back instantly, a dead. man in his bed cone to sri
involuntary climax. The grey wet dream of dawn had restored
to me Mariella's terrible stripes and. anguish of soul. The
vaguest fire and wanuth came like a bullet, flooding me, over
aeons of time it seemed, with penitence and sorrow.

Symbolized in the biblical story of Martha arid. Mary (St. Luke's
Gospel 10:33/42) in which:

Mary is the type of contemplatives, that they should match their
lives with hers, and in the same sort of way Martha stands for the
actives. (The Cloud of lrnkriowing Penguin 1965, p. 76).
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The passage suggests the necessity for "authentic" experience (Heideggerts

Dasein.) but hints at the fact that the Dreamer is not yet ready for

the fullness of such an experience. The dream is "an involuntary

climax", a "wet dream"; and. he is as yet a "p 4 e rider". The

sexual metaphors relate to Domie's rape of Mariella (like his rape of the

laM) and serve as a reminder that the capacity for joy is also the

capacity for pain2 The Dreamer is in thia way made aware of his own.

lack of wholeness, and. his glimpse, on awaking, of the beauty and perfec-

-kion of the natural environment:

A pearl and. half-light and. arrow shot along the still veined
branches. •.. The trees were Iii with stars of fire of an
unchanging aM perfect transparency. They hung on every
sensitive leaf and twig and fell into the river, streaking the
surface of the water with a darting appearance crimson as
blood. (p. 47).

is not only one of the remarkably sensitive evocations of the rain-forest

with which the novel abounds, but also a silent contrast with the Dreamer's

own. imperfect manhood and self-knowledge.

Me artvthile Donne, who continues "ageing in the most remarkable

misty way" (p. 54) is tmdergeing a change of attitude - there is a soften-

ing. ifs admits to the Dreamer -that he has been harsh and cruel, and .n

referring to "this nightmare burden of responsibility" (p. 56) which he

hopes his brother will perhaps take from. him, he alludes both to the

running of the land and to the necessity of authentic edstence - the

substance of the Dreamer's previous nightmare. He admits that he

desires now "to find. a different relationship with the Polk" though he

still hopes -to use them as cheap labour. Like his counterpart, he is

still wiready for the final at-one-merit: "VIe're all outside of the

folk," as the Dreamer puts it: "it's fear of aoIiowledging the true sub-

As Yeats expresses it: "for nothing can be sole or whole/That has
not been rent." ("VTords for Musi Perhaps" part VI C1leoted Poems,
op. cit., p . 295.)
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stance of life. ...Jrid somebody ... mast demonstrate the uriity of

being ,.." (p. 59); but he, too, is not ready for this final step. It

is not until they start ofT again from Mariella with the old .A.rawak woman

among them as guide (and a silent reminder of the blk), after the deaths

of young Carroll arid old Schomburgh, his father, that the real trial

begins. This is the mid-point of the novel (the chapter is headed "The

Second Death") arid the crew starid, as it were, poised on the brink of

death and self-discovery in the '7ar Office" (the name of a notoriously

treacherous rapids). And it is at this point that the "I" of the

narrator/Dreamer disappears: for they are "on the threshold of the Folk"

(p. 94), (i.e. nearing self-discovery as well as the inerindians they seek)

as Donrie now knows:

•.. they had passed the door of inner perception like a bird
of spirit breaking the shell of the sky1 which had. been the only
conscious world all knew. In the death of their comrades, the
cross of father-and-son, •.. they had started on the way to over-
coming a sacred convention of evil proprietorship arid gain.
(p . 94).

They are, in other words, about to enter the "straits of memory" (p. 73),

as the rapids are called, experiencing greater self-awareness and com-

passion, and. about to be re-united with their other selves. It is

interesting to notice how subtly Earns weaves into his narrative the

Christian idea of the sacrifice and atonement of Christ on the cross in

Note iTarris's sudden expansion of a particular image. The suggestion
0±' a bird breaking out of its shell is iimimediately widened into that of
a bird soaring up beyond the dome of the sky itself. This image of re-
birth occurs in the title of D.E. Lawrence's The Escajpd Cook (Black Sun
Press, Paris 1929) which re-appears as the resurrection story, The Mari
who Died (Martin Secker, 1931); and in Eermau Hesse 's Demiarx (Fischer
Verlag, Berlin 1919) where one of Sinclair's pictures is that of a
sparrow-hawk breaking out of its shell. According to one critic:

The basic theme of the book is the emergence of Sinclair's integrated
self from his earlier schizoid separation into Demian. and the conven-
tional Sinclair. (S. Rose, Faith from the Abyss Peter Owen 1966, p.54).
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the reference to the deaths of Carroll and his putative father, Schom.burg,

as "the cross of father-and-son".

The actual process of arousal - the fight to survive the rapid.s

and almost certain death - which serves as the stimulus forcing Donne and

crew to come to terms with their inner selves; is a prelude to "authentic"

existence, The description o± the crew's atmuggle to keep afloat in the

charning' water of the rapids is couched in larigaage that evokes the

legendary crew of Ulysses' boat, jiheir ears atoped against

the sirens' song:

The- crew were transformed by the awesome spectacle of a voice-
less soundless motion, the purest appearance of vision in the
chaos of emotional sense. Earthquake and volcanic water appeared
to seize then and stop their ears dashing the scales only fzvn
their eyes. They saw the naked unequivocal flowing peril and
beauty and soul of the pursuer and the pursued all together, and
they knew they would perish If they dreamed to turn back. (p. 73,
my underlining). 1

The old Amerindian woman becomes, in the men's eyes, a seductive siren -

their longing for the bIIC and the security of the land - whose disturbing

presence encloses them all, like the rapids:

Tiny embroideries resembling the hazidwork on the AravTak woman's
kerchief azid the wrinkles on her brow turned to incredible and
fast soundless breakers of foam, Her crumpled bosom azid river
grew agitated with desire, 1xtt1ing and shaking every fear azid
inhibition and outcry, The ruffles iii the water were her dress
rolling and rising to embrace the crew. (p. 73).

but also guides them to safety, because their ears are stopped, like those

of Ulysses' crew, and they are not therefore seduced into self-concern

See Harris's discussion of the myth of Ulyssest flight from Circe as
a symbol of "freedom rather thazi tyranny of response." (TVS, op. cit.,
pp. 52/54). The situation, Harris argues, creates a displacement of
the conventional responses of Ulysses and his crew so that:

it becomes a new form of 'classical' animation rather than
'romantic escape or self-delusion. ... iyssest symbolic embrace
of' Circe ,,, turns cosmic and life-giving rather than emotionally
claustrophobia and death-dealing ... (pp. 53/54).
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through fear of' disaster. They are able to assimilate the catastrophe,

to see with clearer vision that the apparent oppositions of pursuer/

pursued: oppressor/oppressed: ruler/ruled (like their own conflicting

desires) are no more than a part of "that harmonious rounded miracle of

spirit which the world of appearances had never truly known." (p. 72).

Vlhen Carroll falls overboard to his death, be is seen as a sacrifice

through which they become aware of' the possibility of an inner harmony in

life:

Vlho and what was Carroll? ... the living and dead folk, the
embodiment of hate and love, the ambiguity of everyone and no-one.
(p . 83).

The song they all hear when he vanishes in the rapids (and "their ears

were unstopped at last", p . 75) is "an indestructable harmony within the

tragedy ", p. 75) • It is the sirens' song, the beautiful music they will

all hear again at the 'Palace of the Peacock" when, after they have all

met their deaths on the seventh day of their journey froni the Mission of

Mariella, the work of self-integration is complete arid the "I"-narrator's

voice returns to comment on the "authentic" existence which is now

possible:

My feet were truly alive I realized, as were my dreaming
shoulder and eye; ... It was a new sensation and alien body and.
experience encompassing the ends of the earth. ... I had never
before looked on the blinding world in this trusting manner -
through an eye I shared only with the soul, the soul arid mother
of the universe. (pp. 145/146, my underlining).1

Here the narrator speaks for both the Dreamer and. Donne. The harmony of

Carroll ts music at the end of the novel is a reflection of the psychic

integration which has been the main purpose of the interior journey, and

the eg and unconecious, the outer aiid inner viion, the self and the Other,

The first part of this passage may be seen as the Dreamer's, and the
underlined section as Donne's response to this new condition of "whole-
ness" of vision.
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are, at last, re-united:

One was what I am in the music - buoyed up and supported above
dreams by the undivided soul and anima in the universe ... Each
of us now held at last in his arms what he had been for ever
seeking and. what he had. eternally possessed. (P. 152).

There has been a good deal of critical writing on the novels of

Wilson Harris, and on Palace of the Peacock in particular. In an essay

written in 1962,1 Ivan Van Sertima drew attention to the remarkable

nature of Harris's first novel as:

By far the strangest, the most original and. disturbing work to
come out of the Caribbean so far ... It seems to me to transcend
the conventional framework of the novel and possesses an unique
conception of time, character and event. (P. 33).

It is a brief review, however, and Van Sertima (thoui clearly aware of

the psychological aspect of the work, "the unity of the internal and.

external, the material and spiritual poles of being", p . 35) sees the

novel mainly as an assertion of the principle of -the "spiritual beauty in

life" (p. 34) over the material principle: the transforming power of the

Muse. In his preface to -the 1968 Faber edition of palace of the Peacock,

Kenneth Renchand discusses Harris's "Blakeian" response to conflicting,

opposite states of reality and the unorthodox nature of his fictional

approach:

Palace of the Peacock tends to run against the expectations
of habitual readers of fiction. Its narrative technique
invite [s] us to respond sensuously before seeking an intellectual
ordering. (p. 9).

Ramchand's main purpose, however, is (very properly) to elucidate the

complex form. and stnicture of the novel in order to commend -to the reader

a "difficult" work. ife indicates the significance of Harris's view of

the possibilities latent in the historical, social and political nature

1 Re-printed. by New ]acon Books (1968) from which all quotations are
taken.
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of the West Indies, placing this novel in the general context of Harris's

work and. illustrating by well-chosen quotations front the novel Harris's

peculiar and original approach to fiction:

Harris leaves it to the responsive reader to fill in the
gaps between a series of vividly realized episodes, and to
sense, with the whole novel behind hint the ways in which the
apparently unrelated parts act upon one another, (p. 9),

In discussing Harris's:

almost literal-minded obsession with expressing intuitions
about 'the person' and. about the stiiicture of societies men have
built for themselves through the ages (p. 3)

and in cozitrating on Harris ts approach to "the person" as a "reconciia-

tion in man and. society of the parts of a heritage of broken cultures"

(p. 3); Ramchand sees the apotheosis at the end of the novel as a

visionary moment which is a credible fictional climax only because no

clear resolution is possible. What we are left with, therefore, is a

curiously negative quantity: "the human paradox that generates the

tension in all Harris's novels." (p. 6). As Ramohand points out,

Harris "contracts out of the 'novel of persuasion" (p. 9); but Harris's

approach, in fact, is even more radical than this suggests, for the novel

is used to portray, to explore and to re-create the individual psyche

itself. It indicates the personal re-integration which must precede

(and. so make possible) a change in society at large.

John Hearne, in his essay1 on Harris's 'Guiana Ciartet" does

consider the symbolic use of the "reflecting and imprisoning 4' eye, the

presence, through this symbol, of "a separate but complementary world"

(p . 142); and he is aware in the novels of "a community of souls where

double vision, an acceptance of the two worlds of reality is a condition

of survival." (p. 150). 3it his main theme is Harris's Yeatsian attempfr

"Lhe tgitive in the brest" Lie Islands in Between op. cit.
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to forge a mythical framework capable of sustaining his vision of a

unique, fictional world 1 He regards Harris's "commission" in the novel

as a re-interpretation of History in the "inspiring reverberations of

myth" (p. 148). By concentrating on Harris's larger "symphonic" design,

his inythopoeic activity in the use of symbols, }Iearne misses the deeper,

psychological undertones of the interior journey, so that the end of

Palace of the Peacock, for him, represents the characters' knowledge

"that all the territories 'overwhelmed and abandoned [iiave] always been

ours to rule and take. " (p. 147). This historical and sociological

emphasis leads him to dismiss The Far Journey of Oudin (1961) which he

finds "the most complex of the quartet, [but] also the least satisfactory."

(p. 149). In fact, as our discussion of this novel will attempt to

indicate, the "complexity" of The ]r Journey of Oudin is commensurate

with that dimension of meaning which Hearne does not discuss: the re-

construction of the psyche.

V1.J. Howard's account1 of the 'Guiana Qtartet', like Tohn Itearne's

(which is acknowledged in a footnote) is concerned to place Harris within

the "symbolist tradition of English poetry" (p. 48) and by examining the

broad :tnrplications in the work of "the liberated spiritual imaginatLon -

as developed from Swedenborg, Make, Yeats and Eliot" (p. 59);2 to trace

the emergence of "the formative myth of a culture" ( p . 48). Again, like

Hearne, Howard illustrates the universal apect of Harris's work by placing

1 "1i1son Harris's 'Guiana Qiartet': from Personal Myth to Hational
Identity" .ArieI (January, 1970).

2 Professor fformau Jeffares also makes this link in. referring to }rarris's
"blending the Biblical along with echoes of DDnne, Swedenborg, Blake,
Yeats and. Eliot in his poetic novels." ("The Study of Commonwealth
Vriting" Supplement to WLWE newsletter Ho. 15, April 1969, p. 6).
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it within the larger contexts of Blake, Yeats and Eliot; but in doing

so, leaves untouched the other equally important though contrary

direction of Harris's activity from "national myth" to !persona].

identityI.	 For if Harris, like Yeats, is concerned to re-interpret

history as myth via the creative unconscious - and clearly, he is -

then it is also true that (again, like Yeats) he is equally concerned

to use mythology as a means towards a vision of wholeness: a re-

uniting of self and anti-self.	 And Yeats's "Byzantium", like

Harris's "Palace of the Peacock" is a mythopoeic symbol which also

points to a renewed psychic wholeness:

I think that in early Byzantium, maybe never before or
since in recorded history, religious, aesthetic and prac-
tical life were one ... the vision of a whole people.1

Harris's use of the El Dorado legend: man's everlasting search for

a mythical City of Gold, far from being "unconnected with a parti-

cular event or	 has a direct bearing upon both, as our

discussion of the duality of Donne and the Dreamer has suggested.

To locate, in the novels, a sweeping philosophic activity in which:

Harris the symbolist and mystic, following Blake, Yeats
and, as we shall see, Eliot, seems to see the relation
between the emotional, intellectual, and natural in terms
of Swedenborg's doctrine of correspondences and differences.

is not only to illustrate Harris's lack of provincialism, clearing

away the objections of earlier critics that "in the Guyana quartet

there is no social density'or that Harris isolates himself "inawordy,

I W.B. Yeats, A Vision (MacMillan 1937) pp. 279/280.

2 W.J.. Howard, "Wilson Harris's 'Guiana Quartet'; from Personal
Myth to National Identity" Ariel, op. cit., p. Lf7.

3	 Ibid., p. 55.

Kenneth Ramchand, "The Dislocated Image" New World (Guyana 1966)
p. 107.
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metaphysical world of his own. making", but also, paradoxically, to vitiate

the intensely personal, inner psychological element in the novel's asaociar

tive attempt.

This element is observed, however, by Joyce Sparer and Hena

Laes-Jelinek who both use Harris's view of the sovereign function of

imagination as a stax1ing-point. In Miss Sparer's accoimt, the novels'

exploration and healing of the divided personality is given prominence as

a main theme - the novel discussed is The 1aiting1bom (1967) - in which:

A unity must be established, of presentt past and future if the
present is to give birth to a new whole hUazi person ... replacing
the 'broken' isolated individual of today. (p. 23) 2

it is in Hena 11aes-Jelfrek's essay that a ØetW$ of 'the full bportance

of Palace of the Peacock as an attetTpt at the re-iX1teation of the psyche

throu1 an "interior journey' emerges. ¶e emphasis on the creative

imagination itself as a means of regeneration or 1f-repdr, as ieU as

an exploratory principle, seeking to resolve contradictions throni

experience, leads natura1ly to a discussion of the inportance of Harris's

associative attempt. 'Vriting on Palace of the Peacock, he sajs:

In its dual role as both the creating and the created function,
inagination transforms man's response to the world in which be
lives. It shocks the individual characte into recoa4ing the
limitations imposed on his consciousness by pre3udice and onstom;
hence, it frees bin from the intellectual and emotional conserva-
-tisu which prevents hin from accepting the mecessity for conti3mal
exploration and regeneration.3

I,n a 'word, the concern is with "arthentici'ty": wholeness of soul. M

the teo opposite, but complementary directions of the novel's theme in

1 LC. Pearse,	 Vol.2 Io.l (AprilJay/ hme, 1949) p. 34.
2	 ie Art of 'ilson Harris" 11ew Beacon Books (1968) p. 23
3 iij

	

	 of Life: 'ijrilson Harris's Palace of the Peacock"
7ealth (Akademisk Boghandel, Aarhus 1971) p. 151.
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which the extremes of Existence and Being, the active and the visionary

life are placed within "a scale that contains/what is very gTeat arid

never loses what is secret and small"; 1 are both orchestrated within the

archety-pal myth of the Interior journey:

The allegory develops on -two planes: the material and
historical on the one hand, and the spiritual and psychological
on the other, (p. 152).

Professor Maes-Jelinek sees the spiritual and psychological aspect of

the novel's theme reflected in the divided consciousness of the crew:

Da Silva's twin-brother, for instance, seems to represent
that part of himself unknown to him and. of which he is most
afraid. Dorine is a divided being: he and the narrator are the
two selves, the one material, the other spiritual, of the main
character and skipper of the boat. ( p. 152).

That Harris is, in fact, primarily concerned with the re-integratim

of the divided psyche as a solution to the tyramiy of a static, deatrcctive

opposition of contraries is clear from his approach to fiction as an

experimental, associative art which seeks "a strange and subtle goal,

2..	 ..	 -	 3melting pot" within the theme of "a living drama of conception."

Herein lies the sigoificance of Harris's interest in the rpus F[erme-ticuni4

and the Medieval and Renaissance cabbalists. Indeed, if Harris can be

"placed"within any literary tradition at all, he belongs here. For this

is precisely the nature of his own aichemical art, and as Rena Iaes-Te1inek

1 Wilson Harris, "Laocoon" Eternity to Season op. cit,, p, 45.

2	 T7S, op. cit., p. 32.

3	 Ibid., p. 27.

A collection of religious and aichemical writings by "Hermes
Trismegistus", originally thought to be of ancient Eptian origin, but
actually a third or second century Creek work. See Frances Yates,
Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (Routledge & Kegan Paul
196k) pp. 2/3.
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observes:

Few writers identify themselves with their work to such an
extent that their imagination is at once the mainspring and. the
subject matter of their art.1

The seven-day interior jouiey in Palace of the Peacock may be seen in

the light of the seven stages of the aicheinical process 2 during which a

massa confusa (the nigredo or "chaos") is iiimiersed. (ablutic - a stage

recalling aristian baptism or "death by water") and subjected to a con-

trolled series of chemical and physical changes - a process instituted by

the agency of the aichemical spirit, mercurius (cr Hermes, spirit of

mercury, a notably tricky substance: a liquid, metal) through a "whitening"

or purifying stage (&lbedo) to the final aurun non vulgi or Cauda Pavonis

(the "peacock colours") which symbolizes unity within diversity. 3 The

crew's original state of nigreclo, the later journey through. the ablutlo

of the rapids, where Carroll is cast in the rIe of an ambiguous Hermes

"The True Substance of Life-Common_WeaJ..th,op. cit., p. 151.

2 The significance of alchemy was twofold. Its exoteric purpose was
the preparation of the "philosopher's stone" which was supposed to have
the power of transmuting base metals into gold. Its hidden, esoteric
purpose, however, was to transform sinful man (tbroui its mystical,
devotional system) into a perfect harniomy with Godz "The more serious
alchemists realised that the purpose of their work was ... the problem
of psychic transformation. (Aniela Jaff' a footnote in C.G. Jung,
Memories, Dreams, Reflections, op. cit., p. 201).

3 The "peacock colours" are related to the "rainbow colours" another
term for the final stage of "illumination". The rainbow, consisting
of the seven primary colours, and existing between the extremes of
nigredo ("blackness" interpreted as the total absence of colour) and
albedo ("whiteness" or the presence of all colours) lends itself as a
perfect image of the "aichemical marriage".
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figure:

tho and. what was Carroll? •.. the living and. dead. folk, the
embodiment of hate and love, the ambiguity of everyone and.
no-one. (p. 83)

and. the final stage of unity in a "wedding of opposites" or Canda Pavonis

at the 'Palace of the Peacock"1 may all be related. to the aichemical nature

of their inner transformation. This is, of course, the esoteric meaning

of the quest; but the clues are there, nevertheless, and. point to this

deepest level of the novel: the alchemioal core of the work which

reinforces the primacy of the theme of self-integration.

Early in the novel, the Dreamer, dust before the journey begins,

is aware that an important series of events is about to begin, and that

his innermost Self will be involved in what is to be a transubstantiation

of Being - a rite de passage:

I stood. on my curious stone as upon the reality of an unchanging
presence ... How could I escape the enormous ancestral twin of
death-in--life and life-in-death? (p . 25).

The Dreamer is here both attracted and repelled by an intuition of the

need for this "journey" and of the dangers ahead. The reference to a

"curious stone" suggests the imum vas or lapis - the aichenilcal symbol of

the self which is traditionally both the subject and the vessel in which

the spiritual transformation takes place. Earlier, the crevr are seen by

him moving "like upright spiders, hall-naked, scrambling under a burden of

cargo they were carrying ashore." (p. 22). This conjures up the "spider-

transubsiantiation" in which the shaman2 initiates the neophyte. The

Like the "yellow castle" of The Secret of the Golden Flower, the
'Palace of the Peacock" (the waterfall which ccnbines stillness and move-
ment, "heaven" arid earth - a "bridal veil" [p. 128] of water) is a	 -
symbol of the aichenilcal cofunctio or "marriage".

2 A Hermes or "trickster"-figure like the West African god, Arianse. In
West Indian folk tales, "Anancy" - derived from Arlarise - is always
portrayed as a spider.
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process is one of "becoming', in which the subject is in. a transitional

state (in "limbo") and in which:

The arcane knowledge or 'g'nosis' obtained ... is felt to
change the inmost nature of the neophyte ... not a mere acquisi-
tion of knowledge, but a change in being.l

Later on, when Wishrop is lost overboard, Vigilance imagines that he sees

him as "a spidery skeleton crawling to the sky." (p. 103). This is

another reminder of the gradual transformation which is taking place within

the crew and. especially within ])nne:

1 ynne's boat had righted itself [vigiiancjJ dreamed, in the
volcanIc stream and. rock and the crew were all there save Yishrop's
spider and transubstantiation: wheel and web, sunlight, starlight,
all wishful substance violating and altering and annihilating shape
and matter and invoking eternity only •.. ( p . 105, my underlining).

Inne at last, has a "perception of a prodigal vessel and distance s-till

possible." (p. 105). The Dreamer's disorientation during his "initiation"

in the forest - he stops for a moment and finds himself alone in the gloom

of the trees - is conveyed with remarkable force and. power:

Spider's web dangled. in. a shaft of sun, clothing my arms with
subtle -threads as I brushed upon it. The whispering trees spun
their leaves to a sudden fall wherein the ground seemed to grow
lighter in my mind and. to move to meet them in the air, The
carpet on which I stood had an tmcertaim place within splintered
and. timeless roots whose fibre was stone in the tremulous ground.
I lowered my head a little, blind. almostr and. began forcing a new
path into the trees away from the river's opening and side.

A brittle moss and. carpet appeared underfoot, a dry pond and
stream whose course and reflection and image had been stamped. for
ever like the breathless outline of a dreaming skeleton in the
earth. The trees rose around. me into upward. flying limbs when
I screwed. my eyes to stare from. underneath above.

Harris's frequent use of the con.jimctiou "and" as a simple device for link-

jug unlike things or qualities or for a proliferation of meaning ("moss and.

carpet"; "a dry pond and stream"; "course and reflection and image"), the

Victor Thrner, The Fbrest of Symbols (Ithaca Press N.Y. 1967) p. 102.
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subtly lulling effect of alliteration:

The whispering trees spun their leaves to a sudden fall wherein
the ground seemed to grow lighter in my mind and. to move to meet
them in the air

together with phrases suggesting an indeterminate th rtain place" where

"splintered and. timeless roots" in the "tremulotta ground" appear like

"the breathless outline of a dreaming skeleton", all contribute to the

hallucinatory effect of the passage. The sentence"I screwed my eyes to

stare from underneath above" produces an almost vertiginous effect through

the unexpectedly direct juxtaposition of "screwed" with "eyes" and "under-

neath" with "above". The whole passage is in keeping with, and reinforces,

the "limbo" state of the Dreamer. Later, the unnamed fear which overcomes

him, and. which is described as:

A sigh [which] swept out of the gloom of the trees, unlike any
human sound. as a mask is unlike flesh and blood, (p. 26)

recalls the cr1 de Terlin which C.G. Jung, in his study of the Arthurian

legend, relates to the unconscious self:

Parsifal is a Christian hero, and Merlin, son of the devil and
a pure virgin, is his dark brother. In the twelfth centu.rl, when
the legend arose, there were as yet no premises by which his
intrinsic meaning could. be understood. Hence be ended in exile,
and hence "le cri de ilerlin" which still sounded from. the forest
after his death. This cry that no one could. understand implies
that he lives on in unredeemed form,1

The sudden terror the Dreamer experiences is therefore a warning of the

dangers attendant upon the aichemical opus, in which:

the adept staked. his whole soul for the transcendental pur-
pose of producing a unity. It was a work of reconciliation
between apparently incompatible opposites, which, characteristi-
cally, were understood not merely as the natural hostility of the
physical elements but at the same time as a moral conflict.2

C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, op. cit., p. 216.

2 C.G. Jung, '!!Tysteriuin QDninnctionis" Collected Works Vol. 14 (Routledge
and Kegan Paul l96) p. 554.
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Vie are reminded, once again, of Harris's own view of his art as an

exploratory, experimental and. associative attempt: a reconciliatLon of

"the great problem of opposite tendencies",' and. a process in which the

artisi is himself involved and. made vulnerable by virtue of:

the burdensome sensibility the individual artist constantly
carries and bears like a scarecrow before the world. Here is no
rebel 1j.rb a sacrifice and victim.2

The interior boat-journey in palace of the Peacock, then, like the

progress of the river-steamer which takes Marlow towards the inner contra-

dictions of Kur-bz in Conrad's Heart of Darkness, 3 is essentially a psycho-

logical and alohemical quest for inner harmony. 	 id by aligning his

novel's theme with the traditional and archetypal motif of the inner

journey, and by using proliferating images arid symbols, Harris is able to

expand the boundaries of the novel almost indefinitely. The reverbera-

tions and echoes seb up within the novel go on multiplying in the raader's

mind well beyond the actual limits of the story. The sigoifioarice, for

example, of the aborigines whom Dnne arid the crew pursue, becomes clearer

in the context of the psychological and alohemical search fox' "wholeness"

when. one thinks ol' the meaning of Ab-original as the pre-historical time

(like the "Dream Time" of the Australian aborigines) during which, according

to primitive legend, the world was first created, The longing for a New

Beginning - a -babula rasa or ppus con-bra naturam (expressions which recur

frequently in Harris's work) - from which a renewed, integrated Being might

ensue; is implied both in Harris's approach to the novel (as to poetry) in

which exLsting conventions must be broken down. in. order to reconstruct a

!!' op. cit., p. 16.

2 Wilson Harris,	 23 (L:a, 1958) p. 23,

3	 rst published 1899. Harris, in an article on E.L Fors-ter, refers
to "Ithe nigredo of Conrad.". (Literary Half-yearly Vol. X No. 2 July,
1969, p. 36).
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ITew Art concerned with the re-integration of the dislocated, "broken"

Caribbean man. Mircea Eliade, writing on the "deatruotion of the

Iangtxage of art" which, as he sees it, began in the field of painttng,1

also implies a link with alchemy:

1e get the impression that the artist wished to make a
Tabula Rasa of the entire history of painting. There is more
than a destruction, there i a reversion to chaos, a sort of
primordial 'massa confusa'.

In fact, by applying the open-ended scale of myth and archetype, Harris

discovers possibilities for the novel which are virtually endless. The

ascent of the escarpment of the waterfall at the end of Palace of the

Peacock, for example, draws upon all myths and legends involving a

spiritual ascent: am image which is found in most religious writings and

has, consequently, clear psychological overtones. One thinks of Yacob's

ladder (an image used in The Secret Ladder, 1963), the mystic ascent of

St. John of the Cross, Dante's ascent of the hill of purgatory etc. Btzt

there are also non-Christian echoes. The ITuicto rite of the Ehil tribe of

India for instance, involves the ascent of twelve rungs of a bamboo ladder

(representing "stations" of the mountain) by the spirits of the dead. At

each rung obstacles are overcome. A "spirit rider" - am effi r of horse

and rider - is supposed to act as a helper in a sacred capacity. 3 The

parallels here with Harris t s use of the dream of the dead horseman and

the "nigi-tanare" which the Dreamer must ride, as well as the final ascent

to the 'Palace of the Peacock" are striking. The use also of the motif

One is reminded of Harris's own view of the painting of Denis 7illiams
aS a "response to an unimown. form and its relationship to colour."
(S, vol , 6no, 20, mid-year 1955, p.187). Vide p.274 of this
stucty.

2 Mircea Eliade, Myth and Reality (Harper and Row fl.L 1968) p . 73.

3 Ibid., pp . 24/27.
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of the old .Arawak woman' a embroidered handkerchief ("a handkerchief of

wid.om", p. 82) which blends with the foaming torrent and. enfolds all

the crew in their struggle in the rapids, can also be related to the

Indian. textile art of the Kantha: a patched, embroidered cloth made of

rags and. threads of many colours which, as a rite performed by women of

the Bhil tribe signifies the creative act of integration. In the

Rg Veda and the Upanishads, the universe itself is imaged as a fabric

woven by- the gods. We are reminded. too of Harris' a use of the image

of the weaving Penelope in the poems of Eternity to Season (1954) where

the three epigraphs which preface the book:

In the daytime I would weave the
mighir web and in the niit
unravel the same ... (The Odyssey of Homer)

At the whirring loom of time unawed.
I work the living mantle of God.. (Goethe)

1Iature' a vast frame, the web of human things,
Birth and. the grave, that are not as they were. (Shelley)

all refer to a continual, regenerative activity. }tarris'a use of the

symbol of the "spider tranaubatan.tiation" of Wishrop similarly draws

upon the universal archetype of the trickster-god which appears in many

forms from Loki of ancient Norse legends to the figure of Felix Krull in

C.G. Jung quotes this passage (from Goethe's Faust) as an example
of the alchemioa3. concept of spiritual regeneration, oonnnenting:
"thus the Earth Spirit, the apiritus merourialis, says to Faust."
("Aichemica]. Studies" Collected Works, op. cit., p. 79, footnote 61.
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Thomas Mann's Felix Krull, Confidence Man.' The West African. spider-g)d,

An.anse (ancestor of the modern West Indian "Brer" Lranoy), the Yoruba god,

Esu, Ikto-mi ("Spider") of the Dakota and Sioux Indians of North America

are all expressions of the unpredictable nature of the Unconscious, which

is capable of both creative and destructive activity. The relationship of

this "trickster'-gnd" to the paradodca1 figure of Mercurius or Hermes in

alchemy (the "living spirit" of quicksilver) has been pointed out by

C.C. Jung in his study of the Corpus Hermeticuin:

Mercurius, following" the tradition of Hermes, is many-sided,
changeable, and deceitful. •.. He is duplex and his main
characteristic is duplicity. ... He is "two dragons", the "twin",
made of "two natures" or "two substances".2

In. his later work, Harris more and more frequently uses the image of the

shaman/trickster"conjurer to underline the problem of opposites and to

point to a resolution of the cleavage in the psyche of man. For the

trickster-figure is:

the one who can bring the unconscious problem of opposites
up into consciousness and in this way might act as a "lightbringer"
for men.3

In spite, however, of the density of symbolic meaning which the

novel conveys; and the startlingly unfamiliar language which continually

Lrst published in Germany as BekenntrLtsse des Hochestaplers Felix
Krull S. Lscher Verlag (1954). Felix is pre-ocoupied with the idea of
"interchangeability" and adopts many "personalities" during his career.
Once, he confesses to his victim that he is a thief, but finds, to his
astonishment, that she is delighted. Her outburst is siguificant:

Oh how much more precious to me is the thief than what he took!
Hermes! He does not Iaiow who it is - and it is he! Hermes, Hernies
(Penguin 1967 edition, p. 161).

2 C.C. Jung, "Alchemica]. Studies" Collected Works op. cit., p . 217.

3 Enma Jung and Marie Von anz, The Grail Legend (Hodiler and Stoughton
1971) p . 358.
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links together unexpected or contradictory ideas and epithets:

The savannahs grew lonely as the sea and broke again into a
wave and forest, Tall trees with black marching boots and
feet were clad in the spurs and sharp wings of a butterfly,
(ID. l48).1

the reader is able (once he is prepared to approach the novel without

pre-conceived ideas about narrative style and plot) to experience the

work at a directly sensuous level. For Harris does not impose a

theoretical idea upon us, but provides an. enactment of the gradual,

tentative awakening of consciousness which is part of the novel's

experiment. This is conveyed partly by the unpredictable numinous

nature of the environment itself, as well as b3r the inartioulac3 r of the

characters t response to it. The episode during which a flock of parrots

suddenly appears out of the bus1 is a good example of Harris's use of a

s iinple, natural event to convey, sensuously, rather than intellectually,

a deeply symbolic and. complex state of developing consciousness in the

human characters. The crew, still seeking the elusive Folk, are

experiencing doubt and. fear (three of their number, Carroll, Schontburg

and Wishrop, are already dead) • They are in a state of dread. One of

the birds appears -to be ringed, and d Silva (whc has in the past fathered.

a child. with one of the Amerindian women of Mariella and so is secretly

linked. with the Folk) thinks this bird is a good omen: a reminder of a

lost love, arid a hope for the future, His stumbling atteit to articulate

the longing they all feel is conveyed by harris with a quite remarkable

use of tone and characterization:

t'Ah telling you Ah dream the boat sink With all of we,"
da Silva said speaking to himself as if he had forgotten
Cameron's presence. 	 n4 drowned dead and .L1 float, All of

A not entirely fanciful description, however. The trees of -the rain
forest frequently have large, dark and spreading buttress-roots; and.
brightly-coloured. butterflies may often be seen in the upper storeys
of the trees. Add. to this the effect of dappled sunlight among the
leaves above, and Harris's description becomes perfectly credible.
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we expose and float •.."

"Is vulture bird you really feeling and seeing, shouted
Cameron. His voice was a croak in the air. Da Silva
continued - a man grown deaf and blind with sleep — "Ah dream
Ah get another chance to live me life over from. the very start.
Live me life over from. the very start, you hear' He paused
and. the thought sank back into the stream. "The impossible
start to happen. Ah lose me own image and. time like if I
forget is where me sex really start. ..."

itFool, stop it," Cameron hissed.

"Don't pick at me," da Silva said. "The impossible start
happen I tell you. Vlater start dream, rock and stone start.
dream, tree trunk and tree root dreaming, bird and beast
dreaming. . .

"You is a menagerie and a jungle of a .fool," Cameron' s black
tongue laugthed and twisted.

"Everything Au tell you dreaming long before the creation I
know of begin. Everything turning different, changing into
everything else .Ah tell you. Nothing at all really was there.
That is," he grew confused "that is nothing I know of all me
life to be something ..," He stopped. at a dead. loss for words
open mouthed and astonished. as if he had been assaulted by the
madness and innocence of the stream.

"Tek a batty fool like you to dream that," said Cameron.
"A batty fool like you •.."

"Is a funny-funny dream," d.a Silva said. slowly, recovering
himself a little. "1b dream all this a..' he pointed at the
wall of cliff behind him - "deh pon you back like nothing, like
air standing up. •.."

"You get a strong-strong back," Cameron croaked and his hands
brushed the water with beak and. wings. (pp. 110/ill, my under-
lining).

The (entirely credible) use of dialect conveys direoy, da SlIva's own

sense of the vague but urgent moral issues which direct his life, his

confusion in a world where "everything turning different, changing into

everything else" (p. 111). It is interesting to notice that Cameron's

jeering replie;enao-ting a metamorphosis from man to parrot (his retorts

are empty of meaning - parrot-like), actually mirror da Silva' s remarks

and his disturbed state of mind. The whole passage is, at the same

time, consonant with the novelts development at this point, for the

pursuers (Doime aiid crew) have now become the pursued and depend on the

]b1k to succour them e Vjhen therefore Cameron wounds one of the birds
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with a stone, the action assumes (like the icient T:ariner's killing of

the Albatross) a moral siiificance:

Da Silva muttered wildly - "I tell you when you pelt she you
pelt me. Is one flesh, me flesh, you flesh, one flesh. She
come to save me, to save all of we. You murdererZ. (p. 115)

Da Silva then stabs him in a fit of blind rage.

It is precisely because the novel is anchored in such entirely

believable, yet symbolic, incident and character that i-k conveys different

levels of meaning within "a deepening cycle of eqfloration" 1 without

becoming too abstract. Just as ]ime and the crew, venturing deeper

and deeper into the in ,erior, find their original a1 becoming gradually

more subtle: an inner quest for wholeness; so the reader as he enters

the novel, becomes aware of the developing multiple meanings of the

apparently simple 5ourney into the interior. Palace of the Peacock may

be considered the overarching vision which iiiforms Harris' fiction: a

Grail-quest or bildungsroman; the alchamical opus which must be under-

taken again and again as part of the creative process of psychic

reconstruction.

1
T7S, op. cit., author ts note, p 3
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(II) The Far Journey of Oudin (l96)

In The Far Journey of Oudin the scene is set on the Crentyne

coast of Berbice, "British Guiana", as in Mittelholzer's Corentyne

Thunder (1941), among a community of East Indian peasants where the

accumulation of material goods through greed and sharp practice seems

the only alternative to a harsh, unrewarding life of back breaking toil

on the land. The characters face domination either by the crctel nature

of their existence itself, or by the grasping land-owners and money-

lenders who feed. upon those less fortunate than themselves. Mohaimned

and his brothers Ilassan and Kaiser, along with a cousin, Rajah, plot to

steal the inheritance of land left by their father to their idiot half-

brother. They succeed, but die each in turn, as if cursed by their

act of greed and murder. Ram the moneyIende meanwhile, has gradually

enmeshed them all using a vagrant jobber, Oudin, first to steal Mohamrnedts

cattle and do his dirty work in general, and finally to abduct ]3eti,

Rajab' a virgin daughter, whom he hopes will give him an heir for his

growing "kingdom", Oudin, a mysterious figure who, siguificantly,

resembles the dead idiot brother whom; Lohazrnned and the others have niur-

dered, kidnaps Beti at Ran's request, but takes her for his own. bride,

relinquishing his former role of slave. M'ter the death of Mohamied

and. his brothers, Oudin and Beti live for thirteen years as tenants of

Rain.	 7hen Oudin dies, Rain, attempting to recover the contract which

will make all Oudin's possessions his, is balked by Beti who has: eaten

the note, Beti discovers that she is pregnant, and Ran, who has begun

to fear that he will die intestate, bargains with Beti to surrender her

unborn child. -to be his heir in exchange for her freedom; from debt to

him,

The novel begins with the death of Oudin, then re-creates: events
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leading ip to this in a "flasback' t : past, present arid. future co-exist

with the narrative. Characters exist on several levels, as in Palace of

the Peacock (1960) where the living are linked with the dead.	 ?hen Beti

meets Oudin for the first time, "his face was new arid. strange to her arid

yet he seemed like someone she had seen before." ( p . 33). And Oudin's

resemblarice to the murdered half-brother of Mohamned is uncanny, The

I'Tegro woodcutter who meets Beti and Oud.in in the forest, is almost a

reincarnation of the dark-skinned Kaiser who has been burnt to death in a

rum-shop fire. The woodcutter's ragged clothes:

were incredibly tattered and dark as if they had been
burnt and rescued from. the ashes of a fire, and his bushy beard
too, looked. as if it still sprouted from magnificent glowing
coal in which a fire of eyes had been ambushed aild set. (p. 116).

The fisherman whom Beti and Oudin encounter at the start of their flight

from Mohammed, resembles the dead Hassan. Incidents too have an echoin

effect, The negro woodcutter, the charred "ghost" of Kaiser, leads a

bull which threatens to attack Oudin, The incident reflects Mohaimned' a

narrow escape, as a young man, from an enraged, runaway bull. And there

is an incident even further back when, as children, Mohammed arid his

brothers had all been chased. by a bull owned. by a 'ThlacTk-sldnned. coolie

man" (p. 50)

In spite of its occasionally confusing time-sequence - the corres-

pondence of events and of living and dead characters - the plot is

sufficiently detailed and exiractable to allow the novel to be read. simply

as an interesting story. Bat, like Palace of the Peacock, the novel is,

at a deeper level, concerned with the need for a new vision of conscious-

ness - a new Caribbean Man wh will be the true "heir" of the land. The

theme of dom-nion, of the tyrannical authority of history and sterile

materialism, is merely part of the larger design of the book in which the

Indian peasant girl, Beti (like Mariella of Palace of the Peacock),
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represents the b1k, the land, authentic Being, Rain (like Donne), the

active, unscrupulous "possessor',a21d Qudin (like the Dreamer), the

spiritual, unsubstantial bat quickening essence. Ram, Oudin arid Beti -

the tria priiiia1 of the novel, are introduced (as Donne, Mariella and

the Dreamer are in. Palace of the Peacock, 1960) on theflrst few pages.

Indeed this novel also opens with a dream and a death, aM the symbolic

framework of the book is suggested by the description of Oudin's death

as part of the cycle of nature itself:

Oudin Iiew it was ti1I a dream, the dreain of the heavenly
cycle of the planting and reaping year he now stood within -
as within a circle - for the first time. •,. It was the end
of his labour of death. (p. U).

Oudin's visionary spirit has found release and contenlates (like the

final visionary "I" of Palace of the Peacock) the living world with a

newly-gained, quiet insight:

The day cleared in the .new light o± his eye and. the land. was
a wilderness on which had fallen the curious naked spoil of his
conquest and death. De possessed it all now as one would a
match-box world •.. Oudin held it all in the corner of his eye.
(pp. 12/13).

Oud.i&s ghostly, presiding essence begins to fade as we see the living

bodies - "the vague harvested bundles lying on the floor of the room"

(p. 12) stir and. move. Beti's discovery of his dead body and her

scream: 'Oudin dead. Oudin dead, Oudin dead." (p. I3) which brings

Rain running, introduce the "real" world of the book, and the reader

is then swiftly prepared for the "flash-back" which is the substance of

.Pri aichemical -berm, attributed to Paracelsus, signifying the three
"primary bodies" sulphur (soul), salt (body) aM mercury (spirit) which
were supposed to enter into the "chemical marriage". Sulphur and salt
(or	 and	 sun arid moon) were combined in. the presence of the
hermetic spirit, mnercurius,
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the rest of the novel. ¶l1he extraordinary sense of repose - of tme1ess-

ness - conveyed; in the writing:

The stars shone faint in the stream on a windy night and they
penetrated a flying cloud. The lights shining far across the
river were uncertain and distant, close to the ground and one
with glimmering heaven. (p. II)

the use of opposite elements of expansion and contraction 1 - the stars

which are reflected in the stream and (though "faint") penetrate a cloud;;

the lights which, shimmering in the distance seen to unite earth and

heaven - create the effect of time suspended. We are taken up into the

sky for an aerial view of the whole "flimsy scaffolding of the world"

(p. 13).	 In some passages:

The dark surface of the river cleaned suddenly, showing in
the rwming tide a deeper spirit and across the track of
spiritual reflectio stood the hanging head of horses and
cows. (p. 12, my underlining)

a religious dimension is added. We are led. fran the outset, therefore,

to see the novel in a larger, all-inclusive visionary framework, and the

unsentimental description of the bereaved Beti:

She had the refined emaciated face of an East Indian and
(kiiaxiese woman that looked older than it was, bearing the
stamp of a well-knoun ornament. ... the stanp of timeless
slavery. (pp. 13/14)

reminding us as it does of the description of the old .Ainerindian woman in

Palace of the Peacock (1960) gives to her characterization a wider,

symbolic dimension. She is in effect "the representation of a slave

despite her secret longing and. notion to be free" ( p. 14): in other words,

the incomplete, as yet unfinished consciousness of the ]blk. Her reseri-

blaxice to the earlier enignatic Mariella/figure in Harris' S short story

Mi example of this "telescopic" effect is in the description of the
traditional steaming dish of curry end vegetables with ito emaIl cones
of rice which Beti absent-tiindedly places on the table for (the dead.)
Oudin: "she stared at it unseeingly and yet with a bird' s-eye view of
Cudin' s savannaha cooking in the sun." (p. 22).
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(C 

Dmorrov? is clear. Beti too, is treated like an outcast "without a

home, without a friend" 2 but holds (through the child in her womb) the

promise of a new begiiining.

The moneylender Ran, forcing his way up the material ladder by

systematically tricking and crushing those in his debt, is a Donne-

figure, "a soldier of fortune" (p. 25), who wishes "to found a conception

of empire" (p . 27) and. whose link with Oudin reminds us of the inter'-

dependent relationship of Donne and Dreamer, Aster Oudin's death, the

suspicious Ran, unable to find the contract which will give him posses-

sion of all Oudin owns, including guardianship of the unborn heir, keeps

watch on Oudin's hovel, the door of which is kept shut by a piece of

string tied around a post:

Ran learnt to retire at last with the coiled twine in his eye,
and he Imew in his dreams, when he snatched a couple of hours of
sleep before dawn, the slightest interference with the coil on
the door would start him cruelly awake in his bed. The twine,
he was aware, would uncoil before him, so that stretched taut
at last it drew him forward as Ouclin. walked backward into the
distance like a sleep-walker, till their vision met in a way
that shattered him to the core. (p. 21).

The unseen bond between the living, material Ran arid the dead, visionary

Oud.in is powerfully conveyed by this almost physically painful image of

a "coiled twine in his eye". Here again, the use of the eye-symbol, as

in. Palace of the Peacock (1960), is an effective means of suggesting the

complementary nature of Rain and Oudin as opposite aspects of conscious-

ness. Ran's "waking sleep" (p. 21), like D3mle's "dead seeing material

eye", 3 is counterbalanced by Oudin's "unsleeping watch" (p. 21) which

1	 , op. cit., Vol. 1 No. 1 (Becember, 1945) pp. 30/34.

2 Thid., p . 34.

3 Palace of the Peacock, (1968 edition) p. 111.

This also refers to the ritual of the "wake", during which the dead.
man' s friends and relatives stay up all n ight in. the presence of the
corpse.
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reflects the Dreamer's "living closed spiritual eye". 1 An.rI the suggs-

-bion that a meeting of these two kinds of' vision, will "shatter him [Iam]

to the core" (p. 21) reminds us of Donne's fall to his death when he

achieves this 'unity of vision. In. employing Oudin to do his dirty work,

Ram had not bargained either with his immediate compliance or his subse-

quent deception. For Oudin is also the "-trickster"-figure who introduces

the problem of opposites and. illustrates the psychic division which lies

behind, and is responsible for, the characters' perpetual condition of

slavery. ife is a mysterious stranger, and "the truth was no one knew

whom he represented or where he had sprung from." (p. 28). In fact, he

is symbolic of the psychic need in. Man. which surfaces periodically (hence

his relationship to the seasons of harvest, life and death) to redress

the balance of conscious activity:

The archetype of the trickster therefore always appears as a
healing fiire when collective consciousness is in danger of
stiffening obstinately into one-sidedness. Again and again he
holds oven the approaches to the divine-animal sub-strata of the
psyche.

So Oudin "was the vessel in. which Ran. poured his lnmger arid ambition aM

hatred and contempt", a figure who "had materialized - to ftlfil this

reflective need - no one knew from where and when." (p . 27),

The need for a way out of the restraints arid boundaries of history -

a "gateway" leading out of the sterile cycle of slavery and domination -

is one of Harris's main concerns:

I believe the possibility exists for us to become involved in
perspectives of renascence which can bring into play a figurative
meaning beyond an apparently real world or prison of history. 3

Palace of the Peacock, op. cit., p. 14.

2 flmna Jung arid Marie Von-Franz, The arail Legend, op. cit., p. 366.

Wilson. Harris, Lectures, op. cit., p. 8.
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and his interest in vestiges of Irican and Amerindian legends - in fact

in mytho10 as a whole - stems from this belief in history as a discon-

tinuous (rather than a linear) series of events. Ire sees the rIe of

the shaman/trickster as indispensable to this end:

The process of shamanism resembles a nervous breakdown. The
shaman, as we know, is likely to appear in the tribe in times of
crisis and his role i.e is an indispensable creative attempt to
see through or break through a hang-over of the past . .. and to
make of every inner divergence, every subtle omen of ch9ge -
subsistence of memory to feed imagination in the future.

Harris himself makes reference to Jungs religious and alchemica]. concept

of the role of the imconscious in this regard, recoiizing that the

primitive rebirth-myths, such as that of the Carib "bush baby' t (a numinous

spectre) 'orrespond] to what jrunj)

tal or archetypal child of dreams"2

calls the puer aeternus - the immor-

A central theme in the novel, therefore, is the need, through au

imaginative re-structuring and re-integration of the psyche, to incor-

porate hidden, cthonic or daemonic elements: an impulse towards wboleness

of vision. V1itikut this deeper associative element, the theme of psychic

re-birth and re-integration, the central concern of the novel remains,

like brster's Howard's Fkid, simply a social and. political question of

"jerjtance" of the land, or, at a more superficial level, a trite, moral

condemnation of materialism and greed. 3 This need for a new, unified

consciousness also informs the "sub-plot" of the novel in which

Mohaumed. and his brothers murder their idiot half-brother, true heir of

their father's wealth, and divide the inheritance among themselves.

Tlilson Harris, Lectures, op. cit., p. 22.

2 roid., p. 20.

Ae in John Elearne's appraisal of the novel;
Unlike any other stories in the quartet, this one also seems to

preach a message, and the message is in the end platitudinous: 'all
that glitters is not gold', 'you can't take it with you', and so on.

("The fligitive in the ]brest" The Islands in etueen, op. cit., p.149).
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Again, the realistic plot has many mythical and archetypa3. echoes. One

thinks of the biblical story of ..Toseph and his brothers, of Cthrist's

death at the hands of the flonian soldiers who throw dice for the possession

of his robe, of the numerous fairy-tales like the traditional German

nrchef? where the "foolish" or disreputable youngest son is rejected or

ridiculed by his brothers but turns out to be the genuine hero and true

heir. Mohammed and his brothers find that they too, like another

notorious Crentyne family, the .Allamans "a family of ambiguous Hinda and

ios1em and. .Pfrican descent" (p. 62), are 	 part of "a recurring myth

and a particular fable" (p. 63)1 which settles upon them all like a curse•

The murder of their brother has, therefore, an archetypal significance;

for by eliminating their idiot half-brother, the rightful heir, they have,

symbolically, cut themselves off from their own primal natures: just as

in subscribing to a one-sided vision of economic and material gain, they

have rejected the spiritual dimension of life which gives value and

direction to these very things. Thus psychically undermined, each is

destroyed from within.

Hassari is the first to die - from (significantly) heart-failure.

In a moment of intuition just before his death "at the zenith of life,

after the plot and conspiracy that eliminated their imbecile half-

brother" (p. 56); he asks to be cremated in the ancient marmer of his

ancestors. It is a futile propitiatory gesture. The pyre, wet by the

rain, finally oatcheø alight only after some difficulty. The ominous

The epigraph from St. Luke XX, 9 (which recounts the parable of the
greedy husbandiaen viho kill the true heir of the vineyard) points to
the "particular fable"; but by naming the "ambiguous" family of the
novel the "Allamans" (All men) Irarris also indicates the wider,
universal application of the myth.
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roar of the flames seems to "speaJ" to the crowd of onlookers:

No one knew whether it spoke its anger for the shedding of
innocent blood in -the past and the present family of man, or
whether it resented the defeat of a mob, and the self-surrender
of Hassazi1 and the fire of his prayer for release from the
rotten crime and. conspiracy of death. (p. 58).

Then Muhra, Mohammed's wife, loses his child and heir after a fall:

" 'A curse there 'pon we Kaiser,' Mohammed said. His eyes were like

red fire.	 'Is who next?' " (p. 60). Kaiser, meanwhile, has begun to

see -the inner contradiction of his own life and, as he tells Mohammed:

"Ali getting old before me time and Ali seeing things Ah would like to

get to the bottom of." ( p. 65). Drinking in. a rum shop with Mohammed,

he grows maudlin and. light-headed: "he felt himself on the threshold of

the darkest and clearest purgation ..." (p. 67). Re has a hallucinated

vision of himself as a Negro, blackened and charred, and of the dead

Hassan. Both figures are clothed in. beggar's garb and still attempt-

ing (in death as in life) to conceal "a terrible longing and need"(p.70),

the long-denied wish for a more purposeful existence:

They leaned against the wall, that appeared to float with
themt on their insubstantial back, wondering how they could
still summon. an obscure passer-by for the help they were too
proud and too spiritual to ask. (Pr 71).

It is already too late, however, and Kaiser meets his death in the

sudden fire which destroys the shop. He dies thinking that all he had

ever really wanted was "the freedom to die when and where he pleased,

and to love whom and what he wished." (p. 72). But, like Hassan.,

whose longing to return, to the land of his ancestors is only a delusion,

a form of escape; Kaiser remains:

like an obdurate child still playing in a kingdom he had
a long way to g to begin to learn to build, (p.. 75).

Ra)ah, Beti's father, is (like Mohammed, ifassan and Kaiser) also
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enslaved through debt to Ran, and the inheritance, the "promised land:"

gradua].ly slips into the control of Ran, The analo of the Israelites

in bondage in Egypt suggests itsel:f but Mohaed and the rest have been

equally bard landlords, Mohaimied keeping his womenfolk, including Beti,

in virtual bondage, illiterate in a man's "labouring, bargaining world"

(p. 34); and after Hassan' a death:

The promised land: of plenteous return stood in view before
them but a still greater sacrifice had to be endured: before
they would free themselves of bondage. (p. 59).

The curse which leads, first to Rassan's death, then to TurM's accident

which robs Mohrnmed of a son and heir and still later to the fiery death

of Kaiser; is not yet propitiated, however. Rajah'a death - the second

death by fire - is still to come. His overpowering desire to succeed: in

"gaining all the machinery he needed" (p. 81) to extract a good return

from his labour, a single-visioned, obsession which eventually makes hm

virtually a slave to Ran, the moneylender, and finally no more than "am

extension of his own oxen" (p. 81); has its origin in an inner, spiritual

emptiness:

Raj au believed in nothing save filling his belly. Food was
the beginning and the end. of Iife	 Whatever he bad, he would
never have enough to satisfy a gnawing ancLety and appetite, (p.79)

The bookworm infestation which led. him, as a child, to steal in order to

satisfy a perpetual inner hunger, is, of course, a symbolic reference to

this lack of wholeness of vision, for "to steal was to murder all aenti-

ment and. vision in order to survive," (p. 	 , and his death by light-

ning comes dust after OU&LTh has called to see him on Rani' a behalf. Oudin's

1 There is also a hint, in the name "Ran", of "Rame sea", the Pharaoh
who kept the Israelites in bondage in Egypt.

2 This echoes his part in the plot to murder the idiot half-brother of
hTohwiwied and the rest,
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resemblance to the dead half-brother of Mohammed startles and shocks

Rajth with the memory of the murder, and the writing" at this point

suggests both. the symbolic, revenant-like quality of Oudmn.1 and the damu-

ing nature of the crime which (like Cain' a murder of Abel) is an arche-

typal sin. against the Spiriti

Beti opened f3he door]. At first 1ajah saw no one but the
wind. His eyes were blind with the cooking fire and the shadow
of the sun. And then he thought he distinguished the eyes of
stars in the night. ... "Is the same man. that been this after .-
noon me daddy," Beti cried curiously. "Look at he good. You
know is	 " ... RajabYa eyes had grown clearer at last, lie
remained stooping and still, unable to beliee what he saw, until
he was galvanized. into action, The pot spoon flew from his hand,
striking the forehead of the sky and burning a flashing place
between two stars and eyes. 

(pp. 

86/87, my underlining).

Rajali' a violent, guilty action. prefigures his own death when he is struck

by lightning during a thmider'-storm and falls "dead in. a flash" (p. 89).

So, Oudin is the living reminder of the "rightful heir" whom the

others ha tried to deny, and Mohammed., now desolated by loss, addicted

to drink and. grief, begins to find his whole past life called in question

by Oud.in. "I don' t know exactly how to explain," he tells Ran during

one of his now frequent introspective, drunken spells:

But time itself change since he come. Is like if I starting
to grow conscious after a long time, that time itself is a fore-
runner to something. But Ah learning me lesson so late, is like
a curse ... What I used to value and. what I used not to value
overlapping. ,.. Anti yet all is one, understand me? (p. 91).

This is, in fact, the beginning of self-knowledge, and the awareness of

hitherto unknown, or repressed psychic elements:

Ah feel that I, me then, is dust a piece of moving furniture,
and. something else, bigger b7 far, pushing me about until I don' t
know whether I standing" upon me head, me backside, or me foot.
(p. 92).

"Oudin" also calls to mind Odin, the Norse god of the winds who is
related to the German folk-god, Wotan (and also to the alohemical
Hermesmerourius). Later, when Oudin appears at his door, Rajah
sees "nothing but the wind". (p. 86).
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Mohammed. meets his death when, attempting to track down Oudin and Beti,

he stumbles drunkenly through the forest, falls and cracks his skull,

The incident, however, is clearly meant to convey both his death and. his

final awareness of inner poverty and. frustration. Like Donne's sha.tter-

ing death in Palace of the Peacock (1960), Mohammed's death is the

inevitable result of a confrontation with his own heart of darkness:

It was not the plain forest that frightened him. It was
another premature growth of ringing weakness. It was the dark
labour and self-generation of horns he saw now as never before,
it was the contest with the devil, and the collision of temples
in nature, the egg falling and breaking on the hard. unexpected.
ground., the sun and the moon meeting until the sparks burst and.
flew, (p. 131).

The suggestion of grandeur and frailty in the word Ittemples lt, the destruc-

tion of life present in both the homely image of an egg smashing on the

ground. and. in the cataclysmic collision of sun and moon, are further

exanples of the simultaneous effects of expansion and. contraction which

are typioal of Harris's writing. The image of the cracked. egg (suggest .

-ing Mohammed' a cracked skull) is related to his state of psychic incom-

pleteness. Mohmnmed. had.:

oraoked the premature egg of his dying time and he stood
face to face mow with the prospect of himself alone with terror
and. with nothingness. (p. 130, my underlining),

The extraordinary subtlety and. daring With which, in this passage,

Harris creates and uses imagery and symbolism to convey (within a natural

and. completely acceptable context) a complex, psychological theme: that

of the need. for psychic re-integration or spiritual rebirth: merits a

more detailed examination. The forest itself (a "world-creating jungle")

is a brooding, creative influence, a hen nestling on her eggs:

The leaves rustled. like feathers and. the tender illumination
shifted and pooled and. changed: all the time. The forest was
settling as a hen settles, or standing as a hen fluffs and
stands to dry its raining feathers and. circulate the light like
a hatching cushion of eggs. (p. 130).
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Mohammed's impatience to break a path through the trees, and his confased.,

drunken condition which makes this difficult, illustrate his ":premature"

state of consciousness:

The twittering sought to warn him to remain. still and not to
resist, but Mohammed did not want to listen. He was ringing
with his own voices of drowning alarm. He stampeded. The
wings of the forested hen shook its fluid feathers from him like
a bird taking flight over his head.

Here, in: addition to the image of a hen " bak.ing flight" from her nest1

(it is Mohaimnd's consciousness which is being "hatched"), there is the

reminder, in the word "stampeded", of Mohammed's earlier experience of

being attacked by a bull. In fact his professed attitude to life (like

Donne' )2 of "taking the bull by the horns", is shown to be one 0±' mere

bravado, He is charging blindly - like a bull - through life, unaware

and. self-divided:

He heard the repetitive tinkle of the rum bottle when a limb
and hoof fell from the still waving trees and. ploughed the
ground underfoot, The snort shook him again. Mohared
trembled like a wild bull. (p. 129).

His identification with a bull (reTnlrliscent of Cameron' a metamorphosis

into a parrot in Palace of the Peacock, 1960) also has sacrificial

Mithraie and Dionysiac overtones, for Moh 'ined is cast in. the role of

archet7pa1 victim:

Mohammed was a kind of symbol of all his [Ram' sJ tenants
roIled into one. Ram had teased the proud, religious bull, and.
the susceptibility to superstition, until he had. fashioned the
ideal victim and accomplice, (pp. 132/133)

and. his death is therefore given a certain quality of inevitability.

This final section of the navel, in which there is a second death

by fire (and. in which Mohammed also dies) is entitled, paradoxically,

1 lb the drunk Mohammed, falling to the ground, the whole forest of
leaves would appear to be flying upward, away from hint.

2 Cf. Donna's "rule the land •.. and you rule the world" and his
"stamping terrible voioe" (Palace of the Peacock, 196.8 edition, p.I9).
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"Second. Birth". The apocalyptic epigraph from Blake: " ... all things

have second birth:/The earthquake is not satisfied at once:" is followed,

however, by one fron the Bible which promises release from. bondage to

Nature and to Man: " •.. the dayspring from on high hath visited us."

This hope for the future appears in the shape of the quiet, child-like,

illiterate Bti. Pregnant with Oudin's child, she is the womb of the

future, like the brooding forest itself, with. which she is linked.:

She was the bird of Mohned's flying spirit that had returned
to nest on its ancestral mystique and. tree. The horns of the
bull were nothing to fear, she said. Every man' s death made
him level nature and subdue it. ( p. 151)

and. it is in her passive, feidnine acceptance of life (in contrast to

MohRimned' s blundering attempts to grapple With it) that alLows her,

almost literally, to "take the bull by the horns". br later, faced

suddenly with the black woodsman's runaway bull in the forest, she

calmly strokes the pni1nRi3 head.. &r1 Beti is not yet a fully

"conscious", integrated being; and for her, as for Oudin, their flight

through the forest is not merely an escape from the pursuing Mahanmed

and his men, it is a "far journey outward, into the land that was

nowhere." (p. 100). These words recall the Secret of the Golden Plower

which, as an aichemical text, is concerned with the individuatiori of the

psyche as a journey to "the land that is nowhere, that is the true home."1

It is also an inward tourney (from savmith to forest) towards a new

unity of self.

Oudin, thinking back on his various r&es in the past: first as

Rem' a willing slave, then as MobamnedYa labourer and. now as Beti's consort;

1
Wilson Harris quotes this line in "Interior of the novel" National

Identity, op. cit., p. 138. The opening epigraph of The Far Journey
of Oudin is also taken from The Secret of the Golden Flower.
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is conscious of:

the dreadful nature in every compassionate alliance one
has to break gradually in order to emerge into one's ruling
constructive self, (p. 101, my underlining).

Els reason for abducting Bet has this deeper purpose, and reflects his

creative role as shaman/trickster,, the agent of a new consciousness:

When Ram had. been. inspired to seek his help in winning Bet,
Oudin felt the stirring spirit of an ancient compassion, and
the call to obey a spiritual desire that cancelled out Rants
command. (p. 100).

The man "fishing on the other bank" whom Oudin approaches for guidance,

reminds one of the .sher-King of the Ar-tthurian legend of the grail

quest - a figure which also appears in T,S. Eliot's The Waste Land1 and

underlines the spiritual, aichemical nature of Oudin's journey with Bet.

As they stand half-way between the open, flat savannah on the western

bank of the river and the rain-forest on the eastern bank, "the sun rises

"like an enormous, grotesque spider." (p. 102). This suggests the

transitional stage between existence (savemih) and Being (forest) :2

the "spider" symbo1 of the 	 standing for the "transubstantiation"

of the neophyte, Bet, Bet bathes fully clothed in the warm river - a

symbolic act of baptism reflected again in their final view of the fisher-

man submerged up to his neck in the water - and the imagery is continued

in the "visionary breakfast" (p. 105) of fish (a gift from the fisherman)

which they eat just before entering the forest, They reach a pegasse

belt (a swampy area where the ground turns as soft and as treacherous

as quick-sand) and. Oudin has to carry Beti, each footstep a painful

1 A figure who is seen "fishing in. the dull canal," (The Fire Sermon",(r	
Waste Land'Penguin Selected Poems 1972, p. 58).

2 
This is observed. by Gerald Moore who' sees the forest as "expressing

eternity" and the savannah, "season and the limited mortality of
individual plant or tree." (The Chosen Lk,rigue, Longuans 1969, p.75.)
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effort. It is a "ritual walk", and his perseverance in not abandoning

Beti in "the place where they mankind had always pnt down the trouble-

some one" (p . 107) is a sigu of his willinguess to keep his "covenant"

with God: his connnituent to achieving true selfhood fr both aeti and

himself:

The morning he abduo-ted. Beti, 0uiin perceived there were
barriers and. difficulties ahead of him, through which he must
pass as If they were nothing. These relative, ghostly encoun-
ters lay between himself and the consummation of his being
(pp. 99/100).

Be gives in momentarily, depressed and alax,ned by the living presence of

the forest) "a consciousness clothed with gloom and impending horror and

despair" (p. 108), to a feeling of panic: the fear of being "unable to

play the role of sri ambiguous beggar while conscious of being the heir

and master of a world" (p. 110) - In other words, his creative r6Ie as

shi/trickster - but recovers and has intercourse with Beti, aware only

that "this was what he had to do.' (p. 110). The moment of union -

the sinbolio coupling of spirit and. flesh - is marred however by Oudin' s

lust and by Be-ti' s still tmconrprehending nature: her desire "to keep one

foot in a corner of the ruling past." (p. 114). Wishing to be free, she

nevertheless remains held. prisoner by her self-concern and the vicarious

pleasure and thrill of the adventure. The sIgu1 she makes in. the sand

with her foot:

With her toes she drew in the sand an incomprehensible fertile
figure within a hollow cage at Oudin' a feet. It was a way of
saying that she was equal to him after all. (p . 113)

is both a reaoguition of her r6le as the mother and; womb of consciousness

and an admission of her continuing Imprisomuent in the past. She haE

eluded the oages of childhood, of Mohaamned and of Rajah, bat still needs

1 It is a mandala - a sigu of the psychic Integration she is tmoonsciously
seeking.
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to break out of the cage of romantic, self-regarding love:

A sinpie cage of abandonment, however, was as far as she could
venture to go in the present, whatever Oudin thought. (p . 114),

The 1Fegro woodcutter whom they meet is a representagive f the unreal

"romantic" life of adventure ami intrigue. At one time a politician and

at another a pork-knocker, he had ruined hinseif through his impractical

schemes and illusions, blanring it all on bad luck and "a trump-up love

story". (p. 3i&). Beti finds herself dravni to the adventurous figure

"admiring' the way he had swung' his a like a vioIerrt romantic chip on

his shoulder" (p. 118) and. both she and. Ouclin (who has remained silent all

the while) are literally taken prisoner by the woodcutter. Harris uses

the incident to revea1 the dangers of a facile romanticism as opposed to

a genuine, existential quest for authentic Being, and this is related to

Beti' s wish to keep in touch with the past, with family and friends.

Bëti suddenly becomes aware of the wood.cutter's resemblance to the dead

Kaiser (and to Moh mrned, who is virtually Kaiser's twin) and rights

herself: the road to selfhood is, after all, a lonely one, A, choice is

necessary

She felt the spirit of incurable pride and oppression and
thwarted romance that counted and sold everyone, and even wished
to pursue and. enslave the world, witk the best of mistaken inten-
tions. It was as if she had not yet learnt to choose and reject
a suitor because she was still part of a uniform lust and power
and. old estate .,, (p. 119),

Eer cry: "Oudim. Oudin, Oudin," (p. fl9) re-establishes her faith in,

and dependence on, the spiritual freedom and. au-then-tie Being of Oudin,

and provides the link with her second preguancy (her own Second. Birth),

thirteen magical years in the future, when she Will at last be a mature

vessel for the new consciousness of a people, and. her cry -then: "Om1n

dead. Oudin dead, Ouch dead." (p. 13) will sigoal both an end and a

beginning.
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The novel ends with the disillusionment of Rem:

It had all started in the beginning of time with the dream of
an heir in. -the heart of an old. man like Rem, and in the uncon-
scious womb of a child and a daughter like Beti. (p. 132).

"1oe • his true victim!' (p. 132), Mohammed, Ran knows that he is

without a focus for his will to power, without a mask:

The circumstances surrounding the death of Mohammed had some-
how ripped from him his self-disguise •.. Ta whom would he appear
now to be what he was not, strong and brutal and subtle? (p. 134).

He understands at last his need for Oudin, as for a vital centre of depth

and babance, for a son "who would. be the acknowledged child, of his life

to fill the widening blue crack in heaven like a picture." (p. 135) • In

short, for the puer aeternus or archetypal child. of dreams. Terrified

at last by the prospect of his empty future, con-imced -[that only a miracle

can "heal him and make him an ordinary man" ( p. 135), he offers Oud.in an

ambiguous contract which vaguely promises release from debt in exchange

for the legal guardianship and adoption of Beti' a only chil5. We are now

back at the beginning of the novel, and Oudin' s final "trick", played this

time on Ran. Ebr by his death axid disappearance (like the vanished con.-

tract which Beti ha swallowed) and in the promise of re-birth through

Beti, he baa transferred Rem's sordid covenant to a higher reality: the

future heir which Beti now carries: "Beti was another name for 'daughter',

the daughter of a race that was being fashioned anew." (p. 136).

The Far Journey of Oud,±n. is, therefore, like Palace of the Peacock

(1960), another quest leading to fulfilment of Being, to the re-integmti

of the self which will make possible a new, creative consciousness in the

future. It is a "gateway" leading out of the prison of historical fact:1

In Miroea Eliade's brt Interdite (Gallimard, Paris 1955) the hero
and heroine, encoura& by nisie (Cf. the "Anancy" figure of West
Indian folklore) who represents age-old wisdom, escape from history
through death in the fOrest. Their "escape" is symbolic of self-
realization. and re-generation. Like Oudin and Beti, they arrive at
psychic equilibrium.
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an alternative to the self-perpetuating despair of the Caribbean aitrn-

tion of "historylessness" and. cultu.ral and psychic fragmentation. But

the route is an unfamiliar one: the journey inward to the source of

creative imagination. The question: "who will inherit the land?" jg

uot siurply a political or social question. It is an existential one as

well; for the New Man must also be whole, if history is not merely to

repeat itself. The re-constitution of the "broken individual",

therefore, is central to the novel (as to all Harris's work) and the

visionary, alchemioal nature of the experiment - suggested also ia the

book' s epigrapha: one front The Secret of the Golden Plower, another from

Blake and. two from the gospel of St. Luke - must be given prominence in

any discussion of the work.

Harris's use of densely woven, interconnected. images and metaphors

reflects the alcheinical nature of his imagination, Indeed, the use of

imagery is closely related to the mediaeval Art of Memory which is, in

turn, related. to the Hermetic Arts. As Prances A. Yates puts it:

This inner art of Memory which encouraged the use of the
imagination as a duty must surely have been a major factor in the
evocation of images. 1

and. in this respect, therefore, Harris's images carry great siiificance.

Although at first rather mystifying and at times almost impenetrable, his

images and. metaphors have a mnemonic Thnction and actually elucidate the

novel's me-ning. 'lb unravel the complicated web of meanings contained

in Harris' s images and metaphors, however, would. require 	 a separate

stwly; and. we shall therefore attempt here only a brief exainiziation of

some of the novel' a reourring images • The window-image, for example,

whioh (as in Palace of the Peacock, 1960) smbolizes consciousness or

spiritual vision, appears on. the first page of the novel. The dead Oudin

1 The Art o± Memory (Rontledge and. Kegan Paul 1966) p. 104.
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is described, as a "window that had. fallen from its house to rot on the

earthen floor" (but which allows the new grass to sprout forth wfthIii the

spaces of its 'broken panes). The image occurs again inMoh&nued's wish

for inner peace: for a house of his own whose windows:

would thwart the fierce eye of the sun ... 'ho accustom his
eye 'ho a settlement of darkness within, or to veil the world with
a living darkness without, (p. 39).

As Be'ti awakes, having gained in self-knowledge, 'the morning light of the

forest shines through the window of the woodcutter's hat illuminating the

dark interior of her room and prison. The images of egg and egg'-shell

are used. to convey the idea of the confining, li{ted circumstances of the

characters - their need 'ho achieve freedom - or, in another sense, their

blind, unknowing, foetus-like existence. It is a symbol of both death

and rebirth, since the cracking of the shell sigaifies the emergence of a

new life (as in Kaiser's wish to "crack his egg and fly" p. 74) and pre-

mature death (as when MohRmmd falls and cracks his skxll like an egg-

shell) .
	

fective use is made, too, of recurring images of flood, and

fire to symbolize 'the death/rebirth motif, Indeed, the natural cycle of

death and. rebirth is a constant reality for the Corentyne peasants, 2 whose

precarious existence hovers between flood, and. drought, The marriage pro-

cession which, as a child, Ran sees setting out in frail boats along the

flooded village road, is echoed by the wedding procession of Oud.in and

Beti, 'hen years later, in "the year of the great flood", ( p. 27). Each

As an alchemical symbol, the egg is:
a copy of the World-egg, the egg white corresponding to the

"waters above the firmament," the "shintrrg liquor", and. the yolk to
the physical world.. (c.a, Twig, "A].chemical Studies", Collected
Works, op. cit., p. 82.

2 This is also true of the general atmosphere of Mi'btelholzer' a Corentyne
Thunder (194].).
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event is symbolic of a New Beginning - another Noah's Ark. The rain and

thundei-stornr in which Rajah dies is described with apocalyptic imagery

conveying a strong' biblical and visionary impact:

There was a moment's hush. and stillness and one could hoar a
beetle walking on the ground. Then. the far track of Iightnings
caine closer, without warning, and flew into one's eye, forked
and veined and vicious, flashing closer still, blincling'ly, again
and again, and unrolling into a webbed hand and foot like a
crumpled. flying napkin and. sheet, on which the sacred embryonic
beasts of the sky crouched. (p. 88).

The storm has the significance of a heavenly retribution. It is

as if Rajab is being punished for his part in the murder of the "true heir".

This suggestion is strengthened when, later on, having (as ill wore) carried

out a divine command, the elements appear to return whence they have come:

The rain grew solemnly from the ground up, rather than. falling
from the clouds down, an enormous inverted theatre and. curtain,
upon which rose the webbed dreams of bird. and beast the sky had
unloaded on the lightning earth. (p. 89).

Like the lightning which destroys Bajah, other images of burning - sun and

fire - are also given a wider, symbolic meaning related to the theme of

spiritual death and rebirth. Hassan' a cremation and. Kaiser's and Rajah'a

fiery deaths all appear to suggest the soul' s purgation by fire • We have

already observed bow other recurring, natural images, like the woodcutter's

"sacrificial" bull, the forest (the eternal, creative unconscious) and the

open. savannah (the seasonal, temporal self) contribute to the book' a main

alchemical and. psychological theme s Btit this is not to say that Harris's

use of imagery am]. metaphor is always successful. When, for example, we

read. that Barn's shock on learning of Oudin' s death "burst his inner tube

to flatten. him and. rob him of air" and, that his heart "pinnged. with the

force of a cricket ball falling" (p. 1.), our impression is that the

metaphors are too obviously contrived to be acceptable. One feels that

the writer is here deliberately reaching out for unlikely or unusual corn-'

parisons. The total, symbolic effect of the book' a imagery, however, is
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produced in a quite natural, unforced way.

The movement of the novel towards a vision of "wholeness": a

conjunction of temporal and eternal within the rhytimi of Life, death and

rebirth: is also reflected in the author's choice of locale. There is

an interesting correspondence here with the poetry, for in the poem,

"Canje", Brris has prefixed a note:

There is a legend that a great lake of fresh water feeds the
Canje Iver and is øtill to dry up. The known facts are that
the Can:je River is part of a natural flood basin influenced by
the ocean tides and suocessfaj so far in withstanding Ion
inroads of salt from the sea.

By dismissing the myth of an assumed, and. hopeftily inexhaustible, supply

of life-supporting fresh water for the irrigation of crops, and by reveal-

ing the actual situation as a natural one of flux of the precarious

counterbalancing of damaging salt water and vital fresh water (the poem's

aubtitleo "river of ocean", highlights this conflict of opposites):

Harris focuses attention on the paradoxical nature of Being, and on the

need for a juxtaposition and resolution of opposites. In the novel, Ran,

standing on the bank of the C'anje, reflects on the recurrent flooding of

the river and land by the salt sea: "survival was a miracle, a miraculous

ascendancy upon the flux of death." (p. 26). This awareness of "the

problem of opposites" is related to the need. for a conscious acceptance

of the dark, tmprediotable nature of the unconscious; and. to be aware of

both river and sea, or to make the journey inward front savannah to forest

(as Beti and Oudin do) is to take the first step towards a new, integrated

consciousness. This is the significance, too, of the decision of

"Ulysses", the f.Lahervian in the poem, "Canje":

Eternity to Season, op. cit., p. 32, my tmderl1'ing.
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No more for me a contract with the barren
plantation, drowned in flood
or dry as bone 1 I have understood I cannot run
from the open. sea or the sun
and shelter under the falling trees of time.
Labour is just begun.1

At the end of The Far Journey of Oudin, the child in Beti's womb holds

the promise of a better future: a vision of the unified consciousness

of a "whole" people. And so the progress of the novel ia circular,

for it begins with what is, structurally, its ending (the death of Oudin)

and ends with the suggestion of a New Beginning - a re-born Oudin. This

circular pattern is, in fact, the pattern of the whole "Quartet", the

final novel of which (The Secret Ladder, 1963) is also set in. the Caxije

area and has as its plot the conflict between a government survey team

(sent to measure and record the periodic rise of the Canje river) and

the backward, fearful inhabitants of the forest. The novel ends with

the echoing words heard ilL a dream:

In our end. ... our end ... our end. is our beginning ...
beginning ... beginning, Fenwick awoke. It was the dawn. of
the seventh day. (p. 127) 2

thus recalling both the form and. meaning of The Far Journey of Oudin as

well as the seven days' journey of creation in Palace of the Peacock

(1960). Before going on. to examine this, the final novel of the

"Quartet", however, we need to look at The Whole Armour (1962) where we

shall find, that the long struggle towards psychic wholeness is again

enacted until there emerges, in the figures of young Cristo and Sharon,

another promise of a New Beginning: "the first potential parents who

can. contain the ancestral house." (p.

1 Eternity to Season, op. cit., p . 39.

2 This quotation (from the Faber 1963 edition.) echoes the last line
of TS. Eliot's "East Coker" (Four Quartets Faber 1959) which is in
turn an echo of the motto whiáh. Mary Queen of Scots embroidered on
the royal dais of state: "In my end. is my beginning."

3 Al]. quotations are from the Faber 1962 edition.
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(III) The Whole Armour (1962)

In this novel Harris sets the scene on. Guyana' a north-western

Essequ.ibo coast near the mouth of the Pomeroon. river - an area directly

exposed. to the constant eroding action of the sea. Inland, there is

ertremely fertile soil which permits a variety of provision and fruit

crops, making this a potentially rich part of the land; but the

inhabitants live precariously on the coast or in timorous clearings in

the t I1sh I near the great Pomeroon, unable or unwilling to establish

deeper roots, living fron day to day virtually helpless between alter-

nating seasons of drought and. flood. The crops which they plant in the

thin, pgasse belt and which are frequently destroyed by rain, wind and

flood, are a reflection of their superficial, fatalistic attitude to

life. Their need for a deeper awareness, for a more responsible attitude

to the land. (arid to themselves) is, as in The Far rourney of Oudin (1961),

the book's main subject; and the re-fashioning of a 'unified consciousness

its main theme.

The plot centres around Iagda, a strapping prostitute o± mixed

racial origin, her son aristo, Sharon (a Pomeroon beauty whose sweetheart

has, allegedly, been killed by Cristo) and Abram, a respected, patriarchal

figure - a recluse who lives in a cabin on a bare promontory of land at

the mouth of the Pomeroon river, Magda begs Abram to shelter and bide

(risto, who is wanted by the police, until she is able to smuggle him out

of the country. Abram agrees p but later falls dead. of a heart attack

during an. argument with Cris-fto, who runs back to his mother's houøe

farther down the river-bank. I&agda refuses to believe Cristo t s story,

and. forces him to return with her to Abram's hone. They find, that a

"tiger" (the local name for a jaguar) has broken into the cabin, and

discover Abram' s half-eaten, decomposing corpse upon which vultures are

already feeding. Seeii1g a chance to save Cristo from the law, Magda
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forces him at genpoint to dress the remains of Abram in his own clothes

and. later informs the police of the "disappearance" of Abram and of her

discovery of "Cristo's" mangled. remains. As Cristo flees towards the

Venezuelan border, Magia continues the pretence by holding a "wake" for

her supposedly dead son, forty days after the discovery of Abram' s body.

During the drinking that takes place, Mattias, the educated, well-to-do

Portuguese who is Sharon' s new fiance, is accidentally stabbed in an

argqment with Peet, Sharon's drunken father. At that very moment,

however, Magda, upstairs in her room, is showing Sharon a love-letter from

the fugitive Cristo who, dressed in a tiger-skin and venturing out only

at night (thus giving rise to the recent rumours of a marauding tiger) is

still in the area, hoping to see Sharon again. Several weeks after the

"wake", they meet and make love in the forest; but Cristo has meanwhile

been spotted and recognized, and the police are again after him. Lhe

novel ends as they close in on Cristo and Sharon in a farmhouse rendezvous

by the river. Cristo has decided to give himself up, but there is a

suggestion of hope for the future in the child which Sharon has conceived.

The fraentary, vicarious existence of the v-illàgers, ;"men and

women alike dominated by a furtive desire for unrestricted union with

the 'goddess of identity" (p. 44), tho spend their energies:

scraping together ,.. every penny a man can find witiut
the ghost of a conception of what it means to belong to the
grass-roots. (p . 109)

clearly suggests their rootlessness and. lack of "authenticity". The

death of their old way of life (symbolized by the father-figure of Abram)

becomes, therefore, a necessary preliminary to the New Vision of CrIsto

and Sharon, who represent a future Guyana deeply coimnitted to the land.
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As Cristo tells Sharon:

•.. our black parents and; capitalists (sometimes they're as
white as snow) don't know the instability of their own earth and
soil, I tell yott, which we are now beginning to sense and. find.
out, ... And we have to start all over again where they began
to explore •,. and we've got to start again from the roots up
even if they look like nothing, ,.. We're the first potential
prents who can contain the ancestral 1x)use, (pp. 109/110,
autbor's italics).

By placing the action of the novel in the aicultura1Iy rich Pomeroon

area, vthere a sugar-based, colonialist begeiny has never been estab-

lished;; Harris pu-ta the responsibility for nialdng the land; fruitful

squarely on the shoulders of the inhabitants:

what we possess comes from; the ground: up - coconirt, copra,
plantain, banana, wood-grant, aawntfll (don't forget Poiaeroon is
a mirsery of boat-builders, think of the lively schooners as
well as the sturdy seamen). •,. There's cattle, goat, sheep.

it's all ours, Can't you see what it all means? 	 tobocIy
need. carry a self-righteous political chip when the only slave-
driver we've ever had. is ourselves, ( pp . 108/109).

In the prostitute, Lragda, the undispirbed graxxd;e dane of the Ponieroon,

there is an ironic reference to the bastard, hybrid heredity of the West

Indies. She is every man' a 'bod;y-in-the-dark woman" (p. 15), a powerful,

sphinx-like presence:

•.. the very antithesis of their dark truth and; history,
written in the violent mixture of races that had; bred. them.
There was something superstitiously holy about such an unholy
woman. (pp. 4V44)

and. the dark Oristo is a racial skeleton in the cupboard.; born "wild:",

illegitimate, and. norafly as much Abrain' s son. as any other man's, bat

denied; by all. Vhen Abram reasonably points out that Cristo cannot be

his son, since he has only recently become one of her customers, Magda

replies:

Even if you knew me and had me wrapped; in you anas a hmred
ligMriiug year ago you still wouldn't believe Cristo is you fly-
ing seed and son; be too black and: you too white,. (p. 16).
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.nd presiding at the wake, barefooted, in a full-length gown of royal

purple, secluded in her room upstairs like some grotesque, enigaatic

deity; Magda is both a denial and a reminder of the bitter truth behind

the public mask of propriety and convention. When the drunken Peet,

inteirt on lust, climbs the stairs to her room and. forces himself on her,

she angrily Iacks hini cold with his own boot, btr when he re'vivea,

says:

Don't shame if you feel bad, Remember not a soul downstairs
see what happen. If they hear you fall they believe me and you
been having ftm.	 boi them and satisfy them. I don't care
two dam'. (p. 54).

Magda therefore supports the myth of the foverriding erection which mist

sustain the collective rape or gbost" 1 in her function as communal whore,

It is a public bat superficial rle which, in mang of her a promiscuous,

sexnp.l object, turns potentially creative need into sterile gratification.

cf appetite. Like the rich, dark soil of the PomercorL, she is frequently

purchased and need, but never imaglnatively possessed. .Aiid. the general

hypocrisy and. self-concern, therefore, Cristo"s decision to stay and. face

his accusers, when offered a chance to escape, is a mmprecedented act of

moral courage — a gesture towards responsibility for himself and for the

land:

He glanced across the river and knew, whatever he suffered,
he would remain at all costs. He had returned and he would
not fly again. (p. 108, author's italics).

Taken at this level of meaning alone the novel is a fascinating

and accomplished work. the social and political implications of the

question it raises — who shall be the' tSjnje' heirs" to the Land? — are

here made even more provocative than. in Th Far Journey of Oudin (1961).

.And it is this aspect of the novel which has received most critical

Wilson Harris, 9he tinresolved. Constitution" 9, Vol. 14 Hos. 1 and
2 (1968) p. 46.
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attention,. Kenneth Ramchand refers to The Whole Armour as "Harris's

moat obviously political novel to date"; 1 and: John Kearne, discussing it

as "perhaps the most accomplished work of the series", 2 while he does

indicate the syinbolic levels of meaning (Cristo as "Christ the tiger",

and the navel's general Christian symbolism) nevertheless sees it

primarily as "a flank attack on the material exchanges of everyday life,3

and as "a serenely confident charter of liberation from the inmiediate

past,"4 Gerald Moore, iii a more detailed study, also regards this aspect

of the novel as important, but paints to the deeper meanings involved in

the religious, almost nstioal theme of the book. He disomssea the

figure of 1agcIa as a "cruel mother-goddess" 5 and "the way he characters

frequently reflect, clthAbit and. even become one another": the need for

the reader to:

try to carry many hints in the mind at once, without
seizing,iipon any one of them in the hope of e1tminating the
others.'

regards the main aspect of the novel as an essentially spiritial one:

the need. for the individual "to put on the whole armaur of Gods ,,8

the novel is also, at its deepest level, ann enactment of the quest for

• See introduction to Fber 1968 edition of Palaoe of the Peacock, op.
cit., p . 4.

2	 tngitive in the Ebres-ft" The Islands i Between, op. cit., p.149.

Ibid., p. 1:50.

Ibid., p . 15]..

The Chosen !lbngue, op • cit., p • 69.

6 Ibid., p. 68.

7 Ibid., p. 69.

8 Thid., p. 72.
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wholeness and. authentic Being. Cristo and Sharon wndergo a process of

individuation: a shin(stic initiation into their roles as vessels of

the New Qnsciousnesa. This is the aichetnical process which forms the

core of the novel and which is reflected in the. book' a epi'aphs from.

Goäthe, the Bible, Blake, St. John of the Cross and The Secret of the

Golden ]1ower, This is the theme, as we halI. see, that adds a deeper

dimension to the religious, social and political aspects of the novel.

Ebr, as Harris is susting, no society is finally "free" untfl each

individual within it becomes "authentic" by first freeing himself from.

the tyranny of his own divided consciousness.

Like both Palace of the Peacock (l960)and The Far Journey of Oudizi

(1961) the novel opens with a dreant of death. Abram.' a vision of the

axle-tree of life "its roots spreadeagled in the air, naturally and

invisibly cradled and supported" (p. 11) from. whose branches he leaps, is

both a glimpse of eternity and a pre-figuring of his own death. He half-

wakes, wondering "whether he would find himself in a land that was

nowhere". (p. 11) • This echoes the mystical state of "ilh1 i1lTIation" or

one-ness with God mentioned in the aichemical work, The Secret of the

Golden F'.ower, 1 and. is connected with bram's wish "to rediscover an

inzooenoe at all costs". (p. 11). The theme of regeneration and rebirth

is therefore made clear at once, and the biblical echo of "Abram" in

Abram' a name suggests his function as progenitor of a..n enlightened., new,

chosen race. The essentially physioal nature of Ma&.a2, her concern for

her son, Cristo, for whom. be is willing to give her body freely, and the

1 ?ide footnote 2, p. 2c,.

2 The name suggests the biblical Mary Magdalene, the "woman of the
streets" who became a faithful follower of Christ.
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sculptural way in which she is described:

Chinese eyes, emotionless in. expression. and filled with the
blackest wished tears, Barefoot. The columns of her legs
were sculptured to stand out from the loose formless miraculous
stone of her dark body and dress, unadorned. and plain. (p. 12,
my underlining).

gives her a similar quality of heavy, fecund, rootedness. The "loose,

formless miraculous stone" reTnimle us of the unum lpis o' massa conftsa

of alchemy, the starting-point of the great experiment towards ind.ividua-

tiom or consciousness, Maga's earthy, vital but unfinished, tmdifferen-

tiated state also links her with. Mary, that earlier Mother-image of

personal and. racial consciousness in the short story, Toniorrow.2

Cristo is young, imaginative, unwilling to accept the old order

and "derelict premises" of Abram and. Magda, His instinctive wish for

individuatiom is present in his appearance:

High questioning cheek-bones, penetrating eyes, a restless
way of shaidng hands and wrists, the sensitive nervous shuddering
joints and. limbs of a sprinter at the start of a race, (p. 16,
my underlining),

He feels that he is being made to pay for a crime he has not oomnitted

(there is some doubt surrounding the circumstances wider which be is

alleged to have killed a man), and his sudden thought, spoken aloud: "I

refise" (p. 17): is the "non serviain" of the archetypal Luóifer/Prometheus

figure3 who wishes to be free as an individual. &rb in Cristo t s Christ-
Alike role of victim there is no avoiding the suffering involved, arid the

1 c• the Dreamer's "curious stone" mentioned in. Palace of the Peacock,
(].6O)	 p. 25.

2	 op. cit1 , Vol. ITo. 1 (December, 1945)

3 Stephen Dedalus, the young hero of James Joyce's A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man is also a Promethean. rebel;

I will not serve that in which I no longer believe whether it call
itself my home, my fatherland or my church .,. (Jonathan Cape 1968
edition, p . 251).
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inexorable death which this recuires. His appeal to Abram: "I am

innooen-t so why must I give myself up?" elicits only the harsh, inevitable

reply: "nobody innocent." (p. 17). .And Abram's sudden heart-failure

places the burden of consciousness - of real freedom - firmly on the

shoulders of the "son". The scene which follows, in which agda forces

Crista to return, to the place of Abram's dea.th and, at gxnpoin-t, to dress

the stl?ikThg carcase of Abram in his o clothes, is clearly meant to

s3mbolise the unwilling but necessary assumption by Cristo, of this

difficult r1e of saviour and victim: be now bears the cross of father

and son. It is also a stage in Cristo's initiation into a state of

psychic wholeness; for he has now made "the compassionate alliance of the

dead with the living" through the demonic urgings of his unconscious self -

in the shape of Magda "an mifathomab1e stranger in his mind's eye, whom he

must placate and abandon at all costs" ( p. 23) and to whom he has "con-

fessed" to killing Abram, thereb3r accepting moral responsibility for his

-task of spiritual arid psychic re-integratton,

The fttgitive Cristo, hiding by day and. appearing at night clad

only in the skin of a tiger which he has shot, is paradoxically the

saviour of the coiiuui.miiy as ml1 as the marauding beast which terrifies

the villagers. He is "Christ the !1iger", whose presence forces the pain-

fiil self-awareness as a necessary preliminary to the soul's freedom.1

peet, Ithocked unconscious by Ittagda (again suggesting her ftnction as -the

demonic power of the lTnconscioua), has a startling vision of himself as

Abram's corpse carried In the jaws of the tiger - it is a coent on his

death-like ephemeral existence and. his need to face life-in-death: "the

sensational corpse of the medium of man borne swiftly by the living tiger

1 Cf. T.S. Eliot's "In the juvesoence of the year/Caine Christ the
tiger." ("Gerontiort" Co]1lected Poems Faber 1970, p. 39).
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of death." (p. 52). His new awareness is brought about by the presence

of Cristo (whose shirt Magda offers hint to replace his own torn one):

"Btit at last he knew 	 It was Cristo." (p . 53). Later', as he returns

to the wake, Peet knows that "they knew he was 'dead'" ( p. 44), that his

own lack of wholeness has been responsible for the failure to engineer,

with Magda, the illusion that: "Easi and West had met', the opposite

oanrps of order and chaos had been bound lit a truce." (p. 49). The onus

of this "wedding of opposites" lies, in fact, with Sharonr his daughter,

and the "reborn" Cristo.

Br Sharon is no-b yet ready for her role in this alcheinioal

marriage - the symbolic union of opposites often portrayed in hermetic

writings as a con iunotlo between sulphur and mercury, sni and moon, man

and woman, Cristo is seen (in Peet's brief vision), in alohemical terms,

as sulphur or aol: "it was Cristo ts sulphuric face in truth, burnt by -the

ftnes of hell and reality" (p. 53); and the next section of the novel,

"Time of the Tiger", begins with an expectation of his union with Sharon

as meroury or luna, The writing sets the night—tine scene in. which

nature itself seems to wait, in hushed expectancy, for her appearance:

The night had. changed over a long interval of waiting, the
frozen stars had become crystals of dew immured in the aloheinical
waiting shadow of a mirror. All nature was waiting with a
passionate longing for the thaw of love buried as deep as -
everyone wished to dream. .., Magd.a felt the faintest hopeftil
shiver ... everything was moving with great subtlety and Sharon
was coming now. (p . 59, n underlining).

And as soon as Sharon arrives she is summoned upstairs by Magda who showa

her Cristo's letter. She clinbs the stairs with a "strange paradoxical

sensation ... a hint of a consummation of love she had never actually

experienced." (p. 71). She has had many suitors and. her latest lover,

Ma-btias, though educated and well off ("the only son and. heir" fr .6ô] of

his father's hardware s-bore) is a shallow, insubstantial character,
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cynically detached from life and from. himself: "One wondered whether

Mattias would ever awaken fully to the riddle of himself." (p. 61). lie

means little to Sharon, like her previous bean, whom, according to Peet,

she never really wanted. ("in point of fact she really grieve for Cristo,

and. nobody else." p. 4) • lie is accidentally stabbed! in. the quarrel

which arises from. Peet' s drunken accusation that he and Sharon are late

not because of the delay at a cousin ts fann where the tiger has been. seen,

but to Matbias's taking advaxr'dage of aix opportunity to have serial union

with Sharon.. When Peet cries: "the tiger is none other bat you. You.

aking behind every helpless maiden in the dark," (p. 70) the effect is

tragically ironic, for the remark suggests a hidden wish for the potency

which neither he nor Mattias possesses. Mattias's death comes at the

precise moment when Sharon, upstairs with MagIa, realizes thab she must

aooepb union with the living Cristo; and his body falls "almost in the

identical position ... in which Sharon's first suitor had fallen." (p.89).

Sharon, then, is to be the "bride" of Cristo, .but she must first

relinquish her rLe as a destructive, virgin g,dd.ess or "snow maiden"

whose lovers meet their deaths atienting to possess her. Even as she

is told that Cristo is alive, she at first feels "the strongest, most

vivid. desire ... to slay the tiger with her 'snow-maiden's' hands." (p.72).

.And. her virginity, like Maia's promiscuousness, is a kind of unconscious

complicity in a universal myth of purity/iirrpurity: an "erotic fable, one

of the white fables of the wake and the mixed ancestral legendary land."

(p. 72, my underlining) . 	 iraged at Sharon's decision to show Mattias

Cristo's letter, Magda tears it to shreds, handing these to bar along with

1 there is a suggestion here of the European. bias of racial purity!
impurity - a bias which MitteTholzer readily accepted.
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the torn dollar bills, the remnants of Peet's earlier a empt to buy

sexual pleasure. Magd.a thus ux1aposes both hers and Sharon' s sexual

rles - the contrasting black arid, white "fables" - and links the predatory,

"white" virgin firmly with the brazen black prostitute: "show !attias]

me son' s private letter as you please bat show hin too you whoring father

nasty dollar bill." (p. 77) • Sharon's vanity, her unthinking acceptance

of her "fairy-princess" rle, drops away, arid she feels herself "crushed

in the arms of a wild beast." (p. 78). In her sexual union with Cristo,

Harris uses imagery to convey the saorameiral, aleheinical nature of the'

event, Sharonts element - the moon - mow appears unclouded and bright.

All obstacles to her true rIe are removed in Cristots embrace:

e moon stood high overhead. Its full radiance had been
intercepted by the forest so that the light which still fell and.
tainted stripes aM bars under the trees was purplish and vague
and blue. (p . 79, my underlining).

Here the forest ts "interception" of the moon' a radiance, the pattern of

stripes thrown on. the ground, the purplish-blue colour all point to

Sharon's need for Cristo. The first, to her eager anticipation of this

meeting with bin in the forest, then to the striped tiger skin which he

wears, and finally to the colour which is ascribed to him in Peet's vision

of "a purplish light ... shining on the elbows •.. a blue anatomy and

presence." (p. 53). A branch suddenly breaks and. falls from the upper

storey of the trees:

ripping open a shaft and. a window, along which the thwarted
flower of the moon now bloomed in. a mysterious bulb of fulfi]Eent
in. a dark confused room and roof. Sharon stared. along the tunnel
of the moon to the womb of the s1y cradling Cristo' a shoulder.
(p . 79).

This is not only a perfectly credible and. accurate evocation of a natural

occurrence seen. from the forest floor (the break in the dense foliage

overhead, through which a sha±"t of' moonlight streams), but it also images
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Sharon' s new freedom as she lies "in the ans of the universal brideoom

of love, pierced by all the ecstasy of constructive innocence." (P. 79).

No longer a "thwarted flower of the moon", she is at last in. her true

element, The whole process is conceived as an erotic, initiatory- rite in

which Sharon gains shamanistic 1iow1edge 1 or mana. Through Cristo"s body

she becomes one with. the landscape and. now feels her spirit ascend to gaze

with new eyes UOfl the heartland she has discovered:

she had gained the reins of fjeedom. She could see beneath
her and. around her for a great distance with a sanity she had never
possessed. ... Sharon let her hand slide tenderly along the vibrant
backbone of the land. •.. The feeling in. her stroking fingers made
her see far away across the moonlit river •.. across Devil t s H.ole

rapids and. the Nameless Falls, greenheart ravines stremtng with.
most, blue mountains frowning in. cloud,' coming from. as far as the
heart of Brazil into Venezuela ts Orin000 and Guiana"s Potaro,
Mazaruni, Cayuni and Pomeroom. (p. 02).

Thiring the weeks before her meeting in the forest. with Cristo, Sharon had

had vague intimations in dreams, the nature of which clearly indicate the

gradual process of iriitiatLom she underges, References to the "tiniest

newest spider of the living" (p. 96) like the "tiny fluid spider" (p. 98)

which she sees running along the skylight in. the roof of her home, suggest

the "spider transubstantiatlon" which she is experiencing. The "spasmodic

homimoulus" (p. 98)2 which in. her dreams literally fashions and re-moulds

The "tunnel of the moon" (p . 79) through which Sharon. seems to travel
upwards to the sky, is clearly related to the shamanistic symbol of the
tree or pillar of light by which the $hRin climbs up to heaven or down.
to the underworld, (See Mircea Eliade, Shnism lbutledge and Kegam
Paul 1964, pp. 120432).

2 ki a].chemioal symbol of the .Anthropario or "inner self" ("Little
man") - the dimimrbive figure "which you see in. the pupil of another's
eye." (c.G. 1ung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, op. cit., p . 215).
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her consciOusness:

Sometimes he paught her in a lump of mud, squeezing a bead of
moisture into a crooked hand, lapping it up with an. eager tone.
Sharon was swallowed: and reduced once mare to nothinguess as it
had. seemed at the very beginning of her life. (p. 98)

suggests in one sense, Peet's jealous, almost demented guardianship of

his virgin daughter - his constant, fearful watch over her movements,

Btrb it is also part of the process of her rite de passage from girlhood to

womanhood: a process of individuation. When she finally escapes at

night to meet Cristo in the forest it is with the knowledge that sha is

at last ready for her new role:

o yes, tonight was the total female night of initiation and
self-surrender before tine ran into a vitally changed tomorrow,
(p, 98).

iis is not then merely a Icvers' tryst. It is an. elemental and. terrify-

ing "conversion", and. as Sharon runs out into the night, "her upturned

face unde? the moon was wild," (p. 98). She feels both the sharp

stirring of passion and a paralysiug sense of dread:

On such a night one was reduced to the genes of being nothing
again, in the wildest mad embrace, one's ghostly seed and ghostly
parents and all. (p. 98).

Lbgether, Sharon and Cristo have achieved wholeness arid are now prepared

to break out of the prison of historical and social stasis: truly free

beàause they are clothed in "an armour superior to the elements of self-

division arid coercion." (p. 128).

Cristo, too, had bad to undergo an initiation into selThood.

During' his adventures as a fugitive in the forest be experiences, and

takes part in, a dreamlike recapitulation of the whole, futile process

that has been Guyana's (and. the Caribbean's) history: a charade of

successive conflict arid. flight where everyone - Caribs, runaway slaves,

whole civilizations - appears to be running blindly as if from some

cataclyamia disaster. His own flight leads, finally, to an encounter
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with a band of "white priests and magicians" (p. 121) - the Carib shamans.

They minister to bin. and, as he later tells Sharon, "fitted me together

again." (p. 122). HO has earned the right to the whole armour of

true selThooci. Ills awareness is now "sharp as the 	 chameleon"

(p. 104) after his forty days and nights in the forest, The reference

to the "devil's chameleon", an inage of the shaman/tridkater, suggests

that this new awareness is, in fact, shamanistic knowledge. The self-

knowledge and self-surrender in love of Cristo and Sharon makes possible
a future m longer threatened by inner division or otttward change; for

the child in Sharon's womb is a aymbol of the new vision of consciousness,

the genuine stability of son]. that has escaped everyone for so long.

Bit their new vision is alien to the other characters, who have

yet to acquire self-awareness. The fluctuating fortunes of life on the

Pomeroon (a tidal river like the Canje) where drought and the influx of

the salt sea alternates with the rains which bring a flow of fresh water

down from the Cuyuni watershed:

that overcame the salt desert of the sea and chased. it
dowuriver away from the sluice-gates of every besieged plantation.
(p . 93)

is accepted fatalistically by the people who, lacking vision and a sense

of responsibility, curse their bad luck in one season and thank their

luc1stars in the next. peet, Sharon' a father, is their representative.

Accepted and admired as a "hearty old-school pioneer" (p. 86), he is the

epitome of thrift and prudence, dressing like a pauper, bat possessing a

"big bank balance he hardly touched," (p. 85). He keeps hundreds of

dollars stored in a wooden cheat (made from a hollowed-out tree-trunk)

which he has hidden wider his bed. His outwardly prudent and practical

nature, however, conceals a poverty of spirit; arid his physical dis-

ability becomes the visible evidence of the emotional atrophy within:
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Why did he insist on dragging his left foot, when he was
drunk, as if i-b was a paralysed trunk he drew after hin? Why
did his arm appear to turn to wood, and his body bwithh a little
like a falling tree? (p. 86, my underlining).

The link between his paralysed left foot1 and the wooden trunk (made from

a fallen tree) under the bed is significant; for by putting his faith in

his "dre.m1rrg treasury under the bed" (p. 86) Peet lives an incomplete,

superficial existence, like the accoim-tant, Matttas, who is concerned

only with '!mercenary calculations and provisions". (p. 61). His death

at the end of bhe novel is therefore forehado'wd in. the death of ivrattias,

who, falling on his knife, reveals "the dripping treasury of blood". (p.88).

This incident becomes a comment on the coiimnmity's timid and cowardly

acceptance of a tnmcated., selfish life: their deliberate avoidance of

the knowledge that "the roots and. branches of transformation descended

and arose only in. the starred eye of love." (p. 93). Their persistent

self-concern almost gtiarantees the futility of their lives, so that:

The trunk of triumphant prosperity became - in this context -
a recurring fate and epitaph rather than the ascension of ever-
1as-ing thanksgiving. (p. 93).

Gerald Moore chooses this passage to illustrate Harris's "tendency to

overwork language", 2 olaiming timt:

No conceivable reading of 'trunk' prepares us for either 'fate'
or 'epitapht , still less for 'ascension'. Hers the reader is
let-b outside Harris's meaning, unable to enter.-'

Bat the passage is, in. fact, another example of the cumulative effect of

Harris's use of imagery.	 oause of the mean.ings now associated With

"trunk" (the tree-trunk "treasury", poet's mercenary attitude and spirit-

1 Cf. the incurable infection of the txreamer's left eye (the visionary
eye) in. Palace of the Peacock (19o)

2 The Chosen lbngae, op. cit., p. 73.

3 Ibid.
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ua]. "laneness"), "prosperity", "epitaph" and "ascensiozi", this is clearly

a reference to the ftitile, self-dainaging efforts of Peet and. the rest to

ward off the inevitable by laying up treasure on earth,

Peet's hollowness and hypocrisy as a chosen leader is also com-

vey-ed: by- his failure to persist in the search for the child carried: off

by a tiger. Faced with a swamp leading to an almost inpenetrable rngle

(symbolic of the "inner journey" he needs to undertake), be panica and,

as leader af the party, abandons the search:

Peet shrank from exploring the navel of the world where the
mate of all generations of fantasy- was devouring the unbilical
chord: [sioJ of a stolen life. The search came to an abrxpt
hal-b in this sensation of severance from the child they sought
In the heart of their gloom. (p. 85, my underlining).

This motif of -the lost child (the lost "inner self" or archetypal child

of dreams) is repeated in the loss of his son and heir in hia wife's

fatal miscarriage - the reau.lt of a fall she sustains while he is away

conducting -the half-hearted search:

The baby (it was a boy) would: have been. coming into manhood
today, Peet said sixteen years after the event, staring across
the land into -the navel of misadventure. (p. 85).

We are obviously meant to see this incident in the light of Peet' a failure

to pursue a personal goal of wholeness and psychic integration - his own

"vision of buried: fertility" (p. 85) which the lost child represents.

The need, then, is for psychic' regeneration. Cristo 'a cry "I

wan-bed to make myself new (p. 102) echoes Abram's wish to "rediscover an

innocence" (p. 1].), as it will later become the cry- of Adam, the father of

Victor in Ascent to Oniai (1970): "I sought to unmake myself to make some-

thingI had lost before I was born." (p. 58). This is the subterranean

theme of the novel, a process of personal integration -that always precedes'

the new vision, the new, integrated society, the political charter of

freedom.	 nd it is a process which must continually be going on. even
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as Cristo, his bead in Sharon's lap, imagines that he can. hear his son

"crowing" in the "shell" of her womb, the police are already closing in

on the house: for the birth of new vision requires the death of the old.

As Cristo 's regeneration had required Abram t s death, so his own death is

implicit in the new life which he and Sharon have brought into be ing

Cristo was thtking he might as well be dead mow he could see
time as a curious shell one constantly evolved and. surpassed
since it belonged: to several modes of d:ing and. living, peoples
and places, all immaterial and: elusive. (p. 124),
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(IVY ie Secret Ladder (1963)

This, the final novel of the "Qitartet", is a ngiy reminiscent of

Palace of the Peacock (1960) in the general outline of its plot. Russell

Penwick, the educated, articulate and introspective land surveyor leading

a government hydrographic. expedition in the upper reaches of the Canje

river, is in charge of a motley crew of men who represent the many races

of Guyana. He and. his crew (like Thme and his men) are subtly changed

by a series of events which take place over a period of seven days. The

purpose of their survey - to take readings of the changing level of the

river as a pre1iinrrry to a later water conservancy scheme - is resented

by a sullen, primitive. community of Negroes (the descendants of runaway

slaves) living in isolatloit in the deep forest, and led. by an ancient

patriarch called Poseidon. The Negroes fear that the flood basin created

by the projected scheme will rob them of their land aM freedom; and -they

attempt to create trouble through small acts of sabotage. A river gauge

is broken, -the make-shift bridge which gives nwick and his men. access

to Poseidon's land is burnt, a member of -the ui-vy beaten, Penwick,

after an earlier, accidental meeting with the aged Poseidon, begins to

feel less and less certain about his attitude to his men, to his job as

survey director, to the backward. and timid Negro counmirtity which the

conservancy pro grammne has unearthed. Ca-talena Perez, wife of a

Por-tugtiese member of the team, arrives in the area, and Perez arranges

for her to stay in Poseidon's crumbling but roomy house in the forest,

Penwiok suggests that Perez stay with her" in order to keep an eye on

Poseidon and his men and perhaps dissaade -them from doing anything fol1sh.

Perez, however, mistreats his wife and causes trouble through his gambling

habits, and Penwicic is obliged -to fire him and order them both to leave.

Meanwhile he sends Thyant, a Negro who identifies with Poseidon - seeing"

him as a grandfather-figure - -to try and make the old man see reason, and

to repair the damage done by Perez. Only atalena is there when B'Yaflt

arrives at Poseidon's place, and, terrified by her- husband's threat
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to kill her, she begs him to take her away, They set out together and

eventually find Poseidon and his men in a forest clearing. Poseidon,

however, misreads their peaceful intention and attacks the woman whom

he thinks is (like Perez) a spy' In trying to intercept the old 1nan

and protect Catalena, Bryan-b causes Poseidon to stumble. The old man

falls, striking his head. on -the rim of a bucket, and dies at Bryant's

feeb, Calalena and Bryant are saved from death at the hands of

Poseidon's men only by the arrival of two of their number with news of

their accidental '!murder" of one of nwick's men (in fact the man has

only been stunned) and allowed to return to the survey camp. The

Negroes, their leader dead and their cause lost, decide to give up the

tmequal struggle.

Although the story is much more realistic - this novel is one

of Irarris's most straightforward with respeo-b to style and plot - and the

characterization of nwick and. his crew more conventional than is the

case in Palace of the Peacock (1960); the similarities between these

two novels is striking. The old Iregro, Poseidon, is (like the old

Arawak woman of Palace of the Peacock) an a.rchetypal figure representing

the Bblk, and the discovery of his fragile, "buried community" haa deep

psychological sigufficance for bnwick and his men, just as the Mission

of Mariella has for ])nne and. crew. The presence of Poseidon' s "buried

community" is a silent reminder of the need to accommodate the Ik, the

buried limier self, .Ajzd nwick's first meeting with. this ragged,

inarticulate figure i described in terms that make clear the importance

of Poseidon as a symbol of the archetal unconscious:

The strangest figure he had ever seen. had appeared in the
opening of the bush, dressed in a flannel vest, flapping ragged
fins of -trousers on. his legs, 	 nwiok could not help fastening
his eyes greedily upon him as if he saw down a bottomless gauge
and. river of reflection. He wanted to laugh at the weird
sensation bu-b was unable to do so. The old mant a hair was
white as wool and his cheeks - covered with wild curling
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rings - looked like an unkempt sheep' a back. The black wooden
snake of skim peeping through its animal blanket was wrinkled
and stitched together incredibly. ( p . 23).

It was as if he (Penwick) however much he protested within
himself at the ceaseless rusa of cruel nature and sentimentality,
could never, any more, rid himself of the daeinon of freedom and
imagination and responsibility. Poseidon had. beam hooked and
nailed. to a secret ladder of conscience however crumbling and
extreme the image was. (p . 24).

The description of Poseidon as a god-like, sea-borne creature (like the

Greek Poseidon or the Bomam Neptune - god: of the seas) conveys azi.

impression of great digaity as well as absurdity and reflects Penwiokts

ambivalent response t the old man. This is, in fact, an eression

of the psychic &istxnity which Fnwick has to learn to cure. Jnd the

maim theme of the novel is his purgatoriai. inward journey towards self-

integration and "authentic" existence:

Fenwiek had named. his dinghy Palace of the Peacock after the
city of God, the city of gold set somewhere in the hears of
Brazil and Guiana. Ne liked to think of all the rivers of
Guiana as the curious rwags in a ladder on which one sets onets
musing foot again and again, to climb into both the past and
the i\iture of the continent of mystery. •.. The Canje was one
of the lowest rungs in the ladder of ascending purgatorial
rivers .,. (pp . 19/20).

Poseidon is "the oldest inhabitant of the Canje" (p. 21) and the approach

to his home is a narrow, weed-choked waterway into which Fenwiok' a boat

edges with difficulty:

At the best of times this was a narrow passage to be manoeuvred
with care to avoid fouling the engine' s propellor. lTow it was
almost blocked: by an immense hurdle of grass. (p. 21)

This images Fenwick"s own reluctance to face the reality of his inner life,

and his first impulse, on seeing old Poseidon for the first time, is one

of inner panic:

Es did not trust his own eyes like a curious fisherman, playing
for time, unable to accept his own catch, trying to strip from the
creature who stood before him - the spirit with which he himself
had involuntarily in-vested it. This was no god of the swamps,
no leviathan of the depths, he protested. (p. 24).
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That Poseidon is a symbol of the Unconscious, the buried, dark self

which Nan ignores at his own peril, is clearly recognized by Harris

himself.	 in his introduction to the single-volume edition of The

Whole Armour and The Secret Ladder 1 he mentions Stanley Romaine

Hopper's essay "Le Cri De Merlin" which echoes C.G. Jung's reflections

on the Arthurian legend of Merlin. Like Merlin, Poseidon is a

ttmonster tl - a bizarre and unintelligible presence - but:

We need to retrieve or bring those 'monsters' back into
ourselves as native to psyche, native to a quest for unity
through contrasting elements, through the ceaseless tasks of
the creative imagination to digest and liberate contrasting
spaces rather than succumb to implacable polarisations."2

Poseidon's "soundless" cry, therefore, (like the sigh which "swept

out of the gloom of the trees" in Palace of the Peacock 1960, p.26)

though Fenwick cannot understand it (it is quite clear to Bryant

who loves and respects the old man), forces an awareness of "a secret

ladder of	 (p. 2k) which cannot any longer be ignored.

And Fenwick's crucial meeting with him initiates the seven-day jour-

ney of self-discovery.

Fenwick's lack of self-knowledge, his need for spiritual

re-birth, is indicated in the first paragraph of the novel where,

sitting in his "narrow corial and shell of a boat" on the black,

mirror-surface of the Canje, 3 he looks up at the river-gauge above

him as at "an introspective ladder of climbing numbers":

it seemed an interminable way for the water to mount
over his head.	 Still it could happen in seven days, he
decided, adopting for no clear reason whatever the number
that stood in his mind. 	 The sky might suddenly declare to
rain and fall. (p. 9).

I Faber 1973.
2	 Ibid., p. 8.

3 One is reminded of the forbidding nature of the Canje river in
the "Jen" fairy-tale in Mittelholzer's A Morning at the Office
(1950) and in Shadows Move among Them (1951).
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The dry weather which Fenwick hopes will soon break, his arbitrary

choice of seven days as the time it will take for the "water to

mount over his head", the gauge which symbolizes a "secret ladder"

of the soul (like the "rungs in the ladder of ascending purgatorial

rivers"4p. 20which the rivers represent) all suggest his spiritual

condition of "dryness", of waiting and watching. 1 The men take

turns on the stelling (a wooden landing-stage jutting out from the

bank built upon piles sunk in the river-bed) keeping records of the

gauge-readings, and the	 three sections are headed "The Day

Readers",	 Night Readers" and "The ReadingI.	 In effect, the

stelling with its gauge becomes a symbolic, open stage upon which

the inner drama of psychic re-integration takes place; and the

h?readings become the spiritual record of their purgatorial ascent

to wholeness.	 The monotony of "watching the river and being watched

in turn by one's reflection" (p. 12) gradually takes on a symbolic

meaning

It was an endless drama and obsession and Fenwick turned
aghast at himself. What had started as the slightest
pointer and current of duty was assuming enormous unwieldy
proportions. (p. 12).

Fenwick momentarily toys with the idea of applying for a transfer to

a camp atop Kaieteur, the great fall, but changes his mind deciding

to remain and "see this thing through". (p. 60).	 In fact, this

reference to the survey on the waterfall-top - the scene of Donne's

apotheosis in Palace of the Peacock (1960) - which Fenwick regards

as	 world compared to this place" (p. 60), reminds us that

he is not yet ready for the illumination of self-integration, and

A condition powerfully conveyed in Gerand Nanley Hopkins's well-
known sonnet ("Thou art indeed just, Lord, if I contend ...")
which ends: "Mine, 0 thou Lord of life, send my roots
(from the Penguin edition of Poems and Prose 1966, p. 67).
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has yet to complete his initiation, starting from the "lower rung"

of the Canje.	 "This is another place, a different world, this

Canje, says Jordan, the camp cook, "Jesus, this is hell." (p. 16).

And later, when Fenwick interviews Stoll, the young, proud apprentice

disgruntled because of his status as member of the general crew; his

remarks about the "treacherous time" of apprenticeship which one

"suffers", like hi advice to Stoll that "land surveying is a hard

life and it's better to come up the hard way" (p. 61) carry a

significance beyond the trite meaning of the words.1

Jordan, the camp's "exacting store-keeper and banker" (p. 1k)

whose pride and self-importance in his easy familiarity with Fenwick

together with his parsimonious attitude which makes him disliked by

the men, is a facet of Fenwick's personality: the hard,

like side of his nature, concerned with efficiency, reflected in

his rigorous adherence to and conformity with government regulations.

And while the figure of Stoll reminds him of his own inner responsi-

bility - his "apprenticeship" of spirit - Fenwick realizes, lying in

"his cocoon of a hammock" 2 that:

whether he chose to admit it or not, Jordan was his
shield against importunity, an agent of governance to
exercise over the men in lieu of a genuine and profoundly
human natural understanding he would have given all he
possessed to possess. (p. 32)

Jordan represents qualities of self-interest and greed which,

Medusa-like, hold the spirit immobile: the fact that he has been

cheating Poseidon over the purchase of fish (a traditional symbol of

the spirit of Christ) suggests his own lack of spiritual depth. 	 In

The description of StolJ. as "an overstretched spider [whoj
carried the spirit of accuser or trickster" (p. 1k) suggests the
shamanistic rite de passage which Fenwick faces.

2 i'ote the suggestion here of a gestatory stage.
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Penwick's mind "Jordan" becomes synonymous with "gorgon", and as he

says in a letter to his mother:

he [Jordan would make a fine head for a prime
minister and a governor rolled into one, believe mell
Even if he's a thief, he's eminently sensible and as
economic as anyone can desire. (pp. 39/kO).

He is the element of self-interest which, because of Fenwick's lack

of awareness, threatens to assume control. 	 Weng, the Chinese

foreman who rides the men remorselessly (significantly, he is the

marksman and hunter for the camp) is, like Jordan, an extension of

Fenwick's authority: his outer self.	 In Ieng, Fenwick sees his

ugly side, his alien, cruel shadow; and when the man suddenly

appears at the tent's entrance, Fenwick has the uncanny impression

of seeing, by a trick of the light, himself standing there. Weng

appears, for a brief moment, an "involuntary twin of artggt.? (p.1+3)

Weng has been making arbitrary changes in the men's rota, frequently

arranging to have someone else take his place at the gauge while he

is away hunting. Fenwick dislikes the man, is even a little

afraid of him, because he seems to be taking advantage of his

position as foreman. 	 Once again, Fenwick discovers (in Weng as in

Jordan) the selfish, "hard" side of himself which has begun to take

cQfltrol

Weng laughed again.	 " ... In fact the men say I
resemble you in this - I don't make fun about certain
responsibilities - I can be hard, hard as stone
(p. 1f5).

But already the compensatory presence of Poseidon has

stirred into being a process of reconciliation:

The binding ancestral apparition of Poseidon contained
a new divine promise, born of an underworld of half-
forgotten sympathies. 	 ... Here was the ambivalent lapin
of all their hopes of ultimate freedom and archetypal
authority as well as the viable symbol of inexhaustible
self-oppression. (p. 32).
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The aichemical symbol of the lapis philosophorum links Poseidon with

the Merlin-figure 1 of alchemy: the ambivalent, mercurial spirit of

the coniunctio or "wedding" of opposites. 	 in a mood of

surrender", Fenwick has a dream in which he sees an armed figure on

horseback. He approaches the rider who vanishes leaving his

decapitated steed on the ground. This is a pre-figuring of

own "decapitation": 2 the loss of his	 of

self-interest and inflexibility.

his mother, he says:

in the letter he later writes to

My dreams are beginning to be coloured by the vision of
the nameless horseman (Perseus?) slaying the cruel muse to
arm himself with the head of a Gorgon. (p. 39).

The dream is therefore a stage in the process of self-knowledge,

and when, next morning, Fenwick leaves his hammock (his "cocoon")

and goes to the river, the images of light and brightness convey a

sense of the gradual illumination3 which is taking place within him:

He emerged to find the river black and sparkling where
the early morning sun broke through the trees. ... Each
tiny aperture in the bush had been spreadeagled into a
star. (p. 33).

I According to C.G. Jung, "the secret of Merlin was carried on by
alchemy, primarily in the figure of Mercurius." (Memories,
Dreams 1 Peflections, op. cit., p. 216).

2 This also pre-figures the death of Poseidon who falls in the
shadow of one of his horses after striking his head on the sharp
edge of a bucket.

3 Images of light and brilliance also occur after the Dreamer's
nightmare (also a dream of a horseman) in Palace of the Peacock
when "the trees were lit with stars of fire" (p. k7) and again,
when the crew emerge from the "straits of rnemoryt, in the
"spiritual summer of russet and tropical gold" (p. 76).	 These
images refer to the approaching illumination of spirit in the
aichemical "doctrine of the scintillae" or soul_sparks:

[The scintillae] correspond to the particles of light
imprisoned in the dark Physis, whose reconstitution was one
of the chief aims of Gnosticism and Manichaeism. 	 (C.G.Jung
"Mysterium Conunotionis" Collected Works, op. cit., p. 53).
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Shortly after, writing to his mother, he is able, objectively, to

assess the importance of his meeting with Poseidon. Aware of his

mixed blood; of his African, European and Amerindian antecedents,

Fenwick sees the real danger of succumbing to a facile, romantic

pride in a racial "heritage". 	 He recognizes that the "legacy of

the past" raises a much deeper question than one simply of racial

origin: tj5 a question of going in unashamed to come out of the

womb again." (p. 38).	 It is, in short, a question of psychic and

spiritual rebirth. A psychic "fault" has occurred within Caribbean

Man, mirrored in the discrepancy between the aerial photographs of

the land (which show the origin of the headwaters of a river to be

in the savannahs) and Fenwick's survey of the actual terrain (which

reveals that the "head" of the same river actually starts in higher,

wooded forest-land) • I There is a similar "discrepancy" within

Fenwick himself:

No wonder an empirical hiatus or gulf existed, to a
bird's eye view, severing the river's head from its trunk
and feet. ... The mysterious foundation of intelligence,
the unity of head and heart had become for him, Fenwick
knew, an inescapable obsession ... (pp. kI/12).

Fenwick, then, has accepted the need for psychic re-

integration: the uniting of heart and head; and his task as

director of the survey begins to take on new and larger significance.

The Canje river is vital for the irrigation of the lower, exposed

"Oudin savannahe" (p. 16), affecting both "the absent East Indian

rice farmer and the [absentee] European sugar planter." (p.k2).2

I
An example of Harris's creative interpretation of actual experi-
ence. When one recalls the significance of savannah ("outer"

self; hI5a5ofl?) and forest	 self;	 eternityTT), the

psychological significance of this geomorphological discrepancy
becomes clear.	 It is the difference between "vicarious" and
"authentic" experience.

2 Note the implication here of the whole colonialist hegemony of
sugar and rice.
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But providing a flood reservoir to supply an ever-increasing demand

for fresh water (the Canje is, of course, a tidal river, subject to

the influx of salt water during drought) involves not only huge

expense, but also "the resurrection of Poseidon, the digging up and

exposure of the buried community he represented." (p. k3).	 In

conventional terms, this means simply that the construction of a

larger catchment area will necessitate the 'looding of a larger por-

tion of the land; and Poseidon's community will have to be re-housed

and allocated new land.	 There is also, however, a deeper, aichemical

significance to this situation.	 The greater demands of the coast

(the conscious outer self) requires a corresponding flow of awareness

from the source of supply (the inner self). 	 This need to link

"inner" and	 - symbolic of a psychic re-integration - involves

the "resurrection" of the unpredictable, problematic unconscious.

It is an allegory of rebirth: the ending of a spiritual "drought".

And so, after Fenwick's first meeting with Poseidon, a heavy shower,

"a sudden bursting	 of rain. First stinging wayward seed.

Then a forest of rain" (pp. 2k/2, my underlining), 1 which falls

comes as a preliminary to the long-awaited end of the drought.

Fenwick still has a long way to go. He decides to walk with Jordan

to Poseidon's home - to check on Perez and the temporary gauge which

has been installed there - but comes upon a densely overgrown and

dangerous creek - Benim Creek2 - where the felled tree serving as a

The imagery, suggesting germination and growth within the natural
world also refers to Fenwick's need of spiritual growth. A
remarkably tactile effect is also conveyed - the feel of the heavy
rain on one1 s skin: and most Guyanese will recall the childhood
game of sucking certain dried seed-pods which dehisce when wet,
stinging the inside of the mouth.

2
The title of an extract from one of Harris's early, unpublished

novels is "Banim Creek"	 Vol. 6 No. 18. op. cit., pp. 36/k2).
The extract suggests that this early work may have been an earlier
version of The Secret Ladder. (See discussion on .i7W.277Chapter
of this study).
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bridge has been destroyed. They cross laboriously, climbing a

decayed old tree overhanging the creek through which, waist-deep,

they have to pick their way. Their ritual passage is marked by a

sudden cleansing shower:

The air instantly turned metallic, the forest groaned
and heaved, shook its breast and burst a rain of contents.
A massive crystal torrent (milky with darkness) began to
pour. With each step they made, however, the storm
lightened ... (p. 66)

and once they reach the other side, images of light and brilliancy

return:

The sun appeared once more ... the consenting spirit of
place ... turning lighter it seemed, almost of its own
volition and jewelled with rich floating illusions, each
leaf now offering its shield. A drop of water like a
glittering diamond. (p. 66).

Poseidon's house is, significantly, a re-constructed Roman Catholic

Mission-house whose jutting verandas appear "like the arms of a

cross". "It had an air both foreign and native, ideal and primi-

tive." (p. 67).	 The house, like its owner, seems an indissoluble

(though crumbling) part of the landscape: "it had acquired a

special seal and privilege, the stamp of a multiple tradition and

heritage." (p. 68).	 There they discover a distraught Catalena

Perez who (like Nariella of Palace of the Peacock, 1960) bears the

welts of her husband's brutality. Her potential, wild beauty,

marred by violence and lust, is a comment on the arbitrariness of

nature "in dispensing beauty as in furnishing models of imperfection)'

(p. 70). Catalena, like Saint Catherine after whom she is named,

is the innocent love and beauty of the world that is forever broken

on the wheel 1 of human greed and selfishness. The beautiful swarm

Saint Catherine of Alexandria, commanded by Emperor Maximinus II
to sacrifice to idols, refused and was bound to a specially-made,
diabolical contraption of wheels fixed with knives.
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of butterflies that emerge suddenly from the bush is a symbolic

mirroring of this:

His eye was distracted by a flight of brilliant butter-
flies sailing out of the bush. They hovered overhead and
one enormous distended creature - wings breathing like
fans - settled on Catalena's shoulder. She brushed it off,
releasing Fenwick's arm which she had grabbed in frenzy a
moment or two ago. It flew straight at Jordan and he
struck out savagely, venting his spleen on a mad wraith.
The fantastic wings were shattered save for the spirit of
their design which persisted on the ground like stars of
gold painted on the blue skeleton of crumpled heaven. (p. 75).

We seem to recall the flight of parrots in Palace of the Peacock

(1960): a sign of the Folk which uplifts the sensitive da Silva as

it enrages Cameron, the practical realist. Jordan's savage reaction

to the butterflies is contrasted with Catalena's tacit identificaticn

with them. And later, when Poseidon is dead, it is Catalena who

will offer Bryant the love which allows them both to escape "upon

another rung in the secret ladder". (p. 125). 	 The "flight of

brilliant butterflies" also suggests that Fe1iwick has attained

another stage in his journey towards psychic wholeness and spiritual

illumination, 1 and this first part of the novel - "The Day Readers"-

ends with a general summing up of his progress so far. Four days

have now passed of the seven needed for the completion of his task

of re-integration:

Four days had seen the task begun and far advanced of
dismantling a prison of appearance. Seven days it had
taken to finish the original veil of creation that shaped
and ordered all things to be solid in the beginning. (p.7k).

The conscious choice which Fenwick has made: his decision

to pursue the difficult task of reconciling the demands of his

official job as survey director with the no less important needs of

In Greek mythology, the virgin Psyche is beloved of the god
Cupid (Eros) and is often personified as a butterfly.
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Poseidon and his community, is, as we have seen, at the same time

an unconscious decision to seek the esoteric, even dangerous path

of psychic re-integration. The dangers attendant on such an under-

taking become clear in the section entitled "The Night Readers",

where images of darkness predominate, often to become a threatening

presence. The rains have still not come, remaining only as a

distant "threat". The men are growing hostile to Fenwick. Jordan

warns him that his emotional involvement, first with Poseidon, now

in the situation between Perez and his wife, can only undermine

his authority. But Fenwick is no longer using Jordan as a shield

against his own personal involvement with the others. He tells

him:

I've often listened to you in the past. I confess many
a time I've been hopelessly at sea about things. But I've
got intuition now - the kind I can't withstand. (p. 80).

Jordan instinctively realizes that Fenwick's example - his decision

to be involved - forces the others to face their own, inner natures,

too, and involves them, and himself, in the same dangerous journey

Aof self-discovery.	 Jordan is, in fact, cast in the role of the

Tempter ("Everybody got two natures, skipper. The only way to

overcome it (Confucius say) is to overlook it like a joke." p. 82)

and Fenwick has taken on the r'le of saviour and victim, setting an

example by which he expects others to "turn over a new leaf", and

thereby risking his own neck:

"A new leaf, skipper?" Jordan spoke slowly, his face
more wrinkled and deepset than ever. "The tree that bear
such a leaf is a tree of grave open disrespect. Watch
they don't string you up on it." ( p . 90).

But it is the enigmatic Chiung, the night reader, who

unwittingly becomes the victim in the developing drama of conscious-

ness.	 Ironically, it is because of Fenwick's compassionate treat-
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ment (letting Chiung borrow his own cap and raincoat as protection

against the cold night air) that Chiung is exposed to the attack by

Poseidon's men, who approach him only because they think, at first,

that he is Fenwick. 	 In fact, his symbolic changing of raies with

Chiung has placed an unfair burden of consciousness on the illiterate

man: an awareness which Fenwick unconsciously still wishes to avoid.

Just before he discovers Chiungs unconscious form on the stelling,

Fenwick, looking up at the stars, has a disturbing mystical

experience of limitless expansion - union with the cosmos itself:

lie shivered with the visionary tatoo of every branch and
constellation, conscious of the threads which bound him to
their enormous loom. ... The fever of emotion almost over-
whelmed him ... the dream of belonging to space, his
suspension, in space, his possession of, and conquest of
space - the most enduring fiction of the human brain and
heart, old as the first astronomical crab alighting from
the wall of a cave upon the roof of the sky. (p. 91).

It is a vision of consciousness almost too much to bear, and his

sudden, irrational wish that Chiung might not merely be unconscious

but dead, is a desire to "flee from the image of himself". (p.9k).

But there is to be no escape from the burden of consciousness:

After all, he was genuinely glad to hear Chiung was
alive! And yet curiously and inexplicably startled (even
crestfallen) that it was so! (p. 9k).

His unconscious attempt to put Chiung in his place as victim is

suggested also in the connection between the vision he has of cosmic

consciousness as "the first astronomical crab alighting from the wafl

of a cave upon the roof of the sky" (p. 91) and the "crab" which

Chiung, dazed by the blow he receives, imagines he sees somersaulting

over his head just before he loses consciousness. 	 Chiuiag5 "crab"

is, of course, the turtle 1 which he accepts from Poseidon's men

The image of a turtle is related to the novel's "hermetic" pro-
cess and to Chiungs abortive role as "trickster". In Greek
legend, the newly-born Hermes, "trickster" son of Zeus, immedia-
tely took to stealing. The first object he encountered was a
tortoise, which he promptly killed, using its shell as a
sounding-board for his seven-stringed lyre.
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(refusing to pay for it) and which they later retrieve in a revenge

attack.	 Chiung's refusal to pay the men for the turtle is only

the incidental cause of his distress, however, the deeper reason

for which is really Fenwick's veiled wish to avoid the consequences

of his vision. Significantly, it is Weng the hunter - Fenwick's

right hand man and a day-reader (as Chiung the night-reader is his

"left-hand man" - his unconscious wish for a scapegoat) 1 who

opposes and threatens Fenwick through his unsympathetic treatment

to Chiung. Weng, arguing that an outright act of revenge is

needed against Poseidon and his men, is openly contemptuous of

Fenwick's policy of "appeasement" while Chiung, the actual victim,

seems reluctant to blame anyone. Fenwick is startled by the seem-

ing inconcistency of things:

Why, it was Weng who had goaded Chiung to speak and
live. Now the tables were inexplicably turned - Weng
desired Chiung's death. (p. 99).

Fenwick begins to realize the difficulty and urgency of reconciling

the two men (who appear like the opposite elements of a dichotomy)

so as to preserve a balance.	 He resolves not to be swayed by

Weng's counsel of revenge, and allows Chiung to speak. Chiung's

decision:

I mean to speak out plain because if is anybody I hate
now - this very moment - it's Weng.	 I refuse to be ruled
by him. (p. 100)

like Fenwick's, is a recognition of the ascendancy of another

principle: one opposed to Weng's principle of violence: that of

submission to the truth. Chiung's confession (he had tried to rob

Weng and Chiung, "day-reader" and "night-reader", suggest the
ancient Chinese aichemical symbols of 	 and yang, the conjunc-
tion of which constitute the Tao or union of opposites.
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Poseidon's men) clears the air, and reflects his new awareness of

a kind of spiritual re-awakening which his recent "death" and

"rebirth" on the stelling symbolizes:

lie sounded as if he had changed places with his listeners
and could see the shadow of himself (born with death)
created in the dark pooi of their eyes and striving to be
understood. (p. 103).

This theme is repeated in the epilogue of the final section

("The Reading") taken from the end of "Little Gidding":1

"We are born with the dead:
See, they return, and bring us with them. ...(p.105)

and as Fenwick takes a swim in the river - a clear suggestion of

baptismal immersion - the long awaited rains begin:

The sky was a dripping sponge over the river which had
begun to swell. All the arid dusty watermrks of drought
on the trees and bushes were disappearing as if they, too,
had been rubbed away leaving a clean but cracked state
(p. 107, my underlining).

The suggestion here of a tabula rasa, a new beginning, is carried

over in Fenwick's questioning of Van Brock. 	 Thinking back on the

drama of the previous night, Fenwick recalls that he had seen four

men on the stelling where his recollection of those present (and

his check of the roll) tells him that there should only have been

two. In attempting to trace these two mysterious strangers, he

questions first Jordan and then Van Brock. Van Brock, in attempt-

ing to reconstruct his movements that night, finds himself taken

back to the memory of an agonizing incident in his past when his

I T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets constitute (like Harris's "Guiana
Quartet") a journey towards inner "wholeness" at the end of
which (as in The Secret of the Golden Flower):

the tongues of flame are in-folded
Into the crowned knot of fire
And the fire and. the rose are one. 	 ("Little Gidding"

Pour Quartets Faber and Faber 1965, p . 59).
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crotchety, ailing grandmother (the only living link between him and

his dead parents), distressed by the loss of her gold wedding-ring

(he had unknowingly thrown it out with the contents of the chamber

pot) refused to be consoled. 	 He had lost his temper and abused

the old woman who, overcome with emotion, had suddenly collapsed

and died. Remorse-stricken, the young Van Brock had climbed into

the filthy, communal cess-pool, retrieved the gold ring and placed

it on his dead grandmother's finger. The gold ring, like the ring

which da Silva recognizes on the parrot in Palace of the Peacock

(1960), stands for the vital link with a buried past - a buried

self - which must be preserved at all costs; and his descent into

the disgusting pit in search of it is symbolic of his need to

re-establish contact with the ideal of a living, organic community

of spirit - he comes from a small Negro village on the Pomeroon

similar to the precarious sett.lements of The Whole Armour (1962)

or, indeed, to Poseidon's small community. No sooner has Van Brock

"descended into the grave pit" (p. 11k) of his memory of a grand-

mother's death, than Catalena and Bryant return with the "dreadful

annunciation" (p. ilk) of the death of Poseidon, Bryant's "grand-

father". Like Van Brock, Bryant has brought about the death of

the past, but in the alchemical wedding of heart and head

(symbolized when Van Brock places the ring on the finger of his

dead grandmother "as a dutiful high priest at the wedding of memory"

[. ilk] and again in the love between Catalena and Bryant) there is

hope for the future:

Catalena was ... a living projection and vessel, never-
theless, to offset the last impending signal of all, which
was to be a god's death ... (p. ii).

Catalena has been prepared and initiated into her role as a "living

vessel" for the future (a "catalyst"); for when she and Bryant are
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prisoners of	 followers, she is made to face "her peculiar

cross and predicament and soul of unreason". (p. ii6).	 Stripped

and bound by the men, she struggles "as if her limbs were the

strings of homunculus". (p. 122). "Homunculus" refers, of course,

to the aichemical symbol of the undifferentiated inner self: a

"little man" - the lapis - which is transformed into the aurum non

vulgi of psychic wholeness. And the treatment which Catalena

undergoes:

They lifted her and flung her down. ... She screamed,
anticipating brutal nails on fingers of darkness, stripping
her further and cutting her again, slicing into every tip of
her body to the dice of bone in her blood until her flesh
would quiver as if it had been plucked out of a shell
(p. 123) my underlining1

suggests the alchemical process of separatio, by which the massa

confusa or prima xnateria was divided into its four constituent

elements as a first stage in the experiment. This was an esoteric

expression of the Mithraic and Dionysiac ritual of "dismemberment of

the god"(mirrored in the Christian symbol of the crufixion whereby

the god is nailed to a cross the shape of which reflects the four

elements of air, earth, water and f ire). 2 Indeed, "brutal nails"

and "the dice of bone" (with its suggestion of the Roman soldiers

gambling for Christ's robe) in the passage quoted, conjure up the

Crufixion. NaJed and unprotected, "plucked out of a shell",

Catalena is saved by the re-appearance of the "wild twins" (p. l23)

the men who in beating Chiung think they have committed a murder.

Catalena's situation bound and stripped, anticipating "brutal
nails ... stripping her further and cutting her again, slicing
into ... her body ..." again suggests a parallel with Saint
Catherine bound to her wheel of torture.

2
"Poseidon had been hooked and nailed to a secret ladder of

conscience." (p. 2k).
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Their news creates panic and confusion and Poseidon's men flee con-

vinced that the jungle police will soon be on their heels. These

"wild twins" are, in fact, the imaginary figures Fenwick bad seen

projected in the darkness of the stelling, and at an alcheniical level,

they represent the dual-natured tIjflt, Mercurius (Hermes), 1 the

catalytic agent in the aichemical opus. It is the activity of

Mercurius whici brings about the "wedding of opposites", and his

appearance (in the "wild twins") gives Catalena and Bryant a chance

appear and run and make swift love on every trail across the

earth" (p. 125) as it had allowed Fenwick to resolve the opposed

elements within himself as Weng and Chiung. This reminds us of

the trickster-figure which (as in The Far Journey of Oudin ) 1961)

provides a lgatewayh* just when circumstances appear to be hopeless:

The instant the prison of the void was self-created, a
breath of spirit knew how to open a single unconditional
link in a chain of circumstance. (p. 126).

Fenwick's dream, with which the novel, and the "Quartet" ends; is,

like Jacob's dream, a vision of the "secret ladder of conscience"

which he had glimpsed after his first meeting with Poseidon, and

which he is now prepared to ascend. The cry he hears just before

he awakes on this, the seventh day of his	 "In our end

our end ... our end is our beginning" (p. 127) : is a reminder

of the circular principle of death and rebirth, a hieroglyph of

eternity.

They also reflect Fenwick's own ambivalence before Weng and
Chiung - his "involuntary twin of angst". (p. '+3).
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The aichemical process of psychic re-integration which we

have been following through the novels of the "Guiana Quartet" is a

striking feature of Harris's work, giving to it a special signifi-

cance. The polyglot nature of Caribbean Man is seen to be a

source of new wealth, rather than a condition of "impurity". For

by the simple, but unprecedented act of rejecting the Old World

bias of "pedigree Man", by repudiating this and other theories of

"absolute quality" which tend towards a consolidation o± values;

Harris sets free the creative imagination in a truly remarkable way.

His associative attempt opens	 window on the	 for:

what is truly particular is not isolated or static
but is an association of numerous factors. ... The new
architecture of the world must be a profound understanding
and revelation of all factors that combihe into the
phenomenon of effort and achievement not for one race of
men but for all mankind together.l

The writer becomes, therefore, an instrument and voice for a

Universal Intelligence, and his art reflects both an Orphic and

Promethean quest. 2 Harris's work cannot be regarded as an

expression of Ivory Tower Romanticism, for it involves an extremely

hazardous commitment to creative integrity and 	 Being.

The artist's raie becomes, in this context, compensatory for society

as a whole: a role like that of the shaman, and one in which there

are real dangers. From a purely practical point of view, for

example, Harris, by attempting to explore a psycho/mythological

hinterland, relying on an open-minded, imaginative response, accepts

the risk of being dismissed as "obscure" or "eccentric". And there

I	 TWS, op. cit., p. 9.
2 One notices the frequency with which, in Harris's work, images of
water, darkness and descent or fire, light and ascent appear.
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are other risks, since:

it is a task which is profoundly personal (and
archetypal) and, therefore, accompanying an enormous
potency for change - for vision into resources - runs the
danger of self-enchantment or hubris.1

Indeed, Sylvia Wynter, in discussing Harris's work, takes

the view that:

Harris in fact establishes in his novels the primacy of
the unrelated individual imagination ... the novels ... end
up as a highbrow consumer product, accessible only to the
initiated; and alien to its own audience.2

This is perhaps something rather more than an irritable personal

attack; for in arguing that Earns:

attempts to evoke a primordial consciousness without
providing the social keys ... which would invite the reader's
participation in the 'work of the spirit' on the journey ...3

Miss Wynter is articulating the genuinely baffled response which

many readers, unable (or unwilling) to accept Harris's version of

If
1rea1ity1, must inevitably share. 	 The ob3ectlon, however, that

the creative activity of Harris's fiction i invalid because it is 	 ?

not readily accessible is, one feels, finally superficial; for it

Wilson Harris, "Interior of the Novel" National Identity, op.
cit., p. 145.

2 Sylvia Wynter, "Reflections on West Indian Writing and Criticism"
Jamaica Journal Vol. 3 No. 1 (March, 1969) p. 40.

3	 Ibid., p. 41.

4 One suspects, however, that Miss Wynter is here guilty of a
certain dialectical impatience; and her enthusiastic appraisal of
Harris's short story, "Kanaima" (in Ramchand, West Indian Narrative
Thomas Nelson and Sons 1966) seems to confirm this impression.
She finds the story entirely successful and assumes, without
evidence, that it has been simplified and that "Ramchand as editor
pares away the narcissistic accretions of Harris." (p. 40). The
story, however, corresponds exactly with the original text, first
published in Black Orpheus (Longmans Nigeria, 1964) pp. 142/149.
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is an objection that ignores the essential fact of the "difficulty"

of all really original art. Harris's novels become opaque indeed

if one approaches them as one would a conventional "novel of per-

suasion t? . His work belongs rather to that genre Herman Hesse

describes as:

a literature of transition ... a literature that has
become problematical and unsure, in the fact that it
expresses its own plight and the plight of the age con-
fessionally and with the utmost sincerity.1

And consequently it is an art of extremity, in which both reader

and author are immersed within a complex texture of imaginative

possibilities. The suspension of disbelief and an abandoning of

intellectual pre-conceptions are especially necessary, since:

what is hazardous in literary communication, and
ambiguous ... in all the great works of art, is not a
provisional weakness which we might hope to overcome. It
is the price we must pay to have a literature, that is a
conquering language which introduces us to unfamiliar
perspectives instead of confirming us in our own

This aspect of Harris's work: the writer's "confessional"

approach in which there is an imaginative embodying of ambiguoua

potentialities through an endurance and digestion of catastrophe,3

is the substance of The Eye of the Scarecrow (l96) and achieves

a fully articulated form in The Waiting Room (1967). This is the

form one has sensed emerging through the earlier work: an

unpremeditated, creative shaping which actually incorporates the

Herman Hesse, The Nuremberg Journejy first published as Die
Nlirenberger Reise (Berlin 1927).	 Quoted in G.W. Field, Herman
Hesse. ( Twayne Publishers Inc. N.Y. 1970 ) p. 89.

2 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Signs (Northwestern University Press
196k).

3 The iniae of Ulysses bound to the mast, disorientated by (but
surviving) the sirens' song, again comes to mind.
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developing sensibility of the writer himself. 	 It is a creative

process described by Buber:

This is the eternal source of art: a man is faced by
a form which desires to be made through him into a work.

The man is concerned with an act of his being. 	 If he
carries it through, if he speaks the primary word out of
his being to the form which appears, then the effective
power streams out, and the work arises. 	 The act includes
a sacrifice and a risk.	 This is the sacrifice: the end-
less possibility that is offered up on the altar of the
form. ... This is the risk: the primary word can only be
spoken with the whole being. He who gives himself to it
may withold nothing of himself.1

Before going on to examine the significance of this "confessional"

approach, however, we shall look at Harris 1 s Heartland (196k), a

novel which is both an epilogue and a prologue. For Heartland

serves as a postscript to the world and the characters of the

"Guiana Quartet"; while the dark, crumbling road along which the

hero sets out at the end of the novel leads to the increasingly

hazardous task towards which the author's creative imagination

turns in The Eye of the Scarecrow(1965).

Martin Buber, I and Thou CT. & T. Clark 1937) p. 10.
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AN ART OF EXTREMITY:

The Deepening Vision.

(I) Heartland (196k)

The novel opens on a lonely lumber grant above the Kamaria

fall, deep in the interior of Guyana. The watchman of the grant is

Zechariali Stevenson, son of a well-to-do Georgetown family, who is

in self-imposed exile from society after a scandal involving his

father's company.	 The Portuguese accountant, Caniacho, had absconded

with a large sum of the firm's money, and Zechariah Stevenson senior

had hushed up the affair convinced that his wayward son (whose affair

with Camacho's wife had been exposed during the enquiry) was

indirectly involved. 	 After the old man's accidental death - he

drowns after falling overboard from a river steamer - the story had

come out. Maria Camacho, the son's mistress, had then fled the

country; and Stevenson, though innocent of complicity in Camacho's

fraud, found himself suspected though not accused by anyone. The

Georgetown middle class, out of respect for his father, had simply

closed its ranks and dropped the affair. He had then taken the

job as watchman both to escape society's tacit suspicion and censure

and to vindicate himself through his own efforts to make good.

The loneliness of the job and the brooding presence of the

forest begin to affect him, however, and he becomes subject to

introspective doubts and fancies. Kaiser, the lorry driver whose

hut stands at the bottom of the fall, and whose job it is to ferry

supplies from the storehouse at Lower Kamaria to the wood grant on

Upper Kamaria, tells Stevenson that he has left a supply of rations

in the depot about two miles along the trail from the wood grant.

Stevenson is to be on the look out for da Silva, a pork-knocker

prospecting in the area, who will soon be calling to collect his

supplies. Da Silva arrives late one evening, spends the night at
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the grant, and disappears before Stevenson awakes next morning.

Stevenson then sets off (somewhat apprehensively) for the depot,

but finds there only a note from da Silva: "SOMEBODY STEAL NY

RATIONS. WHO? GONE TO TELL KAISER." (p. 55)1 On his way down

to Kaiser's hut, however, Stevenson comes upon the dead body of

da Silva, wedged between two boulders, apparently the victim of an

Amerindian attack. As he warily approaches Kaiser's hut, he

notices an Amerindian woman emerging from the bushes. She is

exhausted and far gone in pregnancy, and it is clear that the

basket she carries contains da 	 rations. Stevenson takes

pity on her, helps at the baby's birth and later places the woman

and her baby in the absent Kaiser's bed. Returning later, after

an exhausting but unsuccessful attempt to catch fish to cook a

fresh meal for the woman, he discovers that mother and child have

vanished. Stevenson sets out in the dark for the wood grant above

the fall fighting disorientation and frustration. The novel ends

with a "postscript":

Zechariah Stevenson disappeared somewhere in the
Guianan/Venezuelan/Brazilian jungles that lie between the
headwaters of the Cuyuni and Potaro rivers.

In the half-burnt down shell of the small resthouse
where he was last seen by a couple of pork-knockers was
found a bundle of scorched papers: when pieced together
they grew into fragments of letters to one Maria and
three shattered poems, two (Troy and Amazon) practically
destroyed and the other (Behring Straits) so browned by
fire that some of the lines were indistinguishable. (p.93).

The fragmentary poems with which the novel ends are, of

course, taken from Harris's Eternity to Season (Guiana 195k). The

choice of poems: "Troy" (the 	 lonely witness for society),

"Behring Straits" (the need for the journey between Existence and

Being - the search for an	 world") and "Amazon" (the "world-

creating jungle") is significant; for they suggest the theme of

All quotations are from the 196k edition.
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the re-fashioning of individual consciousness. 	 The novel's

division into three "books" ("The	 "The	 and

"Creation of the Watch") reflects The Secret Ladder (1963), which

is also divided into three similar sections: 	 Day Readers",

"The Night Readers", "The Readingt.	 In fact, Stevenson, like

Fenwick, undergoes an initiation into a new state of consciousness;

and the "Reading" of The Secret Ladder is related to the "Watching"

of Heartland: both activities are synonyms for the purgatorial

process of self-discovery. 	 Stevenson's sojourn in the forest

forces him to see:

how bankrupt and devoid of reserves he was in the
past and incapable of discovering a motive or hand of
distinction in himself. (p. 18).

He resists the change which be feels coming over him, wishing to

"throw by the horns the bull of subversion and anxiety he inwardly

faced". (p. 17) .	This image of "taking the bull by the horns" is

an echo of the intolerance and spiritual blindness of Mohammed in

The Far Journey of Oudin (1961) and points to Stevenson's

inauthentic, superficial attitude. 	 Indeed, there are many links

with earlier novels. Kaiser is Mohammed's dark-skinned brother

who dies in a rum-shop fire in The Far Journey of Oudin, as his

description here suggests:

It was not merely the blackness of Kaiser's skin. ...
It was the ghostly ash of the garments he wore ... plucked
in the nick of time, he was inclined to swear, from some
ancient fire. (pp. JJf/l5).

Both Kaiser and da Silva (a "ghost" from Palace of the Peacock, 1960)

are revenants who act as spiritual guides to Stevenson: the one as

storekeeper of the Iheartland, the other as a messenger sent to

remind him of his need for self-knowledge:
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worry," da Silva went on, "if life look like it
riddling and devouring you every day to make you extend you
being longer and longer, till you find what the long time of
you humanity is all about." (p. ki).

Stevenson has to undergo a process of integration of his two,

opposing selves - "the Jekyll-and-Hyde devil" (p. k1f) which da Silva

sees in his nanie 1 - and the death of his father and the flight of

his mistress, Maria, now become symbolic of this dissociated con-

dition: "The death of his body and the flight of his soul were now

becoming real" (p. 27, author's italics) he thinks; and later, the

"spidery", emaciated figure of da Silva, gulping down a cup of black

coffee "as if a black cup were the transubstantiation of gold" (p.38,

my underlining) suggests the alchemical wedding of opposites which

awaits Stevenson: a mystical conjunction "akin to a marriage of

responsibility and contemplation". (p. Li.5),2 His attempt to

follow a trail through dense forest to the depot - the "storehouse

of the heartland" - is 'a primitive ordeal of initiation" (p. 51);

and it is almost as if he is subjected to a kind of ritual dismember-

ment, an operation in which he is both surgeon and patient:3

He began to exercise his prospecting knife, judiciously
lopping, every now and then, a finger - or the skin of the
elbow - from a branch, in order to define afresh every step
he made ... he was leaving a congested corridor and enter-
ing the skin of a new communication ... so recently groomed
each severed leaf or limb was freshly and gaily tinted with
its own transparent juice or blood. ... Stevenson felt the
cutting sensation of a presence so near him it lifted his
heart like fruit into his mouth. (p. i).

R.L. Stevenson's The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
(first published in 1886) is, of course, a classic and famous
example of the fictional interpretation of schizophrenia.

2 This again evokes the complementary biblical figures of Martha
and Mary as representatives of the active and contemplative life.
(Vide footnotel page 28 ' of this study).

3 The archetypal image of the dismembered god and the correspondizg
Christian image of Christ as the "wounded healer" come to mind.
Cf. T.S. Eliot's: "the wounded surgeon plies the steel •.."
("East Coker" Four Quartets, op. cit., p. 29).
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Da Silva is cast in the rle of shaman - "a flesh-and-barebones

seducer - full of tricks" (p. 'i-k) - and his death at the hands of a

tribe of Anierindians 1 is also a sacrifice of the old, outworn self:

It was da Silva after all who stood stark and dead though
so changed in twenty four hours he could have been Kaiser or
Cameron or Stevenson himself. (p. 58, author's italics).

Petra, the pregnant Amerindian woman is the archetypal

female presence (suggesting the anima) that one encounters in all

Harris's work: the inarticulate, suffering woman wha nevertheless

acts as the vessel of a new consciousness. 	 Petra is a neutral, but

vital, presence: "the heart as well as the heartlessness of the new

world". (p. 62). The vulnerable but paradoxically rock-like pre-

sence (suggested in her name) which, like the jungle itself, is both

womb and tomb. She is the ambiguous mother-goddess (like Magda of

The Whole Armour, 1962), the muse ttincorporating conqueror and

conquered, hunter and hunted" (p. 65), 2 the dark self with which all

men need to be re-united and towards which they are drawn "because

of the cleavage in their natures" (p. 65, my underlining). Petra

is a composite figure who also embodies Nariella of Palace of the

Peacock (1960).	 In Heartland, having returned to her people

pregnant with Donne's (or da Silva's) child, she is banished to

Who thus avenge the rape of "Mariella". In this novel, the
Amerinclian woman, Petra, is the re-named mistress of both Donne
and da Silva of Palace of the Peacock (1960).

2 Cf. Derek Walcott's evocation of the "complex womb" of the
Caribbean as a devouring, impenetrable forest:

The elongated eyes look Arawak,
Arawak or Carib, but nakedness unsurprised
By armoured men dividing jungle leaves
They close in groaning irony at their rape,
For that earth-coloured flesh buries all men ...

("Bronze", In a Green Night, 1969	 , p. 78).
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Kartabo point.	 This is, of course, a significant locale: the home

of Nitteihoizer's Kaywana and the source of the Van Groenwegel

family tree.	 It is note-worthy, however, that Harris sees the

locale as a starting point for the birth of a creative, rather than

divided, racial consciousness: "it was at Kartabo Point that one

found the beginnings of a new legendary continental offspring born

of many races." (pp. 65/66).	 Helping Petra (who unaccountably

begins to resemble his lost mistress, Maria) at the birth of her

baby, Stevenson is symbolically being re-born into a deeper and

truer sense of reality; and his distress on finding that she and

her child have disappeared reflects his wish to retain conscious

control of his newly-won but burdensome sensibility. It is an

instinctive fear of vulnerability and dispossession: a condition

which he must still learn to accept with humility:

Would one ever learn to submit gently to the invisible
chain of being without attempting to break loose and run
after something or someone one knew as inadequately and
helplessly as one knew one's own hand upon one's own heart?
(p. 85).

The "longest crumbling black road" Stevenson follows in the darkness

as he heads towards the waterfall-top is, like the eight-fold path

of the mystics, the paradoxical way of enlightenment:

In order to possess what you do not possess
You must go by the way of dispossession.
In order to arrive at what you are not
You must go through the way in which you are not.

or, as the author of The Cloud of Unknowing has it: "Why, when you

are	 physically, you are 'everywhere' spiritually."2

T.S. Eliot, "East Coker" Four Quartets, op. cit., p. 29.

2 The Cloud of Dnknowing (Penguin 1965) p. 13k.
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(II) The Eye of the Scarecrow (1965)

Whereas Heartland (196k) is clearly related to the preceding

"Guiana Quartet" in terms of subject setting and style, The Eye of

the Scarecrow represents a departure; and is one of most

paradoxical and "dislocated" novels with regard to language and

the sequence of events.	 The narrator's evocation of his Georgetown

childhood is an arbitrary, apparently unconnected series of brilliant,

almost hallucinatory images and events within which the progress of

his relationships (with a close boyhood friend, "L - ", and with his

mother, grandfather and step-grandmother) provide the only

immediately recognizable plot. There is a disjointed account of

the narrator's and "L _'s" mining expedition into the interior

("L " is the engineer in charge) during which they quarrel over a

woman, there is an aeroplane crash and "L _" is accused of the

narrator's "death", the latter surviving, however, to appear in time

to save "L _...." from conviction.	 The novel ends with an enigmatic

letter, written to "L " by the narrator who signs himself "Idiot

Harris focuses on the life of the coastal city of Georgetown

itself, and the narrative takes the form of an autobiographical

record of the past which the author/narrator is writing in the

present. Written in 1963 and 196k, the "entries" are actually of

experiences which reach back to the year l9k8 and beyond. The

narrator hopes to produce in this way:

an open dialogue within which a free construction of
events will emerge in the medium of phenomenal associations
all expanding into a mental distinction and life of their
own. (p. 13)1

The narrator does not merely recollect the past, therefore, but

allows his whole consciousness to drift backward in time, as it were

All quotations are from the 1965 edition.
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so that images and events of childhood return with the startling

immediacy one associates with drug-induced vision. As in Proust's

A la Recherche du Ternps Perdu, l (which the novel superficially

resembles) the memory of a particular event, even of a particular

smell, returns with all the associations of the past renewed:

1st March - 7th May.	 At the age of eleven - in the
year 1932 - I spent a month in. Public Hospital during which
I underwent a serious operation. Chloroform. Sickly-sweet
smell one never gets rid of, the half-smell of life and of
death. The garden of disgust. Bewildering and nauseating
fantasy akin to the strangest recollection of riding out of
the womb. Finding oneself ushered into and out of a gallop-
ing skin. (p. 23).

Each separate memory, however, now acquires subtle interconnecting

threads during the process of "free construction", and a new total

significance begins to emerge. The image of a galloping horse in the

passage quoted above, for example, reflects, and is linked to the

memory of the "poor man's hearse" which he had encountered on his way

to school. The sudden, frightening appearance of the paupers' black

funeral hearse rattling along the road, had made a deep impression on

the	 sensitive awareness:

There was the sudden awakening clatter of horses' hooves
close at hand magnetized into acute consciousness by the
mildewed repellent odour of sliced leather or dung which
burnt my nostrils. (p. 19).

The sight of carrion-crows tearing at a carcase on the foreshore

becomes mingled with this experience of the hearse, as does his

memory of the sickly-sweet smell of the chloroform (anaesthesia

becomes a "dying" and a 	 to life). Eventually even the

later recollection o± the Great Georgetown Strike of 1911.8, and the

funeral procession of the shot strikers later on, becomes part of a

I First published in eight volumes, Paris 191k/1927.
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general awareness of life-in-death and death-in-life through the

composite image of a black, horse-drawn funeral hearse with its

nauseating "torn smell of a sick half-eaten body of leather". (p.19).

In this way, the narrator's re-experiencing of the past becomes an

exploratory, associative process, "the uncovering of inner space"

(p. 51) or a re-discovery of the buried, unconscious self, whereby

apparently concrete and particular events in the past are charged

with new meaning. The boundaries of history and time are made fluid

so that, unlike Proust's essentially passive researching, a recon-

struction of the past is made and a new, hitherto unrealized signif i- i

cance given to "buried" psychic elements. The unconscious - the

hinterland of the psyche - is made (by a process reminiscent of the

"free-association" techniques of psychology) to manifest itself by

the spontaneous, linking activity of the mind.

Events which at first appear haphazard or arbitrary there-

fore, are actually used to suggest arousal of sensibility as a pre-

requisite for renewed vision. 	 The incident 1 in which, as a child,

the narrator, before he realizes what he is doing, pushes 	 .__" into

the shallow canal, becomes symbolic of his own unconscious urge to

achieve self-knowledge and vision ("I had involuntarily and com-

pulsively pushed him into becoming my own gauge of future extremity"

p. 26). And the bond between them is, like the bond that links so

many other "doubles" in Harris's fiction, a complementary one: the

relationship of ego and shadow, self and other, animus and anima.

The autobiographical elements in this incident are made clear by
Harris in "Kith and Kin" (Journal of Commonwealth Literature, Op.
cit., Vol. VII No. 1 June, 1972, pp. 1/4); a short sketch which
retails the episode in some detail.
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For, by assuming that he had himself slipped and fallen into the

canal, "L _" unwittingly becomes the agent of "this dawning con-

science within [the narrator] of the guilt of freedom". (p. 26).

The seed of introspective awareness had then been sown, as the

narrator now realizes, and his gradual awakening to consciousness

had begun. The figures which he and "L _" fashion out of the

soft mud of the garden, are thus more than childish play; for they

are a reminder of the Creation itself, and point to the reconstruc-

tion of sensibility which is the novel's theme. The "symbolic

tenants" - the penniless Anthrops - who live in one of the hovels

of the tenement range owned by the narrator's grandfather, represent

the neglected inner self, the presence of which is nevertheless

vital for the growth of creative consciousness. The Anthrops

suggest the Archanthropos or Imago Dei as well as the Anthroparion

of the Greek alchemists - the honiunculus or miniature self one sees

reflected in the eye of another. 	 Because the narrator, as a child,

had glimpses into the harsh, precarious world of the Anthrops - the

"stigmata of the void" (p. 33)- he hadheconre aware of, rather than

callously immune to, 'ian underworld, as well, within which might

still be bred progenies of change". (p. 31).	 The Anthrops become,

therefore, a contributory factor in the growth of compassionate

sensibility: "the golden centre of inspiration, the most subjective

scarecrow earth of all " (p. 32),	 since their predicament creates

within the narrator an awareness of the private contradictions behind

the public masks of self-righteousness and material progress.

The young	 sensitive, emotional response to experience

leads him more and more towards a conviction that the truth and

genuineness of life involves a necessary paradox: the need to be

open and receptive to both success and disaster, and to acknowledge
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both good and evil in oneself. 	 The novel's theme is, once again,

the journey towards this state of wholeness in which the two

opposing selves are reborn as one, and this is the significance of

the main event in the novel - the mining expedition:

L	 was the engineer in charge of the expedition to the
lost womb of a mining town, nine month's journey from Water
Street into the jungle of conception traversed along each
changing river of ascent; the same scale of measurement
emerged when taken from each accumulative deposit of
memory in the garden East of Waterloo to the heights of
Sorrow Hill. (p. k8).

Mention of "Sorrow Hill" (where the epitaphs of Donne and his crew

are to be found) provides an unexpected link with Palace of the

Peacock (1960) and the "nine month's journey" of this novel is the

period of gestation of the new consciousness just as the seven

day journey marks the period of re-creation o± Donne and his men.

The introspective narrator, prone to hallucinatory visions and

sensitive to the imperceptible changes in others and in the environ-

ment, accompanies	 _",the level-headed, practical engineer, on

an expedition to locate the true site of an almost legendary settle-

ment (reminiscent of the Mission of Mariella in Palace of the Peacock)

called Raven's Head, where rich deposits of gold are known to exist.

During the expedition they acquire the services of a prostitute,

Hebra, who (it appears) is connected with the mysterious settlement.

She is of little help, however, and misdirects them in their search.

Hebra, in fact, is the now familiar representative of "the unborn

folk" (p. 53) who is merely used by others for their own selfish

ends, but who is also the silent vessel of their hopes and aspira-

tions:

It was the most difficult trial and conviction for me to
begin to accept the unpalatable truth that we - who sought
to make her our plaything - were her material joke as well
(twins of buried and divided fantasy) and that a price was
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about to be placed upon our heads which would involve us -
whether we wished it or not - in ... the restoration of her
spiritual bridge and sacred mining town. (p. 3).

The search for the lost mining town, like the archetypal search for

"El	 is therefore symbolic of an inner quest for unity,

and (in the "personalities" of the narrator and "L _t) a blending

of art and science to this end.

The final section of the novel is entitled "Raven's Head"

and is the strangest and most bewildering part of the book: a

mixture of allegory (reminding one of Blake), deliberately fragmented

narrative - in which the narrator and "L _" become inextricably

mixed - and odd, occasionally inserted notes written to "L " by

Nameless".	 There is a brief repetition of earlier sections

of the book headed "The Black Rooms" made up of one	 (or

section) from each of the two preceding "books" of the novel. The

allegory of "Raven's Head" is fairly readily recognizable as a des-

cription of the search for inner harmony through an aichemical

wedding of opposites. Traditionally, the first stage in the

aichemical procedure (where the sealed phial containing the prima

inateria and	 water has been heated for forty days and

the contents have turned black) was known as the	 head"

stage. 1 And the "four possible approaches to Raven's Head town

sometimes called Hebra's Town" (p. 6k):

Raven's Head Gate on the north, Hebra's Gate on the
south, the Suspension Bridge on the west and Sorrow Hill
on the east. (p. 6k)

suggest the aichemical quaternity of air, earth, fire and water; the

four elements which "in the chaos are merely co-existent and have to

I
See E.J. Holmyard, Alchemy (Pelican books 1968) pp. 16/18.
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be combined through the aichemical procedure."1 The description

of "Raven's Head" as a "lost town", entry to which is by four

gates! also suggests the mandala-shaped, gated. "cities" of the

aichemical treatises - "cities" which symbolize the inner self and

wholeness.	 Adocentyn, 2 one such marvellous "city", supposedly

founded by "Hermes Trismegistos" in Egypt, had four gates in each

O± its four parts: the gates of the Dog (north) the Lion (South)

the Eagle (east) and the Bull (west). 	 "Raven's Head" is therefore

an aichemical symbol of the wholeness of Being which the narrator

and his alter ego, "L _" need to discover; and entry to the city

is difficult since "on all sides a siege was laid to the will".

(p. 6k).	 References to "the horse and carriage of the Ancient of

Days" (p. 65) which evokes Blake's famous figure of God creating

the world out of chaos, and the	 or flesthouse of the Quartering

of the Cow" (p. 67) (with its suggestion of the ritual dismember-

ment of the god,one of the signs which point to the town, add both

pagan and Christian overtones to the quest for inner illumination.

In the	 of Reconstruction" which follows, in which there is a

reference to the crash of their reconnaissance aircraft in the

jungle, the "personalities" of narrator and "L .-_-" become almost

interchangeable in the narrative:

Was it he who crept and crawled that last mile to save me
or I to unlock him? I still like to think it was I who
saved L —'s life, and not he mine, in the nick of time
For on that afternoon when I (it was on the tip of my
tongue to say he) succeeded ... (p. 77).

C.G. Jung, "Aion't Collected Works, op. cit., p. 237.

2 See Frances A. Yates, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition.
(Routledge and Kegan Paul 196k) p. 5k.
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There is, in fact, a continual confusion of identity:

It was the quickest rationalization he (or I'?) indulged
in ... The unsettling conviction was dawning within that
they (he and the other) ... might still be involved in a
blind paradox and carriage ( ... I remembered treading in
cloaked awareness of myself or itself) ... (pp. 80/81)

an interpenetration of relationships which creates a sense of unity

and timelessness. The drama of consciousness finally resolves

itself as a dialogue between the narrator ("Idiot Nameless") and

"L _" in which the significance of their relationship is related

to the	 Head" adventure of psychic reconstruction:

The approach to the	 Raven's Head - the
Raven's Head into which we are still to be born like
creatures who may learn to dwell in a state of penetra-
tive relationship and self-exile - cries out for two
admissions. One - a confession or admission of humility

Two - ... a confession or admission of the mystery of
capacity. (p. 107).

The novel's "quest of phenomenal space" (p. i08) through the

juxtaposition of seemingly opposed concepts of time, character and

place within a theme of self-abandonment to the past (and a conse-

quent self-recognition in the present), is conveyed almost entirely

by the use of echoic images, rather than by a narrative or descrip-

tive technique. Harris attempts something like an alchemical

allegory through the "art of memory", in which the alternate

expansion and compression of language and concept (the novel

occupies less than 100 pages) creates, unfortunately, almost

insuperable difficulties for the reader. Sentences of over a dozen

lines are not unusual in this novel (see, for example, "If indeed

one were to conceive ... or art, law or love, p. 27, where the

meaning of the sentence can be grasped only after a re-reading), but,

on the other hand, tightly packed images within short, telegrammatic

sentences also appear frequently:

Rumpeistiltekin threads bristled like the wisest whiskers.
A stitch in time saves nine. Cat's eyes fabric. Balloon
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skin pattern. Skyscraper tapestry. The toy cow jump
over the toy moon. I felt a growing animal loss that they
were re-fashioning me and escalating me into the flying
sequence of a dwarf and the lofty imitation of a child.
(p. 79

One's impression is that Harris, in this novel, is engaged in an

inner, esoteric art of memory in which he is testing the medium of

prose (as he had experimented with the medium of poetry) against

his own creative imagination in an attempt to expand the limits of

his fiction still further. The novel appears to be a reculer pour

mieux sauter or what Arthur Koestler calls "self repairs?, which,

since it is concerned with a breaking down of rigid, intellectual

and emotional obstacles:

can only be done by reverting to those more fluid,
less committed and specialised forms of thinking which
normally operate in the twilight zones of awareness.1

But Harris is here concerned with the artistic problems posed by his

own fictional approach, and this perhaps is why the novel takes the

form of an autobiographical record of the past, an open dialogue"

within which a free construction of events is used. to create

"phenomenal associations". (p. 23). The novel conveys something

of the writer's aesthetic concern for his art. For example, in

the "manjfesto" contained in a "letter" to "L -", we read:

Language is one t s medium of the vision of consciousness.
There are other ways - shall I say - of arousing this vision.
But language alone can express (in a way which goes beyond
any physical or vocal attempt) the sheer - the ultimate
"silent" and "immaterial" complexity of arousal. ( p . 95).

This, one feels, is the voice of the novelist as advocate for a

philosophy of the language of fiction. The tone of the lecturer

and theorist is unmista1able, and somewhat distracting; indeed,

Arthur Koestler, The Ghost in the Machine (Hutchinson 1967)
p. 179.
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Harris has lectured on this subject of the "peculiar reality of

language" elsewhere, and more lucidly:

the concept of language is one which continuously
transforms inner and outer formal categories of experience,
earlier and representative modes of speech itself, the
still life resident in painting and sculpture as such,
even music which one ceases to 'hear' - the peculiar
reality of language provides a medium to see in
consciousness the 'silent' flood of sound by a continuous
inward revisionary and momentous logic of potent explosive
images evoked in the mind.1

In The Eye of the Scarecrow, the author is clearly concerned with

the use of language to promote vision, rather than specific meaning;

a "future language of possibilities" which arouses the reader's

sensibilities, without coercion, to promote a condition of seeing

and responding without succumbing". (p. 97). The novel appears to

be an experiment aimed at achieving a suitable form in which this

condition may be embodied.	 Harris's interest in the story of

Ulysses' flight from Circe (when, bound to the mast, he is able to

hear and enjoy the	 song without succumbing) as a metaphor

for the transforming quality of a "language of possibilities", can

be traced back to Palace of the Peacock (1960). Donne and his crew,

toiling in the "straits of memory!, are able to tdigest catastrophe

without succumbing to despair. Their situation symbolizes the

drama of consciousness in which "we become more deeply aware of this

community of animate and inanimate features", and which provides an

iunpredictable function and freedom rather than tyranny of response".2

This transformation in depth of human consciousness within a condi-

tion of extremity (reflected in the myth of Ulysses' flight from

Circe) provides the basis of a new novel-form of which The Eye of the

From "Tradition and the West Indian Novel" (196k) in TWS, op.
cit., p . 32.

2	
op. cit., pp. 53/5k.
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Scarecrow is a tentative experiment. And it is the informing vision

of Harris's next novel, The Waiting Room (1967).
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(Iii) The Waiting Room (1967)

In a lecture delivered at the University of Edinburgh on

30 January 1967, Harris, referring to the myth of Ulysses' flight

from Circe, said: "a reconstruction of this myth in poem or novel

in our age would be, I feel, a major achievement." 1 That same

year, The Waiting Room was published. Joyce Sparer, in an

illuminating discussion of the novel, considers it to be:

different even from the earlier art of Wilson Harris.
In so far as his experimental work is concerned, it represents
a breakthrough, a leap in artistic development. Many of
his problems in regard to the integration of scientific
mind and poetic imagination have here been solved.2

As we have seen in the "autobiographical" The Eye of the Scarecrow

(1965), Harris had experimented with the idea of incorporating,

within the framework of the myth of Ulysses' flight, the opposed

artistic and scientific attitudes. Art (the narrator) and science

(the engineer,	 _,) were engaged in a dialogue and a common

quest: an aichemical opus. The creative spirit was seen as a

Ipider of science" and the engifle5 bridge became both tta trap-

door and a poem". (p. o).	 In The Waiting Room, however, this

idea of the necessary co-existence of science and art, of "dead"

language and "live" vision within a framework that allows both

arousal and freedom of response, is expanded still further. For in

the symbolic figures of the blind Susan Forrestal and her present

(living) husband and past (dead) lover, Harris is also directly

concerned with the universal struggle for balance between the male

and female principles of human relationships. In this novel,

therefore, Harris has arrived at a type of fiction in which, althougii

I	 TWS, op. cit., p. 52.

2 Joyce Sparer, "The Art of Wilson Harris" (New Beacon Books 1968)
p.26.
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no characters exist in the conventional sense (the novel is conceivel

as a process of memory within a single consciousness which contains

all the	 the echoes and implications emerging from

the narrative illuminate the universal dilemma of divided Nan.

The theme of psychic reconstruction in which self-knowledge is

acquired through arousal in a state of extremity, is now contained

within a novel-form that itself mirrors this condition of extremity.

As Kenneth Ramchand observes:

the statuesque person, the inanimate relics in the
room and the absent lover are bound together in the
waiting room, in the way that the enthralled Ulysses was
bound to the saving mast while his crew moved free on the
deck below ...

But the novel, in embodying the myth, becomes emblematic of a great

deal more than the "'hopeless', 'historyless' West Indian

For the myth may also be seen as an archetypal expressiorof the

ego's need to recognize, through personal crisis, the existence of

the "Other" - the opposing self - without being destroyed in the

process.	 The Waiting Poom becomes, therefore, a "species of

fiction within whose mask of death one endured the essential

phenomenon of crisis and translation". (p. 79)."

Like The Eye of the Scarecrow (1965), the novel-

takes the form of a "disjointed diary": the damaged "log-book"

(we are reminded of Stevenson's burnt poems at the end of Heartland,

196k) which survives the explosion that kills the Forrestals and

I	 Introduction to Palace of the Peacock, op. cit., p. 5.

2	 Ibid.

3 For a discussion of the psychological basis of the "Lorelei
phantasy" in literature see Karl Stern, The Flight from Woman,
OP. cit. pp . 171/172 et passirn.

k All quotations are from the 1967 edition.
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destroys their home. 	 The "Author's Note" at the beginning of the

book warns us, however, that this diary is evidence, not of a

particular series of events in the past, but of the fact that Susan

Forrestal "and possibly others" were "engaged in an art of fiction

peculiar to themselves". (p. 9).	 Susan, totally blind at forty

as a result of an incurable eye complaint, had been deserted by her

lover after a violent quarrel. She had then married the consider-

ate, though featureless, Forrestal; but finds herself unable to

forget her former lover whose memory becomes, for her, a startling,

dynamic presence deeply affecting her attitude to life and to her-

self.	 Her blindness (like Ulysses' condition of physical

immobility) allows her to reconstruct in a fluid, creative way,

without the distractions of fixed, visual perception, the fragmented,

disorientating relationships which have been the substance of her

life. Lover and husband become indissolubly linked in her mind -

made peculiarly receptive to "Unknown modes of being" by her

"helpless", blind condition - and she begins to "see" how unthinking

and self-deceived she had, in fact, been in the past. Her lover,

whom she had known before she lost her sight, and her present

husband whom she had met when already blind (and whom, therefore,

she has never seen) are, at the outset, seemingly antagonistic

principles - the one of sexual abandonment, the other of prudence

and watchfulness. The lover is a "thief", in leaving her but

retaining her love; while the husband is a "watchman" who, by his

solicitous but oppressive attentions actually makes it difficult

for her to achieve "a depth of self-knowledge". (p. 6k):

Amazing how much he actually knew about her. It dis-
concerted her because he seemed in the end to deprive her
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of an obsessional fruit of knowledge she cherished
(p. 62).1

By virtue of the "log-book", which contains entries from all three

lives, and which now begins "to assume the symbolic proportions of

a raft" (p. 6i) upon which her memory seenis to drift, she recon-

structs and re-experiences the past.

Gradually, she comes to realize that her rles as loved,

abandoned mistress and blind, helpless wife, had been disingenuous.

She had secretly "overemphasized the rle of domination" (p. 36),

and had, in fact, herself been guilty of attempting to control and

use both lover and husband. 	 In the section entitled "Image of

Conquest", as she strokes the horns of the antelope's head on the

wall (a trophy and gift from her lover), the action 2 takes on the.

symbolic meaning of sexual possessiveness:

And in fact - as she stroked the 	 and "deaf"
beast that had been flayed and pinned to the wall, it
gave her, in tune with everything else, the thrill all
over again of pursuer and pursued, the thrill of
execution ... and she drew the nail of one finger
across her lips ... like the breath of a sceptical axe
upon his neck where he stood pinned to the wall. (p. 58).

It is lxi the sexual act itself (brilliantly conveyed in the section

entitled tOpeationt? by a near-miraculous blending of images to

suggest both intercourse and Susan's actual eye-operation) in which

a loss of individuality, of mental consciousness, makes possible the

abandonment of the self to the "Other", that a good deal of the

novel's "action" occurs. Susan now understands that in the

I
It is interesting to notice bow her hubris of self-concern is

also suggested in the image of the "obsessional fruit of know-
ledge" which conjures up Eve's temptation by the serpent.

2 In The Far Journey of Oudin (1961) Beti's fearless stroking of
the bull's head is also connected with her View of love as a
romantic adventure.
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argument with her lover, although she had angrily told him to leave,

she had actually wished "to bind him to her in spite of anything

spoken to the contrary". (p. 71).	 His departure had forced her

to face the truth of her relationship with him, just as now, years

later, she comes to realize that her sexual domination by both

lover and husband had come from the despair which she had herself

inspired in them:

The time had come to insert key into lock. •.. Gaoler
of and gaoled sensibilities.	 It was an architecture of
baffled, indeed baffling, emotional authority in which he
was involved, trapped far back by his own devices in the
shout and gold of person and thing. ... He was filled all
at once with rage at his own incapacity. N1ght as well
strike out.	 Rape in broad daylight. 	 (pp. 23/29, author's
italic sJ.

But both lover and husband also gain deeper knowledge of

themselves- through their relationship with her. 	 In a sense,

Susan is the "waiting room" in which they learn to re-assess their

motives and reactions: it is almost as if the antique shop (owned

by Susan and her husband) and the Forrestal house are extensions of

her own mind:

Through the blind or curtained window where 	 [the
lover] sat and watched FROM WITHIN HER SKULL, the tops of
vehicles could be seen as they passed ... (p. 15).

And in their sexual relationship with her each:

was as helpless as she and in process of being
informed by her about himself as if she were his most
intimate victim or soul and companion in debauchery,
whose visualization of the spectacle of the past made
him feel he had no alternative but to shrink in ultimate
horror from himself. (pp. 39/kO).

Indeed, to both lover and husband she had been a Circe-figure from

which they instinctively sought to escape, but were held against

their will as in a sexual embrace:

It was only the thread of ascent and descent into the
hold of creation she knew to prompt him to bear the
echoing coil of "herself" she drew like the snake of time
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in itself around "him" jThe lover] ... And he Ethe husband]
knew himself truly bound ... enmeshed in her wild close plea
and spirit as he fled ... (p. 52).

In the "common flesh" which all three share, however, a new, fluid

relationship emerges, and Susan's pregnancy, in her forties, is

symbolic of this new consciousness whose features, though unknown,

must inevitably bear a relationship to both the "seen" lover and

husband. 1 At the end of the novel, in an episode placed,

significantly, in the Guyana interior, symbol in Harris's work, of

the creative womb of nature: in "circumstances of unpredictable

light or shade bordering upon the density of the remainder of the

world": (p. 711.) lover and husband (never entirely distinguishable

entities) undertake a "voyage in pursuit of the nameless river of

the world" (p. 77) in the	 cave of	 (p. 79).

This is symbolic language for their inner journey of self-discovery

through their sexual relationship with her, and the snake which

kills "Susan's man" (an Amerindian guide who is identified with the

lover), the "explosion of memory" (p. 77) which he experiences and

the actual explosion which kills Susan and her husband are used to

convey the idea of their final physical, orgasmic 	 as

opposed to their spiritual "translation". The "log-book" which

survives becomes:

the cradle of fantasy, paint of restoration, instinct for
depth and survival: uncanny depth, living distance, joints
of catastrophe, the mesmerism of being fractured and remain-
ing whole. (p. ki).

Harris's use of synaesthesia, the incongruous mixing of

sensations and images:

Stricken blind. Iceball or eyeball. In which she felt
the incongruous root of memory - green stem or leaf.

By now they are no longer opposed concepts, but intimately
related within Susan's consciousness.
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Incongruous marriage of sensations - spiked heel, pool.
needle of doctor and patient, joystick ... pilot
space. (p. k5)

at first confusing but none the less convincing at a sensuous level,

is perfectly suited to convey the heightened sensitivity of the

blind Susan.	 The oddly scattered images within the "waiting room":

part-present, part-past, part-future, it seemed -
was falling through the dust of space, axe of memory,
chopping sea, flying chip or vessel whose strain, leash,
trough and course had become participle of its own crust
and loaf - headless plunge ... ocean ... devouring
perspective, joint, ground (mill of the gods),
species, felled season. (p. 5k)

suggesting the shattering impact of the explosion that kills the

Forrestals (as well as the emotional disorientation of Ulysses,

bound to the mast of his plunging ship) are nevertheless held

together by the central symbol of the blind woman - the "waiting

room" - within whose consciousness the novel gradually unfolds and

is finally drawn together again:

She drew him closer still within the skin of another
incongruous skeleton they shared, flesh or wood, swimming
in the glass of their shop window within and without.
Antique display.	 Waiting room. (p. 80).

The Waiting Room, then, illustrates the extraordinary

"formlessness within 	 towards which Harris's imaginative

exploration has, so far, led him.	 It is an art of extremity

involving the writer's abandonment to an intuitive force within,

or, as Harris himself expresses it:

a vacancyt in nature within which agents appear
who are translated one by the other and who ... reappear
through each other, inhabit each other ... push each
other to plunge into the unknown ... a constitution of
humility in which the 'author' himself is an 'agent' in a
metaphysical dimension compounded of losses and gains .1.1

I	 "Interior of the Novel", op. cit., p. ik6.
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Harris's work suggests the art of fiction which Herman Hesse, in a

curiously prophetic remark, visualized as the novel of the future:

of "the day after tomorrow":

an art whose laws and forms do not yet exist. It
will be an art which is no longer the representation of
events and relationships, but only the revelation of the
inner psychic realm of a single isolated human being.l

But this does not convey the full significance of	 art; for

in his uovels, events and relationships are incorporated within the

inner realm not of a "single isolated being", but of a universal,

unpredictable and heterogeneous consciousness. In this regard one

recalls his interest in the "anti-novel of the French" and in the

work of Beckett and Joyce, Irish writers whose novels reflect the

sensibility of a people who, like the French, "have experienced some-

thing which bordered upon a state of tragic humiliation and eclipsel'2

The deliberate "incoherency" of the work of Beckett and Joyce has,

for Harris, a certain obvious relevance to the West Indian condition

of "historylessness", the writer's need for a new diverse conscious-

ness that would reconstitute a unity at the heart of a historical

"holocaust of sensibility": 3 the trauma of the middle passage.

Having developed, in The Waiting Room, the technical approach which

(by its author's total creative and subjective "sacrifice" to the

work) could embody both	 and "formlessness", "gains" and

"losses" in a single, sustained act of memory; Harris turned again

to a Caribbean locale.

G.W. Field, Herman Hesse	 • ci-., p. 92.

2 Wilson Harris, "The Unresolved Constitution"	 Vol. i.k Nos. 1
and 2 (1968) p.

3	 Ibid., p. 1F.
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(IV) Tumatumari (1968)

Like The Waiting Room (1967), the novel is conceived as

taking place within the consciousness of a woman who, in a condi-

a
tion of acute deprivation and emotional tuma (she is suffering

the effects of a recent abortive pregnancy and the sudden violent

death of her husband), gradually learns to "re-conceive" the broken

past.	 It is, in effect, a regressus ad uterum or return to chaos

by a process of creative memory in order to reconstruct an

"authentic" existence. Derek Walcott, in a poem which remains one

of the most accurate and despairing comments ever made on the

iniquitous heritage of the middle passage, has written:

Something inside is laid wide like a wound,
some open passage that has cleft the brain,
some deep, amnesiac blow. We left
somewhere a life we never found,	 -
customs and gods that are not born again

Tumatumari is, in a sense, an attempt to free the creative imagina-

tion from the prison of historical, "dead" time - to "repair" the

damage done by that "deep, amnesiac blow". And Prudence, immersed

in the "well of the past" atop Tumatumari Fall , suffering but held

by the unmoving "Eye" of the Waterfall, reaches through her helpless,

deprived condition to a truer knowledge of the past. 	 It is a

process of anamnesis.	 To this task, Harris, at the height of his

powers, brings to bear his extraordinary creative genius.

Prudence stands for the complex womb of Man and Nature, the

source of life and the cruel muse of death. The dream (with which

the novel opens) in which she goes down to the river and finds a

floating "head" - symbol o± both her lost child and dead husband -

1 Derek Walcott, "Laventville" The Castaway (Jonathan Cape :i965)
P . 35.
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is ambiguous, a dream of death and birth:

Was it lust for self-destruction she cherished? Or
desire for self-creation ...? She lifted the dripping
cradle into her arms. (p. 15).

Her action suggests her future role: that of gathering up the frag-

mented past and nursing it to new life. But it soon becomes clear

that she is also (like Salome) an anima-figure whose love carries a

threat of death. Her husband Roi, an engineer engaged in a hydro-

electric scheme on the Tumatumari falls, meets his death hurrying

home to her. His drowning had been foreshadowed, however:

Even then at that crucial stage of their marriage - the
very day she knew she was pregnant - she had a grotesque
foreboding (which she tried to stifle) of his coming death
by drowning in the falls ThROUGH HER (AS IF ShE WOULD SUIYiNON
HIM, PUSH HIM) ... (p. 28).

And, within her hallucinated memory, her relationship with Roi and

with Rakka (the Amerindian woman who is her helper and "gaoler") is

gradually explored. Roi Solman (who represents science and techno-

logy - the exploiting of the land) is the conscious, "collision-

prone" outer self.	 I-his superficial, though active existence (lth

engineer in me is my devil. Do you follow?", p. 23) is contrasted

with her passive, but vaguely threatening, presence, like the

fall itself (Tumatumari means "sleeping rocks") down which Roi's

boat tumbles and is "decapitated by the Rock which rose to meet him

out of the falls". (p. 19).	 His relationship with Prudence and

Rakka reminds us of the symbolic characterization of Donne, the

Dreamer and Mariefla of Palace of the Peacock (1960) and reiterates

the theme of psychic integration. Roi's exploitation of the

Indians in spite of his description of them as "the conscience of

our age? (p. 35) echoes Donne's brutality to Mariella, and the

death which he meets (symbolically) through Prudence is (like

Donne's death at the hands of Mariella) a consequence of "his capa-
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city for single-mindedness". (pp. 21/22).	 Prudence, sitting

within the half-finished concrete well at the top of the Tumatumari

escarpment (the hydroelectricity scheme is abandoned) has a vision

in which the well becomes symbolic of past and future:

An enormous excitement gripped her - authenticity - in
which her being, the being of the well, the being of the
sky seemed to enfold itself and yet release itself like
the unravelling, ravelling petals of a flower. Disintegra-
tive as well as integrative, ending as well as beginning.
(j. 29/30, author's italics).1

This sense of "tjinelessness", of "authefltjc" Being, continues to

develop within her like the child which she has conceived:

brink of self-knowledge. ... Call it night of the
Amazon ... night of the womb ... staircase ... well
anything ... something which had begun mightily to occupy
her. (p. 33, author's italics).

The pun on the word "occupy" is significant, for she is being pre-

pared for her rle as mother of the new, complex consciousness.

Like the Greek figure Mnemosyne - the mother of the Muses - she

represents the collective memory through which a Return to the

Source is envisaged.	 Harris here seems to gather together all the

threads of his earlier work, and in Prudence's dreaming conscious-

ness, history, myth, racial and cultural ancestry, social and

political division, the development of the Caribbean psyche all

become involved in a re-creative act of memory. 	 in Harris's view,

the "deep amnesiac	 of history has produced a "broken"

individual; a psychic fracture which cannot be repaired in any

ordinary sense of the word: a new whole must be re-constructed

anew through a return to sources. As Fenwick says in The Secret

Cf. the use Harris makes of the weaving/unweaving acticity of
the Penelope figure in Eternity to Season (195k).	 This activity
also reflects the general movement of the novel.

2 Derek Walcott, "Laventville" The Castaway, op. cit.
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Ladder (1963): "it's a question of going in unashamed to come out

of the womb again.t (p. 38).	 The novel's main theme, therefore,

the underlying logic which unifies the whole, is the imaginative

re-possession of the past through a creative act of memory in which

art and science (in the	 free imagination and conscious

technique) are harnessed together within a unified sensibility.

As he lies dying, Prudence's father says of her:

She needs an engineer. Cultural engineer - art and
science.	 That's where the courage for the future lies.

Not simply technological descent into matter (vulgar
ruin). But a far-reaching assessment of the collision
of cultures (nature and society) - the hidden lapis, the
buried unity of man. A new start from the bottom up.
(p. 63).

The aichemical symbol of the "hidden lapis" (the "buried"

self which seeks re-unification with the outer ego) is a reminder

that the success of the quest for origins will depend upon the

seeker's capacity for psychic unity; and Prudence, well on her way

to this unity, now begins the journey into the past. The second

"book" of the novel finds her now "wjde awake" (p. 1+3) after her

"immersion" in the well; remembering her father, Henry Tenby, a

historian and mixed creole whose family of five (one of whom is

very dark and consequently rejected and treated as the	 in

the cupboard") 1 symbolizes modern Guyana with all its social and

political divisions and prejudices. Tenby, the historian whose

"inbuilt prejudice" (p. 1+5) is hidden by a mask of conventional

propriety, had suppressed his own thesis on the population statistics

of 1938 (Harris contrasts this with an actual work, A.R.F. Webber's

A Centenary History and Handbook of British Guiana, Georgetown 1931,

which exposes the shocking exploitation of Negro slaves as well as

of later indentured Indian labourers) as he had ignored his black

A fair-skinned sister, Pamela, "marries white" and rejects her
dark child.
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son and kept secret his frequent visits to prostitutes. As he lay

dying, Prudence recalls, the self-righteous mask had momentarily

slipped to reveal the divided man. Apparently delirious, he had

said:

I thought you knew of my spiritual demise. 	 It started
the day I kept telling myself my family - kith and kin -
came first.	 I needed money, respect.	 Cornered.	 I must
put up a front for you and for society. (p. 62)

and she now begins to see that his life of self-deceit was not simp]y

a personal failing. Her later memory of the political meeting at

which the speaker had appeared to be attacking her father in his

abuse of those who act as	 t'historian[s]of deceptions" (p. 76) falls

into perspective with the realization that the politician, the

historian and. their public have all been victims of the greater

deception of time and history, of "centuries of serfdom" (p. 120);

and have beer forced to compromise with a self-defeating, divided

condition. As Prudence's consciousness weaves backwards and

forwards through time (snatches of earlier memories of life in

Georgetown alternate with, and are often superimposed upon, her

experiences at Tumatumari) we see, with her eyes, a pattern emerging

out of all the apparently unrelated events and images in the novel.

The break-up of Guyanese society (in the Tenby family) like the

decay of earlier Amerindian tribal societies, 1 is linked to the

general malaise at the heart of all civilizations past and present:

"misoneism", or the unreasoning fear of new concepts and ideas.

Prudence remembers, in this respect:

the legends she had read of the fall of civilisa-
tions in ancient America. The sudden flight. The
role [sic.] call of vanished populations. ... The head of

I
Their determination to believe that Rakka the half-caste, Roi's

mistress) is barren comes from their fear of new racial ties.
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ruler or rule severed in a flash. So much so the blow
seemed to fuse: to come equally from above as from
beneath - heaven's flats, heaven's tall somersaulting.
(p. 67, author's italics).

One is reminded of Cristo's experience, in The Whole Armour (1962),

of the terrified flight through the forest of whole peoples, all

running blindly as if from some fearful disaster. The passage

suggests both the universal scale of self-destruction inaugurated

by monolithc attitudes - the contradiction between "man who built a

world, and the world he built which made him helpless" 1 - and the

personal hubris of Tenby and Roi Solman, whose symbolic "decapita-

tion" is hinted at in the phrase "the head ... severed in a flash".

The "blow" which seems to come "equally from above as from beneath",2

represents the divine judgement as well as the natural tragedy

incumbent on moral blindnes or single-mindedness.

For Harris, the new "treaty of sensibility" that will bridge

the gulf between history and lived reality; reason and emotion;

science and art - a gulf which still permits mankind to exploit

nature in the name of progress and so invest in self-destruction -

is nothing less than a "new technological age of Compassion". (p.113)

Only by learning, in humility, to accept and digest the contrasting

nature of things - the paradoxes of which the universe is composed -

can Man break free of the one-sided assumptions that have hitherto

guided his life. The terrifying nature of reality, in which alien

1	 rfi7Q	 44.op. C.Lu.1	 .I.7.

2 The line: "heaven's flats, heaven's tall somersaulting" comes
from Harris's early poem "Tropic of Heaven" (Fetish, op. cit.,
p. 7) where the concepts	 and "above" are used to indi-
cate the opposition - as well as the unity - between "diminished"
and "transcendent" Man.
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features continually appear to threaten Mankind's orderly, logical

advance: the fear of the dark self 1 which Man distances and hides

from consciousness at great risk: must finally be faced. 	 Only

when this has been done and 	 Being" achieved, can one

begin to perceive the construction of future events going on within

the broken, disordered past and present.

The implications of such a philosophy of psychic reconstruc-

tion can have far-reaching effects in the field of art or literature.

One has only to think of the revolution in psychology caused by

Freud's discovery of the autonomous unconscious, or of Einstein's

equally revolutionary discovery of the Theory of Relativity; or of

the discovery in physical science of	 matter or "anti-

matter", or, in astronomy, of the "black holes" i the universe

(caused by imploding stars, beyond which whole new universes may lie)

to see how revolutionary Harris's approach to creative fiction may

be. For by setting the creative imagination free in an atmosphere

where "gains" and	 become wholly relative and where no

static values exist, the possibilities of change, of new associa -

tions and new growth, become almost infinite. An example of this

spontaneous free-association of ideas and images occurs at the

beginning of "Book Four" ("Brothel of MaskI) in what must be con-

sidered a remarkable piece of "visionary" writing. The passage is

quoted at length in order to convey something of the cumulative

effect of the imagery:

Now to her amazement something she had not bargained for
was happening. Through her fingers which she locked
across her face like the bars of a cell she discerned upon

I 
Symbolized in the Greek myth of the Gorgon, Medusa (a symbol

often used by Harris) which literally petrifies the beholder;
and may be looked at only indirectly, as a reflection.
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the features of Rock an eye appear. Impossible she cried.
Then trembling all over until her hands shook and fell as
though they carried a new flesh upon them - bruised as it
were by their own prisoner of glory - she pointed afresh
and said - Why not after all? Why shouldn't there be an
eye where a face is? Perhaps she had overlooked it before.
Overlooked the pointed eye of time which was coming alive.
It filled her with the greatest chronological erection of
joy, calendar of fulfilment. The Eye was Clear. Vision
like an arrow. Bombardment upon the retina of the womb.
Clear as crystal in reality. She knew in some fantastic
way it had to do - this Eye - with the resumption of the
conversation between old man as well as old woman of
history (her father wearing the mask of Rakka's mother)
and the waif of the streets (her generation wearing the
mask of Prudence and Roi).

At first she could not cease from trembling within the
Brothel of Nasks - haif-solipsis, haif-otherness - but as
she shook, vibrations were set up which rippled and fled
across the basin of the world - Amazon to Orinico - Atlantic
to Pacific - a continent bedded in rivers and oceans. 	 It
was as if she gained in this way some consolation from
reciprocity, from reaction (call it what one would as it
flowered into tension, stillness at the heart of things):
her father's mask grew tight across hi brow like a shell -
the shell of the sun in the sky - an intercourse of
elements.	 The father of history was an egg upon which
hands and feet were mothered by infinite tragic design -
something drawn from the infinitesimal Rock Heart of the
Well. Upon it - the skin of the shell - Prudence breathed
her inscriptions of tenderness - the curved shell of her
lips, a baby's mask of flesh - all the appurtenances of
anatomy.	 In addition she drew to perfection (it was
amazing that so much detail could be marked upon egg-shell)
the landscape in which he rested - fine microscopic cradle -
hills and plains in relief. An imperishable inheritance
and vista. Total harmony of intention from a grain of
his hair to grass or leaf. (pp. 111/112).

The eye which materializes from the rock is (like the "eye of the

scarecrow") the hornunculus or inner self which Prudence releases

from her imprisoning flesh. The eye-image (representing a deeper

and wider sensibility) then seems to proliferate, one image

immediately suggesting another; from the "eye of time" to inipreg-

nating ("eyed") phallus, penetrating arrow, shining waterfall, eye

of a mask and so to a Cosmic eye - the eye of God - which ranges

over huge vistas ("the basin of the world") but can also observe
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the tiniest detail ("hair to grass or leaf"). 	 Similarly, the

shell-image conveys a number of related ideas: a concealing mask,

the blinding sun, the "world egg" (with its suggestion of the Son

of Man), the tender skin of a baby, a cradle, the horizon itself

"cradling" the hills and distant plains. The whole passage,

because of this complex interweaving of images and their associa-

tions, conveys (before one grasps a particular, rational meaning)

the sense of a new growth in consciousness.

Prudence, overcome by this new awareness through which she

sees the hypocrisy and self-deceit of her father as part of the

general "scandal of history", almost succumbs to an involuntary

revulsion - the "mask of solipsis" (p. 113) - which would allow her

to avoid the responsibility of her vision. She confesses her own

"disparity of understanding", however, and through the exercise of

humility, resumes her "conversation with the muse". (p. ilk). The
"masks" of the past now fall away one by one as we see through to

the inner life of Henry Tenby with Prudence's new, compassionate

vision.	 His "shopping expeditions" in the "Brothel of Masks 1' is

symbolic of his double life of outer respectability and secret

immorality. By these expeditions (as by his tacit support of the

tatus quo) he had contributed to the plight of the "waif of the

streets".	 He had thus mentally "conceived" his divided family

even before their actual physical conception and so helped put the

future "out of joint". 	 But Prudence's compassionate tIeye

recognizes that her father is no more to be blamed than society

itself, since there had always been:

unequal forces whether Right or Left weighted
arbitrarily by Prejudice, contending for her agonised
allegiance in the name of self-interest ... (p. 113).
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And her father, like fbi Solman had tried to make up for his lack

of vision in practical, economic ways. 	 In Tenby's "paper" on the

value of large water conservancy schemes for the Canje area (like

Roi Solman's attempt to harness the Tumatumari fall for hydro-

electric power) there had at least been the beginning of a search

for "a new conception of barren p5mise5. (p. 138).	 So, for

Prudence, what had begun as an act of memory becomes a transforming

vision of herself in relation to the hitherto 'dead' past:

What had started, in fact, with her marriage to Roi,
her persistent researches ... into her father's forbidden
papers ... what had started as an adventure into the
hinterland of ancestors ... suddenly turned into the night
of the womb, deadly serious avalanche, jealous feud.
(p. 152).

Her facile assumptions about the past shatte9d, her husband and

child dead, Prudence (like Susan in The Waiting Room, 1967), embrac

death and descends into the "Well of the Past" experiencing both

pathos and majesty, the	 and experience irrupting from the

fountainhead of nature in all deadly 	 (p. iss). She

is now ready for re-birth: ready to play the "Great Game" of con-

ception - the "Translation of the Gorgon of History". (p. i55).

Tumatuniari, as Joyce Adler has indicated, cannot be judged -

or even read - according to conventional standards:

For example, because the content and form are so com-
pletely one, the development of Tumatumari is not novelistic
or even literary in any usual sense, unless we are to con-
ceive of the work as a long poem, which in a way it is. Its
development is more musical than anything else ...

but because the habit of looking for recognizable "characters" in

fiction is a persistent one (coming as it does out of a long tradi-

tion of novel-writing which Harris calls "the novel of persuasion")

Joyce Adler (ne'e Sparer) "Tumatumari and the Imagination of
Wilson Harris" Journal of Commonwealth Literature,	 No. 7
(July, 1969) p. 2k.
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it is often difficult to accept the disembodied, free-floating

consciousness of	 central figures.	 It is this concern for

"characterization", one feels, which prompts Joyce Adler's questions

about the pragmatic meaning of the novel's implications:

Is it possible to see the present crisis of mankind
rightly, if we view him as one solid mankind only? Doesn't
the use of a single figure like Tenby or Roi to represent
mankind in successive ages imply that there is but a
single human consciousness and. experience in each age?
Who in the recent period, would represent mankind in the
age of colonialism - the man of the British middle-class,
for example, or the man of African origin struggling for
freedom in Kenya?l

This is an important criticism, suggesting as it does the writer's

hubris of an artistic, aesthetic concern with "Mankind", rather than

with men and women; but it also betrays a pre-occupation with a

representation of "events" and "relationships" and misses the

implication of Harrjs's concern with the "carbon", rather than the

(or even	 of personality.	 If one regards the

approach as an IanthropologicaihI (rather than an inner,

aichemical) method, one is apt to regret the absence of:

the internal dynamic encounters and interactions of
separate people or groups of people with often conflicting
experiences, consciousnesses and feelings.2

But the point of Harris's exploration of history via the drifting

cosmic consciousness of Prudence is that only in "timelessness" or

tihistorylessness! can	 or historyt be made meaningful: only

through a confession of humility and "vacancy" can personality

become whole. Human relationships are so complex, so full of hidden

potentialities for paradoxical change and reversal, that the consoli-

dation of character (no matter how "true to life") cannot adequately

I Joyce Adler, "Tumatumari and the Imagination of Wilson Harris"
Journal of Commonwealth Literature, Dp4 èit., pp. 30/31.

2	 Ibid.., p. 31.
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convey this continual flux of possibilities. Prudence is shown,

therefore, as changing, not merely "in interaction with memory

alone" 1 - through a recollection of the past in tranquility, as it

were - but through a genuine immersion (under great emotional and

physical stress) in the contradictory nature of her inner experience

and apprehension of life. This entails a shattering of previous

assumptions - a symbolic death of the personality - as she falls and

is impaled on a rock at the bottom of the waterfall. Tenby and Roi,

far from being three-dimensional representatives of "mankind in

successive ages", 2 are made to embody certain universally-held, but

one-sided, attitudes of mind. They are spokesmen for all ages

dedicated to the consolidation of symmetrical values such as "gains"

and "losses" or "strength" and weaknesst; and their objective

materialism is no less unbalanced than the primitive, fetishistic

subjectivity of the Amerindian folk who are as much imprisoned by an

"organismic" stasis as their civilized counterparts are by an

"organizational" stasis. We need to place Harris's view of the

crisis of mankind within this context; for only then does the full

significance o± Prudence's rle as representative of a new sensibi-

lity begin to emerge. Her marriage to the engineer, Roi, suggests

the necessary wedding of art and science (as her subsequent loss of

both husband and child reflects her need of "arousal") which is only

a prelude to the real peril of authentic selfhood: the

into the hinterland of ancestors" (. 152), the search for "the

hidden lapis, the buried unity of man". (p. 63).

The alchemical references in Harris's work, his concern for

1 Joyce Adler "Tumatumari and the Imagination of Wilson Harris"
Journal of Commonwealth Literature	 op. cit., p. 31.

2	 Ibid., p. 30.
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a "revolution of sensibility" which he expresses as:

an extension of the frontiers of the alchemical
imagination beyond an opus contra naturam into an opus
contra ritual ... the utilization of ritual as an ironic
bias ...

serve to explain both his complex, enigmatic use of language (in

which scientific as well as natural, philosophical and aesthetic

images abound) and his constant juxtaposition of apparently opposed

concepts.	 The "Great Genie" of conception which Prudence learns to

"play", is reminiscent of the dangerous gamehI of the alchemists

whose secret, experimental rituals for the transubstantiation of

gold (couched in deliberately opaque, ambiguous language) had both

a revolutionary scientific and religious, heretical meaning.

Alchemy was, indeed, like magic, a blend of art and science. 	 One

is reminded of Herman Hesse's The Glass Bead Game 2 which may be seen

as an alchemical activity in which Joseph Knecht, the hero, receives

his initiation into the yterium Coniunctionis of Higher Truth via

the ancient Taoist hexagrams of the I Ching.

Harris's vision of a "phenomenal reality" - an all-embracing,

quasi-scientific consciousness (like that Einsteinian absolute, the

constant speed of light, which is not contingent on circumstance)

which is capable of transcending apparent paradoxes; his reference

to this new consciousness as a product of "the medium of Art and

Science"3 also reminds one of Arthur Koestler's theory of the

Wilson Harris, "The Native Phenomenon" CommonWealth, op. cit.,
p. ik8.

2 First published as Der Glasperlenspiel (Fretz & Wasmuth, Zirich,
19k3). In Hesse's work there is also a frequent and significant
linking of'mathematics and music.

3 Wilson Harris, "The Phenomenal Legacy" Literary Half-Yeariy,
Vol. XI No. 2 (July, 1970) p. 6.
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dissociation (because of the explosive growth of the brain) between

Man's emotions ("old brajt) and reason (neo-cortex), and the need

to heal, scientifically, this "split mind" which creates a

"delusional streak" and widens the gap between technological pro-

gress and emotional development:

To hope for salvation to be synthesised in the lab may
seem materialistic, crankish or naive; but to tell the
truth, there is a Jungian twist to it - for it reflects
the ancient alchemists' dream to concoct the elixir vitae.
What we expect from it, however, is not eternal life, nor
the transubstantiation of base metal into gold, but the
transformation of homo maniacus into homo sapiens.1

Joyce Adler mentions the view of the physicist de Brogue that "man

has need of a 'supplement of soul'", a necessary adjunct of Being

which "the spiritual or intellectual guides of humanity"2 must

awaken in him before it is too late; and sees Harris's Tumatumari

as a response to this call.

In Harris's work one is indeed aware of a widely-ranging

sensibility, a continually expanding vision which not only reflects,

but welds harmoniously together, revolutionary, religious, artistic,

psychological, philosophical and scientific attitudes of mind. One

is aware of an intensely individual intelligence which nevertheless

reflects and incorporates the dynamic religious humanism one finds

in (for example) Buber, Tillich, Koestler or Gurdjieff (as in the

won of Hesse or Conrad or Yeats) as well as the psychological

insights of Jung, Heidegger, Eliade and Nerleau-Ponty. Harris's

creative, heterogeneous sensibility seems capable of almost limit-

less expansion.	 In the following, and final, chapter of this study,

Arthur Koestler, The Ghost in the Machine (Hutchinson 1967)
p. 339.

2 Joyce Adler,	 and the Imagination of Wilson Harris",
op. cit., p. 31.
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we shall look at Ascent to Omal (1970) and Black Nareden (1972,

Harris's most recent novel) in which his peculiarly syncretistic

vision reaches outwards still further and serves to illustrate his

own view of the novel as "a kind of infinite canvas".1

4

1 Wilson Harris, from an interview recorded in Kas .-kas, University
of Texas, U.S.A. (1972) p. 52.
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TB EXPMTDING VISION

(I) Ascent to Omai (1970)

This novel, perhaps Harris's most complex and ambitious

work, is a daring attempt to articulate "a philosophy of history

which is original to [the West Indies] and yet capable of universal

application." 1 It is an attempt to escape from the prison of

history by healing the cleavage between "linear", historical con-

ventions and the	 art of the imagination. Con-

vinced that "the sterility of West Indian politics and intellect-

2
comes from the inertia produced by a repetition of "cease-

less catalogues of injustice", 3 the self-defeating tendency to

enbaLn the facts of the Middle Passage and of the exploitation of

the West Indies; Harris is concerned to uncover and explore those

"gateways" in West Indian and Caribbean history - residues of myth,

fable, folk-culture - which reveal subtle, latent possibilities and

perspectives.	 His own attitude to history, therefore, rejects the

"dead" time of the historians: the catalogues of deeds "that

measure man as a derivative industry-making animal, tool-making

animal, weapon-making	 and looks instead towards a re-

appraisal of history in the light of an intuitive logic which deals

with the latent, unpredictable impulses affecting present andfuture.

Historical time becomes relative, factual events become symbolic,

linear1 thematic development becomes cyclical. Ascent to Omai,

Wilson Harris, Lectures (1970), op. cit., p. 28.

2	 Ibid., p. 29.

3	 Ibid., p. 28.
1.3.	

Ibid.
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like James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake (1939) is:

a strange book, a compound of fable, symphony, and
nightmare ... a dream which has freed the author from the
necessities of common logic and has enabled him to compress
all periods of history, all phases of individual and racial
development, into a circular design, of which every part is
beginning, middle and end.1

It is a "novel-history" in which the West Indian hero's quest for

an inner reality and Truth of experience - a new "El Dorado" -

constitutes a complex, liberating and universal theme. V.3. Naipaul,

writing in The Loss of El Dorado (1969) with a historian's sense of

time as a linear, unbroken series of events, chronicles the greed

and cruelty of the Spanish, Dutch, French, Portuguese and English

during their exploitation of the West Indies: the sordid realities

of the El Dorado myth. 	 Harris, however, relies on his own, profound

sense of the "omens of capacity" latent within apparently static

events to explore, not the sordid facts - the loss of El Dorado -

but the creative possibilities of the myth. The novel becomes an

"infinite canvas" upon which static planes no longer exist, and the

reader is freed from an artistic tradition which coerces and

IcaptUesIt2

The clue to Harris's approach to the novel comes in an

epigraph at the beginning:

there is no ground of alternatives but to recover
the "dangerous" chasm, the "forbidden" ascent and seek a
new dimension of feeling - a new oath of humanity. (p . 9)

and this is precisely what the hero, Victor, attempts to do in his

ascent to Omai. The overt plot of the novel can be quite briefly

summarized, although, as we have seen, this apparent simplicity of

the story in Harris's novels is always deceptive. Victor, who has

I J. Campbell & H.M. Robinson, A Skeleton Key to Finnegan's Wake
(Faber & Faber 19 1+7) p . 13.

2 Cf. Harris's view of the liberating effect of Denis Williams's
painting. Page 274 of this study.

3 All quotations are from the 1970 edition.
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made and lost a fortune in the gold and diamond fields of the Guyana

interior, is climbing a hill overlooking a river, in search of his

dead father's old, abandoned claim. 	 During the climb, he is bitten

by a tarantula spider and, feverish and in great pain, has hallucina-

tions.	 His mind goes back to his Albouystown childhood and we dis-

cover that when his mother died in giving birth to him, his father

(a welder by profession who had tried his luck as a pork-knocker ),

driven by grief, had become a drunkard and lecher, finally burning

down both the welding shop and his own borne. The young Victor had

then run away to sea. Now, forty years later, as the past unfolds

("the curtain parted upon a stage whereon his play SOUL was in pro-

gress", p. 28), Victor gains deeper and deeper insight into his own

life: his love/hate relationship with his father and his longing

for an unknown mother. The novel ends as Victor, in a brief moment

of illumination, sees his father fighting the flames of the fire he

had himself started, forty years ago; in his hands the petticoat

of his dead wife - the only thing he had managed to save. Victor

is suddenly flooded with a sense of great knowledge and compassion.

To this thin stratum of meaning Harris adds layer upon layer

of historical, psychological and mythological significance. As one

ventures deeper into the novel, images proliferate in an astonishing

way to produce reverberations of meaning. Victor is an everyman

figure who, early in the novel, comes to represent the people of an

as well as f?Nt world: post as well as pre-Columbian Man.

Like Prudence of Tumatumari (1968), he seems to be the soul of

Caribbean Man seeking, in the "well of the past", the means of a new

birth.	 "Omai" is an Amerindian root-word with multiple meaning

used to suggest the "peak experience" of the mystics - the unpredict-

able flash of spiritual illumination.	 "Omai" is also the mythical
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El Dorado, the "lost worlds" of Rorainia and Atlantis: a place which

exists and does not exist - a "hill of cloud". 	 ascent of

the hill has an archetypal significance: one thinks of Moses'

ascent of Sinai, the "eight-fold path'! of the mystics, Dante's hill

of purgatory. There are echoes of a symbolic retracing of the

Middle Passage.	 Certainly Victor's father is an ancestral figure

peculiarly Caribbean:

A man of no definite origin ... fresh from slavery,
fresh from the factory, rum-soaked labour ... and he
(Victor) felt his eyes being welded too, soldered too by
frustrated divinities (copulation of idols - Africa, Asia,
Europe) ... (p. 31).

He is representative of Caribbean Man, but also of Man in general.

His name, Adam, suggests the original/Inner man - the "Archanthropos"

or "Imago Dei" who is judge of living and dead, as well as the

IIAnthroparjonh of the Greek alchemists - the homunculus or miniature

self one sees reflected in the eye of another. One is reminded of

the symbolic tenants of The Eye of the Scarecrow (1965), the

Anthrops, who represent "a golden centre of inspiration" in spite of

being slum dwellers. Adam is a scarecrow figure, ragged pork-

knocker,	 man" (like the "ruined milljonajre" of T.S. Eliot's

East Coker) the father in whose eyes Victor needs to see himself

reflected:

One day he would meet the ruined pork-knocker face to
face, doppelgnger of the heartland ... (p. 19).

Victor's quest is symbolic not only of Caribbean Man's search for

ancestral origins, but also of Mankind's longing for a pre-lapsarian

world.	 And there are deeper echoes, such as the suggestion, in the

appearance of the spectral pork-knocker as a "tabula rasa", a

ddppelgnger with a	 face", of a regressus ad uterum from

which, as in mythology, the hero is reborn. The use of memory as

a means of acquiring the necessary self-knowledge for this painful
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regeneration is a vita], process of the inner alchemy which helps

Adam's son, Victor, to come to a new understanding of himse],f. By

going beyond History and Its crass realities, by achieving a "new

dimension of feeling", Victor, the new Caribbean Man,gains insight

and so breaks out of the prison of History. A new direction is now

possible.

In the novel the "melting pot" of the Caribbean is symbolized

(with a significant shift of metaphor to emphasize a purposeful,

creative reconstruction) by the welding shop, the factory where Adam

works and from which he emerges at the end of each day covered with

black charcoal stains. A man gilded with "black gold": "El Dorad.o".

Victor's search for the "ruined Eden of this Father/Son, God/Adam,

Osiris/Christ figure is a search for a unity of life, now lost. 	 In

the first chapter Victor has a glimpse of "a frail, multiform concep-

tion of unity, terrestrial and transcendental" (p. 22), and as the

novel proceeds, this vision is "imploded" in various ways. First a

rapport is established between living and dead, past and present.

Victor is struck by a falling stone dislodged from above by the

doppelg' nger, and in this state of "unpredictable arousal" is bitten

by a tarantula.	 Harris captures the sense of Victor's very real

panic:

Had he been pushed or stung? BITTEN BY TARANTUlA. OH MY
GOD.	 Senses grown dini.	 Elongated.	 Telescope of pain.
Faint pole to pole.	 Tripod of ice to tripod of fire. 	 OH
MY LEGS. (p. 2).

as well as the symbolic meaning of the "spider transubstantiation" -

the idea of the trickster/shaman's initiation of the neophyte in a

rite de passage. The initiate enters a trance-state or liniboin

which arcane knowledge ("gnosis") is acquired as part of a process ci'
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inner "bec oniing":

The shock of inoculation (deliverance and protection),
translation of the jaw of the spider, eye of the spider,
with the omnibus of ascent, healing waterfall, imbued him
with a brooding mirror and conception ... (p. 26).

Victor is now aware of a IgatewaytI or "time1ag" of consciousness

as the frontiers of memory are pushed back. The first memory-

image to return takes the form of a "hallucinated spear" which

"flew and arched into the fourth milestone or door in his side"

(p. 28) - the memory of being prodded in the side, as a child, by

his drunken father.	 Like Christ (who was also victim and victor)

he now carries an Amfortas wound of suffering, humility and com-

passion.	 Later on, the aeroplane flying overhead (inside, in a

timeless limbo, a cosmic/fantasy trial - his as well as 	 - is

being held) which, glinting in the sun, dazzles Victor's eyes, is a

reminder of his childish efforts at father/self identification, when,

hidden from view, he had trained the sun t s rays from a mirror into

Adam's eyes as he emerged from the welding shop. At this point the

reader has the curious impression of looking forward into the past

from the present and backward from the present C, Adam's claim has

as its headboard a piece of metal from the wrecked plane) into the

future (the plane is heading for disaster on Omai). Past, present

and future now co-exist.

It soon becomes clear that the "cosmic trial" with which

Victor is now obsessed (like the "Anancy Trail", p. 23, which he

has undertaken to follow) is the painful, introspective confronta-

tion with himself which he has always put off:

It was in fact, a profound bitter question of confronting
the legacies of the past in which he and all men were
involved through parent and friend, employer or employed,
trader or trade, captor or captive, etc., etc. (p. k5).
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It is not only the actual trial of his father, Adam, who had set

fire to his workplace and home forty years ago, but also the trial

of the Caribbean - indeed of the t?revolutionaryt claims of the whole

Third World.	 Victor is both judge and defendant, for the trial is

an attempt to re-define the inner perspectives and feelings which

have produced a particular attitude to history and identity:

For the truth was since he felt himself and the prisoner
now truly in the same abnormal, ill-defined dock, it be-
came clear to him how subversive such a feeling was 1 half-
suicidal even, half-consenting to doom like Nayakovsky's
cloud in trousers. (p. 53).

This reference to	 Cloud in	 a work by the Russian

poet Vladimir Mayakovsky who used his poetic gifts to champion the

Revolutionary llovement and who unaccountably shot himself in 1930

when the Movement was at its height; is at first puzzling. Harris

is as unlike Mayakovsky the "agitator and bawling ringleader", the

"roaring lion" of the Revolution 1 as it seems possible to be. But

in fact he is proposing an ideology no less subversive than that of

hayakovsky's Marxist socialism: the rejection of all one-sided

biases and the incurring of 	 necessary burden of authenticity"

(p. 96) which would make possible the re-discovery o± a transcendent

reality - a "higher" court of judgement. Adam cries:

• I challenge the constitution of this court.	 Too one-
sided I say.	 How can it have personal authority over
me when it cannot feel ...? (p. 59).

Harris's poem, "Fetish"2 is used by the defence as evidence

of the "new experimental source of wealth" present in "the rubbish

of civilizations" (p. 72). For the poem which is about the genuine,

sacramental and creative potential existing within apparently absurd

See Vera Alexandrova, A History of Soviet Literature 1917-196k
(Doubleday 196k) p. 61.

2 Title poem of the collection Fetish (Guiana 19k1), op. cit.
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and irrelevant ornament, mirrors the Caribbean condition of "history-

and "rootlessness" in which possibilities for real growth

nevertheless exist.	 The poem, like history itself, if looked at

from a conventional, pragmatic angle is:

Fortuitous and meaningless really.	 If viewed, on the
other hand, as an omen of grace, it possesses, wLthin
every cloak of darkness, a frail light •.. And it also
brings alternatives within history ... ( p . 76).

The main object of the "trial", therefore, is the re-appraisal of

history through the compassionate, creative reconstruction of the

past; and the judge records not only the facts of the case, but

also:

the other silent voices he felt beneath everyone
and everything: mute sensations ... that returned to
address him as if he, himself, were on trial, and what
had not been said then was endeavouring to be heard now.
(p. 787 author's italics).

Incidents and memories of Victor's childhood now return with added

significance.	 He realizes that he had in a sense "died" many times

as he had outgrown each stage and "prison house". of life. The

ripples caused by the stones which he had thrown into the

Albouystown canal as a child now become significant of his inner

development: each ripple is an lepitaphtI, each with a name reminis-

cent of a particular childhood memory or impression. There is

actually a diagrammatic representation (p. 90) of this growth-image,

labelled "Factory of the Gilded Man" (El Dorado) which suggests the

cyclical, rather than linear, progress of history. The "Factory of

the Gilded Man" also represents the circular action of the beams of

light radiating outwards from a central lighthouse. It is:

A revelation of unruined consciousness that went to the
heart of the human brain or hell on earth by, as it were,
persisting through and within all ruined personality, like
a salutiy lighthouse within and beyond desolation or
claim, fortress or wall. (p. 50, author's italics).

It is also a reminder and symbol (as in Virginia Woolf's To the

Lighthouse, 193 0 ) of the order and permanence at the heart of chaos:
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the buried, inner self which makes spiritual regeneration possible.

The novel (again, like Finnegan's Wake) is a strange echo-

chamber in which language is used to create multiple meaning;

although Harris relies on complex imagery and symbolic associations

of ideas rather than on verbal and linguistic mutations, as Joyce

does.	 The language is at once diffuse, its long sentences

radiating in many directions; and compact, with allusion and

metaphor packed tightly together:

The voluminous hill or coat to which he clung, sanctifi-
cation of motherhood, intercession of motherhood, turned to
limbo in his side: mirror in his side: whose exploding
venom coiled around him like magnesium - acid flame, blue
lightning, welder's mask, visor and tool, tarantula.
( p . 31).

Here the hill becomes his dead mother's petticoat, an early

(or "epitaph") behind which he hid as a child and which he now

learns to reject because of a new-found self-awareness - the wound

in his side. The burning pain of the spider's poison recalls the

blue welding-flame wielded by his	 visored father whom he

now begins to see with more compassionate eyes. It is typical of

Harrjs's writing that even a blade of grass can reflect a whole

universe of deprivation:

A blade of grass pricked him. Re plucked it, chewed
it like a rag - daydream - pillow, green flag, cradle
(porknockers barrel floating in cloud, oceanic tub,
ailing subsistence, middle passage). (p. 33).

This multiplicity of images, like the odd, fragmented appearance of

the writing, is aimed at a deeper level of response in the reader

who has to enter, as it were, into the novel's aichemical process

of creating "a new experimental source of wealth". Adam's plea:

"I sought to unmake myself to make something 1 had lost before I

was born" expresses not only the alchemjsts' attempts to create by

synthesis the aurum non vulgi from a formless prima materia
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but also the artist's desire to break down existing rigid linguis-

tic conventions so as to re-create a New Universe of Art - a

dimension of feeling".	 There is, however, an undeniably esoteric

level at which the novel's language functions. Images and ideas

recur which appear to reflect Harris's own interest in the ancient

hermetic art of memory. The	 of aiity? for example, gain

in. significance if (following Harris's own inclination for making

odd puns) one refers to the "Decans" of hermetic tradition - the

gods of the Egyptian cosmos, sacred images or horosoopes which could

exert demonic/chthonic influence over human life. The orderly

arrangement of striking images and emblems in the diagrai of the

"Factory of the Gilded Man" is reminiscent of the sixteenth century

memory theatre of Giulio Camillo, and is related to the divine

and	 of hermetic art.	 In Ramon Lull's Ljber de

Ascensu et Descensu Intellectus (151.2), for example, there is one

such "divine ladder" the first step of which is labelled L.apis

(stone) and the last, Deus (God or Ultimate Wisdom).	 In Harris's

diagram the first "epitaph" or circle is also labelled "stone" and

the final one,	 (Mother of God or Ultimate Compassion).

The whole thing gives the effect of the ripples caused when Victor

throws a stone into the canal, and serves as an apt image of Harris's

technique in the novel, where, as in the work of James Joyce or

Virginia Woolf, intricate patterns are constructed from simple ideas

Iwhich seem to radiate outwards. The diagram is a mandala, and,

like the rings on a cut tree trunk, a measure of growth. It is

also a useful key to the images used in the novel.

A symbolic representation of psychic unity. It is interesting
to notice that William Walsh, writing on Patrick White's The Solid
Mandala, a novel also concerned with the concept of psychic bal-
ance, finds that: "The structure of the novel is composed of
similar movements or concentric circles".	 !Patrick
Vision of Human Incompleteness", Journal of Commonwealth Literatui
July 1969, No. 7, p. 131).
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Unfortunately, towards the end of the book, Earns appears

to enter as omniscient author. There is a thinly-disguised address

to the reader (very much like D.H. Lawrence's much-quoted digression,

in Lady Chatterly's Lover, on the novel as a life-enhancing art) in

which the	 novel, the "novel of manners", is firmly

repudiated:

The truth is, I believe, that the novel has been condi-
tioned for so long by the comedy of manners, it overlooks
an immense poetry of original and precarious features
(p. 96).

This creates something of the atmosphere of the lecture-hall,

especially as there is (for purposes of clarity, one supposes) a

repetition, with explanatory notes relating to the diagram of the

"Factory of the Gilded Man", of long extracts from earlier chapters

in quote-marks:

The third movement or horizon of the dance of the stone
(popularly called Iron Mask) has also been previously
adumbrated in this novel as (see page 110) - "this uncanny
illumination within potencies of disaster ..." (p. 119).

There is evidence here of a certain exegetical impatience, and one

feels that this sort of thing can serve only to distract the percep-

tive reader, and may, perhaps, finally exasperate an uncomprehending

one.	 It is as if in attempting to wnite

... a kind of novel or novel history in which the
spectre of time was the main character, and the art of
narrative the obsessed ground/lighthouse of security!
insecurity (p. 83)

Harni expands his fictional horizons still further, but comes up

against the limitations of language. One is aware of the novelist

attempting, as it were, to elucidate for the reader a work which he

himself has begun to suspect might be too difficult to follow:

Wherever, therefore, in this book I or my characters
speak of vicars of reality, vicar of this or that light-
house, it is intended as a confession of abstinence - of
scrupulous care, illumination rather than unexplored gloss
or conscription of taste or manner upon like/unlike
material. (p. 96).
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Language, for Harris, is a complex possession, "a vision of consckus-

ness", a medium which "continuously transforms inner and outer for-

ma]. categories of experience", 1 and. one suspects that the ideal

readers of his work would have to be rather like the readers

described by Herman Hesse who:

no longer read what lies on the paper in front of
[them], but swim along in the stream of the stimulations
and ideas that come to [them] from what [they] have read.
They can come from the text 1 they can even arise merely
from the shape of the type.

And Harris clearly realizes that the attempt to set language free in

this way: to use it to enhance vision, rather than to donvey

intellectual meaning, brings penalties as well as rewards. As his

own creative vision expands, so the language is continually stretched

to accommodate and evoke the images and ideas conjured up in his

mind:

The curtain parted upon a stage whereon his play SOUL
was in progress. Porknocker's Boudoir. Theatre of
adventure.	 Victor trained his encrusted eye. 	 Geological
and emotional tapestries. Tragedies. Million year old
psyche.	 Curtains of comedy. War paint. Love paint.
Black blonde resources. Blonde black milchcow. Negro.
Indian. White. He felt the humiliating burden of
possession and dispossession: metallic loves, conscripted
loves, threadbare loves - uncanny deprivations, manipula-
tions - darkness-upon-darkness - light-upon-light -
wholesale/retail crown - scalp or wig. Absurd mistress.
Matriarchal advocate. (p. 28).

The simultaneous concentration of language and expansion of imagery

maiies this ) a representative passage of the novel, extremely difficult

to comprehend except as an invitation to 	 along in the stream

of stimulations and jdeas" that come to us as we read. Kenneth

Ramchand regards this novel as:

Harris's most concentrated attempt so far to give
sensuous reality to a number of ideas we can infer from
the work.3

I	 TWS, op. cit., p. 32.

2 Herman Hesse, "On Reading Books" (1920) quoted in Theodore
Ziolkowaki, The Novels of Herman Hesse, op. cit., p . 196.
3 Journal of Commonwealth Literature Vol.vi No. 2 (Dec., 1971)p.105.
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and goes on to say that:

If Mr. Harris's novel seems difficult, the difficulty
as Dulan Barber wrote in Tribune (12 June 1970) is 'not
that he is obscure, at all, but that our viewpoint is so
much narrower than his'.1

Harris himself, in this novel, certainly seems to be aware of the

difficulty facing the reader, and appears to be chafing somewhat

against the barrier of language; the essential intractability of

words as a medium for his constantly expanding vision. Earlier,

he had written:

The constitution of history as it affects the Caribbean
and the Guianas is one which the creative writer is pro-
foundly qualified to explore, I believe, provided he can
suffer again through his work the ancestral torment of
finding his tongue seized again as if he had become a
dumb thing without voice or language.2

This suggests the need for a renewal of authority of the writer's

voice, a re-appraisal of imagination: and it is significant that,

before he produced Black Marsden (1972), his most recent work (and,

like The Waiting Room, {i967J, a new departure) he wrote two volumes

of short stories, The Sleepers of Roraima (1970) and The Age of the

Rainmakers (1971), which are explorations of vestigial Carib myths

and legends. These stories, many of which portray a young child

undergoing an initiatory rite, seem to represent another reculer

our mieux sauter (as did The Eye of the Scarecrow, 1965), another

attempt at self-renewal in terms of extending the historical scale

and of re-vitalizing language and symbol. According to Mircea

Eliade, the importance of myths and legends is related to their

value as methods of awakening inner resources through a genuine

recovery of the past by anamnesis. As he puts it: "a true

historiographic ananmesis finds expression in the discovery of our-

Journal of Commonwealth Literature, Vol. vi No. 2, op. cit.,
p. 105.

2 Wilson Harris, "The Unresolved Constitution", op. cit., p. kk.
My underlining.
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solidarity with these vanished or peripheral peoples." In this

way, "man enters deep into himself". 1	Harris's interest in the

vestiges of Carib myths and legends as precisely such a fertilizing

process was already made clear in his 1970 Edgar Mitteihoizer

Memorial Lectures (entitled "History, Fable and Myth"): and in

The Age of the Rainmakers (1971) he underlines this as his aim in

the short stories:

The profound necessity remains therefore to begin to
unravel these contradictions within oneself and, by a
continuous relativizing [sic] process, extend one's
horizons beyond the terrifying partiality of an age into
a conception of the native as a curious host of conscious-
ness. 2	-

The stories themselves constitute a kind of re-sensitizing process

in which the known history of the Carib tribes is "sabotaged" from

within by Harrjs's creative re-construction of myth and legend. A

"host	 generally dismissed as superstition and primi-

tive savagery by historians, is imaginatively unearthed, and a gate-

way opened on to a primordial ab-original time. The language, too,

in keeping with the theme of initiation of young children into the

true history of the tribe, is simpler, more direct, fed, as it were,

from a native landscape of images, especially since events are often

related from the chilcPs point of view. It is not my intention to

discuss these stories in detail, but it is clear that they represent

a return to a "First Cause" (or ancestral time) and serve an

apodictic purpose for the writer, offering a breathing space, a

means of freeing himself, as it were, from the weight of "dead"

time.	 They also represent, therefore, a necessary activity.	 As

Mircea Eliade observes:

whatever the gravity of the present crisis of the novel,
it is none the less true that the need to find one's way

1	 Mircea Eliade, Myth and Reality, op. cit., p . 136.
2	 Author's note, p. 38.
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into "foreign" Universes and to follow the complications
of a "story" seems to be consubstantial with the human
condition and hence irreducible. 	 It is a difficult need
to define, being at once desire to communicate with
with "strangers", and share in their dramas and hopes, and
at the same time the need to know what can have taken
place.

This reculer pour mieux sauter, however, is only a stage in a more

complex process - the oeuvre itself - and the writer himself admits

that there is a subtle connection between these stories and Palace

of the Peacock (1960)which he did not, at the time, recognize:

Even when actually working on Yurokon. [one of the
stories in The Sleepers of Roraima,(1975)] I did not
intellectually grasp the connection. But the intuitive
correspondence was there nevertheless. 	 It is, in fact,
more than an intuitive correspondence. 	 It is, I believe,
an objective validation of landscape-in-depth - the shock
of great rapids and complex landscapes and forests - play-
ing through memory to confirm perspectives of imperilled
community and creativity reaching back into the Pre-
Columbian mists of time,2

Indeed, Harris (in the same talk) clearly regards the reconstruction

of the Carib myths and legends which his two collections of short

stories represents as:

an objective parallel whereby it may be possible to
test and validate the intuitive authority of a work of
the imagination ...3

Having, as it were, re-established his considerable authority to

speak through "the revitalised fauna and flora of legend, in an

age of renascence when perspectives into the past reopen afreshtj:k

having constructed yet another rung in the unique ladder or scale

with which he seeks to discover an "inward dialogue and space"

within the novel, Harris expands his range still further with

Black Marsden (1972).

?Iircea Eliade, Myth and Reality, op. cit., p. 101.

2 "The Native Phenomenon" Common Wealth, op. cit., p.ikk, my under-
lining.

3	 Ibid., p. ikk.
k	 Wilson Harris, Lectures (1970), op. cit., p. 32.
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(II) Black Marsden (1972)

The novel appears to be a complete departure from Harris's

previous fiction.	 To begin with, the setting is Scotland and the

ancient cathedral city of Edinburgh rather than the Harris heart-

land of the South American rain-forest; although the latter is,

inevitably, present, 1±' only in the background: the hero's step-

father, we are told, "vanished in the heartland of Brazil". (p.6k).

Harjs's symbolic language is as audaciously allusive and surreal-

istic as ever:

He clapped his hands again beneath the cloth of his
flesh - clapping a hidden church or choir or theatre he
carried in his lusty camera. I saw now as be clapped
that Knife, sharp as bone or sin, had stepped forth
from him. And that Jennifer too had stepped forth from
him naked as a sea-shell. (p. 21).

He was filled all at once with a sense of the callouses
of infinity (the kiss of gloved hand upon booted foot),
numb climax, freezing danger •.. Had he as private of
space who had conquered the stars achieved his goal, or
as the world's forgotten boot computerized an infinite
cffesolation and an infinite stairway into the ambiguous
family of man? ... (p. k9).

But such passages are related to the bizarre dreams and flights

of fancy which the hero experiences and co-exist with an unusually

(for Harris) lucid and straightforward narrative style which serves

to counterpoint the realistic level with the fantastic level of the

story:

Harp arrived a few days later. I was the only one in
and I ushered him into the sitting room. He insisted he
had had a late breakfast at his hotel and all I could per-
suade him to have was coffee. ... He could hardly have
been more than five feet two inches tall. His legs were
short and his arms long. He wore a long white overcoat -
semi-military, semi-medical. (p. k5).

The novel's sub-title, "a tabula rasa comedyI, hints at

the author's wish to create a New Art, and conjures up the mercurial

spirit of alchemy.	 Indeed, the bearded "Doctor Black Marsden",

tramp, conjurer and shaman, is an ambiguous, Merlin-figure represent-
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ing both the hero's personal (and archetypal) shadow and the

creative, magus-like activity of the author himself. The novel

occasionally pokes fun at some of the permissive society's favourite

obsessions - one of the characters observes drily

The post is free •.. Once you libk the right stamp.
Anything, everything goes into it. This morning I
received a book (from whom I haven't the slightest
notion) entitled... How tc Fuck.(p.kk).

But although there is more evidence than usual of Harris's strangely

austere, ironic humour, this is not a humorous novel, except in the

special sense in which a novel like Herman Hesse's Steppenwoif is.

The novel certainly appears to be something of a departure, but

despite its unexpected setting, its unusually straightforward

narrative style, a closer examination reveals familiar psychological

themes, now in a wider context. An epigraph from James Hogg's

The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner: 1 "1 have

two souls ... the one being all unconscious of what the other per-

forms": is a reminder of the "doubles" in Harris's fiction from

Donne and the Dreamer of Palace of the Peacock (1960) to the young

2
boys in the short, autobiographical sketch, "L.ith and Kin". 	 It

also echoes the victor/victim theme which runs throughout Harris's

work.	 The quotation from Kurt Wiltig's The Scottish Tradition in

Literature3 which discusses the "Caledonian Antisyzygy" - a condition

that gives to Scottish literature an "intense pre-occupation with

First published in 182k. The story concerns two brothers who
appear inimical (but also complementary) to each other. Each
seems to be the other's doppelgnger.

2 Journal of Commonwealth Literature, Vol. vii No. 1 (June, 1972).
(Vide footnote 1, p.Z )

3 See epigraphs on pp. 9/10 of the novel.
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character" where "the problem of a strangely subjective vision of

reality is dominant y t i - further explains Harris's interest in, and

response to, a Scottish locale.

As this study has shown, the Syzygj - the conjunction or

opposition of contrasting psychic elements - holds a deep fascina-

tion for Harris and is germane to his work. 	 His interest in that

precarious point at which known and unknown, past and present,

reality ' and fantasy meet is consistent with his refusal to accept

any apparent stasis of opposites such as the concepts of victor/

victim or conqueror/conquered, whether within Scottish or Caribbean

historical conventions. 	 The theme of Black TIarsden is concerned,

therefore, not only with the self-integration of the hero, but also

with the possibility of a "digestion of catastrophe" within a

historical and temporal gateway:

a 'vacancy' in nature within which agents appear
who are translated one by the other ... reappear through
each other, inhabit each other, reflect a burden of
necessity, push each other to plunge into the unknown, 2
into the translatable, transmutable legacies of history.

This is a philosophy of history as sweeping and as paradoxical as

W.B. Yeats theory of "gyres", 3 but one which is incorporated into

the novel easily and naturally, without any sense of strain.

Marsden is a tramp, a "half-frozen spectre of a man t t (p.11)

whom Clive Goodrich (widely-travelled and wealthy, having won the

football pools) discovers lying in a corner of Dunfe ,1ine Abbey in

winter; and whom he invites to stay in his big house in Edinburgh.

See epigraphs on pp. 9/10 of this novel.

2 Wilson Harris, "Interior of the Novel", op. cit., p. ik6.

3 The "gyre" is an hour-glass shaped double cone, the widest
expanse of one cone containing the tip of the other, O as to
represent the cyclical movement of Cosmic time, thus:
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Soon, thanks to Goodrich's generosity, Marsden's friends begin to

arrive.	 They are Jennifer (called "Gorgon"), a beautiful, but

derelict nightclub entertainer, an obscure musician (Harptt) and a

beggar ("Knife"); and they soon reveal themselves to be aspects of

both Marsden and Goodrich, changing their names and shapes and

acting as spiritual guides appearing in and out of Goodrich's

dreams.	 They belong to Marsden's "open-ended circus of reality"

(p. 13 ) and appear to represent certain psychic elements. 	 There is

a suggestion, in	 name IGorgonI, of the emotional "petri

ficat ion" produced by an obsession with sexuality and the cult of

beauty.	 In a sudden illumination, Goodrich sees Jennifer as "the

beautiful Gorgon plain as a fashion plate wired to a guillotine in

a glossy magazine studio". (p. ik).	 She is contrasted with his
elderly, down-to-earth housekeeper, Mrs. Glenwearie, who is 'a

woman with a heart of gold". Jennifer's role is, however, ambigu-

ous, for she also symbolizes the positive, creative element of

sexual love, just as Knife represents the double-edged nature of

violence in which victim and victor are both affected.	 Harp's

role is that of the unpredictable, buried correspondences within

events which often provide sudden changes and reversals in apparen4r

static events.	 This is illustrated by Harris's reference to the

Scottish legend of the "Piper's Warning" - the music which was played

by a captive piper at the risk of his life to warn his master of an

enemy ambush. The piper was killed, but his master heard the music

and saved himself. During Goodrich's visit (with Knife as guide)

to ttNaxnless u town, he hears this same music, but it has now been

converted into its opposite meaning by the hill-folk. The "Piper's

Warning" now means that the way is clear and that there is no

danger.
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"Namless" (a "nameless", imaginary place reminding us of

the "land that is nowhere" of the Secret of the Golden Flower)

where "everything is turning inside/out" (p. 71), is, in fact, a

testing ground for Goodrich - "a laboratory of startling contrasts"

where Narsden, as "director-general", is attempting to demonstrate

"the repudiation of self-conscious ideologies". (p. 82). 	 At

another level, since Marsden clearly represents Goodrich's dark,

"other self" (Goodrich says "1 knew him though I had not seen him

before" p. ii),	 is also Goodrich's mind which is under-

going a strange and subtle transformation through its possessidn of

hitherto unacknowledged elements:

This was the beginning of my curious and ambivalent
friendship with Doctor Black Narsden ... I was in process
of projecting from within myself upon him - as he simul-
taneously projected his mysterious frame of associations
upon me - an assortment of instruments ranging from a
knife to a harp. (p. 12).

On yet another level, the "tabula rasa comedy of "Namless" of which

Narsden is director-general is simply the play which, with Goodrich's

financial support, Maraden and his friends plan to produce for the

Edinburgh festival. It is to be an ironic 	 rasa drama"

(like the novel itself) in which there will be:

this dawning thread of complex consciousness woven
into every intensity of fabric - complex shores and biases
of memory. Easter Island enigma of birth - every light-
house of soul - on the shores of Scotland and around the
globe. (p. 60).

The diary in which Goodrich records his (real as well as imagined)

experiences, is - again like the novel - a 	 rasa": a "diary

of Namless": (p. 9k) "an invaluable place where trials are con-

ducted". (p. 31).	 It is an attempt to coustruct "a new eye of

the Scarecrow" (p. 9k), and as each "guide's" rle ends, a new "I"

steps forth from the old Goodrich.
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Goodrich's role as patron undergoes a subtle reversal

through contact with Marsden and his "familiars". As he gains

self-confidence and self-knowledge through his trial in "Namless"

and his relationship with Marsden, Jennifer and the rest; he finds

himself becoming indebted to Marsden:

Over the past months he had given clothing, food, money
to Narsden but it was Narsden who symbolized the Bank from
which he had drawn rather than the beneficiary to whom he
had given. He was indebted to Marsden as the most signal
contradiction in his life - a shared community of goods
and dreams. (pp. 5Lf/55).

He finally realizes that he is "equally riddled with the malaise of

the twentieth century - with a bankruptcy of authority" (p. 99), and

when Jennifer comes to him for help (she is pregnant and wants only

the financial security of a "neutral establishment" ,p. 97, where

she may have, and keep, her baby for herself), he is tempted to usin'p

Marsden's position as her guardian, but hesitates to undertake what

seems to him a daring, Promethean role:

For a long time he had had his eye on a flaming pink
cravat and a scarlet shirt but every time he ventured into
Princes Street to buy these, shoehow he couldn't summon up
the courage. (p. i05).

The prospect, however, of being the sole possessor of Jennifer's

confidence and gratitude - "of buying something made of flame, made

of fire" (p. io6) is too much to ignore.	 lie purchases the flamboy-

ant shirt and tie and prepares for his new rle of "underground

bridegroom of fate". (p. 107).	 But Goodrich has unconsciously

succumbed tOA hubris of pride: the desire to turn his new relation-

ship of trust with Jennifer into "a ready-made flamboyance". (p.106)

When he finds that Jennifer has already confessed all to Narsden,

that their arrangement is no longer a secret, he suddenly sees him-

self as a victim of ingratitude and, in a fit of pique, orders them

both to leave. He relents, but it is too late. They have vanished

for ever.
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Harris is advocating a broader, more compassionate view of

life in which Man's "realjstic" right hand knows what his "visionary"

left hand is doing; and the book's message is that disaster awaits

any endorsing of one-sided, static biases. 	 The change must come

from within, however, and one needs to be aware of the "Nameless

Other" (p. ioo) inside oneself:

a pattern of far-flung devious subconscious
intelligences at work through the day-to-day normal
situations of each individual in society. (p. 103).

This is the symbolic meaning of Marsden/Goodrich's inner "tabula

rasa" theatre through which an open-ended view of the world, an

acceptance of the "condition of marvel" (p. 12 ) becomes possible.

It is a private drama of consciousness, but with universal signifi-

cance; and Goodrich discovers "in his private theatre or premises

all the elements of crisis which plagued a civilization". (p. iok).

The novel deals with the paradoxical nature of history and. society

in which "everybody claims he is being pushed. Nobody ever does

the pushing but everybody is being pushed." (p. 73) as well as

with the opposition of inner, psychic forces - the syzygy - and the

writing, therefore, conveys and mirrors the shifting significance

of events, emotions and characters. The narration constantly

occilates between first and third person, often on the same page,

suddenly changes from past to present tense (at the beginning of

chapter ten), and often creates a surrealistic effect;

Goodrich stared into the mirror in his sitting-room
which caught the reflection of the sky outside the window
and also the furniture inside the room so that it seemed
to rain the very objects around him .... As I stared
into the mirror - as into a private page in my innermost
book - I was immersed in that still rain of shared toys
and objects dispersed into the sound of a passing car,
aeroplane, the rattle of a windowpane. (p. 58).
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The effect here is reminiscent of an Escher 1 print, where "fore-

ground" and "background t' are meaningless since the outline of one

figure, as one looks at it, immediately becomes the boundary of

another.	 References to the writings from the "Philokalia",

Apeulius' Golden Ass, Stevenson's Amateur Emigrant, Hindu weddings

in Demerara, the Women's Liberation Movement are boldly and effort-

lessly juxtaposed to serve a common theme: "to define and redefine

the nature of community beyond conformity to a status of hubris"

and, by revitalizing the imaginative life, "to re-assess blocked

perspectives and to begin to digest as well as liberate contrasting

figures." (p.

Harris is well aware of the difficulties involved in

attempting to embody such a philosophy in his fiction. As the

hero, Clive Goodrich says, "It's one thing to evoke a magical

commonwealth (all races, all times). It's another thing to prove

it." (p. '+6).	 And this novel - a "new eye of the Scarecrow"(p.9k)2

is only another stage in an exploration which must continually be

going on, a slate upon which:

Clive Goodrich is given existence and other buried
traumatic existences as well wrestling one with the other
to express a caveat or unknown factor, an intuitive fire
music within the hubris of assured character, assured
rites of passage into death or namless town.

My name is Olive Goodrich. Yet a name is but a cloak
and sometimes a strange denuded nameless "I" steps forth.
A denuded "I" who is absorbed by the mild spirit of an
afternoon like this, or the mild ripple o± a breath of
wind upon the stretch of water near at hand overshadowed
by trees. (p. 91+).

The Dutch artist Maurits Cornelis Escher (1898 - 1972) special-
ized in intricately worked, visual paradoxes.

2 Like The Eye of the Scarecrow (1965), this novel is also "an
open dialogue within a free construction of events". (The Eye of
the Scarecrow, p. 13).
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Asked in an in'terview why he chose to set Black Maraden. outside Guyana,

harris replied:

in. the earlier novels a certain. kind of development is
occurring, and that development runs into this new novel,

The point one has to bear in niind is that -the apparition
of landscape as it comes into the earlier novels is an
apparition which I would think makes clear, in fact, that
there is no absolute ritual vessel within. which the
creative imagination functions.].

Black Marsden, informed by Harris's continually expanding vision, his

wide-ranging irterest, insight and compassion, is an aloheniical vessel

jim which contrasting ideologies, images, cultures and landscapes are

distilled to create a new and. original wealth.

Any study of harris's work is necessarily incomplete, for the

writer v s vision is expanding all the time • He is already at work on

another novel, and. on. a critical study of the development of certain

"perspectives' t within, the -twentieth century novel. A development he

sees as a:

kind of imaginative alteration. of -the manner of the
novel . . . thoui whch one is alerted to visualize new sources
of the imagination.'

It is a development which is also taking place within. his own work, and.

this study, -therefore, can serve only -to indicate something of the com-

plex nature of Harris's vision; and to demonstrate the continuing

exploratory, associative activity of his remarkable imagination,

Kas-kas, op. cit., p. 51

2	
Ibid.., p. 55.
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THE CARIBBEAN SYZY -

The Importance of Mittelholzer arid Harris.

The work of Mitteihoizer and. Harris reflects the two main

currents withiji the Caribbean novel as a whole: the two opposite facets

of the Caribbean writer' a concern with racial inheritance and. personal

identity. Mittelholzer is concerned with the deprivation and. division

inherent in a condition of racial and. cultural admixture; while Harris

regards this same condition as a process of catalysis: the starting-

point for genuine, new growth. These opposed attitudes, however,

serve to complement each other; for they are really the opposite poles

of a diohotomr; what may, for convenience, be termed the Caribbean

Syzygy, Discussing the question of "reality" in American writing,

Lionel Trilling notes that:

in any culture there are likely to be certain, artists
who contain a large part of the dialectic within themselves,
their meaning and power lying in. their contradictions
they contain both the yes and the no of their culture, arid
by that token they are prophetic of the future.1

The importance of Mit-telboizer arid Harris is of this order. Mi'ttelbolzex's

work may be said -to contain -the "no" and. Harris's the "yes" of the

Caribbean realily. An understanding of Mittelholzer's maimed attempts

to achieve psychic wholeness - his deliberate use of schizoid heroes to

project his own split condition - is, I suggest, an essential step

towards understanding (for example) the peculiar nature of V.3. Maipaul' a

irony and despair or the eloquent rages of George Lamming, For in

their work (as in Mitteihoizer' a) one finds the European presence as an

ambivalent, disorientating factor.

The cultural presence of the Old World is always a necessary

ingredient in George L-nhin1ng' a writing, and his stance is one of con-

frontation with the white world. Caliban and Pro spero must be brought

1 Lionel Trilling, Pile Liberal Imagination (Mercury Books 1964) p. 9.
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together again within a new horizon:

for it is only when they work together in the con-
text of that horizon that the psychological legacy of
their original contract will have been annulled.1

Once the ghosts of the past have been thus confronted and - hope-

fully - exorcised, "each can return to the Skin without any inhibi-

tions imposed by the exterior attributes of the Castle." 2 The

need for exile and the urge to juxtapose cultural and racial

qualities of "blackness" and 	 runs through a great deal

of Caribbean writing. Lloyd Brown finds the West Indian novel

significant "largely because of the West Indian's unique position

vis-"a-vis the African past and the Western present." 3 Arthur

Drayton argues that:

The consideration of the Eu'opean factor in West Indian
literature brings us back, therefore, to the urgency that
characterises the sociology behind that literature.

and finds that:

Vidia Naipaul is a curious casualty of the European
factor, with restricted possibilities of further contribu-.
tion, not technically but philosophically, to West Indian.
lit erature .5

Certainly it is in the work of V.S. Naipaul that the West

Indian's sense of inner division, of self-alienation, receives its

George Lamming, The Pleasures of Exile (1960) . 139.

2 Ibid.

3 Lloyd W. Brown, "The Crisis of Black Identity in the West Indian
Novel" Critique Vol. XI No. 3 (1969) p. 99.

14. 
Arthur D. Drayton, "The European Factor in West Indian Litera-

ture" Literary Half-Yearly Vol. XI No. 1 (Mysore 1970) p. 95.

Ibid.
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most precise and disturbing ex:pression. There is a constant drift

towards social and personal disintegration, and images of flight or

shipwreck are prominent. 	 In Naipaul's work, the need is not to

confront Europe, but to preserve and protect the self against the

disorganized, disintegrative elements in the world at large.

Unable to graft himself safely on to a suitable parent-body, the

writer must be concerned to avoid damage to the self. Naipaul is

finally unable to identify himself with the West Indies, with

Europe and the Old World or with India. His work reflects this

resignation to rootlessness:

in a year I had not learned acceptance. I had learned
my separateness from India, and was content to be a
colonial, without a past, without ancestors.1

In spite of their differing response to Europe and to the problem

of racial and cultural identity, however, Lamming and Naipaul are

spokesmen for a shared malaise: the intensely felt crisis of

identity in which there is "something missing' which makes "a true

communication with a society ... non-existent and impossible".3

This overriding necessity to establish one's identity and to pre-

serve the individual's psychic balance in a threatening, divisive

world, is, as we have observed, Mittelholzer's central concern;

and the importance of his work may be seen in the complex psycho-

logical condition which it so accurately represents, and of which

it is a symptom. For this condition of psychic incompleteness is

at the centre of Caribbean fiction. The Caribbean novel is, above

I	 V.S. Naipaul, An Area of Darkness (196k) p. 252.

2 G. Lamming, "The Negro Writer and his World" (vide footnote 2,
p. Z9 of this study).

3 V.S. Naipaul.	 From an interview recorded in Transition No. kO
(Accx'a, December, 1971) p. 62.
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all, concerned with the problem of identity; and V.S. Naipau].

and George Lamming may be considered important and accomplished

exemplars of one main development in Caribbean fiction which can

ultimately be traced back to the work of Edgar Mitteihoizer. This

is the aspect of Caribbean writing in which the writer, aware of

his cultural and racial schizophrenia, unable to ignore or accept

the Old World biases he has inherited, adopts a position either of

revolt against or acceptance of this inherited historical, cultural

and genetic "taint"

The importance of Harris's work lies in the fact that it

suggests the possibility o± a response to the West Indian cultural

and historical reality which is neither a revolt against nor a

passive acceptance of) a divisive situation. 	 Both revolt and

acceptance, the products of this iltural schizophrenia, tend to

be stock responses and are prone to stasis. As Derek Walcott puts

it:

Once we have lost our wish to be white we develop a
longing to become black, and those two may be different,
but are still careers.1

Harris suggests an alternative response which, in refusing to be

subject to sterile ideological biases, allows for a re-interpretatiai

of both history and cultural identity. By pointing to the subtle

"What the Twilight Says: An Overture", Dream on Monkey Moun-
tain and Other Plays. (Jonathan Cape 1972) p. 20.	 In fact,
by describing himself as "the mulatto of style. The traitor.
The assimilator" ("What the Twilight Says", op. cit., p. 7),
Walcott invokes the image of the	 the shaman who
acts as catalyst in the rite de passage.	 Like Harris, he
accepts "mongrelism" as a means towards a deliberately catalyti-
cal art, regarding his ambivalent heritage as a poetic strength,
since it provides, as it were, the negative and positive poles
between which the creative spark jumps.
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correspondences (heterogeneous elements, rather than uniform iden-

tity) 1 within the West Indian historical and social situations, he

witnesses for an openness to genuine, creative change. 	 In fact he

frequently extends the boundaries of the Caribbean to include South

America and the Third World, and attempts to demonstrate the far-

reaching correspondences which, for him, give a truer picture of

history:

To gain an historical aspect of this correspondence in
the modern Caribbean one has to visualize Che Guevara, for
exaniple, as the new tenant of memory within the hollow
monument of Cortes - the new tenant of revolution subsist-
ing upon a devolution or breakdown of historical premises
which has been the fate of Latin America, in a sense,
since the conquest of Nexico. ... It is ironic that
Cortes was a revolutionary of sorts - the unwilling father
of Latin American guerilla action - when he overthrew the
tyranny of Liontezuma.	 This is no apology for the bestial-
ity of the Spaniards - the rape of a people and the sack of
a culture. Yet in that sack is tied up the solipsistic
idealism of the old crusader and the new revolutionary.2

Such a wide, compassionate and open-ended view of history, one

which refuses to set up stereotypes or implacable factions or blocs,

allows for a genuinely creative, visionary response to Urealitytt.

It is an attitude that derives from an acceptance of diversity,

of bastard origin, not as a T?tainttt - a wrong to be righted - but as

a valuable source of new growth. 	 Harrjs's dedication to the task

of' psychic reconstruction, his deep awareness that without contraries

there can be no progression, links him (and through him, the Caribbean

novel) not only with South America and the Third world: with writers

like Alejo Carpentier, Gabriel GarcIa Nrquez and Amos Tutuola : but

also with the visionary aspect of the EurQpean tradition of the novel,

with prophetic and apocalyptic figures like Blake or Eckhart. In

One is again struck by the correspondence of this view with the
fact of Harr js's profoundly mixed racial ancestry which includes
European, African and Amerindian elements.

2 Wilson Harris, "The Native Phenomenon" Common Wealth, op. cit.,
pp. 1k6/i'+7.
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fact with all writers, artists and thinkers whose concern is with

the universal malaise of one-sidedness and for whom creative

imagination is a calling. It is possible to describe his work

as "difficult" or "confusing", but unwise to ignore its importance;

for, as Lvi-Strauss has remarked:

By regarding the hysteric or the artistic innovator as
abnormal, we accorded ourselves the luxury of believing
that they did not concern us, and that they did. not put
in question, by the mere fact of their existence, an
accepted social, moral, or intellectual order.1

Harris's attitude to "reality" is "irrational", but only because

he recognizes that within apparently unalterable events there are

subtle correspondences which are truer than the facts, that a new

vision of reality, a new consciousness, needs to be conceived.

Like Gabriel Garc(a h(rquez, Harris regards "reality" as magical:

a fluid, shifting medium which:

makes for a profoundly revised canvas - a thread
of seif-judgement one embodies in the communication of
new form through old static inheritances ... 'magical
rea1ity ... is radical in perspectives. 	 Indeed, it is
a kind of 'unconditional love', and the tasks of creativity
become enormous	 2

This reference to "unconditional love" as part of the process of

the creative imagination reflects the "matriarchal" aspect of

Harris's work (counterbalancing, as it were, the strongly

"patriarchal" bias one finds in Mittelholzer's) and illustrates his

approach to fiction as a reconstructive, liberating art. An art

which, by incurring "a necessary burden of authenticity, obscurity

or difficulty at the same time", 3 is concerned not only to redress

the balance of the Caribbean Syzygy, but also to heal the divided

consciousness of Man.

I	 Introduction to Totemism (Beacon Press, Boston, U.S.A. 1963)p.2.

2 Letter from Wilson Harris dated 6 February, 1973.

3 Wilson Harris, Ascent toOmal (1970) p. 96.
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APPENDIX 0N

The Six "Chathein" MSS.

(1) Description.:

The MSS. fall into three distinct groups (designated,

for convenience, A, Al, A2; B, B2 and X) as shown in the

following chart.

MS. Description of Title 	 Format of	 Pagination	 Annotations,
Page	 Text

	
Deletions etc.

A	 "THE M1ONEHESS OF RS,
•RkTHAM
By Edgar Mitteihoizer"
followed by anthor's
Farnham, Surrey
address and telephone
no.	 ¶IYyped.	 Pen.-.
cilled. note -top right
hand corner "(105,000
words)".

1 - 219/ A pencilled total
341 56	 of words, Grand

total "(163,794)"
shown on. p. 356.
Part of texts of
other works -
"The Wounded and
the Worried"
(a novel) and.
"A Swarthy Boy"
(autobiography)
on reverse sheets
of text.
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double-spaced
quarto sheets
(Top copy).

B "THE ALOflEMRSS OF MRS.
CHATHAM
By Edgar Mitteihoizer"
Typed, followed by
pencilled note:
"(Page 177 to End)"

MS. Pages 1/176 miss-
ing.

177 - 339 Lightly amiotated.
Each chapter
(after chapter
eight)' shows the
number cancelled
and altered twice.
Deletions on
pp .198 , 199, 202/
206, 212, 213, 223,
334/336.

B2 "THE ALONEHESS 0 MRS.
CHATHAM"
By Edgar MitteTholzer"
Typed.

pp. 170 to end miss-
ing.

169 typed,
double-spaced
quarto sIieets
(second
carbon-copy).

203 typed,
double-
spaced
quarto
sheets
(Top copy)

"THE ALONENESS OF MRS.
CHATHAM
By Edgar Mi-ttelholzer"
Typed. Hand-written-
note, in- ink, at top
right-hand co riier,
"( 78 ,000 words)".
Address staniped wLdex'-
nea-th:
"	 FROM

JOBIt FARQtJHARSON
8, HALSEY USE
RED LIOI( SQUARE
LONDON, W.C, 1

1 - 77//	 Lightly annotated.
80 - 104// Pencilled inatrac-
108/	 tions to composi-
111 - 120 tor and textual

addition in- ink

(on page 1 not
In. author's hand,
Author's pencilled
MS. annotations on
reverse pp. 207,
208.
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MS. Desoriptioni of itle	 Format of	 Pagination
	

Axnotations,
Page	 Text
	

Deletions etc.

1. - 169	 Heavily annotated.
Nthnerous deletions
and additions in
author t s hand.
Dates of revision
occasionally pen-
cilled (in author's
hand) In margins
and at chapter
headings.. Part of
texts of "Soap
Babbles in Midden-
shot" and "The
Aloneness of Mrs.
chathata" - comedies
- on- reverse pages
of text,
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(ii) Commentary:

A detailed, textual comparison of the MSS, with the

novel itself confirms that MSS. A, Al and. A2 represent the

published version of The Aloneness of Mrs. Chatham (1965).

MS. A appears to have been. used as the copy-text. The pen-

cilled instructions to the compositor and the fact that the MS.

is the top copy (and therefore has the clearest type) support

this assumption. All emendations and alterations in the MS. .A

text are reproduced in both. MSS. Al and A2.

MS. B2, the second carbon-copy of MS. B, shows many

deletions, including the cancellation of the entire text of

chapters nine and ten• The consequent alteration of chapter

numbers to accommodate tbe shorter text is reflected in both

B and B2, where each chapter mmiber affected has been appropri-

ately altered, Revision, in. -these MSS. follows what appears to

be a general principle of "tightening up" the work by a reduc-

tion in. the narrative and by the deletion of scenes in which

minor characters appear or in which Mrs. Chathaxn has long,

introspective monologues, MSS. B and. B2, then, can be considered

as one MS. which has undergone extensive revision, and in- whioh

seven pages (pp. 170/176) are missing. The fact that the

annotations of MSS. B and B2 are accurately reflected in. MSS. A,

Al and A2 suggests that the latter are a revised version. of the

text of MSS. B and. B2; the dates of revision of which begin

(as pencilled notes) at 30 November, 1962 and. end at 10 May, 1963.

MSS. B and B2, therefore, almost oer1ain13r represent an earlier

version of the published novel,

The peculiarity of the pagination of MSS. Al and A2, where

p. 210 is followed (without a break, however, in. the continuity
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of the textual narrative) by p. 341, throws additional light on

the relationship between. MSS. A, A]. and A2 and. MSS. B and B2.

The text of MS. B ends on. p. 339, at a point in. the novel's plot

equivalent to p. 218 in. the shorter version of MSS. A, Al and

A2. In. the latter, a final chapter (headed "Coda") of seven-

teen. pages begins on p. 219. This "Coda" appears in. MS. A

with the pagination.: 219// 341/356 , where there is a break in -the

sequence (thoui not in. the lext, however,) a-b 219. Now this

seventeen-page "Coda" is missing in. MS. B, the text of which

seems curiously inoom.plete since there is no de'iouement of the

plot, It is therefore likely that -the "Coda", which contains

the novel's dnouement, was origina].1r part of the MS. B text,

In fact it looks very much as if MSS. A, Li. and A2 have somehow

incorporated. the "COda" of MS. B but (in the case of MSS. A].

and A2) retained most of the "Coda's" original pagination. which,

if i-b were a part of MS. B, would be 340/356.

One possible explanation is that Mittelholzer was simply

careless in. re-numbering -the pages of the "Coda" when. he re-typed

it during revision, not disoovering his error until he had

finished. He then corrected MS. A, the top copy (and the copy-

text), sticking on. labels with the correct page numbers, over-

looking or ignoring the need to correct the pagination of MSS.

A]. and A2, This explanation, which requires an assumption of

carelessness on. the part of the author (who appears to have been,

in. fact, meticulously careful about his work), also iiores the

fact of the missing "Coda" of MS. B and the discrepancy between.

the pencilled grand total of 163,794 words on the final page of

MS. A2 and that of 105,000 words on the title page of MS. A.

Since we know that MS. A represents a shortened version of the

novel, very likely a revised version of MSS. B and. B]., then. the
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figure of 163,794 words which appears on p. 356 of MS. A2 may,

in fact, refer to MS. B, Indeed, -this suggests that the "Coda"

of MS. B was incorporated in MSS. A, Al and A2. An explanation

which would account for this discrepancy in the totals shown, the

peculiarities of pagination of MSS. A, Al and A2 as well as for

the missing "Coda" of MS. B, might run as follows:

MS. B2 is a second carbon copy, so there were originally

three sets of MS. pages numbered 340/356 (the "Coda") attached to

MSS. B, "Bl" and B2. In re-typing the final version, Mittelbolzer

got as far as p. 219 (p . 340 of MS. B) in the new MS. A and then

decided simply to transfer the rest of the "Coda" of MS. B

(pp. 341/356 ) - which would of course be in triplicate - -to MSS. A,

1
Al and A2, in. order to save time, effort and expense, 	 He then

detached -the entire "Coda" of MSS. B, "Bi" and B2, transferring

the required pages 341/356 to MSS. A, Al and A2 in turn. Since

MS. A was to be used as the copy-text, he carefully corrected the

pagination by affixing labels with the right numbers (i.e. pp. 220/

235) to the Mborrowed pages of MS. B. Mittelboizer them disoarded

the now redundant pages be had earlier re-typed (numbered 340) of

the original ttCodav, overlooking or igooring the need for re-

pagination of MSS. A]. and A2. The total of 163,794 shown on p.356

of MS. A2 would therefore represent the total words in. the longer

text of MS. B whence that particular page had been taken,

The play, "The Aloneness of Mrs. Chatham", part of the text

of which appears on the reverse sheets of MS. B2, provides a clue

to the approximate date of MS. X, with which i1 has a good deal in

1 The fact -that EM did use the reverse sides of other MS. texts
(see chart above) in. preparing new MSS. suggests that he felt the
need to economize on paper.
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common. Both are set in Barbados (where Mittelholzer lived from

1953 to 1956) and their texts show a very close correspondence.

The dramatis personae are identical, Ralph and Joyce St. James

and. Mr. Hallam, a solicitor, appearing oniy in these two versioflsr

The plot of the play is a comic inversion of that of MS. X, and.

even certain phrases and colloquialisms are conmion to both.

Autobiographical evidence suggests that the version of MS. X is

the earlier of the two,	 tittelbo1zer's diary has the following

entry on 12 September, 1955: "d.id. WIR j:his code for "work in

rough"] and 2 pages of new play (Mrs. Chathain) ." So it seems

the play was being composed during 1955. On 23 February, 1955,

however, the entry is "Rc • statement from. bank (Mrs. Chatham.

i.r.s. $ 582-16)." Now this is the type of entry Mitteihoizer

used to record payment of copyright dues for pablished work; so

it would seem that a version of the novel had been completed prior

to the play and published. in .Ajnerioa, or at least purchased. by a

1.
publishing oonrpaiiy,

This may be the version of MS. X which would, in that

case, be the earliest extant version of the novel, The MS. is

undated and carries the rubber-stamped address of a literary

2
agency.	 The detailed instructions to the compositor pencilled

on p. 1 of MS. X, where even the type to be used for chapter

numbers is clearly specified as "48 point Bodoni Bold Condensed

Arabic" oertainlr suggests that the MS. was being prepared for

publication at some stage, There is also internal evidence to

EM's i.r.s. publishers have been unable to provide any informa-
tion about such a publication, and the death of Mrs. Marion
Saunders (EM'S New York agent) in 1967 has greatly reduced the
chances of finding any records of the transaction.

2 
yolni Yarquharson Ltd., 8 Halsey Rouse, Red Lion Square, London,

E.C. 1. Enquiries have revealed no trace of this MS. in their
records on EM which begin in October, 1955.
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suggest that MS. X was written between 1953 and. 1956 - the period

of Mittelboizer's residence in Barbados. 1 According to

Mrs. Jraoqueline Ives:

Edgar planned out the fictitious days in. many of his
novels so that they matched the real days; he2checked.
his diary to make the weather match correctly.

She asserts that the snow-covered landscape described in the "Coda"

of the novel represents the actual weather conditions at the lime

of composition of the passage. Mittelholzer lived on. the Maxwell

coast of' Christohurch parish in. Barbados, the precise area in

which Mrs. Chatham lives in the version. of MS. X. This is also

be locale of the play which we know was under composition in

Barbados during 1955. In. the text of MS. B there is a conversa-

tion. between Jasmine Lessier and Mrs. Chatham which reveals that

Jasmine and Alva Lessier (a minor character in. both MSS. B and. A)

have an incestuous relationship. This conversation. is omitted. in

MS. A. The theme of incest is, however, central to the plot of

the MS. X version, where Al-va (who is here the principal male

character) has sexual relationships with both his sister, Jasmine,

and. his sister-in-law, Maggie. In fact these incidents are used

by the author to illustrate the "naturalness" and total honesty of

the Lessiers in matters of sexual ethics. The incestuous relation-

ship, of which only a trace remains in MS. B and which has dis-

appeared ilL MS. A, provides an interesting link, therefore, between

the MSS. Another such link is the reference, in MS. B, to "out-

for-play", an improvised version of cricket especially popular

among Guyanese children, and peculiar to the West Indies. This

1 Mrs. Roma Mit-telboizer, EM's first wife, has told me that she
has no knowledge of this MS., nor can she recall EM ever mention-
ing work on a play with this theme.

2 Jacqueline Ives, "The Idyll and The Warrior", op. cit., p. 69.
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game is played by the Lessiers and described in. some detail in

MS. X. In MS. B the reference to "outforplay" is deleted, arid

is absent from. MS. A, where there is onl3r a brief descripfion of

a game of "bat-and-ball" - also present in. MS. B.

The gradual disappearance of references to a particularly

West Indian game like "out-for-play", as the novel moved from a

West Indian to an English setting (like the de-emphasizing of A1'v,

the sex-orientated West Indian, to make way for Harpo, the .A2lglophile

with ultra-conservative views); echoes !vrittelholzer's on movement

(psychologically and physically) away from a West Indian ethos

towards England as his cultural home.

Indeed, all the evidence suggests that, of the six MS.

versions of the novel, the earliest is the "West Indian" version of

MS. X, and the latest the published, "English" version of MS. A,

with MS. B representing an intermediate version, English-based,

but still containing traces of the "West Indian" version. A

diagrammatic representation. of the MSS. in. -terms of their relative

order of composition may therefore be expressed as follows:

MS. X— > MS.B/
INN

(B"l)	 B 2

MS. A

A1A2



FACSIMILES OF

"CHATFM 1' MS. PAGES
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Chapter pixte-en 14

Again- we ar t"ck br 3ier treng1 h ; p wtrengt1 p	 prcentecI -

-by re gilienc,e 0P Rpiri1, -tetdin9 s of re olv9 • th lack-±' omantio-

.nt'esbing situation present' to her by -the advent of \he Lessiers and

;heir\dness as individuals, wo\d have used this situati' as an excuse

or re1a	 her policy of alonene	 might have let the mal\attraot-

veness of 1po' a personality and hiñnts at an unusual outlo' on.

ife lure her iio phoning the cottage on\some pretext or even

on them, perhap\with the excuse of discu'ping some point of

She carried on as before, and after a week had passed without even catch-

ing a glimpse of any of the Lessiers, she told Whitley when- she ran into

him and he asked after her general welfare: "Oh, I'm pretty much the

same, Whitley. Self-su±'fic±ent but trying hard not to be self-satisfIed.

Why aren't you in London- to-day?"

"Felt a little seedy when I woke this morning," he said, avoiding

her gaze. He had. 'been tinkering with his car as she passed in the lane

with Bramwel]. on. her return from her afternoon walk. "Thought I'd better

take the day off, just to be on the safe side,"

"May I ask after Susan?"

He gave a weak smile arid replied: "You may, Much the same. Mo

change in the general siiva-tion, if you Imow what I mean." He had

lowered his 'voice automatically. He threw a troubled glance at the house,

-Che stare& p b him an inebent as th0uh sieelLg heelf, their

.-askQd, "You ditht'-t -try what I suggested, I suppose?"

-e fldI wd 10	 d-hi,	 "1 told you it would be no use."

"Did you try, though?"

He shrugged. "In a kind of a fashion."

-Che- shook her head, i1iLi in a sohoV1miet.Les1y wcy--- "A kind ct'

a fashion. What an ugly expression! But this is wicked of me.

Interfering,"
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Chapter *ineteen 17

She smiled axid	 : "It was a lesson to me	 another way,

00. sit down, and don't
	

I my garruli-ty. It's someiing I must

'I

\	
He laughed and sat, sa.\in: "I like to hear you talk\ Sheila."

\ She did not sit, thouh.\ She paced about and ta1ked,n a

frever of articulation, Threadin a path between the little tabes

rith their cacti and trade soaritia d cyclamen and other specimens of

j
the indoor plant-world, she told hin\ "What happened last night made

ne realise forcefully that thoui we in\it reach a liigia point in our

development - and I know that your wife\is highly intelligent; she

has intellect and character; she's no wekling; you can sense it when

he 'a present -. well, in spite of reacbin\auoh a stage of development,

we can still be enslaved to our physical seles, I'd been blinding

iyself to that faoL Because sex doesn't tro1e me much, I was

.no1ined -to think th'at other women must be likee; that they could

knti.o1 themselves if they wanted. Now I realis that this is a smug,

attitude, Temperaments differ so much, as asan herself pointed

ut\ What happened last night was so entirely foren to me. It was

uitoutside of anything I'a grown up with," She ohkled and smiled

t liim\	 "xid oddly enoug Whitley, not long before at happened last

iight I\was thinking the same thing - but of the other s\de of the coin,

:o to

He\frowned. "Don't get you. How do you. mean the other side

f the coin."ç	
\

"I me\i -that only the evenin before, t was telling som\one that

found. somethg I'd read too far removed from anything Pd gro up

i-th -- that I cu1dn't accept it. I said it was too foreii to m	 it

a not a part of\my conditioning as a child and young woman. But
d. to do with the\spiri-ual aide of things -- not the pFiysioal, So he

o nolusion I've had\-bo come to is that I'm o utterly green on both cointa,
I'm at some kind of mid-way stage -- a drab'limbo of ioranoe and insen-
s bility.
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...

She did not reply, mid eh	 1did eeemed to be wai.-ting for

__ 1 LflL± 1	 thp'gh eha ha tiren it_o granted that ho had asked

on rhetori ]y	 i± be repaated it • "Come on.- Toll me

H0W48 it yOt oomo to be like thip?"-_

seriously." \Then she frowned. 	 do you seem so work\d up? You

speak as if ou\have a chip on, your sh1der,"

"We'd bet\r be off. Let me taiçyou home."

\	
He engaged \e self-starter, but sh\ put her hand on. his arm and.

aai\: "Walt a moment\ Get what you. want to 	 said off your ohe t,

Mr.	 sier1 I'm sureou brought me here to \eu me something

sPeoifi\. You've roused' - curiosity. I want	 hear what T s bother

\	 \	 \

The\enlr1e had starte\to purr, but he switohè it off. "I"m

always doin '\npulsive things ii\ this. I told you. £\ive alone,

didn't I? I	 live alone. I d\i T t beg anyone for thei\oom&i --

or their oompaniship. I shouidn'\have asked you. what I ' d. It

was a stupid questn."	
\	 \

"I agree.	 the devil would be able to tell you ho' I came

He tedded, and. for a minute or two they sat in silence, both of

them staring out at the fiald and listening to the wind in the barley

blades. -Each had n ai1. .f cliasbiseffleLrb i-eoezitly buffered - -bhui in

-iii case it was chastjemerrb still being endu.'ed. ills face twitched
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•1•

She had. no sooner gone out of view behind them round the bend

when they heard. the whistle, followed by a high, quarking laugh.

"Playing truant again, it seems," murmured Sheila 	 "?Iot the

first time by any means. I dare say the school has given: her up as a

bad job."

t%flp not -fhc first jmp ," 'rig	 jr1,	 irlg -	 sle g1ance' aL

—bii eharply.	 "}Iow do you know?"	 a&e. "Abo-' h1. p1e.yg tiflt'?".
There's an example

"Baae I iaw eyes 1 " he onappad.. "A filthy manifeotation of

the filthy effeteness in. the system of child-control in. this country."
"She's a pretty bad case, I admit."
8lie gave a little sigh of perplexity. "I wish you'd be more-

-xr' I (' I +_

- "I ag'roo," ho oaid, ap though oho had no-u opokon, 'That ohs noemp

- ia at leas-t, 1'er parents could have taken her in. hand and.

—ead.e ho et ii-te se abnexious [sL] to the neighbirhpo	 Bri-t
parents

could you expao.t-em to? The psychologists tell emthat. tbe uaist be

lenient and soft towards their children. Children must be allowed to

express themselves. You mustn't slap them, you mustn't even scold them,

poor little delicate dears. Cive them affection -- lots and lots of

affection. - and let them feel the whole big world belongs to them to

kick around as they please. When they spit out foul language, smile and.

say how naughty Johnny TTice boys don't do that And for God's sake,
're

don't ever tell them they e- in the wrong. If you do, they t ll develop

a guilt complex -- and before long they'll start coshing old people

and attacking night-watchmen and breaking into shops to steal what they

can 1 And when. they find themselves in. a scrape, put the blame squarely

on yourself in. the juvenile court. Don't ever let them hear that they

had any part in. what happened. It will only damage their poor minds a

little more and encourage them to continue co shing and stealing."
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"Not at all.	 I mear±\it	 I'm interested," Ele ge,ie her band

r\squeeze. "i want to \ear you talk. Comforts me in\ peculiar

'I
S

She\ave kin a longish stake, as though probing for some t\in

lee behind s words, seemed, at lgth, satisfied. that he was sin\ere

rid smiled, ut\es I believe you. are \iterested. -- and. comforted1 
Ike

he loneliness \u've escaped from over\in your borne that makes this

orth while. I kw so aioh about 1one1eas. I've been telling Archie

hat."	 \	 \

"tow it's alo\eness -- and you like \t better." tie glanced at

r quickly and add.ed:\'I'm teasing." 	
\

"Yes, I like it tter -- though it doe\frihten me when I think

ou\\it too much, It' s a\ if I' d set out orr a 1\n journey through an

ep1od region, and i wan\to look back and ask rself if I've done

ght iu. p\ting the familiarcene behind • Bit ver -- arid i mean

is - ne've\once do I feel I ou1d turn back, I waX.it to go on. I'm

ger to go on.\I want to discor what's ahead of

Silence- oie upon them agaa, 1 After perhaps five minutes, just

holding hands, each at one end of the settee, a big space between them,

they glanced at each other, and Whitley smiled and. said: "This is good,

Wish I could fondle you again like the other night, Shall I?"

She hesitated, then shook her head slightly, Said that she did

not think it would be advisable. It would get him roused, and she did

not want to go to bed with Iiim, LEe did not press the point. Only

nodded, Said again that this was good. Pleasant, Jnd after another

drink, they agreed it was time for bed, and he left, each wishing the

other all that was good for the new year, (Let them ponder on what

may happen in 1961) Briefly!
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p.193

p .275; 298;
391

p . 408 ; 409;
410; 412
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Lnming G., p.29; 440"The Negro Writer and Hi World"
presence ricaine (Jime/November
1956)

"The Dislocated Image" 1Tew World
(Guyana 1966)

"Edgar Mittelholzer: the Man and His
Work" Lectures (1968)

"The Eton of Jamaica"
London Magazine Vol • 12 No • 1
(April/May 1972)

Maes-Jelinek Hena, "The True Substance of Life: Wilson
Harris's Palace of the Peacock
Common Wealth (Aarhus 1971)

p.298; 300

p.294

p.423

Williams Denis,	 "Image and Idea in the Arts of Guyana" p . 3; 13; 56;
Lectures (1969)	 95; 152;

248

Wynter Sylvia,	 "Reflections on West Indian Writing 	 p.371
and Criticism" Jamaica Journal
Vol. 3 No. 1 (March 1969)
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Edgar Mitteihoizer Bibliography

PUBLISHED WORKS:

Books

Corentyne Thunder (Eyre and Spottiswoode 1941)

A Morning at the Office (Hogarth 1950)

Shadows Move among Them (Peter Nèvill 1951)

Children of Kaywana (Seeker anti Warburg 1960)

The Life and Death of Sylvia (seeker and Warburg 1953)

The Weather in Middenshot (Seeker and Warburg 1952)

The Harrowing of Thxbertus (Seeker and. Warburg 1954)

The Adding Machine (Pioneer Press, Jamaica 1954)

My Bones and My Flute (Seeker and Warburg 1955)

Of Trees and the Sea (Seeker and Warburg 1956)

A Tale of Three Places (Seeker and. ¶arburg 1957)

With a Carib Eye (Seeker and Warburg 1958)

Kaywana Blood (Seeker and Warburg 1958)

The Weather Family (Seeker and VIarburg 1958)

The Mad MacMullocha (Peter Owen 1959)

A Tinkling in the TwiIit (Seeker and. Warburg 1959)

Latticed Echoes (Seeker and Warburg 1960)

Eltonsbrody (Seeker and Warburg 1960)

Thunder Returning (Seeker and. Warburg 1961)

The Piling of Clouds (Pwtnain 1961)

The Wounded and the Worried (Putnam 1962)

A Swarthy Boy (Putnam 1963)

Uncle Paul (MacDonald 1963)

The Aloneness of Mrs. Chatham (Library 33, 1965)

The Jilkington Drama (Abelard-Schuman 1965)
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Shor-b Stories

"Sibiltant and Lost" ElM Vol. 4 Mo. 13 (December 1950)

"We Imow not whom to Mourn" West Indian Stories (Faber 1960)

Article a

From a tribute to Roger Main, 	 Vol. 6 Mo. 20 (Mid-year 1955)

Poems

"For Me - the Backyard"	 Vol. 3 (December 1946)

"October Seventh"	 Mo. 19 (rear-end 1954)

Radio Broadcasts

"Sorrow Da and Mr. Millbank" B.B.C S "Caribbean Voices"
(30 January, 1949)

Interviews

"The Intellectual Cissies" Books and Boolanen (August 1962)

U?'TPUBLISIIED MSS., DIARIES AND LETTERS:

MSS.

"Mo Guileless People" - A Play.

"The Weather in. Middenshot - a serio-comedy in 3 acts" - A play.

"Angela Vimiero" - A novel.

See Appendix"The Aloneness of Mrs. Chatham" (six MSS. of novel.
one).

"Life is a Fight" - Biography.

"To Struggle and Win" - Biography.

"A Pleasant Career" - Autobiography.

Diaries

1932; 1933; 1934; 1935; 1936 ; 1948; 1955; 1959
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Lefrers

To A.J. Seymour: extracts quoted in A.J. Seymour, Lectures
(1968).

To Jacqueline Poiirber: dated 21 August 1959 and 1 October 1959.
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Wilson Harris Bibliography

Novels and collections of Short Stories (All published by Faber
nd Faber)

Palace of -the Peacock (1960)

The Far Journey of Oudin. (1961)

The Whole Armour (1962)

The Secret Ladder (1963)

Heartland (1964)

The Eye of the Scarecrow (1965)

The Waiting Room (1967)

Tumatuiaari (1968)

Asoent to Omai (1970)

The Age of the Rainmakers (1971)

Black Maraden (1972)

Short Stories and Extracts

"morrow"	 Vol. No. 1 (December, 1945)

"Baniiii. Creek" 	 Vol. 6 No. 18 (Mid-Year 1954)

Poetry

Fetish ((hiyana September, 1951)

E-ernity to Season (Guyana 1954)

"Words Writtem Before Sunset" 	 Vol. 1 No. 3
(December, 1946)

"Tell me trees: what are you whispering?" 	 Vol. 1 No. 1
(December, 1945)

"Savannah Lands"	 Vol. 1 No. 2 (June 1946)

Articles, Essays &nd Lectures

"The Uuiaxia Book by A.J. Seymour" 	 Vol. 2 No. 7
(December, 1948)

"Greatness and Bitterness" 	 Vol. 8 No. 23 (Mar, 1958)

"Two Periods in -the Work of a West Indian Artist"
Vol. 6 No. 20 (Mid-Year 1955)
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Articles, Essays and Lectures (con-t'd.)

"Thipressions after Seven Years" New World Vol. 1 No. 44
(July, 1966)

Tradition the Writer and Society New Beacon Books (1967)

"T Unresolved Constitution" 	 Vol. 14 Nos. 1 and 2 (1968)

"A Comment on A Passage to India" Literary Half-Yearly Vol. X
No. 2 (July, 1969)

"History Fable and Myth iriL the Caribbean and Guianas" Lectures
(Guyana 1970)

"Interior of the Novel" National Identity (Heineniazin 1970)

"The Phenomenal Legacy" Literary Half-Yearly Vol. XI No. 2
(July, 1970)

"The Native Phenomenon" Common Wealth (Aarhus 1971)

"Ki and Kin" Journal of Commonwealth Li-terature Vol. VII No • 1
(June, 1972)

Interview in Kas-Kas (University of Texas, Austin, U.S.A. 1972)

('.s,)


